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II abstract 
In the course of four initial studies a new stereotype measure is developed which captures 
ingroup serving generalisations. The new implicit ratio technique draws on experiences 
gained from using existing instruments to assess stereotyping. It combines the 
probabilistic approach of diagnostic ratios (McCauley & Stitt, 1978) with elements 
introduced by Esses et al. (1993), using perceiver-generated idiosyncratic stereotypic 
material which is qualified for meaning. The implicit ratio assesses individual levels of 
generalisation. The trait frequency processing involved in generalisation was found to be 
consistently biased in favour of the ingroup. Trait frequency bias tends to be spontaneous, 
automatic and largely independent of specific content or context. 
Since mere categorization into arbitrary groups already elicits trait frequency bias, four 
further studies examine perceivers' level of control over trait frequency processing. 
Changing attributional perspective towards the ingroup as a whole accentuated bias, 
whereas heightened accountability and direct instructions to suppress stereotyping 
reduced it. However, significant inhibition of bias as result of suppression instructions 
were restricted to within subjects designs. After these instructions are relaxed trait 
frequency bias recovers in strength. 
The differential effect of category primes on content valence and trait frequency bias 
suggests a direct effect of manipulations, merely mediated by content dilution. 
Differences between semantic suppression and inhibition of trait frequency bias are 
discussed. The discussion extends to the usefulness of the implicit ratio as an 
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1. general introduction 
1.1 introduction to the topic of stereotyping 
Stereotypes are phenomena we can experience every day. Most of us probably 
engage in stereotypic thinking quite frequently as a shorthand for representing 
complex social information. Stereotypes pop up in conversation, they are often 
seen to be a funny and quick way to sum up what the essential character of a 
group of people appears to be. Whenever we talk about larger numbers of people 
who are different from `ourselves' stereotypes are a very likely way of thinking 
about such groups. And when we encounter individuals of that group, we expect 
them to show the characteristics we associate with their group. 
Stereotypes are tools to compress complex information about individuals into 
easy to grasp core beliefs. By using stereotypes we assume that they capture 
some degree of truth, we imply that there is a difference between `us' and 'them', 
and are content with just a sketch of reality. These sweeping generalisations often 
enough express some ill feeling about the unknown. Whether we feel real malice 
or not, the stereotypes we use can make us feel good about ourselves by painting 
an ugly or silly picture of another group. Stereotypes carry the righteousness of 
`truth' and acceptance among our own. They draw clear borders between `us' and 
`the others' while we look good by implication. Stereotypes sum up the other 
group in a few simple beliefs so we know what to expect from `them' and can 
react accordingly. 
Stereotypes are fascinating cognitive tools of simplification. We all seem to use 
stereotypes at one time or the other, but unfortunately the gain of mental 
efficiency has a heavy price. Stereotypes can seriously affect intergroup relations 
and can have a detrimental effect on everyday life if they are the basis for 
intergroup behaviour. Particularly minorities can suffer from gross 
misrepresentation through unfavourable stereotypes. Stereotypes can express 
power and status. They can reinforce power discrepancies. 
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Ever since Lippmann (1922) described stereotypes as pictures in our heads of 
another group, researchers have sought to capture their content and understand 
how stereotypes can be eradicated, changed, or their use decreased. A large body 
of research in social psychology has been concerned with stereotypes. A number 
of areas in social psychology are relevant to researching stereotypes and have 
helped to understand the issues involved in stereotype precedents, formation, 
accuracy, activation, application, suppression, change and abolition. 
The research described here first shows the development of a new measure for 
stereotyping intensity. It aims to address individual differences in biased 
information processing, ' which is thought to characterise stereotyping. Further 
experiments (4.1 - 4.4) then apply the new methodology alongside some 
established measures. The objective is to find out how susceptible the new 
methodology is to experimental manipulations. To this end, as an example for 
influences on trait frequency bias and not necessarily to expand the field in these 
areas, the influence of category priming and processing goal manipulations is 
looked at. The second experimental section uses the new measurement 
methodology to find out to what extent biased trait frequency processing is 
spontaneous and automatic. 
1.1.1 definitions of stereotypes 
Social psychology has undergone dramatic change since Lippmann (1922) first 
introduced the term `stereotype'. With changes in social psychology 
have 
come 
changes in the definition and conceptualisation of stereotypes. 
Allport's (1954) functional conceptualisation saw stereotypes as exaggerated 
beliefs associated with a category justifying and describing intergroup relations. 
Vinacke (1957) introduced the element of ingroup consensus, seeing stereotypes 
as category ascriptions of traits which are agreed upon by large numbers of 
people. Taylor (1981a) simply saw stereotypes to be consensual beliefs about 
attributes of another group. 
(Dehue, McClintock & Liebrand, 1993; Sinha & Krueger, 1995) 
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Brigham (1971a) interpreted stereotypes as unjustified trait generalisations about 
groups, reflecting social psychology's move towards cognitive aspects of 
stereotyping. Brigham accepted that negative characteristics can be present in a 
group and need not necessarily be an exaggeration, yet he saw their prevalence to 
be over-estimated. 
McCauley & Stitt (1978) took up the idea of trait generalisation. They understand 
stereotypes as traits which are perceived . to be predictive and distinctive of a 
category. 
The more recent schema approach sees stereotypes as category schemata, 
independently of their function, consensus, level of generalisation or 
distinctiveness, referring to any outgroup perceptions from personal attributes to 
social roles (Stroebe & Insko, 1989). Fiske & Taylor's (1984) definition of 
schemata can be extended to stereotypes (as category specific schemata). "A 
schema is a cognitive structure representing organised knowledge about a given 
concept or type of stimulus denoting a semantic network of associated meanings 
and implications emanating from a given core belief' (Fiske & Taylor, 1984). 
1.1.2 stereotypes in the social context 
We can observe the use of stereotypes in any given social situation where 
categorization into social or national groups occurs. But even if outspoken 
stereotypes do not enter the conversation, stereotypic thinking may still be active. 
Even though the use of stereotypes may be suppressed in conversation, especially 
when talking directly to someone of a stereotyped group, their predictions may 
still govern our expectations about that person. Impression formation of the 
individual may conform to the expectations expressed by the stereotype, selective 
attention may lead us to home in on any display of stereotypic characteristics and 
reinforce the stereotype or lead us to discount the individual as an exception to 
the rule (subtyping). Stereotypic content and its assumed descriptive and 
predictive power can operate beyond its immediate use. 
The application of stereotypes can vary with the context perceivers find 
themselves in, depending on the frame of reference or the availability of content 
(e. g. Kleinpenning & Hagendoorn, 1991; de Dreu et al., 1992; Haslam et al., 
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1992; Haslam & Turner, 1992,1995; Haslam et at., 1995). Some groups are 
prone to specific stereotypes as a result of demographic and geographic context 
(Lissen & Hagendoorn, 1994). Contextual cues may trigger certain stereotypes 
(e. g. Zärate & Sandoval, 1995) which are absent in other situations. On the other 
hand, perceivers' varying salience of their own ingroup identity can influence 
whether they engage in stereotyping or not in the first place (Wilder & Shapiro, 
1991). 
1.1.3 the role of stereotypes in society 
To the individual stereotypes may serve as an energy saving device (Macrae, 
Milne & Bodenhausen, 1994; Andersen et al., 1990) making sense of society's 
complexities by simplification, maximising predictive output under limited 
resources. But what are their uses to the ingroup as a whole? In one sense 
stereotypes describe intergroup relations, they reflect on the power and status 
dynamic between the groups, but in another sense they also maintain and create 
intergroup relations. With stereotypes being difficult to change and not always 
consciously held, they can restrict moves towards understanding and compromise 
between groups. Their often derogatory nature can make co-operation and 
contact between groups difficult. Their use may lie in the ingroup defensive 
maintenance of the status quo. Sweeping generalisations about some undesirable 
aspects of the outgroup may serve as a source of positive distinctiveness to 
ingroup members, outlining group boundaries, justifying intergroup conflict, 
ingroup actions and the group's very existence (Jost & Banaji, 1994). 
Apart from intra-personal factors (cognition, motivation & affect) Bar-Tal (1991) 
proposes a model of stereotype formation that includes stereotype transmitting 
mechanisms such as the media and other means of communication and a macro 
societal level that recognises social and economic structures which set the scene 
for stereotypes as an expression of social categorization. 
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1.1.4 stereotype change & stereotype maintenance 
Stereotypes have turned out to be difficult to change once they are in place and in 
frequent use. Adjustments to the content of stereotypes in order to increase their 
accuracy rather than outright elimination (Hewstone & Brown, 1986) have been 
the objective of most research into stereotype change. The rigidity of stereotypes 
even in the face of disconfirming information has underlined how much we rely 
on stereotypes in social judgement and heuristics in information processing. 
Since stereotypes are on the whole resistant to change a lot of attention has been 
paid to the conditions under which they are more likely to be revised, beyond 
opportunity and inclination for change (Rothbart & Park, 1986). 
One central aspect for stereotype change is the effectiveness of stereotype 
disconfirming information, which was found to some extent to depend on how 
this information presents itself to the perceiver, for example whether it was 
concentrated within a few exemplars, or dispersed across many (Gurwitz & 
Dodge, 1977). Weber & Crocker (1983) examine the role of disconfirming 
information and explain three different models of stereotype change. The 
bookkeeping model describes gradual modification, whereas the conversion 
model involves a sudden change. A third model, the subtyping model (Hewstone, 
Hopkins & Routh, 1992; Hewstone, Johnston & Aird, 1992; Hewstone et al., 
1994) not only describes stereotype change but also their persistence. Rather than 
leading to change, concentrated disconfirming information is argued to lead to 
individuals being re-categorised as a subtype (e. g. Hantzi, 1995), and stereotype 
inconsistent information being attributed external causes (Jackson et al., 1993). 
Once a subtype is formed new information is appropriated to fit the subtype 
(Kunda & Oleson, 1995), while the stereotype itself remains intact or may 
actually be strengthened (Kunda & Oleson, 1997). 2 
Many factors influencing stereotype change have been documented, such as the 
perceived typicality of disconfirming exemplars (Johnston & Hewstone, 1992; 
Hantzi, 1995), expectations towards the group (Johnston et al., 1994), as well as 
2 On the other hand, a salient positive subtype, such as a successful black businessman, can 
highlight the otherwise bleak outlook for the superordinate category, without violating its 
stereotypes (Bodenhausen, Schwarz, Bless & Wänke, 1995). 
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personal involvement and sources of information (Johnston & Coolen, 1995). 
Maurer, Park & Rothbart (1995) have shown that sub-grouping rather than 
subtyping can be achieved if the exemplars are still seen to be typical of the 
group as such, despite disconfirming the stereotype, particularly if the subtype 
can be attributed to stable internal causes (Wilder et al., 1996). The maintenance 
bias in favour of a stereotype (Jussim & Fleming, 1996) can also be overcome by 
forcing perceivers to process all relevant information (Johnston & Macrae, 1994) 
and by accuracy and justification processing goals (Johnston, 1996; Mackie et al., 
1992a, 1992b). 
Dispersion of disconfirming information across many outgroup exemplars 
usually helps to avoid subtyping. 3 It should be noted that group level rather than 
individual level judgements are necessary for stereotype modification (Biernat & 
Manis, 1994). 4 
1.2 issues in stereotype research, past & present 
1.2.1 development of research interests and methods 
Whereas initial interest in stereotypes was a direct result of tensions between 
ethnic groups in multicultural north America, the second world war changed the 
agenda of stereotype research from mere illustration of stereotypic content 
towards explanations of intergroup behaviour (e. g. Buchanan, 1951; Vinacke, 
1957; Campbell, 1967; Sherif, 1967). Stereotypes were seen to be an expression 
of intergroup dynamics (socio-cultural perspective) as much as individual 
pathology (psychodynamic perspective). Someone found using stereotypes was 
deemed to have an authoritarian and deeply prejudiced personality (Adorno et al., 
1950; Frenkel-Brunswick, 1948). In the days of behaviourism stereotypes were 
seen to be an expression of pathology and were associated with hostility and 
aggressive intergroup behaviour. From a methodological point of view however, 
3 Garcia-Marques (1994) found that dispersion can also act as a buffer against revision. 
4 Most of the research carried out in this field is concerned with avoiding the application of 
stereotypic thought. Measures of endorsement are under-used and no attempt has been made to 
see if levels of trait frequency bias and illusory correlations can be changed under conditions 
suggested by the stereotype change literature. 
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identifying changes in content over time (Gilbert, 1951; Karlins et al., 1969) was 
the closest research got to empirically addressing the origins of stereotypes. 
Whereas political theory of the time (Marcuse, 1964) described the economic 
macro-structure of intergroup relations (Allport, 1954), acknowledging such 
influences in stereotype formation did not happen till communication and inter- 
individual translation of stereotypes became an issue (Chaffee et al., 1977; Bar- 
Tal, 1991). Empirical investigations into these societal aspects are long overdue. 
Topics brought up by research and theoretical interests such as social 
categorization and social identity theory (Tajfel, 1959; Tajfel & Turner, 1986) 
were category salience and identity management (van Knippenberg, 1989; 
Yzerbyt et al., 1995). Parallels with intergroup contact (Triandis & Vassiliou, 
1972; Hewstone, 1996) and conflict (Brewer, 1979a) were drawn, stressing 
issues such as context (e. g. Vonk & van Knippenberg, 1994), self-esteem (e. g. 
Lemyre & Smith, 1985) and positive ingroup distinctiveness (van Knippenberg, 
1978). The general appreciation of ingroup favouritism and cognitive ingroup 
biases led to a change in direction of stereotype research (e. g. Brewer 1979b), 
utilising the minimal group paradigm (cognitive perspective). 
Cognitive biases in category perceptions (van Knippenberg, 1984; Mummendey 
& Simon, 1989), described by Tajfel's (1959; Tajfel et al., 1964) accentuation 
theory of same category assimilation, and differential category accentuation 
(Krueger et al., 1989; Krueger & Clement, 1994a), and the outgroup 
homogeneity effect (Park & Rothbart, 1982) relate to the illusory correlation 
paradigm (Hamilton & Gifford, 1976), a cognitive account of stereotypic bias. 
Furthermore, social categorization theory (Taylor et al., 1978; Taylor, 1981b) 
brought to stereotype research the notion of multiple categorizations (e. g. 
Vanbeselaere, 1987), ingroup bias (Locksley et al., 1980; Gaertner et al., 1989; 
Perdue et al., 1990; Macrae & Hewstone, 1990; Huddy & Virtanen, 1995), and 
category relevance (e. g. van Knippenberg et al., 1994). 
Self categorization theory (Turner, 1981,1987; Kelly, 1989; Hinkle et al., 1989; 
Hartstone & Augustinos, 1995) had less of direct impact since the perceiver 
centeredness of context dependent multiple hierarchical social identities was not 
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backed up with cognitive processes to relate different identity contexts with 
different stereotyping behaviour. Nevertheless it stressed the influence of context 
on stereotyping (Haslam et al., 1992; Haslam & Turner, 1992,1995; Haslam et 
al., 1995). Criticism of the emphasis on categorization has recently increased, 
particularly among British cultural and discourse theorists. Yet no advances have 
been made to explain category-based cognitions since Billig (1985) proposed the 
need for particularisation to be just as powerful a motivation (sic) as the need for 
simplification or categorization. 5 
1.2.2 social cognition & cognitive biases 
The framework for the studies reported here is provided by research into 
cognitive processes underlying social actions. A number of areas in social 
cognition are directly relevant to stereotyping (1.2.3) and the broader field 
provides the backdrop for many of the issues research into stereotyping is 
concerned with. Compared to previous approaches, social cognition brought 
about a shift in interest from stereotypic content to process, "... a change from 
research on stereotypes - their content and correlates - to research on 
stereotyping - the processes underlying intergroup perceptions" (Hamilton, 
Stroessner & Driscoll, 1994). 
Independently of whether we consider consensus a necessary feature of 
stereotypes or not, they are category schemata and of obvious relevance to 
intergroup settings. Group processes relating to categorization and group 
distinctiveness (Brewer, 1993b) are relevant in so far as they help understand the 
formation of category perceptions and the ego-defensive mechanisms that go 
along with categorization. Simplifying complex social structures into a few 
general categories (Allport, 1954) also implies that these categories are 
characterised in a simplistic manner. We can assume that the salient 
S 
.. somewhat blurring the 
distinction between motivations such as the need for structure and 
cognitive processes. Categorization and particularisation (individuation) are both cognitive 
actions, yet to assume the effort saving automaticity of generalisation (categorization) could be 
overcome or outperformed by a "need for particularisation" (Billig, 1985) seems far fetched 
(Brewer & Harasty, 1996). 
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generalisations which provide a sketch of another group are also the material 
used to construct outgroup stereotypes. 
Such perceptions of other groups are not only value-laden but also biased in more 
fundamental ways. Other groups tend to be seen as more homogeneous than the 
own group. This outgroup homogeneity effect (Park & Rothbart, 1982) describes 
variability perceptions which let the other group appear to be an interchangeable 
mass of people while the own group is seen as a collection of individuals, quite 
independent of the actual information available about the other group (Judd & 
Park, 1988), but depending on the choice of attribute dimension that is used to 
construct perceptions of homogeneity (Park & Judd, 1990). Two types of 
homogeneity perceptions, one based on attribute clusters, likely to be stereotypic 
attributes (more exemplar based), a second assessing the degree to which the 
group matches the overall stereotype (more abstraction based6), both lead to the 
construction and reinforcement of categories (Park & Judd, 1990; Park et al., 
1991) according to preconceptions which not only define the characteristics but 
also their general descriptiveness (Park & Hastie, 1987; Linville & Fischer, 
1993). The perception of outgroup homogeneity leads perceivers to de- 
individualise outgroup members and to identify fewer subgroups (Park et al., 
1992). 7 
Research interest has been substantial in this area and the outgroup homogeneity 
effect is now a well established cognitive bias that underlies category-based 
generalisations. There is evidence for homogeneity perceptions to be both on-line 
and memory-based (Mackie et al., 1993), but the basic model of category-based 
variability perceptions is well understood. 8 
Research in this area suggests that a lack of familiarity with the other group 
increases the category - trait covariation link (Linville et al., 1989; Linville et al., 
1996). Other contextual influences are the relationship with minority proportions 
6 For parallels with exemplar and abstraction aspects of stereotypes see Sherman (1996). 
Contradicting results have been obtained by van Twuyver & van Knippenberg (1995). 
8 An alternative view is put forward by Brewer (1993), who proposes overestimates of ingroup 
heterogeneity rather than outgroup homogeneity as an explanation of the effect. 
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(Bartsch & Judd, 1993; Simon, 1992), status (Doosje et al., 1995; Young et al., 
1995) and affect (Stroessner & Mackie, 1992,1993). Perceptions of outgroup 
homogeneity are met with perceptions of ingroup heterogeneity, but heightened 
ingroup salience can lead to increased ingroup homogeneity consistent with 
autotypes (Lee & Ottati, 1995). 
The outgroup homogeneity effect with its biased use of mental frequencies 
(Kraus et al., 1993) can be seen as an illustration for the kind of cognitive 
processes involved in stereotyping. Outgroup stereotypes are over-generalisations 
along trait dimensions matching the lack of accuracy in outgroup variability 
estimates (Judd et al., 1991; Krueger, 1992; Lambert, 1995; Simon et al., 1990). 
The reliance in stereotypes is to some degree dependent on perceptions of 
outgroup homogeneity (Ryan et al., 1996), yet it would be hasty to assume 
stereotypes were simply perceptions of outgroup homogeneity with added 
ethnocentrism (Judd et al., 1995). 
The issue of homogeneity perceptions is particularly relevant to frequentistic 
approaches to stereotypes (i. e. trait frequency bias), which use perceptions of 
relative outgroup homogeneity to conceptualise over-generalisation of 
stereotypic content. 
Furthermore, the work on impression formation and person memory 9, the use of 
category information and stereotypes in judgements of individuals, bears 
relevance to stereotyping. Whereas individuals can rely on a positivity bias 
(Fiedler et al., 1987) in other people's memory, individuals associated with a 
category cannot hope for such preferential treatment as a result of the strength of 
category information (Krueger & Rothbart, 1988; Hewstone et al., 1991). 10 
9 (Yzerbyt & Leyens, 1991; Uleman, Moskowitz, Roman & Rhee, 1993; Uleman, Hon, Roman & 
Moskowitz, 1996; Newman, 1996; D'Agostino & Bergl, 1996) 
1°Automated negative stereotypes and sympathy towards outgroup individuals can coexist, at 
least among perceivers with low levels of prejudice (Devine, Monteith, Zuwerink & Elliot, 1991; 
Devine & Monteith, 1993). In such impression ambivalence the management of dissonant 
impressions (associated system theory: Carlston & Sparks, 1994; Brewer, 1994b) can lead to 
stereotype suppression. By exerting mental control perceivers can cut out negative category 
stereotypes and achieve representational consistency, yet at the price of having to invest more 
effort and risking preoccupation with unwanted thoughts (Bodenhausen & Macrae, 1994). 
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Another area in social cognition which has helped to set the scene for stereotype 
research is attribution theory. Particularly causal attributions for success and 
failure for ingroup and outgroup members (Eilig & Frieze, 1979; Maruyama, 
1982; McAuley et al., 1992; Smith, 1994) have helped understand the kind of 
cognitive ingroup biases perceivers engage in to protect their ingroup and thereby 
themselves from undesirable associations. Research has shown the motivational 
(Kruglanski & Ajzen, 1983) and cognitive components of attribution biases 
favouring ingroup rather than outgroup members along causal dimensions of 
internal vs. external, global vs. particular and stable vs. dispositional causal 
origins (Hewstone, 1990). 
Apart from ingroup favouring attributions (Islam & Hewstone, 1993; Weber, 
1994) this area of research has also described attributions anticipating bias from 
an outgroup against the self (Vivian & Berkowitz, 1992). Most relevant for 
stereotyping however is the debate about whether individual differences in 
attributions result in stable attributional style (Cutrona et al., 1985). Attributional 
style questionnaires were introduced by clinical psychologists (Seligman et al., 
1979; Metalsky & Abramson, 1981; Peterson et al., 1982; Feather & Tiggemann, 
1984) to capture depressive thought patterns. Yet the idea of trait-like cognitive 
styles (Arntz et al., 1985; Cohen et al., 1986; Houston, 1994) is closely related to 
attempts to identify a cognitive style in stereotypic bias (Nieman, 1980), even if 
cognitive style will probably turn out to be too context dependent to be useful 
beyond an illustration of cognitive bias (Cutrona et al., 1985). 
1.3 social cognition and issues in stereotyping 
Social cognition research on stereotypes is primarily concerned with the 
cognitive processes involved in stereotyping. Stereotyping is understood as an 
heuristic information processing strategy which due to limited processing 
resources or attentional deficits uses trait frequency generalisations for 
categories. Capacity and mental economy issues in trait frequency processing 
will be addressed in relation to processing goals (4. ). The first four studies (3. ) 
however use the assumption of automated heuristic processing to underlie 
stereotyping to develop measurement methodologies such as the revised 
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diagnostic ratio and the implicit ratio. Later experiments (4.1 - 4.4) then 
investigate to what extent perceivers can exert control over these heuristic 
processes and category biases in frequency perceptions. 
The point of view that stereotyping is indeed a form of biased - heuristic - 
information processing has been arrived upon by looking at the relationship 
between the use of stereotypes (application) and social perception: Stereotypes 
were found to influence information processing. " Activating stereotypes- leads to 
stereotype consistent information processing (Bodenhausen, 1988; Ruscher & 
Hammer, 1996), or inconsistent processing if the information is particularly 
salient (Stangor & McMillen, 1992), which can result in subtyping (Verplanken 
et al., 1996), probably because of the greater effort involved in accounting for the 
inconsistency (Sherman & Hamilton, 1994). And when perceivers are faced with 
limited processing capacity, for example if their resources are artificially 
depleted, they are less likely to resolve this inconsistency (Stangor & Duan, 
1991; Macrae, Bodenhausen & Milne, 1994) and as a result the processing 
advantage for either stereotypic or salient non-stereotypic material disappears. 
But stereotypes also affect the interpretation of information (Kunda & Sherman- 
Williams, 1993) by guiding the interpretation of ambiguous information (review: 
Hamilton & Sherman, 1994). Stereotypes can lead to a shift in standards of 
judgements (Biernat, 1995) and can have direct behavioural implications (Snyder 
et al., 1977; Hamilton et al., 1990). Competitive intergroup settings tend to 
promote negative stereotypes. 12 
1.3.1 heuristic processes 
A central assumption of the social cognition approach is that stereotypes not only 
function as judgmental heuristics (Bodenhausen & Wyer, 1985; Bodenhausen, 
1990,1993) but are also subject to heuristic processing themselves. Particularly 
when looking at sweeping generalisations across categories it seems obvious that 
11 For example, stereotype congruent information has memory advantages. But whereas 
stereotype congruent content is easier to remember, it is also more difficult to suppress and forget 
(Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Ford, 1997). 
12 But these are by no means a prerequisite (Brewer, 1979b). 
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perceivers neglect any baserate information about trait frequencies they might 
have. The baserate fallacy (Locksley et al., 1982) is a central idea to the cognitive 
approach to stereotyping. However, we do not know for sure whether perceivers 
ignore baserates against better judgement, use them creatively for ingroup gain or 
never process the information in the first place. Perceivers seem to rely on the 
epistemic authority of their source rather than its information (Chaiken, 1980, 
1986) or an availability heuristic for item frequencies (Manis et al., 1993). 
Particularly if the issue is of low relevance to them, perceivers tend to use a 
credibility heuristic (Chaiken & Maheswaran, 1994). In any case, the 
representativeness of category information is biased in favour of the ingroup 
(Giner-Sorolla & Chaiken, 1997) by accumulative effects of skewed probability 
(frequency) representation and evaluative bias (Bouts et al., 1992). 13 
1.3.2 limited processing capacity 
A great deal of social cognition research makes the assumption that the 
processing resources available to the perceiver at any given time are limited. If 
the capacity to deal with complex social information is indeed rather constrained 
then mental economising in favour of heuristics is bound to characterise a 
number of processes involved in stereotyping. 
Processing accuracy decreases under high memory demand (Shaklee & Mims, 
1982) and cognitive busyness can cause long term processing deficits for 
contextual information (Gilbert, & Osborne, 1989). High task demand promotes 
the use of heuristic processing (Bless et al., 1992) and such processing demands, 
as for example time pressure (Dijker & Koomen, 1996) and multiple task 
environments (Stangor & Duan, 1991), lead to greater reliance in stereotypic 
information (Dijksterhuis & van Knippenberg, 1995c; Harris & Perkins, 1995) 
and to stereotype consistent processing (Macrae, Hewstone & Griffiths, 1993). 14 
13 Gigerenzer (199 1) however, does not see these biases as strictly probabilistic errors since they 
depend on the perceiver's frame of reference (single case vs. relative frequency; fundamental vs. 
probability statements). 
° and less individuation (Rothbart, Fulero, Jensen, Howard & Birrell, 1978). 
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Perceivers who are cognitively busy are less likely to activate a stereotype, but 
once the stereotype is activated they are more likely to apply it (Gilbert & Hixon, 
1991). Research using artificial resource depletion illustrates that the amount of 
processing capacity is rather finite but also that the association of a category with 
a stereotype is more effortful than further stereotype consistent processing (1.3.3, 
1.3.6). In such resource demanding environments resource saving through 
simplification of complex information (Bodenhausen & Lichtenstein, 1987) 
seems the overriding processing objective which explains the resulting 
congruency heuristics. More difficult processing is met with an increased use of 
heuristics. Stereotype activation and application ease processing and free up 
resources. Macrae, Milne & Bodenhausen (1994) argue that more accurate 
individuation [and group representation] is only achieved with the help of affect 
or motivation in more controlled processing. 
"Through stereotype application, perceivers possess an efficient means of 
simplifying social interaction and preserving valuable processing resources. 
Such a facility, moreover, makes sound evolutionary sense. " (Macrae, Milne & 
Bodenhausen, 1994) But what exactly is the spare processing capacity needed 
for? Is speed and efficiency per se a good enough explanation for the use of 
simplistic category schemata? Saving processing resources "... enables perceivers 
to redirect their energy to more pressing environmental contingencies" (Macrae, 
Milne & Bodenhausen, 1994), but what are they? One speculation would be, that 
connotations of intergroup emotions and motivations take up some remaining 
processing capacity. 
A second question arises about the `evolutionary sense' of stereotype application. 
Whereas stereotype activation would ease processing the use of stereotypes 
would appear to be of no added benefit. However, once activated stereotypes 
tend to be applied automatically. 
The `cognitive miser' assumptions suggest that `energy preservation' is the rule 
of life and heuristic processing the standard modus operandi for social 
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perception. Seen in this light, stereotyping is necessary and just about accurate 
enough. ' 5 
Fiske & Morling (1996) explain the mediating role of perceiver motivation which 
can be used to overcome capacity constraints by investing extra effort. For 
example they suggest that "powerful perceivers need not, cannot, or choose not 
to attend" (Fiske & Morling, 1996) and are therefore prone to stereotype. 
Oakes & Turner (1990) take a different view and insist that "limited information 
processing capacity is not the cause of social stereotyping" and that "rather than 
an information-reducing, overgeneralized distortion occurring as a side-effect of 
limited capacity, stereotyping is simply the process through which we apprehend 
the realities of group life" (Oakes & Turner, 1990). They assume the cognitive 
perspective to be that categorization is a result of capacity constraints and that 
without such limited capacity there would be no reason to categorise. Oakes & 
Turner (1990) stress that real-life categories need to be understood by perceivers. 
They reject the whole idea of mental economising on the basis of the notion that 
stereotypes may be vaguely accurate, if somewhat condensed, summaries of 
social groups. And since categories are perceiver construals in the first place, 
these construals cannot be the result of limited capacity but of social perception. 
However, the fact that simplicity of categorization increases under higher task 
load (Pratto & Bargh, 1991) does not imply categorization would not happen if 
maximum resources were available. The basic principle of organising social 
information in categories, particularly multiple overlapping categories, and 
having sketchy value-laden beliefs (stereotypes) about them does save mental 
energy, 16 and without some inclination to invest enough resources to reduce 
reliance in them, their impact will remain the same. 
ýs Tragically, this view largely ignores its societal functions (6. ). 
16 (Macrae, Milne & Bodenhausen, 1994) 
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1.3.3 automaticity 
Related to processing capacity is the notion of automatic processes in 
stereotyping. Devine (1989; Fazio et al., 1986) described the automatic activation 
of stereotypes upon the confrontation with category relevant information, 
precluding awareness and intentions to maximise efficiency (Bargh, 1994; Bargh 
et al., 1996). In order to avoid stereotype application perceivers must engage in 
controlled inhibition which is increasingly hindered the more their resources are 
depleted (Devine, 1989). Some evidence however suggests that individual 
differences occur primarily in the automatic activation of stereotypes rather than 
in the likelihood to avoid them (Locke et al., 1994). 
Sanbonmatsu et al., (1994) describe an automated `blocking' process, a 
premature end of the attribution process in the form of over-learned associations. 
Unlike automatic stereotype activation, blocking prevents the revision of 
previous cognitions. Frequency estimates are described to be subject to automatic 
blocking, which is distinct from evidence-based discounting. Stereotypic bias is 
interpreted as causality perceptions of unrelated events on the basis of expected 
covariation observations, as opposed to the blocked on-line estimates. Essentially 
maintaining expectancy-based illusory correlations (1.3.7), blocking protects 
stereotypes from revision but can be avoided under specific processing goals 
(Sanbonmatsu et al., 1994). 
1.3.4 categorization processes: overlapping categorizations 
The confrontation with category stimuli which results in category congruent 
processing usually takes place in multiple categorization settings with 
simultaneous representations of different hierarchically organised categories 
(Stangor et al., 1992). Comparisons between the categories are relatively 
spontaneous, effortless and unintentional and require mental control to override 
them (Gilbert et al., 1995). Categories for which perceivers have easily accessible 
schemata are more readily used in multiple category scenarios (Smith et al., 
1996). Alternatively, priming a specific category can enhance its use, particularly 
low level categories can show an increase in descriptiveness (van Twuyver & van 
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Knippenberg, 1995). But otherwise superordinate categories, particularly ones 
with undesirable features, have the strongest influence (Vanbeselaere, 1996). 
The application of stereotypes in category hierarchies is mediated by category 
status (Eagly & Kite, 1987). It appears perceivers choose a single dominant 
category to think about others (Zdrate & Smith, 1990). 17 The selection of such a 
superordinate category may involve active suppression of less defining category 
information (Macrae, Bodenhausen & Milne, 1995). 
1.3.5 categorization biases: effects of category and stereotype accessibility 
Categorization has consequences for stereotyping. 18 The speed with which 
perceivers categorise targets in multiple categorization settings predicts 
stereotype application (Zärate & Smith, 1990). Confrontation with a category 
elicits stereotype congruent responses and priming a specific category heightens 
the accessibility of stereotypes for that category. Since the mere presence of the 
outgroup can be enough to activate stereotypic concepts, behavioural 
implications of automatically activated stereotypes can lead to self-fulfilling 
prophecies which harm intergroup relations (Snyder et al., 1977; Hamilton et al., 
1990; Bargh et al., 1994). The cognitive biases elicited by categorization may 
play an active role in maintaining categorical perceptions. 
Priming is a way to (artificially) enhance category accessibility. Heightened 
category accessibility has in turn been shown to increase accessibility of category 
descriptive material of ingroup serving desirability (stereotypes) (Dovidio et al., 
1986). 
There are two ways of priming a category: One uses the category label whereas 
the second uses category-associated content. Recently some important 
differences between the two strategies have been reported. Whereas priming the 
category label increases category use in subsequent judgements, priming 
category-associated traits decreases category use (Ford et al., 1994). A 
17 However, processing objectives may demand contextual rather than category cues (e. g. Jussim, 
Fleming, Coleman & Kohberger, 1996b). 
18 see also McConnell, Sherman & Hamilton (1997) for the role of target entitivity. 
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relationship between category versus content primes and perceivers' prejudice 
has been found by Lepore & Brown (1997). Whereas priming valenced 
stereotypes and category labels increased negativity of group evaluations, low 
prejudice perceivers' evaluations decreased in negativity following a category 
prime. This suggests that category primes, heighten the accessibility of 
expectation-based cognitions, while stereotype or content primes follow the 
favourability expressed by the prime. 
Trafimow & Radhakrishnan (1995) report a non-hierarchical relationship 
between two different sets of stereotypes. They find activated occupation 
stereotypes to prime sex stereotypes and vice versa. Such results illustrate that 
priming in` crossed categorization settings is not as category specific as could 
have been assumed and that complex representational structures exist which 
allow for more than one dominant category. 
Higgins & Brendle (1995) discuss the degree of consciousness involved in 
priming and report that construct accessibility was increased even if perceivers 
were aware of contextual primes as long as applicability was sufficient, 
reinforcing the `activation rule' that strong accessibility can compensate for weak 
applicability. Illustrating some ideomotor consequences of category priming, 
Dijksterhuis & van Knippenberg (1995) have shown primes for professorial 
stereotypes to enhance perceivers' performance on Trivial Pursuit questions. 
1.3.6 processes in stereotype activation 
The activation of a category eases perceivers' ability to process stereotype related 
information. Category activation leads to stereotype activation which in turn 
eases processing (Macrae, Stangor & Milne, 1994). Considering social settings 
where multiple overlapping categories are present and assuming perceivers aim 
to reduce information into few salient superordinate categories (Zdrate & Smith, 
1990) and channel attention and processing capacity accordingly, what happens 
to the remaining categories? Results from Macrae, Bodenhausen & Milne (1995) 
suggest that not only is attention directed to the salient category, circumstantial 
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information is actively suppressed, so that both excitatory and inhibitory 
mechanisms influence categorization processes. 
Such active facilitation and active inhibition can be concluded from evidence 
collected by Dijksterhuis & van Knippenberg (1994,1996b): Category label 
priming facilitates the accessibility of stereotype-consistent trait concepts while it 
obstructs accessibility of inconsistent traits. They argue that categories are 
positively associated in semantic memory with stereotype-consistent traits and 
negatively associated with inconsistent traits. Similarly, schema activation has 
been shown to lead to congruent processing in the detection of inconsistent 
information (Dijksterhuis & van Knippenberg, 1995b) and the memory for 
inconsistent information (van Knippenberg & Dijksterhuis, 1996), yet a 
posteriori activation19 inhibits access to inconsistent information. 20 
1.3.7 illusory correlation model 
Category trait associations are subject to a frequency misrepresentation. Certain 
characteristics are over- and under-represented in conjunction with a category. A 
powerful model to account for skewed frequency representations is the illusory 
correlation model. Distinctiveness- and expectation-based illusory correlations 
between schemata and categories are central to an approach to stereotyping 
which is based on frequency bias, frequency illusions and generalisation. 
1.3.7.1 distinctiveness-based illusory correlations 
Distinctiveness-based illusory correlations are overestimates of frequency co- 
occurrences of distinctive stimuli which influence group perception (Hamilton & 
Gifford, 1976). Infrequent and therefore distinctive characteristics are associated 
with a less familiar or otherwise distinctive category in the form of an illusory 
correlation of infrequent co-occurring events. Hamilton & Gifford's (1976) 
19 'a posteriori' = categorization after presentation, reconstruction or retrieval cue. 
20 Evidence for both stereotype-consistent and activation-consistent selective processing exists in 
the literature but an initial study by Bodenhausen (1988) concluded a clear advantage for 
stereotype-consistent processing, giving reason to speculate that category primes first have to be 
enriched with active category content (from memory) to achieve clear processing advantages. 
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findings are of clear implication for stereotyping: Negative distinctive behaviour 
by a distinctive group could form the basis for category schemata as a result of 
this illusory correlation. For example, negatively distinctive criminal behaviour 
displayed by a minority (infrequent and distinctive) such as Afro-Americans 
could lead `whites' to believe `blacks' would commit more crime even if the 
proportion of criminals in both groups was the same (Hamilton & Sherman, 
1989). 21 The number of extreme individuals is thereby overestimated (Rothbart et 
al., 1978). 
The distinctiveness-based illusory correlation effect has been widely replicated22 
as a cognitive bias in information processing which explains the selective 
availability of one type of information for a category. Its globalised effects 
beyond specific content have been documented (Acorn et al., 1988; Kim & 
Baron, 1988). Illusory correlations are thought to be impression-based (on-line) 
for individuals and memory-based in reference to whole groups (Sanbonmatsu et 
al., 1987). 
Illusory correlations increase with arousal (Kim & Baron, 1988). Induced mood 
was found to interfere with perceptions of distinctiveness and thereby with 
illusory correlations (Stroessner et al., 1992). Affect reduces the likelihood for 
illusory correlations to occur but increases reliance in them (Hamilton et al., 
1993). 
The strength of the effect varies as a function of the number of exemplars used to 
convey infrequent information (Mullen & Johnson, 1990). Less extreme 
characterisations also reduce the effect as does easing processing load 
(Sanbonmatsu, Shavitt & Gibson, 1994). Presentation of a third group has also 
been shown to result in a decrease (Sherman et al., 1989) whereas the 
introduction of subtypes and sub-categories completely prevented 
distinctiveness-based illusory correlations (Fiedler & Armbruster, 1994). 
2) also see Hamilton & Sherman (1989) for a discussion of alternative interpretations. 
22 Jones, Scott, Solernou, Noble, Fiala & Miller (1977); Hamilton, Dugan & Trolier (1985); 
Pryor (1986); Sanbonmatsu, Sherman & Hamilton (1987); Smith, 1991; McConnell, Sherman & 
Hamilton (1994); Mullen & Johnson (1995) etc. for a recent review see Hamilton & Sherman 
(1994). 
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Processing goals, perceiver motivation and ego-protection (Sanbonmatsu et al., 
1987) as well as perceivers' high personal relevance (Sanbonmatsu et al., 1991) 
have also been shown to undermine the effect. 
The argument behind the effect is that distinctiveness results in heightened 
salience and enhanced processing which makes the infrequent schemata highly 
accessible. However, post-encoding results have been shown to be independent 
of distinctiveness (McConnell et al., 1994). 
An information loss account for infrequent information (Fiedler, 1991) states that 
illusory correlations occur due to poorer rather than better processing of 
infrequent information (Fiedler et al., 1993). The reasons for distinctiveness- 
based illusory correlations on processing level are bound to receive further 
research attention since there are also other results which show evidence of faster 
processing (Johnson & Mullen, 1993). 
Some research suggests illusory correlations to operate at perceptual and 
encoding levels (Fiedler et al., 1984). This leads to the notion of expectation- 
based illusory correlations which may be particularly relevant for the 
maintenance of stereotypic beliefs. 
1.3.7.2 expectancy-based illusory correlations 
Research has demonstrated better memory for stereotype confirming events 
(Rothbart et al., 1979). Expectancy congruent memory advantages (Stangor & 
Ruble, 1989; Fyock & Stangor, 1994; White jr. & Zsambok, 1994) are thought to 
be involved in stereotype maintenance. Hamilton & Rose (1980) have shown 
prior cognitions to define some illusory correlations. Such expectation-based 
illusory correlations (Spears et al., 1986,1987) use expectation congruency and 
self relevance instead of paired distinctiveness (Spears et al., 1985) to obtain the 
biased representations. `Data-based' distinctiveness-based illusory correlations 
can be overruled by prior expectations. Berendsen, van der Pligt, Spears & 
McGarty (1996) have shown that expectancy disconfirming desirability ratings 
can undermine the illusory correlation effect. If no expectations are present 
illusory correlations are stronger if they are preceded by desirability ratings. 
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However, if perceivers have clear expectations the effect is stronger if 
desirabilities do not interfere with the illusory correlation task. Moreover, 
illusory correlations have been demonstrated to differ in line with group level 
vested interests (Berendsen, Spears & van der Pligt, 1996). 
Mood incongruency between induced mood state and presented information 
increases the expectancy-based illusory correlation effect, while slowing down 
processing (Mackie et al., 1989). This apparent contradiction with 
distinctiveness-based illusory correlations has been interpreted by Hamilton et 
al., (1993) in terms of different modes of processing (Schaller & Maas, 1989). 
Whereas distinctiveness-based illusory correlations suffer from a decrease in 
distinctiveness under mood incongruency conditions due to attention deficits, 
expectancy-based processing has to use more heuristics as a result of complexity 
and therefore shows an increased effect. This interpretation is in line with Garcia- 
Marques & Hamilton's (1996) way of explaining better recall for of incongruent 
information while overestimating congruent information in expectation-based 
illusory correlations. They suggest heuristic and selective frequency estimates to 
operate in distinctiveness-based illusory correlations (incongruency-based 
processes) and exhaustive systematic retrieval to govern expectation-based 
illusory correlations. 3 
1.3.7.3 covariance reasoning 
A way of conceptualising the illusory correlation effect is the assumption that 
deficits in statistical reasoning are responsible for an inaccurate appraisal of 
frequency and category information (Mullen & Johnson, 1990). Schaller (1992a) 
suggests that selective stats reasoning is employed to justify ingroup favouritism 
and that it is crucially involved in stereotype formation and maintenance 
(Schaller, 1994). Deficits in covariance reasoning (intuitive ANCOVA) have 
been shown to lead to increased stereotyping (Schaller, 1994). Such deficits in 
intuitive ANCOVA reasoning can be the result of cognitive load (Shaklee & 
Mims, 1982; Schaller & O'Brien, 1992) and stimulus array (Schaller, 1992b). 
The fact that Schaller et al., (1996) managed to achieve a sustained decrease in 
23 Twofold Retrieval by Associated Pathways (TRAP) model 
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illusory correlations by instructing perceivers in intuitive ANCOVA reasoning 
strategies shows that lack of training and experience can also be reasons behind 
the reliance in the paired distinctiveness heuristic. However, greater caution is 
just as likely to account for the reduction in bias as is statistical ability (Schaller 
et al., 1996). This explanation suggests lack of ability rather than cognitive 
creativity (Slusher & Andersen, 1987) to be responsible for illusory correlations. 
1.3.7.4 alternative views 
Despite the large number of replications the phenomenon of illusory correlations 
has received some scepticism. Feldman et al., (1986) for example found only 
affect enriched stimuli to produce illusory correlations and as a consequence 
rejected distinctiveness as an explanation. From today's perspective one would 
speculate that their work on occupation schemata might have been tapping 
expectation-based processing. 
Self-categorization theorists have also provided some scepticism. Illusory 
correlations in the absence of paired distinctiveness (McGarty et al., 1993) and 
for non-meaningful categorizations (Haslam et al., 1993) have been reported 
alongside aims to statistically discredit (Haslam & McGarty, 1994) some of the 
original research. 
1.4 aspects of stereotyping 
1.4.1 the life-span of stereotypes 
For stereotype research it is often helpful to concentrate on one aspect before 
integrating the findings in the wider picture since often different cognitive and 
contextual processes operate at different levels. The life-span of stereotypes 
encompasses precedents, stereotype formation, accuracy, activation, application 
and maintenance, till its impact is reduced through suppression, change and 
abolition. Precedents can be societal circumstance as much as a cognitive need 
for simplification which result in stereotype formation. Stereotype formation 
describes the process through which stereotypic representations are acquired by 
individuals and collectively reinforced by groups. Some research concentrates on 
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perceptions and reality of accuracy (2.2.5) of content, assessing the `truth' 
element and intergroup intentions of stereotypes. Stereotype activation refers to 
the relationship between category and content representations and describes the 
processing advantages of stereotypic thought. Stereotype application on the other 
hand is concerned with the use of stereotypic schemata in characterising a 
category. Mechanisms involved in stereotype maintenance are selective revision, 
sub-typing, self-fulfilling prophecies and communicational reinforcement. 
Stereotype suppression refers to a (controlled, motivated or automatic) process 
where stereotypic thought although activated is not applied (semantic 
suppression). In contrast, stereotype change implies a change of the actual 
representations which are linked to a category, either towards more accurate or 
more positive content for the benefit of intergroup relations. Stereotype abolition 
can mean the elimination of a specific set of stereotypes through profound and 
collective change or the reduction of bias generally expressed towards other 
groups. 
1.4.2 stereotypes versus stereotypic processing 
An important distinction should be recognised between a stereotype itself and the 
processes that are involved in the act of stereotyping. Stereotypes consist of 
content material. Stereotyping on the one hand can either refer to the application 
of stereotypic content or stereotype related bias. In the first case this means the 
use of content, stereotyping as a means of communication. In the second, 
stereotyping can also refer to the thought processes that lead to stereotypic 
representations (content), support them or coincide with them. 
In terms of measuring stereotyping (which will be discussed in detail later 2.1 
ff. ), this can mean (1) capturing stereotypic content, (2) assessing its level of use 
(application), or (3) measuring the strength of representations (endorsement) of 
specific content. On the other hand, measures which concentrate on biased 
processing involved in stereotyping are concerned with thought patterns and 
strategies which aid stereotyping. 
This distinction is not only important to note for the research reported here, but 
should be kept in mind throughout this area of research as some studies 
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concentrate on stereotypic content (thoughts, stereotypes) while others address 
biased processing (thinking, stereotypic processing). 
Whereas stereotypes primarily refer to category schemata that form the content of 
representations, stereotypic processing addresses biased processing of category 
relevant information. The process approach to stereotyping includes for example 
work on illusory correlations, covariance reasoning and trait frequency biases. 
Content-based approaches are most common in studies concerned with 
stereotype activation, application and management. Processing bias assumptions 
are made to examine activation and application speeds and to assess the 
processing advantages of heuristic modes of processing. But the process 
approach is predominantly used to address questions in stereotype formation. The 
research reported here will look at individual differences in processing, 
developing measures of trait frequency bias (3.5 - 3.8) and will then use these 
process-oriented measures to extend the process assumption to stereotype 
inhibition (and activation) (4.1 - 4.4). 
Making a distinction between content-based and process-based measurement 
approaches is crucial for the research and measurement methodologies reported 
here (3. & 2. ), particularly since research on trait frequency bias can be carried 
out relatively independent of specific or consensually endorsed content. For 
issues in stereotype measurement this distinction is crucial but rare. Content- 
based and processing measures assess different things, content endorsement and 
strength of bias, but are both known as `stereotype measures'. 
1.5 the role of context 
Stereotyping happens in social context. Societal frameworks and categorization 
scenarios as well as situational variation can influence stereotyping. Apart from 
individual differences in cognition, affect and motivation can be situationally 
defined. Group interests and group dynamics are also sources of influence and 
variability. Finally, context specific processing goals can at least temporarily 
change stereotyping. 
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It is problematic to assume contextual influence to be either present or absent. 
Rather the interplay of multiple contextual elements should be considered, which 
vary in strength over time and probably affect different aspects of stereotyping in 
different ways. 
1.5.1 affect 
The kind of emotional frame of mind perceivers are in influences intergroup 
perceptions by affecting cognitive processing. Stephan & Stephan (1993) propose 
an interactive model where affective processes operate in parallel to cognitive 
networks. They suggest that category activation automatically activates content 
which is affect consistent with the evaluation of the group. Inconsistencies 
between mood and content in this model slow down processing. Violation of 
expectancies leads to negative affect and unfavourable evaluation of the group. 
The mood congruent evaluation defines the strength of the links between 
categories and traits. 
Another way of conceptualising the influence of mood on stereotyping is to 
assume mood congruency to be a form of expectation bias which interferes with 
vigilance and controlled processing and promotes heuristics (Devine, 1989; 
Mackie & Hamilton, 1993; Forgas & Fiedler, 1996). Both mood contrast 
(Bodenhausen, 1993) and mood congruence effects (Schiff et al., 1992) on 
cognitive processes are documented. Negative mood has been shown to increase 
negative stereotyping (mood congruency effect: Esses, Haddock & Zanna, 1994) 
particularly for people with high affect intensity (Haddock, Zanna & Esses, 
1994a24). Similarly, positive mood has been repeatedly shown to result in 
enhanced stereotyping (Bodenhausen, Kramer & Süsser, 1994; Mackie, Queller, 
Stroessner & Hamilton, 1996). 
24 Bodenhausen, Sheppard & Kramer (1994) found anger to produce more stereotypic 
judgements. This greater reliance in heuristics meant also greater influence of the credibility of 
source of information. Despite this finding, they found no evidence for the mood based priming 
of negative concepts in memory through incidental affect as predicted by the mood congruency 
effect (Esses, Haddock & Zanna, 1994). 
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Wilder & Simon (1996; Mackie, Queller, Stroessner & Hamilton, 1996) postulate 
a clear distinction between incidental (general) and integral affect 
(categorization-related, e. g. intergroup anxiety). Wilder et al., (1995) propose 
mood congruency to be active for integral mood and mood contrast for incidental 
affect and for the most part this distinction seems to explain the different research 
findings. Integral affect is however more relevant to social cognition since it is 
directly related to the intergroup situation and to categorization (Jackson et al., 
1995). 
For the studies reported here (3. & 4. ) two mood related findings are of particular 
interest. First, Esses, Haddock & Zanna (1994) find mood to influence the 
meaning of stereotypes and the type of content used. Second, Wegener et al., 
(1994) report mood influences on likelihood estimates. Though these estimates 
are for behavioural outcomes, taken together these two results are a clear warning 
that affective states, both integral and incidental need to be considered when 
designing a new frequency-based stereotyping measure. 
Initial studies which develop measurement methodology (3.5 - 3.8) look at the 
relationship between integral affect and stereotyping using an intergroup anxiety 
measure (Stephan & Stephan, 1985,1989). Stephan & Stephan (1985) had 
reported intergroup anxiety to be a source of cognitive bias and to instigate 
stereotyping. Research on intergroup anxiety has shown relationships with prior 
intergroup relations, prior intergroup cognitions, low amounts of contact, type of 
contact, high ethnocentrism and low ingroup status (Stephan & Stephan, 1989, 
1992; Islam & Hewstone, 1993) with consequences such as little self disclosure 
(Stephan et al., 1991), behaviour interpretation biases (Wilder & Shapiro, 
1989a), greater information loss (Wilder & Shapiro, 1989b), greater reliance in 
heuristics, decreased processing capacity (Wilder, 1993a) and blocking of 
stereotype disconfirming information (Wilder, 1993b). 
The concept of intergroup anxiety has been theoretically explored as a feature of 
communication (Gudykunst, 1993) and recently an individual differences 
measure of intergroup anxiety has been introduced (Britt et al., 1996). 
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1.5.2 motivation 
The appraisal of motivational influences in stereotyping may not be as recent as 
the work on affect, yet the combination and integration of affect, motivation and 
cognition has not yet progressed very far. Stereotyping can be influenced by 
motivated cognition, controlled processing, group processes, ethnocentrism, self- 
esteem, collective self-esteem, threatened distinctiveness, relative status, 
economic and competitive threat. Many of these aspects share the fact that the 
motivational influence is ingroup favouring and ego-protective. 
Motivation seems to be closely related with identity management, achieving and 
protecting a positive self-image (Terser, 1988). Positive distinctiveness from 
other groups acts as a motivation in category comparisons (Brewer, 1993). If 
perceivers identify strongly with their group and deem it too similar to other 
groups, they react by favouring their own group, both in biased evaluation and in 
action (e. g. Roccas & Schwartz, 1993; Klein & Kunda, 1993; Simon et al., 
1995). Ingroup favouritism and protection help to maintain positive self-esteem 
(Wagner et al., 1986; Abrams & Hogg, 1988; Hogg & Abrams, 1989). Research 
into the self-esteem management has demonstrated that perceivers with high 
personal self-esteem, react with outgroup derogation if they feel threatened 
(Crocker et al., 1987)25 
Discrimination in this sense is a tool to maintain a positive self-image (Chin & 
McClintock, 1993) on group level through self protection and enhancement 
(Major et al., 1993; Crocker et al., 1993). Protecting personal self-esteem is 
achieved by protecting group-relevant collective self-esteem (Luhtanen & 
Crocker, 1992). Ingroup favouritism is particularly prevalent in perceivers who 
have either high personal self-esteem or low collective self-esteem (Long et al., 
1994) or a combination of both (Long & Spears, 1995). 
25 Some research also found low self-esteem to be associated with more discrimination (e. g. 
Hogg & Sunderland, 1991) 
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1.5.3 social structure 
Stereotyping reflects the social reality in which it occurs. The relationship 
between social groups is expressed through intergroup cognitions, reflecting 
power structures and interests (Evans, 1993a, 1993b). Some features of social 
structure which affect stereotyping are social distance, group permeability, social 
mobility, relative status and economic performance (Ellemers et al., 1988; 
Ellemers et al., 1990; Jackson et al., 1996). It is thereby irrelevant whether these 
power structures are absolute or just perceptions of reality (Hoffman & Hurst, 
1990). Their influence on social cognition will primarily be governed by social 
perceptions, both on individual and on group level. Social groups need to be 
represented as cognitive entities (Brewer & Harasty, 1996; Esses & Seligman, 
1996), captured by a category label, to enable stereotyping. Cultural context 
(Newman, 1993), ingroup reassurance (Wittenbrink & Henly, 1996) and 
expectations about the degree of generalisation or individuation (Fiske & v. 
Hendy, 1992; Yzerbyt et al., 1994) influence perceptions of social reality. 
One perception of social reality which may be related to stereotypic bias is the 
perception of relative status. Protecting ingroup status relative to outgroup status 
can be a source of positive ingroup identity (van Knippenberg, 1978, Ellemers et 
al., 1992). The degree of ingroup bias can be status differential specific (Spears 
& Manstead, 1989; Mullen et al., 1992; Sigala & Hantzi, 1993, Simon & 
Hamilton, 1994). 
The perceived distance towards outgroup members has repeatedly been 
associated with stereotyping (Katz & Schank, 1938; Lay & Jackson, 1972; 
Gardener, Kirby & Arboleda, 1973). Hagendoorn & Hraba (1987) developed a 
social distance scale (3.6.3.1) and found evidence for a consensual hierarchy in 
distance perceptions (Hraba et al., 1989). The relationship between this hierarchy 
and stereotyping depended on the domain of contact (Hagendoom & Hraba, 
1989). Domain specific stereotypes were found to predict social distance 





1.5.4 processing goals 
The effect of processing goals on social perception and stereotyping will be 
discussed in greater detail later (4.0.2), after the initial experiments have lined 
out the measurement methodologies used and have introduced the new process 
oriented implicit ratio measure of trait frequency bias. The second experimental 
section (4.1 ff. ) will then investigate the effect of processing goals on the 
processing of trait frequency information and generalisation biases. If some 
processing goals turn out to be context specific, then they represent a powerful 
source of contextual variation. Interaction with different groups may for example 
be associated with different processing objectives (e. g. maximum accuracy). 
1.6 stereotype formation 
1.6.1 from individual cognitions to collective beliefs 
A great challenge for stereotype research lies in understanding how individual 
cognitive biases interact with collective representations of groups. How 
individual cognitions result in collective beliefs is still for the most part a 
mystery (Hardin & Higgins, 1996) and can only be assumed to happen through 
communication. For the exchange of value-laden belief-systems (whole sets of 
stereotypes) some congruency in motivation and in information processing has to 
exist. Some of the transmitting mechanisms have already been identified such as 
the influence of source credibility (Macrae et al., 1992; DeBono & Klein, 1993) 
and epistemic authorities (Bar-Tal, 1991; Bar-Tal et al., 1991). Among them are 
of course the media (e. g. Cook et al., 1983; Tyler & Cook, 1984), a 
psychologically uncharted territory. Since we have no clear understanding of how 
stereotypes are communicated the media are often blamed for stereotypes being 
so widespread. In addition to understanding the transmitting mechanisms which 
communicate stereotypes research should further address the societal functions of 
stereotypes. 
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2. introduction to the measurement of stereotyping 
2.1 stereotype assessment 
Generations of social psychologists have been interested in the psychological 
aspects of intergroup relations and intergroup conflict. Among the issues that 
have come up in the process have been direct conflict, aggression, 
authoritarianism, prejudice, and again and again stereotypes. Since Lippmann in 
1922 reported about pictures in our heads of another set of people, stereotypes 
have been given constant research attention. A variety of definitions and 
descriptions has led to a variety of research aiming to explain the phenomenon. 
But with the large body of research have come differences in conceptualisation of 
what a stereotype exactly is. And while definitions and descriptions are plenty, 
explanations are scarce. 
Stereotype assessment is caught up between different conceptualisations. 
Different conceptualisations and research objectives have led to a confusing 
number of different approaches to stereotype assessment. The following 
introduction (2.2) aims to present the different measurement strategies and 
explain what aspect of stereotyping they measure, which conceptual assumptions 
they make and what their research applications are. 
The term "stereotype measurement" causes one basic problem since it in effect 
makes no distinction between measures which seek to describe a specific set of 
stereotypic beliefs about a specific group and other measures which aim to 
investigate underlying principles in stereotyping: On the one hand stereotype 
assessment can mean describing specific stereotypes by grasping their content. 
On the other hand measurement can be the key to understanding the process of 
stereotyping. How a stereotype is measured often reflects the different 
assumptions made about what the key features of stereotypes are. The range of 
points of view is wide: While to some people a stereotype might be a linguistic 
phenomenon, others may see it as a representation of social reality whereas 
others again may stress its pathological nature. 
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Despite the fact that definitions increasingly converge, measurement strategies do 
not. This may in some part be a result of the different research objectives 
measures have had to address and to some extent reflect the different aspects of a 
stereotype which researchers chose to concentrate on. The area of stereotype 
measurement as a whole is rather small and only few studies have actually 
compared the different techniques (Marin, 1984; Jonas & Hewstone, 1986; 
Gardner et al., 1988; Diehl & Jonas, 1991; Stephan et al., 1993; Biernat & 
Crandall, 1994,1996). But even among the studies that have compared different 
methodologies, confusions about the different conceptualisations occur. Most 
research into stereotyping avoids the issue of stereotype measurement altogether. 
Instead, other paradigms are used to investigate issues such as stereotype change 
(typicality ratings e. g. Weber & Crocker, 1983; exemplar ratings, e. g. Johnston & 
Hewstone, 1992) stereotype activation and application (e. g. Gilbert & Hixon, 
1991). Most of the knowledge we have about processes in stereotype formation 
(e. g. Hamilton & Gifford, 1976, Mackie et al., 1996) and stereotype management 
(e. g. Newman et al., 1996) has come from studies which do not use explicit 
stereotype measures. 
A reason for this is undoubtedly the assumption that stereotype measures are 
merely descriptive and are not useful in experimental paradigms. For measures 
which simply collect group descriptive material and do not venture beyond 
consensual stereotypic content experimental applications are certainly hard to 
envisage. As a result of content collection dominating the stereotype 
measurement literature, other ways have been found to cater for experimental 
demands. To investigate cognitive processes in stereotyping social psychology 
has used cognitive psychological methodologies such as reaction times and 
lexical decision tasks to address stereotype activation and application. 
Rather than to go through the history of definitions of stereotypes and to explore 
their influence on stereotype measures the following introduction aims to explain 
which aspects of stereotyping are drawn upon by the different approaches to 
measurement. 
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Some of the confusion about stereotype measures may have been the result of the 
fact that stereotypes are not a concept contained within social psychology but 
part of wider public debate. Stereotypes are as much part of scientific debate 
across many academic disciplines as they are of everyday life. This broad interest 
may have skewed the priorities of stereotype assessment towards identifying 
what they are (content) and how widely they are endorsed (extent) and how much 
they are relied upon (intensity) rather than how they work. 
But what exactly is the fascination with stereotypic beliefs? Apart from all 
definitions, stereotypes are beliefs about a group. They might not exactly reflect 
the demographics of that group but they are seen to be quintessentially summing 
up `what the group is about', what characterises the group and makes it 
distinctive: Pictures in our heads (Lippmann, 1922) which sum up a category in a 
few easy to grasp trait-like descriptions, often in the shape of a prototype. Some 
stereotypic content is useful to identify group members, but most trait ascriptions 
are simply self-serving assumptions people make about the collective character 
of what they see as a homogenous outgroup. They explain and reassure group 
boundaries as much as they justify intergroup relations (Ashmore & Del Boca, 
1981). 
Part of the public interest in stereotypes is that despite condensing outgroup 
diversity into few easy to use generalisations, they still might be `true'. 
Stereotypes might be over-generalisations, unfavourable and of no help for 
improving intergroup relations, the `kernel of truth' (Campbell, 1967; Levine & 
Campbell, 1972) expressed in them however `justifies' their existence. And since 
`everybody' agrees about what they are, they must be right. Even if applying 
stereotypic beliefs is undesirable in certain situations their heuristic cognitive 
value remains intact since they are validated through the assumption of ingroup 
consensus. 
It is therefore no surprise that research has taken on board the element of 
consensus and has made it part of the definition of stereotypes, since part of their 
power is drawn exactly from this assumption of consensus. Whether this 
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consensus within the ingroup is real and expressed in socially shared content or 
whether only the assumption of consensus exists (Krueger & Clement, 1994b) 
makes no difference to research into its origins. An assumption and perception of 
consensus on behalf of perceivers in terms of content should be psychologically 
just as powerful as real consensus. Similarly accuracy of the held beliefs makes 
little difference (Judd & Park, 1993; Leyens et al., 1994). Whether perceivers 
under- (McCauley & Stitt, 1978, McCauley & Thangavelu, 1991) or over- 
estimate between group differences and real outgroup trait frequencies (Gordon, 
1989), the categorical use of information remains the underlying feature of a 
stereotype. 
The miraculous transformation of individual stereotypes into collective beliefs 
has captured the imagination of researchers working on stereotype measures. But 
most stereotype measures to this date concentrate only on collective beliefs by 
compiling stereotypic content and assessing to what degree it is socially shared 
across the ingroup. 
Understanding the relationship between individual cognitions and collective 
beliefs is still a long way off, but the research reported in this set of studies 
makes the assumption that the information processing strategies should first be 
described within the individual before using individual differences and 
similarities to address the link between cognitions and social processes. 
Undoubtedly shared beliefs are a key feature of stereotyping and inter-group 
relations. But who is to say that shared cognitions do not play a social role as 
well? 
2.1.1 the importance of stereotype measurement 
Stereotype measures have so far not found wide use in research. Content 
identification measures have been used to track the development of specific 
group stereotypes over time and demonstrated gradual change within 
populations. More controlled studies of stereotype change have used typicality 
rating procedures as endorsement measures, yet have so far not used 
methodologies which include frequency representations. Other specific issues in 
stereotyping have been addressed with great success with methodologies 
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concerned with processing speed (e. g. lexical decision task) or memory 
performance. Stereotype measures have not yet played a part in identifying 
cognitive processes in stereotyping, such as illusory correlations. 
The potential usefulness of stereotype measures, particularly individual and 
intergroup difference measures, has no yet been explored. The evolution of 
stereotype measurement has to this date not reached a state where it is seen as a 
useful experimental tool. 
Stereotyping involves a number of different aspects, such as stereotype 
formation, accuracy revision, activation, application etc. (1.3.1). Different 
methodologies are required to address these different aspects. Some stereotype 
measures concentrate on activation of stereotypic schemata whereas others 
address application of content. Few attempts have so far been made to address 
underlying processes in information processing and stereotype formation. 
The usefulness of stereotype measures as experimental tools depends on their 
accurate use and interpretation in respect to the aspect of stereotyping that is 
investigated. The following introduction to the different measurement techniques 
(2.2) aims to point out such conceptual differences. 
Choosing a measurement methodology is as crucial to research as choosing the 
aspect of stereotyping to be looked at. The choice of methodology has immediate 
consequences for the conclusions that can be drawn from the research. A 
schemata activation measure for example (e. g. lexical decision task) does not 
produce direct information on stereotype application, nor does a processing bias 
measure. Content identification measures (e. g. check-lists) allow conclusions 
about content endorsement, yet processing, activation or application are aspects 
which they provide no information on. We can only assume that content which is 
endorsed as outgroup descriptive is also likely to be applied. Measures using 
diagnosticity (e. g. percentage methods) as an indicator of characteristicalilty of 
content do not provide information on stereotype activation or application, either. 
So far research has largely relied on between subjects experimental designs 
which use processing speed or endorsement measures to address stereotype 
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activation and application. Within subjects designs and individual differences 
have rarely been used despite the fact that they present an opportunity to map 
further biases in information processing. 
Just as definitions of stereotypes have to include a number of characteristics, 
stereotype measures have to recognise these key features and either include them 
or account for them. Stereotypes are categorization-based outgroup descriptive, 
outgroup distinctive schemata, simplifications of complex structures, 
generalisations, over-generalisations, often unfavourable in content or consensual 
in appearance. Some measures concentrate on certain features more than on 
others. Two dimensions however are of specific significance, the assumption of 
consensual versus idiosyncratic stereotypes and stereotype extensity versus 
intensity measures. 
2.1.2 consensual vs. idiosyncratic stereotypes 
The important distinction between socially shared (collective, consensual) and 
individual stereotypes (idiosyncratic) has direct implications for stereotype 
measurement. 
If we make the assumptions that a key feature of stereotypes is the fact that they 
are held by a large section of the ingroup then any measure derived from this 
hypothesis will have to ensure that the content used for the measure is carefully 
piloted so ingroup familiarity is maximised and endorsement is high. This widely 
shared representation of content has several advantages. If large parts of the 
ingroup share the content, it can be assumed to be relevant category information 
which is relevant to intergroup relations. However, the fact that content is widely 
recognised, does not necessitate that it is used by the individual nor even that it is 
widely used across the ingroup. Content identification methods (e. g. check-list 
methods, Katz & Braly, 1933,1935) provide such information about the 
consensual extensity of stereotypic representations. Some measures use standard 
content lists and merely assess its endorsement (e. g. PAQ, Spence et al., 1974). 
Other measurement approaches put less emphasis on the importance of 
consensus. They may use consensual content to measure perceivers' reliance in 
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the content (e. g. percentage method) or assess its categorical over-generalisation 
(e. g. diagnostic ratio). 
Some more recent methodologies drop the notion of consensual content 
completely in favour of individually held (idiosyncratic) schemata. These 
measures use content which is generated by each individual as part of the 
measure. The content material is thought to maximise individual relevance and 
descriptiveness. Measures such as Esses' score stress the importance of content 
meaning and desirability together with idiosyncratic endorsement. More process- 
bias oriented approaches (revised diagnostic ratio, implicit ratio) stress the role of 
over-generalisation for idiosyncratic content. 
Whether stereotype measures use consensual or idiosyncratic content has obvious 
implications for the kind of stereotype that is measured and vice versa. The use 
of either consensual or idiosyncratic content illustrates a more global difference 
in the approach to stereotypes (Stangor & Schaller, 1996). To general social 
psychology they are social phenomena which require the notion of consensus, 
whereas cognitive social psychology stresses the individual as the centre of 
research attention. The departure of social cognition from the notion of consensus 
is paralleled in the general move to focus on cognitive processes of societal 
phenomena. 
With the departure from consensual content comes the appraisal of individual 
differences, though these two concepts do not necessarily depend on each other 
(Gardner et al., 1968; Eagly & Mladinic, 1989; Cota et al., 1991). 
Acknowledging and allowing for individual differences leads the way to within 
subjects designs which bear relevance to the stereotype change and management 
(e. g. suppression) literature. 
2.1.3 stereotype extensity & intensity 
Another important dimension which has implications for both measurement and 
the conceptualisation of stereotypes is extensity versus intensity. Different 
authors have chosen to give these two jargon expressions different meanings. It 
seems pointless to track how this has happened and then to stick to the original 
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definitions. Acknowledging that a word's meaning is its use, 26 the definitions for 
this text are as follows: 
Stereotype extensity refers to the degree to which content is socially shared and 
the degree to which content is endorsed by the perceiver. These two different 
aspects are combined in one term to express the strength of representation of 
consensual content. The term thereby captures a number of content-centred 
stereotype measures. 
Stereotype intensity on the other hand refers to the degree to which content is 
relied upon to characterise the target group. This can express the readiness to 
apply content (likelihood of application) but often it just implies the degree to 
which content is over-represented for a specific group (generalisation). In this 
sense stereotype intensity refers to the stereotype's heuristic usefulness to the 
perceiver. 
Stereotyping intensity refers to the intensity of the processes involved in 
stereotyping. The term describes the degree to which content is over-represented, 
including the strength of a representational negativity bias. Stereotyping intensity 
is used as a shorthand for the degree of ingroup serving bias expressed by the 
perceiver, which can be independent of specific content. In the context of the 
studies presented here the term refers to levels of trait frequency bias. 
Stereotype extensity and intensity have implications for the measures. 
Conclusions drawn from measurement methodologies vary depending which 
dimension receives greater attention. Stereotype extensity measures stress the 
consensual aspect of stereotyping whereas stereotyping intensity measures can be 
independent of specific content altogether and instead address stereotypic bias. 
26 
... hoping my readers are with 
both Wittgenstein and me on this issue... 
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2.2 research directions 
The aim of this section is to present the different approaches to stereotype 
assessment and to point out which assumptions they make about stereotypes 
(consensual vs. idiosyncratic) and whether stereotype extensity or intensity is 
measured. The theoretic background and methodologies will be discussed. 
For most of this section this means reviewing the literature on the various 
approaches to stereotype assessment. Later on (2.2.10), the emphasis will shift 
towards new developments in measuring stereotyping intensity which are 
introduced here and reported in detail in section 3. As well as presenting a review 
of literature, parallels between new and established measures will be drawn, both 
in terms of methodology and theory. 
2.2.1 content identification & endorsement: check-list methods 
Since Lippmann first described stereotypes in 1922 measurement has 
predominantly meant identifying stereotypic content, particularly for ethnic 
minorities in the USA and national stereotypes (Katz & Braly, 1933,1935). In 
this sense content identification measures are the original form of stereotype 
measurement. They capture the specific wording of intergroup cognitions and 
assess consensual extensity. 
Although descriptive adjective check-lists were first conceived in the early 
1930's (Katz & Braly, 1933; 1935) they have found applications right through to 
present day research (e. g. Koomen & Bähler, 1996). Check-lists measure content 
familiarity and content endorsement within a specific sample by asking 
perceivers to check descriptive terms most typical of the outgroup in question. 
Their advantage is that they identify the descriptive material and assess how 
widely recognised it is within the sample. By repeating the check-list-procedure 
over time changes within a sample can be tracked (Gilbert, 1951; Karlins et al., 
1969). The disadvantages are that ideally the lists of descriptive adjectives would 
have to be carefully piloted to avoid large lists, which in itself biases the 
extensity measure. It is unclear whether check-lists measure content endorsement 
or merely recognition of the stereotype (Marin, 1984; Nieman et al., 1994). The 
check-list methodology cannot account for perceivers either referring to a 
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minority of exemplars or a large number of outgroup members when making trait 
ascriptions (Brigham, 1971a; Nesdale et al., 1987). Lists of descriptive items 
may artificially force stereotyping (Brigham, 1971a) as well as act as primes 
triggering further stereotypic (negative) thoughts. Whereas on the other hand 
changes over time may only represent a politically correct performance effect 
(Karlins et al., 1969) since endorsement of descriptive traits is easy to avoid. 
Identifying how widely specific material is endorsed (extensity) itself says little 
about the process of stereotyping, since it provides no information on stereotype 
formation, change or behavioural implications (Brigham 1971a, McCauley & 
Stitt, 1978). 
The check-list method has however been developed further. Karlins et al., (1969) 
have used larger check-lists and raised the issues of content desirability and 
uniformity by pointing out the differences between personal and social 
stereotypes. Melikian & Al-Draini (1984) compared auto- and hetero- gender 
stereotypes by both males and females obtained from the same check-list. They 
thereby introduced category dichotomy to the check-list paradigm. 
Several studies have compared the check-list method with other content 
identification measures. Not all of the measurement scales these studies use for 
comparison necessarily measure consensual extensity, and conceptual issues 
often get blurred in the process of looking at specific issues. 
Brigham (1971a) uses a check-list and finds a number of methodological and 
conceptual problems and proposes the percentage method (which will be 
discussed later, 2.2.8). The problem he encounters with the methodology is that 
the instruction to check "typical" trait adjectives was ambiguous since typicality 
was left to be defined by participants. Brigham (1971 a) concludes that the check- 
list method artificially forces stereotype activation. 
He rejects the view that the more perceivers endorse content in accordance with 
the sample, the more they express stereotyping and rejects the implication that 
the consensually perceived "typical" content constitutes a stereotype. Brigham 
(1971a) disputes this relationship between content endorsement, typicality 
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perceptions and stereotyping, as it does not reflect the unjustified generalisation, 
rigidity or ego-defensive nature of stereotypes. 
Despite the fact that Brigham (1971a) proposes a new measure on conceptual 
grounds he raises a few important shortcomings of the check-list method, namely 
that it implies that consensually perceived content constitutes a stereotype and 
that the more agreement between ingroup members exists, the stronger the 
stereotype is and that wider consensus implies more stereotyping on behalf of the 
individuals. A range of assumptions are made when the content lists are 
compiled, recognising the items means not only that they are stereotypic but that 
both the ingroup and the individual engage in stereotyping. 
Gardner et at., (1972) compare the check-list method with their own semantic 
differential (2.2.3) which makes similar content consensus assumptions and find 
basic agreement in terms of content choice between the two methods. Marin 
(1984) however uses a free recall version of the semantic differential for this 
comparison and finds that individual's freedom to generate content rather than to 
choose from content lists leads to a different consensual stereotype than the one 
found by Katz & Braly (1933). 
More recently Diehl & Jonas (1991) found the check-list method to be associated 
with deductive inferences from nationality to trait along with the diagnostic ratio 
(2.2.8) and group homogeneity. Diehl and Jonas suggest consensus and 
homogeneity perceptions to be associated with deductive reasoning whereas 
intergroup distinctiveness aids inductive inferences from trait to nationality. 
From this point of view, both the check-list method and the diagnostic ratio rely 
on consensus information. 
Stephan et al., (1993) use a variety of approaches to measurement and find basic 
similarities between all methods. They suggest that the check-list method (Katz 
& Braly, 1933) uses prototype information, similar to their prototype measure 
(derived from Cantor & Mischel, 1977). Stephan et al., (1993) conclude the 
check-list method to involve the same cognitive processes as the prototype 
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method (Cantor & Mischei, 1977,2.2.2), the percentage method (Brigham, 
1971a 2.2.8), the diagnostic ratio (McCauley & Stitt, 1978,1980; Martin, 1987, 
2.2.8) and the pathfinder method (Schvaneveldt, 1990,2.2.4), namely prototype 
processing (rather than exemplar-based processing). 
Biernat & Crandall (1994) find outgroup liking rather than contact to be 
represented in check-list results. They provide evidence of consistency over time 
with 8 months between measurements as well as differences between outgroups. 
Their point of view is that trait ascription methods (endorsement) are 
advantageous compared to group differences (McCauley & Thangavelu, 1991, 
2.2.8) and deviation from consensus measures (Biernat & Crandall, 1994,2.2.4) 
since they include intergroup affect. Specifically Biernat & Crandall (1994) argue 
for a qualified check-list (Likert scales, 2.2.2) since they were providing a clearer 
relationship with liking and contact. 
To sum up, check-lists have been widely used in the last 60 years to identify 
levels of endorsement of specific consensual stereotypic content. They measure 
endorsement of consensual stereotypes (extensity). Check-lists rely on carefully 
piloted item lists. Arguably, they force endorsement and therefore stereotyping. 
Check-lists assess to what extent participants recognise a consensual stereotype 
and define its content. 
2.2.2 content identification & endorsement: 
qualified check-lists (Likert scales), PAQ & prototype method 
An extension of the check-list method is the use of Likert scales (Likert, 1932) as 
a measure of content endorsement. Instead of checking piloted content this 
method compiles indicator scale ratings of content typicality. Triandis, Lisansky, 
Setiadi, Chang et al., (1982) used this method in conjunction with frequency 
estimates assessing consensus and identifying extreme endorsement. Bierrat & 
Crandall (1994,1996) list a number of advantages in the use of indicator scales 
for content identification (2.2.1), though Biernat & Crandall (1996) take little 
note of the conceptual implications of the different techniques. They basically 
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make their choice in favour of this method on the basis of consistent patterns of 
endorsement (ranking of means for specific content) across contexts. 
Mlicki & Ellemers (1996) use typicality ratings for perceiver generated content 
rather than piloted list items. Williams et al., (1989) suggest that the use of 
gender exemplar descriptions followed by descriptiveness ratings is a less 
obtrusive method that leads to content endorsement which is less influenced by 
social desirability. Ryan (1996b) uses a rather comprehensive procedure 
involving indicator scales for hetero- and autotypes qualified for content 
desirability (2.1.5) and uses the different Likert scales as an accuracy baseline 
(2.2.5). 
Spence et al., (1974) use indicator scales to assess typicality on a set list of items 
and compile the personal attributes questionnaire (PAQ) for gender-role 
stereotypes. Heerbooth & Ramanaiah (1985) take this method to assess the 
stereotypicality of commonly assumed gender stereotypes. They find content 
desirability (2.1.5) to affect stereotypicality ratings and qualify the list of content 
items. Hort et al., (1990) take the PAQ as a basis for a semantic differential 
(Gardner et al., 1968,2.2.3, Eagly & Mladinic, 1989) investigating issues like 
attributional perspective, whereas Deaux & Lewis (1983) use it to demonstrate 
overlap in trait ascriptions. 
Stephan et al., (1993) use lists of items to collect indicator scale responses on the 
degree to which a typical outgroup member possesses each trait. This prototype- 
based method (Cantor & Mischel, 1977) finds the same between group 
differences as the percentage method (Brigham, 1971a, 2.2.8), linking prototype 
typicality with outgroup frequency estimates. Beck et al., (1988) find pronounced 
individual differences in prototype judgements. 
The typicality ratings make the same assumptions as check-list methods, 
measuring extensity of consensually endorsed content material. Typicality ratings 
are the preferred method of assessment in the stereotype change literature (e. g. 
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Gurwitz & Dodge, 1977; Hewstone, Hopkins & Routh, 1992; Hantzi, 1995) 
mapping changes in extensity, often in between subjects designs. 
2.2.3 content identification & endorsement: 
semantic differential (stereotype differential) 
Gardner and colleagues (Gardner et al., 1968) took a new approach to identifying 
consensual content. Their extensity measure uses typicality ratings of adjective 
pairs (e. g. honest - dishonest) on bi-polar scales. 
Adding to consensus in terms of endorsement, this method also seeks for 
consensus in the degree of polarisation, by comparing an assumed normally 
distributed mean with the mean associated with the category. 
This semantic differential technique based on Osgood et al., (1957) defines 
stereotypic content as the items for which consensus is greatest, "[... J relative 
agreement within the sample that an attribute defined by one or the other pole is 
perceived as characteristic of the group" (Gardner et al., 1972) but also in terms 
of agreement that one of the poles is associated with the category. This technique 
recognises that content can be both desirable and undesirable, yet the use of 
piloted items (Katz & Braly, 1933) in the semantic differential undermines the 
construction of a stereotype independent of specific content desirability. As a 
consequence, they find agreement between the semantic differential and the 
check-list material (Gardner et al., 1972). 
Gardner et al., (1968) see their method as both identifying content and 
identifying individual differences in endorsing the consensual content and 
suggest stereotyping not to be restricted to one outgroup but instead individual 
differences to appear across different outgroups (Gardner et al., 1972; Gardner et 
al., 1988). 
One of the assumptions this approach makes is that an individual's meaning of 
the stereotype is defined by its consensus, suggesting that consensus is the source 
of consistency (Gardner, Kirby & Finlay, 1973). Gardner (1973) goes on to stress 
the importance of consensus, reacting to Brigham's (1971a) shift in emphasis 
from consensus towards generalisation. Gardner (1973) reinstates Katz & Braly's 
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(1933) understanding that attributions with added consensus constitute a 
stereotype. 
The semantic differential technique has seen a number of applications, addressing 
issues such as the stereotype - attitude relationship (Lay & Jackson, 1972; 
Gardner et al., 1988), differences between age-groups (Kirby & Gardner, 1973), 
credibility of epistemic sources (Taylor & Gardner, 1969), amount of contact 
(Marin, 1984; Gardner et al., 1988), stereotype activation (Lalonde & Gardner, 
1989) and social distance (Lay & Jackson, 1972). One important departure from 
the standard technique was Marin's (1984) use of perceiver generated content 
material. Hort et al., (1990), however, use a very similar technique based on the 
material suggested in the PAQ (Spence et al., 1974) to investigate issues such as 
hetero- versus autotypes, attributional perspective and trait- versus appearance- 
based gender content, yet they do not acknowledge any connection with the 
semantic differential (Gardner et al., 1968). Thomas (1984) uses piloted adjective 
pairs for ethnic minorities with a sample of school children. Thomas' (1984) 
method does not involve Gardner's score transformations (1973) and in the end is 
little more than an attitude test, yet completely fails to point out its relations with 
the semantic differential. 
Gardner et al., (1988) compare the semantic differential with the percentage 
technique (Brigham, 1971a, 2.2.8) and the diagnostic ratio (McCauley & Stitt, 
1978,2.2.8). They discuss issues of consensus and generalisation, exploring the 
measures' individual difference properties. They interpret the standard diagnostic 
ratio as an `individual diagnostic ratio' and construct a `mean diagnostic ratio' by 
dividing outgroup means by baserate means. This idea of a `mean diagnostic 
ratio' violates McCauley and Stitt's (1978) probability assumptions yet the 
content Gardner et al., (1988) produce with this approach matches the content 
their own semantic differential identifies. They again stress the consensual aspect 
of stereotypes and in the face of both the diagnostic ratio and the percentage 
technique identifying different content they conclude different processes to be 
tapped by the three measures. All measures produce internally consistent 
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individual differences, yet the individual differences in the semantic differential 
do not match those of the frequency based measures. Gardner et al., (1988) stress 
the importance of conceptualisation and urge researchers to choose between 
consensus and generalisation assumptions. 
Gardner et al., (1988) interpret factor analysis findings that favourable intergroup 
attitudes are associated with a lack of specificity in category perception as 
evidence that the diagnostic ratio is confounded by attitudes. And since 
stereotypes are supposed to be independent of attitudes they go on to imply that 
the diagnostic ratio is therefore not a pure stereotype measure. 
Taking the factor analysis on face value, at least one basic problem with its 
interpretation remains: There is absolutely no reason to assume that affective 
responses would undermine the category dichotomy. But it would indeed be odd 
if less assumed dissimilarity as expressed by the diagnostic ratio would not go 
hand in hand with greater liking of the group. The ingroup serving negativity 
bias, or in this case its reversal, is one of the key features of stereotyping. 
Gardner (1994) explains in greater detail his reservations about methods which 
place less emphasis on consensus. These reservations however seem to express 
concerns about the methodology. Gardner (1994) claims low percentage 
estimates (Brigham, 1971a) and diagnostic ratios which express non- 
diagnosticity (McCauley & Stitt, 1978) to be ambiguous per se. He claims the 
diagnostic ratio necessitates a deliberate evaluative category judgement, for 
which the baserate `people in general' was too diffuse. Gardner takes no notice of 
the issues raised by McCauley et al., (1980) and as a result does not understand 
how to interpret the diagnostic ratio results (2.2.8). 
More substantially he rejects the association between stereotypes and ingroup 
favouritism and reverses an argument against check-lists by claiming that "the 
only way, that subjects could escape from stereotyping is by refusing to do the 
task" (Gardner, 199427). Gardner does not recognise that apart from identification 
27 
on diagnostic ratios 
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of content the frequency based methods also assess its intensity. He rejects that 
endorsement has to be qualified for frequency of representation, claiming "it 
simply isn't meaningful" since homogeneity in the target outgroup was unrelated 
to consensus in the ingroup. Gardner thereby completely rejects the idea of over- 
generalisation and trait distribution. By entirely relying on ingroup collective 
beliefs he completely ignores their heuristic use. To Gardner collective beliefs 
are stereotypes whether perceivers believe in them or not. Predictive power does 
not enter his consideration assuming that if a stereotype is widely enough 
endorsed it is also widely used and relied upon. Stereotype intensity to Gardner is 
irrelevant. 
Gardner's (1994) refusal to acknowledge stereotype intensity provides a good 
illustration for the concepts that underlie methods which are solely interested in 
consensual extensity. Assumptions about content are reinstated by endorsement 
measures assessing extensity, which reject any other dimension that may be 
relevant to stereotyping. 
Individual differences in this train of thought are individual differences in content 
recognition with no reference to activation, application or processing. This 
approach rejects individual cognitions, yet Gardner (1994) claims "that 
consensually defined stereotypes have more cognitive basis than relatively 
idiosyncratic beliefs". He goes on to claim that "Individuals process such 
information [stereotypes] efficiently probably because the consensus associated 
with stereotypes causes them to be interpreted more as social reality than 
personal beliefs. " In this sense the role of intensity is taken over by the 
knowledge of consensus within the own group. Consensual beliefs become 
phenomenological facts (Gardner, 1973). 
It is necessary to point out the reinforcing role of ingroup consensus for the 
process of stereotyping. Social dynamics should not be underestimated and 
consensus is probably a contributing factor in reliance on (intensity of) 





outgroup context with specific consequences demands its inclusion in the concept 
of stereotyping. 
Gardner (1994), however is swept away by phenomenology and postulates "[... J 
the discussion of the stereotype by definition involves a group level of analysis 
and thus implies some degree of consensus" since "[.. ] the stereotype is based on 
a statistic derived from the sample and is consequently a statement of 
consensus". 
More idiosyncratic beliefs to him are subject to motivation, affect and attitudinal 
influences which he aims to separate from the compilation of a consensual 
stereotype. While more cognitive approaches to stereotyping freely acknowledge 
such influences and still understand stereotyping as a separate entity, Gardner 
(1994) sees them as confounding the measurement methodologies. The influence 
of affect and motivation on cognition may well be a key to the understanding of 
stereotyping and recent research (e. g. Fiedler, 1990; Mackie & Hamilton, 1993; 
Stephan & Stephan, 1993) has achieved a great deal in understanding the 
relationship with stereotyping. It seems both unnecessary and counter-productive 
to pretend stereotypes (& collective beliefs) were not influenced by affect, 
motivation or further cognitions. There is only so much we can learn from 
identifying group specific content material, yet a lot can be gained from looking 
at the processes involved. 
The critique of the diagnostic ratio that criticises the confounding influence of 
affect, motivation and cognition is unjustified, both from a practical and a 
theoretical point of view. In terms of theory, social cognition aims to address 
links between these entities while the diagnostic ratio itself (McCauley et al., 
1980) addresses methodological concerns with the second design (2.2.8). But 
looking at Gardner's own semantic differential concerns arise about the viability 
of the technique. 
Rather than a simple endorsement task (Katz & Braly, 1933), adjective pairs give 
perceivers a choice between items of differing favourability. Motivation and 
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affect are bound to influence the use of these valence dimensions and rather than 
measuring the consensus of endorsement the measure probably is little in excess 
of a consensus of liking test, a dimension conveniently omitted from Gardner's 
(Gardner et al., 1988) factor analysis. 
It would also be interesting to find out where the confidence in normal 
distributions of category unrelated attributions stems from (Gardner, 1973) that 
underlie the semantic differential. The conceptualisation of stereotyping as 
consensual deviation from an assumed consensual mean does not even attempt to 
establish what the baserate endorsement of outgroup content for other people in 
the sample ingroup is. 
In summary, the stereotype differential measures consensus in endorsing content 
(extensity). Unlike the check-list method or qualified check-lists the stereotype 
differential relies on recognition of content on adversely valenced bi-polar scales. 
Consensual endorsement of either adjective pair (positive or negative) is used to 
identify the stereotype, stressing the consensual aspect of endorsement. 
2.2.4 content identification & endorsement: 
linguistic accounts, content organisation & deviation from consensus 
A number of approaches to stereotype assessment have departed from check-list 
and rating scale procedures to model representation of consensual stereotypic 
content. The range of approaches has encompassed linguistic biases (e. g. 
Henwood et al., 1993; Cates & Messick, 1996, Maas & Arcuri, 1996) and content 
relationships (e. g. Deaux & Lewis, 1983,1984) to complex models of content 
organisation (e. g. Van der Kloot & Willemsen, 1991). Among the studies which 
have chosen alternative techniques for identifying content, Nieman, Jennings, 
Rozelle & Sullivan (1994) have used free response cluster analysis to identify 
content for eight US-American minorities. Stephan et al., (1993) reported the use 
of Schvaneveldt's (1990) pathfinder analysis to identify national stereotypes. 
Devine & Baker (1991) have used discriminant function analysis to extract 
organisation and content of stereotypes. They identified subtypes in respect to 
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multiple layers of categorization. Eckes (1994) has used multidimensional 
scaling and cluster analysis to identify gender subtypes. 
Some studies have used factor analysis to identify intergroup differences in 
content endorsement (Triandis et al., 1982; Sigelman et al., 1993), whereas Van 
der Kloot & Willemsen (1991) looked at individual differences. They used a 
variety of distance, vector & structural equation modelling techniques, among 
them INDSCAL proximities, perceiver by target by trait factor analyses and 
principal component analysis. Departing from the notion of consensual content 
they found evidence for cognitive styles in stereotype representation. 
Biernat & Crandall's (1994) deviation from consensus measure recognises that 
an individual's idiosyncratic endorsement of content may differ from group 
consensus. They take the absolute difference between indicator scale ratings 
(controlled for desirability) and the group mean for the item as an indicator of 
deviation. 28 
Krueger (1994,1996a) develops a projection model of stereotypes where he 
makes a clear distinction between idiosyncratic and cultural (socially shared) 
stereotypes and the difference in attributional perspective between cultural 
stereotypes and perceptions of cultural stereotypes. Projection (or inductive 
reasoning) is the link between cultural stereotypes and perceptions of cultural 
stereotypes. Projection of stereotypic content in Krueger's (1996a) model 
happens both from the self to the group as well as from the group to the self. 
Krueger proposes a measure of biased projection where perceivers' deviations 
from group averages of idiosyncratic stereotypes predict their deviation from the 
group average of projected cultural stereotypes. This projection bias, Krueger 
argues, is ingroup serving. 
28 whereas Biernat & Crandall (1996) use standard deviations 
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2.2.5 accuracy measures 
Measures of stereotype accuracy primarily do not aim to identify content or 
measure extensity or intensity, they aim to assess how accurate the content and 
its features are in describing the group in question. This accuracy can be 
understood as agreement across heterostereotypes (perceivers, ingroups), 
agreement between hetero- and autostereotypes, agreement between the 
stereotype and more objective indicators and sensitivity to intragroup variation 
(Ottati & Lee, 1995). But inaccuracy can occur both in terms of content and 
application (Stangor, 1995) and can follow group level objectives (Ryan, 1995). 
Several stereotype measures have been compared with real life census data (e. g. 
McCauley et al., 1988, Gordon, 1989). Accuracy measures described here 
however aim to establish accuracy within the direct context by comparing for 
example stereotypes with self-perceptions of the their group. Stereotypes may not 
only be a distortion of reality they can also highlight differences in the way 
groups perceive social reality. Stereotyping and self-stereotyping (ingroup 
stereotyping) may lead to a distortion on behalf of both the stereotypers and the 
stereotyped (Jussim et al., 1995) and in consequence to different perceptions of 
intergroup differences and intergroup relations as a whole. On the other hand 
stereotypes themselves rarely exaggerate overall real intergroup differences 
(McCauley, 1995). 
Increased accuracy of a stereotype does not increase its predictive power, 
decrease its heuristic simplification and generalisation nor does it necessarily 
decrease its negativity or application (McCauley et al., 1995). Yet agreement 
between hetero- and autostereotypes can ease intergroup relations. 
Accuracy measures are a way of mapping intergroup and individual differences. 
Judd & Park (1993) use an approach which assesses sensitivity to intragroup 
variation. They describe a method which assesses dispersion of stereotypic and 
counterstereotypic material. Judd & Park (1993; Ryan, Park & Judd, 1996; Ryan, 
1996b) use this method with two outgroups and a full set of auto- and 
heterostereotypes separately for different content desirabilities. 
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An alternative approach measures sensitivity to outgroup variability (Leyens et 
al., 1994; PDIST Linville et al., 1989), with the assumption that accuracy is 
increased with the number of sub-categories that are represented and filled with 
content. 
2.2.6 stereotype application measures: open-ended measures 
The use of stereotypes in everyday conversation is complicated to assess, 
particularly in respect to experimental manipulations. Researchers have instead 
opted for open ended measures which can be applied easily in the laboratory 
environment. They can either assess application of consensual or idiosyncratic 
content. 
Script ratings assess an individual's application of consensual content. The script 
rating procedure (e. g. Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 1994) involves 
raters who assess stereotypicality by either counting the frequency of applied 
stereotypic content or ratings of overall stereotypicality. Another approach to 
assessing content application are cued recall measures (e. g. Carpenter, 1993) 
which assess the readiness to apply consensual content. Open ended measures 
have also been used to compile idiosyncratic content material (e. g. Esses, 
Haddock & Zanna, 1993; Eagly et al., 1994). 
2.2.7 stereotype activation measures: 
To address activation of stereotypic schemata, activation has to be measured 
separately from content representation and application. A way to measure 
activation is to assess the processing advantage of stereotypic schemata 
compared to non-category specific items. Reaction time measures have been 
widely used to assess this advantage of hyper-accessible content which is of 
heuristic value following category priming (Wegner & Erber, 1992; Macrae, 
Milne & Bodenhausen, 1994; Driscoll & Ho, 1997; Trafimow & Radhakrishnan, 
1995; Uleman et al., 1996). 
The methodologies have included lexical decision tasks (Gaertner & 
McLaughlin, 1983; Dovidio et al., 1986; Dijksterhuis & van Knippenberg, 1994, 
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1996b; Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne, 1995) and word completion tasks (Gilbert 
& Hixon, 1991; Wegner & Erber, 1992). 
Several other application-based methods have been used to assess activation 
advantages (recall advantage tests: Wegner et al., 1996; stream of consciousness 
content application: Wegner et al., 1991; and content detection in complex 
stimuli context: Macrae, Stangor, Milne, 1994; Dijksterhuis & van Knippenberg, 
1994). 
Fazio et al., (1995) use a prime reaction time paradigm and find activation to 
predict performance on McConahay's (1986) modem racism scale. Similarly, 
consistencies between implicit stereotype activation (lexical decision task) and 
attitude measures (Wittenbrink et al., 1997) suggest that accessibility reflects 
intergroup attitudes. 
2.2.8 content representation: frequency-based methods, group differences 
2.2.8.1 percentage technique 
While content identification methods described so far stress the socially shared 
consensual aspect of stereotypes, Brigham (1971a) proposes a different 
conceptualisation that emphasises the generalising nature of stereotypes (Gilbert, 
1951). Instead of identifying stereotypic content through consensual 
endorsement, Brigham introduces a measure which identifies content by 
assessing how widely descriptive of the outgroup it is perceived to be. This 
category descriptiveness is measured by probability judgements in the form 
estimates of how many percent of the outgroup members show each 
characteristic. 
Brigham (1971a) argues this method avoids forcing stereotypes compared to 
Katz & Braly's check-list method. Brigham's (1971a) percentage method avoids 
endorsement of infrequent distinctive content in favour of frequently found 
distinctive, typical or characteristic content. The content may be widely 
recognised and only found for that specific category, yet to be identified as 
stereotypic content by Brigham's measure it has to be perceived to be frequent in 
that category. 
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Brigham (1971a) makes the assumption that stereotypes are predominantly 
undesirable, ego-defensive (ingroup serving) and that their descriptiveness is 
overestimated. Perceivers unjustifiedly rely on the predictive power of content. 
The measure assesses consensus in stereotype intensity, but the percentage 
estimates required for this intensity measure only imply generalisation without 
qualification of a subjective or objective baserate. Extreme percentage estimates 
beyond the normal range indicate a stereotype. 
Brigham (1971b, 1971a) uses the percentage technique and the difference 
between percentage ascriptions between two groups to compare the stereotype 
with intergroup attitudes. He finds attitudes and stereotypes to be largely 
unrelated (Brigham, 1973). Brigham (1972) finds different desirabilities 
expressed in stereotypes for different ethnic minorities. He raises the issue of 
attributional perspective (self versus ingroup) and finds degrees of agreement 
between attributional perspectives to be related too prejudice. Brigham (1973) 
finds some evidence for trait like attributional style. Perceivers who identify large 
numbers of characteristics as stereotypic are likely to do so regardless of the 
specific group. Despite the fact that the percentage technique has been 
superseded by other frequency-based measures (McCauley & Stitt, 1978) it is 
still occasionally used today. Kleinpenning & Hagendoorn (1993) for example 
use percentage quantifiers on indicator scales assessing content frequencies in 
outgroups. 
Several studies have compared the percentage technique with other approaches to 
stereotype measurement. Jonas & Hewstone (1986) find agreement in terms of 
content identification with other techniques (extensity & uniformity indicator 
scales: Triandis et al., 1982; probability indicator scales: Deaux & Lewis, 1984). 
All three measures correlate with outgroup liking, but they differ in the use of 
extreme responses and in certainty (intensity, reliance). 
Gardner et al., (1988) use comparisons with their own semantic differential to 
stress their notion of consensual stereotypes and criticise Brigham for 
abandoning this key feature. And while they find similarities between the 
frequency-based measures, they conclude that different processes are tapped by 
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extensity measures. Gardner et at., (1988) do not accept consensus of frequency 
estimates to justify identification of stereotypic content. They insist on socially 
shared direct endorsement of content. 
Eagly & Steffen (1988) and Stephan, Ageyev, Stephan, Abalakina, Stefanenko & 
Coates-Shrider (1993) find broad similarities with Eagly & Steffen's (1988) 
prototype scale and suggest that perceivers hold prototypical views of categories 
and make frequency estimates on the basis of average or typical characteristics of 
group exemplars. Stephan, Ageyev, Stephan, Abalakina, Stefanenko & Coates- 
Shrider (1993) and Stephan, Ageyev, Coates-Shrider, Stephan & Abalakina 
(1993) use percentage estimates on indicator scales and suggest that prototype 
information and frequency information are subject to the same cognitive biases 
and essentially subject to the same cognitive processes. They stress the role of 
content meaning and content desirability and its interaction with intergroup 
affect. 
Biernat & Crandall (1996) find the percentage method to be less sensitive to 
differences between outgroups compared to an extensity measure that uses 
indicator scales (2.4.2) rather than check-lists to identify content. The two 
measures however correlate and the argument in favour of the Likert scale 
extensity measure seems to stem from higher test re-test reliability of the 
consensual extensity measure. Conceptual differences are not taken into account. 
In the absence of any baserate for this consensual intensity measure (percentage 
method) consistency over time is bound to suffer. Repeated content recognition 
can be assumed to be easier than repeated subjective frequency estimates. 
The percentage technique is today mostly appreciated for its move towards 
intensity (predictive reliability) of content rather than mere consensus. Even 
though the percentage technique only measures attribute frequency and therefore 
supplies no evidence for generalisation or inaccuracy (McCauley & Stitt, 1978) it 
can give an indication of consensual intensity of specific content, particularly if 
estimates for to groups are directly compared (Brigham, 1971a, 1971b). 
Brigham's percentage approach has paved the way for a number of frequency- 
based measures which have taken the notion of over-generalisation and 
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stereotype intensity further. Percentage estimates for example are included in the 
diagnostic ratio (McCauley & Stitt, 1978), Esses' score (Esses, Haddock & 
Zanna, 1993) and the implicit ratio (2.4.8.3 & 2.4.4). Brigham's method was the 
first step towards appreciating processes in stereotyping rather than merely 
identifying specific content. 
To sum up, the percentage method stresses reliance placed in content to describe 
a group (intensity), expressed by high perceived predictive value of content 
(frequency estimates). The consensual aspect of stereotypes is expressed through 
collective perceptions of descriptiveness and not by mere consensual recognition 
(extensity measures). 
2.2.8.2 diagnostic ratio & difference measure 
After Brigham (1971a) in the early seventies moved towards incorporating 
generalisations into the measurement framework interest in intensity measures 
increased. By collecting information about the predictive power of content 
material in the form of percentage estimates Brigham had found a way to 
combine endorsement (extensity) and reliance or range of generalisation 
(intensity). But this account of generalisation is only indirect since it is not 
qualified by a baserate. Perceivers indicate trait frequencies by making 
percentage estimates. However, from frequency estimates alone no conclusions 
can be made about over-generalisation, yet high frequency estimates indicate 
high confidence in the predictive power of the content. The percentage method 
therefore measures extensity (consensual endorsement) and intensity (reliance), 
yet the frequency estimate may still be accurate or non-category specific. Unless 
two dichotomous groups are directly compared and frequency estimates are 
subtracted from each other (Brigham, 1971a, 1971b) the issue of over- 
generalisation is not addressed. 
McCauley & Stitt (1978) have used percentage frequency estimates to identify 
consensual content. They however introduce a baserate frequency estimate to 
make sure the content is truly generalised across large parts of the target outgroup 
and descriptive compared to a subjective baseline of trait frequencies. This 
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baserate may be the perceived content frequency within a specific category such 
as a second outgroup, the ingroup (McCauley et al., 1980) or anybody at all 
(McCauley & Stitt, 1978). 
McCauley & Stitt use Brigham's (1971a) percentage estimates to construct a 
diagnostic ratio, incorporating both trait frequencies of the target outgroup and a 
baserate trait frequency. Such specific trait frequencies express a probability 
judgement of trait prevalence in a specific category. Brigham (1972) had found 
such estimates to be positively correlated with prejudicial attitude measures. 
Unlike Gardner (Gardner et al., 1988) who found a similar relationship, 
McCauley & Stitt have no concern about the independence of the measured 
construct because of this relationship because they expect the over-generalisation 
captured by the diagnostic ratio to have cognitive, affective and motivational 
correspondents. Gardner's (1973) preoccupation with content identification 
however has led him to believe that stereotypes necessarily need to be 
independent of attitudes. Since Gardner is primarily interested in content 
(extensity) and not in cognitive processes (such as generalisation) he interprets 
relationships with other social psychological constructs as threats to the concept 
of stereotypes. Content without consensus to Gardner are merely attributes. 
Attribute ascriptions however are too close to his understanding of attitudes. 
From Gardner's point of view stereotypes are little more than socially shared 
attitudes, not cognitive devices which have heuristic uses. McCauley & Stitt on 
the other hand take a more perceiver-centred approach and see stereotypes 
primarily as errors in probability judgement. Identification of socially shared 
content is only the second step after the appreciation of cognitive bias. 
In order to create a measure which incorporates generalisation against a baserate 
McCauley & Stitt collect content frequency percentage estimates not only for the 
outgroup in question but also for people in general (McCauley & Stitt, 1978) and 
later also for the perceiver's specific (dichotomous) ingroup (McCauley et al., 
1980). From these percentage estimates they compute diagnostic ratios. By 
dividing outgroup estimates by subjective baserate frequencies they obtain a ratio 
which indicates to what degree the content is representative of the outgroup 
compared to a reference group. If content is perceived to be more frequent for the 
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outgroup than the reference group, the ratio indicates a probabilistic advantage of 
an outgroup member to have the trait. If content is generalised as outgroup 
descriptive yet not endorsed for the reference group the ratio indicates outgroup 
descriptive content material. The approach does not assume exclusive 
descriptiveness of content material but interprets high generalisation and minimal 
ingroup endorsement as a stereotype. McCauley & Stitt (1978) add to Brigham's 
(1971a) notion of generalisation the concept of distinctiveness. Only if content 
material is generalised for large sections of the outgroup yet not accepted as 
widely ingroup descriptive, will this approach indicate a stereotype. 
To create this diagnostic ratio McCauley & Stitt (1978) apply Bayesian 
probability theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1972,1973; Tversky & Kahneman, 
1973) and reformulate the Bayesian probability rule. 
P(B / A) = P(B) x P(A / B) / P(A) 
p(trait / outgroup) = p(trait) x p(outgroup / trait) / p(outgroup) 
into a likelihood ratio, "a measure of the extent to which information about group 
membership revises probability of a characteristic" (McCauley, Stitt & Segal, 
1980). The first version of this diagnostic ratio published in 1978 compares the 
outgroup estimates with people in general. 
p(trait / outgroup) = p(trait / outgroup) / p(trait / people in general). 
DR 1=p outgroup /p people in general 
The second version published in 1980 was originally designed to measure the 
difference between dichotomous pairs of groups e. g. northerners vs. southerners, 
where between-group comparisons take place in an intergroup setting with clear 
cut categorization. The second design uses percentage estimates for the outgroup 
and the ingroup 
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p(trait / outgroup) = p(trait / outgroup) / p(trait / ingroup). 
DR 2=p outgroup /p ingroup 
Content items for which diagnostic ratios vary considerably from 1.00 are 
interpreted as group descriptive. Diagnostic ratios significantly greater than 1.00 
are interpreted as outgroup descriptive and outgroup distinctive. The difference in 
percentage estimates expressed by the ratio reflects the difference in the strength 
of association between content and category, a cognitive relationship of which 
the perceiver is not necessarily aware (Martin, 1987). One of the advantages of 
this method is that it generally does not artificially force stereotyping (McCauley 
et al., 1980). The diagnostic ratio also illustrates a processing bias in category 
relevant frequency representations, which in complex presentation formats 
should be relatively free from performance distortions. 
Perceivers ignore real life baserates (Kahneman & Tversky, 1972,1973) when 
they make judgements about individuals and instead use representativeness 
heuristics to express their ingroup serving bias on the basis of relatively salient 
and available category information. Locksley et al., (1980; Hilton & Fein, 1989) 
find individuation only to occur if the context is relevant and sufficient target 
person specific information is available. 
This neglect of baserate information on an individual level bears some 
similarities with a compelling cognitive model of stereotype formation and 
maintenance, the illusory correlation paradigm (Hamilton & Gifford, 1976) 
which describes the heuristic use of trait category information on the basis of 
distinctiveness (Hamilton et al., 1985) and expectancy (Spears et al., 1986). 29 
Recent findings on skewed probability representations on the other hand, suggest 
that rather than a fundamental misunderstanding of probability, biased hypothesis 
29 A lack in understanding of covariance (ANCOVA, see 1.3.7.3), may be responsible for 
availability and representativeness heuristics and thereby may lead to illusory correlations as well 
as a neglect in baserates (Schaller, 1994, Schaller, Asp, Rosell & Heim, 1996). 
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testing processes lead perceivers to overestimate certain probabilities 
(Sanbonmatsu et al., 1997). With reference to illusory correlations and diagnostic 
ratios this would mean that perceivers neglect baserates, yet not because they 
can't process them accurately, but because certain `observed' frequencies are 
inflated to fit expectations. 
McCauley & Stitt (1978), however, acknowledge that perceivers might follow a 
representative heuristic rather than Bayesian probability rules (Kahneman & 
Tversky, 1973) in such circumstances but in their own studies they find 
correlations between diagnostic ratio performance and Bayesian predictions 
which they interpret in terms of perceivers making use of their own subjective 
baserate (Denes-Raj et al., 1995) 
p(trait / comparison group). 
It seems perceivers make category judgements with the use of a subjective 
baserate and exemplar judgements on the basis of salient category information, 
probably comparing the exemplar with their own immediate social context 
(Dunning & Hayes, 1996). 
After finding correlations with typicality ratings McCauley & Stitt (1978) 
investigate the relationship between probability and typicality. They argue that 
the diagnostic ratio measures typicality which means both distinctiveness and 
probability. And since category typicality ratings are expressed using a frequency 
measure against a baserate estimate, characteristicality and distinctiveness 
(Ashmore & Del Boca, 1981) estimates can be assumed to draw on a subjective 
baserate similar to the one captured in the diagnostic ratio. 
The underlying assumption McCauley & Stitt (1978) make in developing the 
diagnostic ratio is that content distinctiveness is a major contributor to a 
stereotype. Generalisation itself is not enough, the content also has to serve an 
intergroup function and highlight the difference between the categories (Ford & 
Stangor, 1992), supporting an ingroup positivity bias (Ford & Tonader, 1995). 
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The reliance in the outgroup descriptiveness of the content may stem from the 
distinctiveness implied by the difference to the subjective baserate. By measuring 
relative content frequency, typicality and intensity are assessed. Yet activation 
and application of stereotypes can only be assumed to follow as a consequence of 
reliance in the predictive power of its content. 
The diagnostic ratio has been useful in identifying stereotypes (e. g. D'Amorin, 
1985). Martin (1987) used direct gender dichotomy to measure differential trait 
endorsement and individual differences. A replication by Cota et al., (1991) even 
found individual difference correlations with gender role beliefs. 
However as Judd & Park (1993) have pointed out Martin (1987) did not compute 
separate means for each group. With the assumption of stereotypic content being 
present and counterstereotypic content absent the measure is confounded by the 
individual's use of measures and group level accuracy perception cannot be 
commented on. This comment on subjective accuracy stresses the individual 
nature of the direct category dichotomy involved in this diagnostic ratio (Martin, 
1987). As for comparisons with real life data, Gordon (1989) has used the 
diagnostic ratio (design 1: McCauley & Stitt, 1978) to compare it with census 
data and found relative accuracy. 
On the other hand Turcinovic (1987) found ambiguity and inconsistency over 
time for McCauley & Stitt's original (1978, design 1) baserate description 
`people in general'. Subjective baserates are probably best encaptured as ingroup 
frequencies (design 2: McCauley et al., 1980), yet the role of baserate 
descriptions is going to be looked at in greater detail in a number of studies 
presented here later (3.5 - 3.8). 
A number of studies have compared the diagnostic ratio technique with other 
measurement instruments. Diehl & Jonas (1991) looked at the different reasoning 
strategies involved in measurements of stereotypes obtained by the different 
methodologies. As reported earlier (2.2.1) they found no differences between the 
measures. Just as check-lists (Katz & Braly, 1933) diagnostic ratios predicted 
deductive reasoning from category to trait (Fiedler & Hertel, 1994). Diehl & 
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Jonas (1991) and suggested outgroup homogeneity to foster deductive 
judgements whereas distinctiveness between groups would lead to inductive 
reasoning. 
Stephan, Ageyev, Stephan, Abalakina, Stefanenko & Coates-Shrider (1993) find 
similarities in content identification with check-lists (Katz & Braly, 1933), their 
own prototype method, the percentage method (Brigham, 1971a) and the 
pathfinder method (Schvaneveldt, 1990). They suggest that basically all 
measures tap the same cognitive processes. They find heterostereotypes to be 
stronger and as a result more prototypical. Gardner et al., (1988) on the other 
hand find differences between their own semantic differential technique and the 
frequency-based methods (Brigham, 1971a, McCauley & Stitt (1978). 
The diagnostic ratio has over the years received a number of critiques that have 
raised methodological and conceptual issues. A very basic objection has been 
raised repeatedly by Gardner (1994) who does not agree with generalisation to be 
added to the measurement framework. The fact is that check-lists, Likert scales 
and semantic differentials all focus on consensus of content. From Gardner's 
(1994) point of view consensus across perceivers makes a stereotype, regardless 
whether perceivers ascribe particular predictive power to it. Without an intensity 
measure there is no way of distinguishing between commonly recognised 
subtypes within the category consisting of few people with little predictive power 
yet high salience for the group as a whole and a stereotype which leads to 
sweeping generalisations such as `all men are drunks'. 
Because the diagnostic ratio involves two percentage estimates for each content 
item Gardner (1994) assumes perceivers would make a specific evaluative 
judgement or "discriminatory judgement" and stereotypes would therefore be 
"defined in terms of ingroup favouritism". Such direct judgements are however 
not part of the methodology and would rather reduce the diagnostic ratio to 
something closer to a frequency check-list, `higher' or `lower' than the norm. 
Stereotypes are not defined as ingroup favouritism but rather as a result of 
cognitive ingroup bias. 
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Krueger (1996b) argues that idiosyncratic stereotypes and cultural (socially 
shared) stereotypes are both consensual. According to his projection model 
(Krueger, 1996a) idiosyncratic beliefs predict cultural stereotypes. He suggests 
that perceivers make comparisons with other content items rather than with other 
groups to define diagnosticity. 
This is certainly possible and the diagnostic ratio has no way of controlling for 
this effect. Brigham's (1971a) percentage technique implies this principle, yet 
over-generalisation cannot be measured. However, if category baserates were not 
represented or used, desirability would be the source of bias. While the projection 
bias described earlier (2.4.2) can be accounted for without explicit use of 
baserates, generalisation cannot. 
Nieman (1980) raises a number of points which lead her to develop her own 
individual difference measure (2.2.9.1). The diagnostic ratio identifies single 
`stereotyped' characteristics which do not explain an individual's behaviour but 
"leads to rigid categorisations of individuals into stereotypers and non- 
stereotypers as a result of test behavior " while it "does not explain possible 
behavioural similarities between stereotypers and non-stereotypers" (Nieman 
(1980). 
While it is true that the diagnostic ratio places great emphasis on individual 
content items, a clear cut distinction between stereotypers and non-stereotypers 
cannot be deduced from it, since everybody stereotypes (over-generalises) to 
some degree. The diagnostic ratio rather describes the extent of the bias, 
particularly if averages are taken over larger numbers of content items. 
According to Nieman (1980) the diagnostic ratio "does not help explain the 
underlying reasons for individual differences in test behavior". She concludes 
that "In short, they [McCauley & Stitt, 1978] have not dealt with the possibility 
that stereotyping behavior may help to explain the ways in which all individuals 
differ when they characterize a category. " 
McCauley & Stitt (1978) have indeed shown little interest in what might be the 
underlying mechanism of category dependent trait frequency perceptions. Bias, 
may it be pathological (Nieman, 1980) or cognitive, has not been their priority. 
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Despite Nieman's impression that the diagnostic ratio was a medical diagnostic 
instrument to decide whether "an individual stereotypes a given characteristic or 
the individual does not", McCauley and Stitt (1978) must have seen it as a 
content identification method, assessing intensity and generalisation to collect 
individual or consensual stereotypic representations. The uses of the diagnostic 
ratio however go further, particularly if it is controlled for content desirability. 
Another use of probabilistic percentage estimates is to create a difference 
measure by subtracting the baserate frequency from the category frequency 
(Biernat, 1990). 
p(trait / outgroup) - p(trait / people in general) 
This resembles Brigham's differential (Brigham, 1971b) though in this case the 
baserate is the broad description of `people in general' used in the first diagnostic 
ratio design (McCauley & Stitt, 1978). This absolute differential measures 
generalisation just as the diagnostic ratio would, yet in this case positive values 
indicate outgroup descriptiveness. McCauley, & Thangavelu (1991) report on the 
reliability of this adaptation in a full dichotomous design and find the differences 
measure to correlate (r= . 
89) with a log transformed diagnostic ratio for gender 
stereotypes. 
log DR: 
p(trait / male) / p(trait / female) 
p(trait / female) / p(trait / male) 
difference measure: 
p(trait / male) - p(trait / female) 
p(trait / female) - p(trait / male) 
McCauley & Thangavelu (1991) use this difference measure to identify 
distinctive & and non-distinctive (merely characteristic) content of dichotomous 
sex - occupation stereotypes, for which they find consensus and consistency. 
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They use large content lists to identify differentiating dimensions. They endorse 
this difference because highlighting content differences is their main objective. 
McCauley & Thangavelu (1991) point out that "an adequate measure of a social 
stereotype should be able to distinguish differentiating from nondifferentiating 
characteristics". The difference measure does just that. 
By using this measure McCauley & Thangavelu (1991) are able to draw a 
number of conclusions about gender stereotypes. They find them to be a 
combination of and generalisation across (Deaux & Lewis, 1984) personality and 
occupation stereotypes which are unrelated to attitudes and authoritarianism but 
correlate with education and conservatism. They are subject to individual 
differences but there are no significant between gender differences in this full 
accuracy design. Perceivers underestimate real life differences between the sexes, 
while stereotypic content correlates with census data. 
But whereas McCauley & Thangavelu (1991) use this difference measure in a 
direct category dichotomy Biernat (1990) uses it in a repeated measures paradigm 
with general baserate `people in general' and national outgroups investigating 
issues such as category exposure, liking and contact. Biernat (1990) uses this 
measure not because she wants to find out about differentiating dimensions but as 
a general stereotype measure, suggesting they were interchangeable, since the 
"diagnostic ratio assesses the extent to which a target group is perceived as 
different from a comparison group" (Biernat & Crandall, 1994). Her reasons for 
the use of the difference measure are pragmatic rather than methodological: "The 
pattern of results was the same for difference - and ratio-based scales, and we 
prefer the composite of perceived differences as simpler to calculate and easier 
to understand' (Bierrat & Crandall, 1994). However, the only measure reported 
is the difference measure (Biernat, 1990). 
In a later study Biernat & Crandall (1994) go back to the diagnostic ratio (design 
2: McCauley et al., 1980). Different ratios are used for different content 
desirabilities, yet transformations (1.00 - inverse values < 0.00) of the ratio meant 
that comparisons with other techniques were carried out with one unidirectional 
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score as an indicator of endorsement. Having effectively created a percentage 
difference indicator scale Bierrat & Crandall (1994) found that "Although it is a 
theoretically meaningful stereotype measure, the diagnostic ratio was 
empirically outperformed by the Likert scales" (Biernat & Crandall, 1994; 1996). 
With all this emphasis on category differentiating material one of the main 
advantages of the diagnostic ratio is lost. After stating categorically which items 
are more outgroup characteristic than ingroup descriptive (ratios larger than 1.00) 
and which ones are not, content can then be looked at with reference to other 
important key features of a stereotype such as consensus, individual differences 
and most importantly content desirability. Over-emphasis on mere differences in 
endorsement may lead to a neglect of what the percentage estimates actually 
mean. They are relatively independent frequency or probability estimates. The 
artificial baserate frequency is not a static source of the individual's normal 
category unrelated endorsement, but itself a generalisation. Only the difference in 
generalisation is a meaningful indicator of intergroup relevance of specific 
content, not the difference in endorsement. And generalisation is best looked at in 
conjunction with the meaning of content, its implication and desirability. 
Three different versions of the diagnostic ratio have used percentage estimates as 
an indicator of content frequency or probability in reference to a category and 
have compared it to an artificial and subjective baserate. Not all three approaches 
seem adequate in all categorisation settings. The first half of the research project 
reported here later (3. ) will deal with issues of ratio design in greater detail, 
specifically the two ratio designs put forward by McCauley & Stitt: 
Design 1 uses `people in general' as baserate (McCauley & Stitt, 1978) and from 
a theoretic point of view can be used in any category setting, including complex 
categorization formats since any group can be compared with a norm baserate. 
Design 2 instead specifically uses the `ingroup' as baserate (McCauley et al., 
1980). It too can be used in any category setting, yet it relies on a distinct 
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ingroup. In clear cut category dichotomies (e. g. male - female) a full accuracy 
design (Judd & Park, 1993) is required which also takes into account group level 
accuracy means. 
Only in those clear cut cases a difference measure (McCauley & Thangavelu, 
1991, Biernat, 1990) seems appropriate. Only in clear category dichotomy 
difference dimensions can be found. Content identification will be restricted to 
these dimensions. Though it remains to be seen what the use of category defining 
rather that generalising content for stereotype research is. 
To sum up, the diagnostic ratio measures reliance in content (intensity) by 
assessing its relative over-representation compared with a baserate group 
(generalisation). It uses two percentage estimates to establish a relationship 
between outgroup and baserate (diagnosticity). It identifies stereotypic content by 
assessing the relative intensity of trait items. Consensual stereotypes are formed 
by those items which are consistently found to be of high diagnosticity. 
2.2.8.3 implicit ratio 
The implicit ratio, which was developed in the series of studies reported here (3.5 
- 3.8), and is described in greater detail later (2.2.10 & 2.4.4), is another 
adaptation of the diagnostic ratio, qualified for content desirability. It, too, can be 
used to identify consensual content on the basis of individual intensity, though 
the process is more complicated as it uses idiosyncratic content. The implicit 
ratio aims to combine idiosyncratic intensity and content meaning in one measure 
of processing bias. 
2.2.9 individual differences measures 
"Psychologists want to know how stereotypes are learned, 
changed, and affect behaviour. These questions cannot be studied 
effectively so long as stereotypes can be measured only in terms of 
group, or social, stereotypes. Stereotypes are held by individuals, 
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and the individual origins and effects of stereotypes can only be 
guessed at without an individual and preferably quantitative 
stereotype measure. " McCauley, Stitt & Segal (1980) 
McCauley & Stitt have pioneered the area of individual quantitative stereotype 
measures by introducing an instrument which uses individual bias to identify 
stereotypic content. Their approach acknowledges individual differences in 
stereotyping, yet they are not the centre of the diagnostic ratio technique. The 
diagnostic ratio however still relies heavily on consensual representations. 
The notion of individual intensity has been taken up and applied to idiosyncratic 
stereotypes and qualified it with content meaning. These alternative measures 
concentrate on issues in information processing, stereotype formation and the 
relationship between stereotyping and aspects of cognition, affect and 
motivation. (Esses, Haddock & Zanna, 1993; Eagly & Mladinic, 1989). 
2.2.9.1 Nieman's trait measure 
The first explicit attempt to create an individual difference measure of 
stereotyping was undertaken by Nieman (1980) in the late seventies prior to 
researchers acknowledging that stereotypes can be both desirable and undesirable 
(Kirby & Gardner, 1972, Devine & Monteith, 1993) and that stereotyping may 
serve a cognitive function and therefore not necessarily be a pathological 
phenomenon (Ashmore & Del Boca, 1981). Nieman (1980) however is 
convinced that stereotyping is not only avoidable but a trait-like personality 
problem. She states that "all individuals have a quantifiable stereotype trait level 
called extent of stereotype" (Nieman, 1980). This assumption which makes no 
reference to outgroups or other contextual variations from today's point of view 
makes little sense. Particularly since individual cognitive style seems to have 
given way to differences in ANCOVA reasoning ability (Schaller et al., 1996) to 
explain individual differences in frequency judgements (Beck et al., 1988) along 
with other cognition-, affect- and motivation-related contextual accounts. 
Nieman (1980) proposes the assessment of individual differences in the 
acceptance of the consensual stereotype, or the extent to which an individual's 
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generalisation agrees with consensual descriptions. She uses check-list piloted 
adjectives to collect endorsement scores on bi-polar scales. The measure then 
consists of the proportion of mean scores that are higher than mean scores for all 
items plus the standard deviation, effectively a deviation from consensus 
measure. 
Nieman's measure (1980) uses consensual content to find individual differences 
in stereotype endorsement. Individual endorsement of consensual content 
compared against consensual endorsement. No reference is made to either 
content desirability, stereotype extensity, intensity or application, the measure 
merely assess individual differences in endorsing consensually identified 
stereotypic content. 
Nieman (1980) finds category specific consistency over time and relates the 
`stereotype trait' to other personality traits. But the fact that stereotyping was 
found to be very common across content and categories made the claim of a 
`stereotype trait' hard to uphold. 
2.2.9.2 Esses' score 
In order to investigate the relationship between stereotypes and attitudes, 
symbolic beliefs30 and emotions Esses, Haddock & Zanna (1993) developed a 
scale which combines frequency estimates (Brigham, 1971a) with desirability 
ratings (Karlins et al., 1969). By using idiosyncratic content which perceivers 
generate as part of the experimental task Esses, Haddock & Zanna (1993) 
maximise the relevance of the content that is used for the measure (Esses, 
Haddock & Zanna, 1994). Perceivers are sure to endorse it, likely to apply it and 
likely to find it descriptive and distinctive. The frequency estimate gives an 
indication what predictive reliance they place in the content whereas the valence 
score shows what meaning the content has to the individual perceiver. Despite 
the free response format allowing the use of any descriptive term, the generated 
content can be assumed to be relevant for intergroup perceptions. 
'o symbolic beliefs: value constructs, customs, traditions, value-laden beliefs as opposed to trait- 
laden beliefs (stereotypes) 
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Esses, Haddock & Zanna (1993) propose a methodology that involves subjects 
generating characteristics typical of a target outgroup, which are then rated in 
terms of their valence or desirability (Karlins et al., 1969) and assigned a 
percentage estimate to indicate trait frequency expressing probability of each 
characteristic to be found in outgroup members (Brigham, 1971). They compute 
a measurement score by adding up the product of Percentage estimates (divided 
by 100) and Desirability valences (excluding 0) for each characteristic and divide 
it by the number of attributed characteristics (n). 
E (P {%/100} x Desirability {-2,..., 2}) / number of items 
(p outgroup x D) /n 
Esses' measure assesses individual differences in intensity, qualified for content 
meaning, for idiosyncratic stereotypes. Esses, Haddock & Zanna (1994) see 
consensual stereotypes as only a small proportion of individual stereotypes. The 
notion of socially shared content (Kirby & Gardner, 1972) at measurement stage 
has been dropped in favour of an individual difference approach which assesses 
individual cognitions. Aiming to understand the relationship between cognitions, 
motivation and affect individual differences are seen to be the link between these 
aspects of mental life. "The consensual stereotype of an outgroup may vary in 
valence, including both positive and negative characteristics. This would explain 
why a measure that takes into account only the extent to which consensual 
stereotypes of an outgroup are endorsed, irrespective of the proportion of these 
that are positive or negative, is a poor predictor of attitudes towards the group' 
(Esses, Haddock & Zanna, 1993). 
Esses et al., use this measure in a number of studies to investigate the 
relationship of individual differences between stereotyping and attitudes, and 
stereotyping and affect. They find stereotypes to influence attitudes, which in 
turn are influenced by prior cognitions and sources of information (Essec, 
Haddock & Zanna, 1993). Yet the impact of stereotypes on attitudes is limited 
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compared to affect, symbolic beliefs and past experience (Haddock, Zanna & 
Esses, 1994; Esses, Haddock & Zanna, 1993). Haddock, Zanna & Esses (1993) 
use the score to investigate the differences between authoritarianism and 
intergroup attitudes. Haddock & Zanna (1993) find individual differences in the 
use of affective and cognitive information to predict prejudice. 
Esses, Haddock & Zanna (1994) use this measure to demonstrate the influence of 
mood states on stereotyping and desirability of content for specific outgroups. 
They find mood to affect cognition rather than motivation (Esses & Zanna, 
1995). Mood influences the meaning attached to stereotypes as well as the choice 
of content for application, rather than the content itself or its over-representation. 
Mood mediates accessibility of specific content in specific situations, negative 
mood for example was found to accentuate negative stereotypes. However, mood 
effects overall deteriorate quickly. 
The use of individual rather than consensual stereotypes is crucial for obtaining 
such results, the use of consensual stereotypes alone, which makes up only a 
small proportion of all generated content, provided no significant effects of mood 
on the Esses' score. 31 
Esses' score in many respects traces a bias in information processing. The 
relationship between content desirability and reliance assesses stereotyping 
intensity by describing the degree to which content is represented and the 
strength of an ingroup serving negativity bias, independent of specific content. 
2.2.9.3 Eagly & Mladinic's scores 
Eagly & Mladinic (1989)'s free response score is another measure to incorporate 
content desirability. It effectively is the same as Esses' score and was published 
in the same year, though rather than ethnic groups it uses gender stereotypes. 
E (P {%/100} x Desirability f-3,..., 3)) / number of items 
(p outgroup x D) /n 
'1 Esses & Zanna (1989) reported in Esses, Haddock & Zanna (1994) 
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The second score however is based on the PAQ (Spence et al., 1994) for gender 
stereotypes and therefore uses consensual content. 
E (P {% = -. 5, ..., . 5) x Desirability 
{1, 
..., 7)) 
/ number of items 
(p outgroup x D) /n 
Eagly & Mladinic (1989) find the free response measure of idiosyncratic 
stereotypes to be related to individuals' attitudes towards the other sex, yet no 
such relationship for the second measure that uses consensual content. They see 
the measure as an attitude component measure. 
Eagly et al., (1994) use the free response measure to predict gender-related 
attitude dimensions. They stress the role of the affective component. Yet while 
Esses, Haddock & Zanna (1993) stress the role of individual differences and 
context, Eagly et al., (1994) stress the mediating role of gender role attitudes. 
Stephan, Ageyev, Coates-Shrider, Stephan & Abalakina (1993) found this 
measure, particularly the desirability ratings to predict emotional reactions to the 
target group, the more favourable the content was perceived to be, the more 
positive was the response. 
2.2.10 measures of trait frequency bias: 
the new idiosyncratic intensity measures 
The combination of content frequency and desirability estimates as introduced by 
Esses (Esses et al., 1993) was the first step towards a measure which addressed 
the individual level of trait frequency bias. Esses' score uses a percentage 
estimate to assess generalisation across the outgroup qualified for desirability. By 
using perceiver generated content the score captures both the individual 
perceiver's probability assumptions (intensity) and their implications. 
Endorsement and meaning of outgroup content are expressed in one score. By 
comparing the scores, differences in stereotyping can be identified between 
perceivers as well as groups of perceivers, different outgroups and contexts. 
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What Esses' score does not provide is an indication of relative endorsement. 
Since Esses and her colleagues are primarily interested in individual differences 
in stereotyping yet not in biased category perceptions, Esses' score uses no 
baserate. The more a content item is generalised (Brigham, 1971a) the more 
stereotypical Esses' score indicates it to be. Yet the point of view is the 
perceiver's: The more predictive power perceivers ascribe, the more they 
generalise and therefore the more they stereotype. The line of studies reported 
here proposes that generalisation is relative and dependent on context, but should 
be referenced by a subjective baserate. 
Neither the diagnostic ratio nor Esses' score per se address a bias in processing of 
social information. Both approaches take a snapshot of generalisation, either 
referenced by subjective baserate or qualified for meaning. To obtain an 
indication of bias several scores have to be taken and averaged for each 
individual perceiver. The diagnostic ratio was probably not designed with this in 
mind but as an alternative content identification measure. Several aspects of the 
diagnostic ratio remained unexplored, such as the role of content desirability, 
target outgroup etc. The initial studies presented here aim to investigate such 
issues, but the format of the diagnostic ratio used is slightly revised to meet the 
needs of a measure which assesses bias and is more concerned with the process 
of trait frequency bias rather than stereotypic content. Since the diagnostic ratio 
is used as a measure of idiosyncratic intensity, the exact measure is presented 
here. However, the diagnostic ratios referred to in the present studies are 
principally the same as described earlier (2.2.8.2), the way they were proposed 
and introduced by McCauley & Stitt (1978, & Segal, 1980). 
2.2.10.1 revised diagnostic ratio 
Compared to previous applications of the diagnostic ratio technique the studies 
reported here (3. ) make a few important departures from the conventional use of 
the measure. This new approach to the diagnostic ratio technique is here referred 
to as `revised diagnostic ratio'. 32 
32 Although later in the experimental sections (3. & 4. ) no such distinction is made and all 
`revised diagnostic ratios' are referred to as diagnostic ratios. 
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Initially, piloted list items were used to collect participants' percentage estimates. 
The lists were controlled for a number of different issues such as content 
desirability or group specificity to learn more about the measure and to maximise 
understanding about conceptual and operational issues. In later experiments 
content lists were abandoned in favour of idiosyncratic content, partly to make 
comparisons with other issues easier but mainly to use the diagnostic ratio as a 
measure of an individual's bias in generalisation (idiosyncratic intensity, trait 
frequency bias). 
Diagnostic ratios were computed separately for both designs, and separately for 
perceived content desirability. Ratios for desirable content for examples were 
computed as the means only of individual item ratios which had been perceived 
to be positive in valence. The first ratio design ('people in general': McCauley & 
Stitt, 1978) therefore resulted in three separate ratio means, for all content, 
desirable content and undesirable content: 
7, (p outgroup lp general) / number of all items 
E (p outgroup /p general) / number of positive items 
E (p outgroup lp general) / number of negative items 
The same applies to the second diagnostic ratio design which uses specifically 
the ingroup as source of a subjective baserate (McCauley et al., 1980): 
E (p outgroup /p ingroup) / number of all items 
E (p outgroup /p ingroup) / number of positive items 
E (p outgroup /p ingroup) / number of negative items 
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2.2.10.2 implicit ratio 
The first four studies reported here are concerned with the development of the 
implicit ratio. The aim was to gain detailed knowledge about the diagnostic ratio 
and to use it to construct a measure which addressed biased information 
processing. Of particular use for developing the new measure were insights 
gained from using the diagnostic ratio, such as the role of ratio design and 
content desirability. The implicit ratio uses the ratio technique to capture 
category differences in content generalisation and endorsement (McCauley & 
Stitt, 1978). 
But since closer investigation of the diagnostic ratio had brought up the issue of 
content desirability while free response format studies (e. g. Esses, Haddock & 
Zanna, 1993) had emphasised that stereotypes can be both positive and negative 
in valence, the new ratio should be unidirectional, that is `controlled' for content 
desirability. Thus the implicit ratio combines two types of information. As Esses' 
score had done previously (Esses, Haddock & Zanna, 1993; Eagly & Mladinic, 
1989). The implicit ratio combines trait probability information with a score that 
appreciates the content item's meaning. What may be undesirable content to one 
person may be ambiguous to the next. Therefore a desirability rating of each item 
assess the intent of the content. 
To ensure each perceiver relates to the content, perceives it to be frequent and 
distinctive and is likely to apply it, the implicit ratio uses perceiver generated 
content material for the rating procedure as introduced by Esses et al., (1993). 
Idiosyncratic content is used to assess individual biases in generalisation on the 
basis of individually meaningful content. The implicit ratio is a truly individual 
measure of over-generalisation (intensity) of idiosyncratic content qualified for 
intended content meaning. 
The measure assesses an individual's over-generalisation and intention of content 
in one single score. High scores indicate that content is distinctive, generalised 
across the category and rather undesirable. Whereas lower scores indicate that the 
content is ascribed less predictive probability, less distinctiveness and less 
malice. 
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undesirable & diagnostic > desirable & non-diagnostic 
> undesirable & diagnostic > desirable & non-diagnostic 
To some extent the two separate scores (frequency ratio & desirability rating) can 
cancel each other out. An item that is desirable yet very category descriptive can 
theoretically receive the same score as an item which is less favourable yet not 
quite as distinctively predictive of the group. The assumption made is that 
intergroup cognition or ingroup bias can be expressed equally in terms of a 
frequency bias and desirability. Stereotyping intensity as conceptualised and 
measured by the implicit ratio implies both simplification and ingroup serving 
positivity bias. 
The implicit ratios are computed according to the two diagnostic ratio designs. 
Design 1 (McCauley & Stitt, 1978) uses the subjective baserate `people in 
general' to compute the Probability ratio. Desirability ratings {I = undesirable, 
7= desirable} are converted for use in the score 14,3,2,1,0.5,0.333, 
0.25). 33 The implicit ratio averages the product of the ratio score and desirability 
ratings for each item. 
E (P {p outgroup /p general} x Desirability (4,3,2,1,0.5,0.333,0.25)) /n of all items 
E ((p outgroup /p general) x D) /n 
Design 2 uses the `ingroup' as baserate frequency instead of `people in general'. 
E (P {p outgroup /p ingroup} x Desirability {4,..., 0.25)) / number of all items 
E ((p outgroup /p ingroup) x D) /n 
33 To get a more realistic distribution and account of the variance scores smaller than 1.00 could 
be transformed (1/X) x (-1) or the desirability ratings could maintain their polarity (-3, ..., 3} (Esses et at., 1993). For the studies presented here this is not the case. 
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One central aim of the implicit ratio is to measure stereotypic ingroup bias34 
unobtrusively (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995). To achieve measurements which are 
relatively free of performance effects the implicit ratio uses a complex 
presentation format. After participants have generated a list of descriptive 
material they rate each item on desirability. The frequency estimates are collected 
separately for each relevant group: Target outgroup, people in general and 
ingroup. In between these ratings participants have to be distracted to avoid 
memory effects. Without the direct comparison between percentage estimates for 
the respective groups and long lists (at least 10 items) the relationship between 
target group frequency estimate and baserate can be seen as implicit. The 
diagnostic ratio which is computed for each item therefore is an implicit ratio. 
The frequency relationship is implicit to the perceiver. Participants' awareness of 
the relationship between the lists is kept at minimum and as a result the scope for 
performance effects is thought to be minimal. However, internal consistency of 
the percentage estimate quantifiers is assumed to be high enough to safeguard 
extraction of meaningful frequency relationships. The averaged ratios 
accentuated for perceived item desirability are thought to give an accurate 
indication of each perceiver's stereotypic bias 35 
These assumptions for this methodology are put to the test in the first four studies 
(3.5 - 3.8) which develop this measure. In a second experimental section (4.1 ff. 
& 5. ) the implicit ratio is applied as an experimental tool in both within and 
between subjects designs to investigate the susceptibility to category priming 
effects and processing goals. 
Summing up, the revised diagnostic ratio and the implicit ratio both stress 
reliance (intensity) and generalisation (relative over-endorsement) as the source 
of bias (trait frequency bias). The diagnostic ratio in its revised form does not 
aim to identify content, consensual or idiosyncratic, but to assess the degree of 
generalisation expressed through it. The implicit ratio recognises that content 
34 ingroup serving trait frequency bias 
35 via trait frequency bias 
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meaning has to be accounted for to give a more accurate picture of trait frequency 
bias. Both approaches address processing (generalisation) rather than stereotypic 
content. 
2.3 stereotypic content 
2.3.1 idiosyncratic content 
Both the revised diagnostic ratio and the implicit ratio use idiosyncratic content. 
Unlike Esses' score this idiosyncratic content is used to generate probability 
ratios. Some comments are necessary to explain conceptual implications of 
substituting piloted list items with a free response format. 
By using perceiver generated content this methodology takes the risk of a 
confounding cycle of exclusively idiosyncratic content leading to idiosyncratic 
bias which in turn leads to idiosyncratic representations in the form of 
idiosyncratic content. On the one hand this stresses one of the main advantages of 
this measure, namely its individual difference properties. On the other hand, the 
frequency representation bias (diagnostic ratio component) could be a direct 
result of the category distinctive nature of the content. The strength of this bias 
(generalisation) may only be nominal and content or context independent. In this 
case what the measure assesses is a fundamental category bias and not 
stereotyping as such. Although the aim of the measure is exactly to address the 
underlying processing dynamics of stereotypic information processing, content 
and context (e. g. outgroup) independent measurements would probably go one 
step too far. In order to be sure to address stereotyping and not merely an 
automatic frequency or positivity bias the content used should be outgroup 
specific. 
And therein lies a methodological problem of the implicit ratio, if high scorers 
for example were to use only broad non-outgroup-specific trait dimensions. 
Rather than stereotyping the implicit ratio might then describe all individual 
content related cognitions, since in that case the content's category defining 
properties would be minimal. Although perceivers have previously chosen the 
content to be descriptive of the outgroup and consequently a descriptive bias and 
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a positivity bias have led to a relatively high score, the content itself may simply 
be a value judgement applicable to all outgroups (e. g. `hostile'). 
To alleviate such concerns it should be noted that the implicit ratio's second 
component, the desirability rating, accentuates the score. The implicit ratio is 
qualified for valence perceptions. Even if high scores were the result of category 
non-specific content, the level of intensity and the derogatory implications 
independent of the actual content are still reason enough to take the content 
seriously as individually relevant intergroup cognitions. A serious problem only 
arises if some perceivers exclusively rely on non-specific attributes. 
2.3.2 content desirability & content meaning 
Early work on content identification (Katz & Braly, 1933) made assumptions 
about stereotypes being derogatory in nature, 
36 concentrating on racial slurs and 
statements of national inferiority. Karlins et al., (1969) accepted that stereotypes 
can be undesirable as well as desirable in content and included a measure of 
favourability into the check-list framework. They found a relationship between 
content meaning (desirability) and uniformity (consensus). Since then content 
desirability has had a sporadic role in stereotype measurement. 
Although Kirby & Gardner (1972) investigated its role alongside issues such as 
imagery and familiarity, the semantic differential technique itself (Gardner et al., 
1968,2.2.3) uses item desirability as a main indicator of endorsement. The more 
perceivers agree about the valence on an attribute dimension, the more 
stereotypic the item is thought to be. One end of the attribute dimension, 
however, has been piloted as outgroup descriptive. In this context desirability is a 
determinant rather than property of a stereotype. If perceivers agree to describe a 
group in a negative fashion on an attribute dimension, according to Gardner 
(1994) they share a stereotype. 
However, by the early 1990's consensus among researchers was that desirable 
and undesirable stereotypes coexisted (e. g. Devine et al., 1991; Devine & 
Monteith, 1993). Esses et al., (1993) make important progress by including 
36 As discussed in 2.3.1 the implicit ratio makes similar assumptions resulting in a desirability- 
weighted score, yet fully acknowledges the effect of desirability. 
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subjective meaning into stereotype measurements and qualify frequency 
estimates with item valence. Further underlining the relationship between 
intergroup intentions and stereotyping are Ford & Tonader's (1995) findings that 
ingroup positivity and category biases aid stereotype accessibility. 
An elegant new way to illustrate the role of content desirability in diagnostic 
ratios is the use of autoratios which is developed in the first experimental section 
(3. ). Autoratios take outgroup descriptive material and assess its category specific 
probability for the ingroup. Autoratios assess the endorsement of specific content 
as possibly ingroup descriptive. By comparing such autoratios with outgroup 
diagnostic ratios the influence of content desirability can be looked at in greater 
detail by using separate ratios for desirable and undesirable content. 
p(trait / ingroup) = p(trait / ingroup) / p(trait / people in general). 
DR au =p ingroup /p people in general 
To be able to compute autoratios perceivers have to supply percentage estimates 
for all three relevant groups (outgroup, people in general, ingroup). Experimental 
settings which use both ratio designs and consequently allow the computation of 
autoratios are used in the first four studies (3.5 - 3.8) reported here to investigate 
the relationship between outgroup ratios and autoratios, with particular reference 
to content desirability. The principle can also be applied to the implicit ratio, 
though no separate autoratios for different content valences can be obtained. 
IM au =E ((p ingroup /p general) x D) /n 
Studies which use designs with at least two groups and a full set of hetero- and 
autostereotypes as well as their application to ingroups are rare. Mlickli & 
Ellemers (1996) have used a complex experimental design which uses ingroup 
endorsement of outgroup material. Though instead of diagnostic ratios and 
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autoratios they use Likert scales. However, the design involves content material 
which is rated and consequently separated in terms of desirability. 
Results suggest that there are differences in content desirability of 
autostereotypes (self-stereotypes) between two national groups. But desirable 
content was perceived to be more typical of the ingroup, regardless whether it 
was ingroup generated, outgroup generated, originally an autotype, a heterotype 
or neutral. The groups were better at identifying ingroup descriptive material 
which they had generated themselves than the stereotypes the other group held 
about them. Under certain identity conditions this ingroup serving positivity bias 
could be reversed into an outgroup serving bias. 
2.3.3 content collection vs. processing measures 
Traditional approaches to stereotype assessment have sought to identify items 
forming the content of a specific stereotype (2.2.1 - 2.2.4). Some researchers 
have moved away from collecting consensual content and instead produced 
individual difference measures (2.2.8.2 - 2.2.9). Individual difference measures 
based on idiosyncratic stereotypes (2.2.9.2 - 2.2.10) can be used to tap processing 
biases (i. e. trait frequency bias) which are thought to govern an individual's 
stereotypic processing. 
Content identification and processing bias measures are two different types of 
stereotype assessment, both have their distinct role in stereotype research. For 
experimental purposes in social cognition studies of stereotyping, process 
oriented measures are necessary, whereas conventional methods of content 
identification are required to track changes in endorsement of specific cultural 
stereotypes. 
Apart from the different experimental use, the two kinds of stereotype assessment 
have implications for the concept of stereotypes. Content identification methods 
tend to adopt the notion of cultural stereotypes. Processing bias measures 
however do not make the premise that content has to be consensually endorsed to 
form a stereotype. 
Both content identification and processing bias measures have been used to 
investigate individual and intergroup differences. Content identification measures 
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are restricted to individual differences in endorsement of consensual content or 
deviation from consensus. As intergroup measures they can compare 
endorsement of auto- and heterotypes in different communities for different 
outgroups. Processing bias measures however can address differences in 
individual processing directly and beyond deviation from consensual 
endorsement. Their intergroup properties are also individual difference based. 
Processing bias measures understand group processes as coincidental individual 
cognitions. The outlook is to one day understand how group norms communicate 
with individual cognitions. 
2.4 introduction to the measurement techniques used 
The following section will briefly outline which measurement techniques were 
used in the present sequence of studies and refer to the literature they are based 
on, discussed earlier (2.2), summing up some principal methodological and 
conceptual points. 
2.4.1 script ratings 
The standard measure for stereotype application, that is the activation of specific 
stereotypic material and its application, is to allow for free generation of such 
material before rating the resulting scripts in terms of stereotypicality (2.2.6). At 
a later stage (4.4) this measure will be used for the specific purpose of comparing 
processes in controlling such application responses with controlling trait 
frequency bias (4.4.7.5). The format used are open ended script ratings (2.2.6). 
Participants get to make up a story about a typical day in the life of a target 
exemplar presented on a photo (Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 1994). 
Rated are the amount of stereotypic material used to tell the story and the overall 
impression of stereotypicality. The measure makes implicit assumptions of what 
the stereotype for that target outgroup is and ratings of stereotypicality (content 
application frequency) are made accordingly. There is no background study to 
identify the consensual content that forms the stereotype. The measure is limited 
to impressions of stereotypicality. A bias towards identifying undesirable content 
has to be expected and taken into account. 
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Apart from the specific context of controlled processing (4.4; 5.3.3.3) the studies 
presented here will exclusively use and develop measures using trait frequency 
representations. 
2.4.2 diagnostic ratio 
The first methodology section (3. ) takes a detailed look at the specifics of the 
diagnostic ratio technique (2.2.8). Among the issues that are investigated are 
specificity of content, the two ratio designs and content desirability. Of particular 
interest are the individual difference properties of the measure and the differences 
between the designs are explored in terms of their categorical meaning. 
In the course of the methodological studies the diagnostic ratio is revised as a 
result of this in depth scrutiny and conceptualised as an intensity measure 
capturing a processing bias (2.10.1). To this end the diagnostic ratio is used with 
idiosyncratic content. 
2.4.3 Esses' score 
Esses' score is computed according to the suggested format (2.9.2). However 
instead of valence ratings on scales {++, ... --} as proposed by Karlins et al., 
(1969) the scale chosen here is a7 point indicator scale { 1, ..., 7} which is later on 
transformed into bipolar scores {-3, ..., 3) according to the original design by 
Esses et al., (1993). Otherwise, the application of Esses' score matches the 
authors' proposals. Esses' score assesses individual single category 
generalisation accentuated by content valence using idiosyncratic stereotypes. 
The score is used alongside more category difference oriented measures and 
compared in terms of its experimental properties and conceptual assumptions. 
Esses' score is of particular interest methodologically because of its similarity 
with the implicit ratio. Because the implicit ratio is essentially a hybrid of the 
diagnostic ratio and Esses' score, differences as a result of the presence or 
absence of differential category frequencies (over-generalisation) can provide 
insights into the categorical nature of stereotyping. 
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2.4.4 implicit ratio 
The implicit ratio is developed as an individual difference measure assessing 
stereotypic trait frequency bias by qualifying over-generalisation with content 
desirability (2.8.3,2.10.2). The implicit ratio uses idiosyncratic content and 
individual valence perceptions as stimuli for category specific frequency 
estimates. The implicit ratio is proposed for experimental use as a powerful new 
process-oriented measure which conceptualises stereotypes as constructs of 
ingroup serving processing of probability information. Its experimental 
application is outlined earlier (2.10.2). 
2.5 aims of current research 
The first method section (3. ) is concerned with technical aspects of the diagnostic 
ratio and develops a new measure, the implicit ratio, as a result of experiences 
gained with the diagnostic ratio and Esses' score. The aim is to compare the 
measures both on their experimental merit and the theoretical assumptions they 
make about the nature of stereotypes. The section aims to accumulate detailed 
knowledge about the three measures, their relationship and their uses in 
addressing stereotypic bias. It aims to propose a measure for experimental use 
which competently assess stereotyping intensity. 
The following four experiments (4.1 - 4.4) use the measure to look at issues of 
mental control, aiming to find out to what degree trait frequency bias (processing, 
intensity) is affected by stereotype suppression (or processing inhibition), 
processing goals and category priming. The aim there will primarily be to see 
what kinds of processing objectives exert an influence over the measures and 
discuss their properties as a methodological tool. The aim is not to contribute to 
the mental control literature. Instead the emphasis will be with control over the 
bias at hand rather than mental control as such. 
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3. first experimental section 
3.1 index map of studies 
3.5 study 1 p. 96 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- global vs. matched 
outgroups 
3.6 study 2 p. 108 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- content lists 
- outgroup status 
3.7 study 3 p. 118 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
3.8 study 4 p. 128 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
-3 ethnic minorities 
4.1 study 5 p. 163 4.2 study 6 p. 198 4.3 study 7 p. 220 4.4 study 8 p. 248 
b. perspective - category priming -2 outgroups - attrib. perspective 
[ 
ff. outgroups global specific - (1) accountability -2 outgroups 
icial outgroup - suppression (2) control - repeated meas. 
(3) suppression suppression 
3.2 introduction to the type of study used 
The design and application of the studies used has developed over time from 
large booklets of questionnaires measuring a variety of concepts (3.5 ff. ) to 
experiments which are primarily concerned with principal experimental 
objectives. However the more experimental designs are still used as a source of 
validation for previous findings, such as the mechanics of the diagnostic ratio. 
They also allow comparisons between the different measurement techniques 
across their specific experimental applications. 
Most studies use similar formats where participants are asked to generate 
outgroup descriptive content and give frequency (probability) judgements for 
these characteristics. 7 It is from these frequency estimates that all three major 
measurement techniques in this study are computed. The measures use the same 
estimates, but the original data is then transformed by computing ratio based 
37 Participants were first to list 10 descriptive and distinctive (typical) traits. Later on, pages with 
according 10 percentage prompts asked for estimates for the proportion of members of each 
group (either outgroup, ingroup or `people in general') that participants thought possessed each 
trait. Participants could consult their list of descriptive attributes and make rapid guesses about 
their prevalence. 
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measures and content endorsement scores. Comparisons of the obtained 
measurements are within subject comparisons, whereas exploratory or 
experimental issues are addressed by between subject designs as well as repeated 
measures designs. 
3.3.1 original aims and plans 
The initial plan was, to learn enough about the diagnostic ratio to use it 
experimentally, investigating a number of issues concerning stereotype 
formation. Having acknowledged the need for a context model of stereotype 
formation the empirical definition of such a model was the initial driving force to 
look at stereotyping as a cognitive process. 
Central questions were how personal beliefs about groups could translate into 
category defining collectively shared stereotypes. What would be the purpose of 
employing stereotypes both on a personal as well as on a group level? And how 
does the information travel among groups of people? What defines stereotyping, 
the specific content that is held about another group or the basic mechanism of 
ingroup defensive processing? Where would be the individual - group link? And 
would that link also hold the key for a remedy? 
To be able to investigate such topics a way of experimentally accounting for 
individual and group differences in stereotyping was needed. A reliable 
measurement technique was to be found. 
Another motivating force was to learn more about the inter-link of cognition, 
motivation and affect in stereotyping. Besides stereotype formation there were 
questions regarding stereotype change and maintenance that led to initial plans 
for experiments. A variety of arguments concerning the nature of stereotypes and 
social information processing relies on assumptions of what exactly stereotypes 
are and how they can be experimentally pinned down. Whether it is the question 
of capacity limitations, heuristic processing or the influence of mood and 
processing goals, being able to measure the phenomenon is central to research. 
Conclusions on any experimental topic in stereotype formation will greatly 
depend on what aspect is looked at. This refers to the theoretic conceptualisation 
as much as the experimental realisation. It is unlikely that, different stereotype 
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assessment strategies react equally to experimental manipulations. Therefore 
understanding exactly what is measured is a prerequisite to drawing meaningful 
conclusions. 
Integrating motivation and affect into the framework of the cognitive processes 
involved is now widely accepted as being an important step forward in 
understanding stereotyping. Some of that progress has been made on the basis of 
new developments in stereotype assessment. Particularly mood and attitude 
related research has profited greatly from Esses' (1993) new approach to 
measurement. 
A lot of the research in the area relies heavily on between subjects designs. To 
get a clearer picture of how experimental manipulations work on the individual 
perceiver, within subjects designs are required. And for such repeated measures 
designs the choice of measurement technique is crucial to be confident that the 
effects are not just fatigue over time. 
The issues of outgroup perception and `ethnocentric' information processing 
were not the original topics this line of research was to address, nor were 
automaticity and mental control part of the plan, but they became highly relevant 
and interesting as a result of the quest for a measurement technique. 
The research emphasis on individual differences however was, at least at first, 
not exclusively driven by the search for experimental paradigms, but by more 
basic questions: Are some individuals particularly prone to resort to 
stereotyping? Do individual differences hold any clues to how stereotypes come 
about, or do they simply describe some pathology like the authoritarian 
personality Adorno et al., (1950) proposed? 
Since the first attempt38 to look at the influence of sources of information on 
stereotyping (epistemic authorities, Bar-Tal, 1991) the importance of consistently 
measuring stereotypes has become clearer with every experiment carried out. 
Researchers choose experimental designs on the basis of the demands of the 
situation they are faced. What is still lacking is a yardstick to hold results up 
against and to be used as a continuum throughout the area. The variety of 
methodologies that ranges from check-lists to lexical decision tasks may reflect 
38 unpublished: Albers (1993) 
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the degree of specialisation necessary to address the questions. On the other hand 
it may reflect the uneasiness' of researchers to agree on one measure. Such a 
measure could be applied as an additional tool to enable comparisons between 
different studies. At present such comparisons are virtually impossible from a 
methodological point of view and are restricted to the theories involved. 
Currently we can only assume that stereotyping can be monitored from different 
angles by different measures with different basic assumptions and yet the results 
can still be drawn together to make statements about stereotypes. Measuring the 
ease of content application, the strength of representations, the reliance on 
stereotypic schemata, the spread of concepts throughout groups, the meaning of 
concepts and the strength of biases all have their specific role to play. But one 
easy to apply measure that could be included in most designs and could be 
consistent across studies would help a great deal to draw together conclusions 
while appreciating specific designs. The research into measurement strategies 
described here is meant to highlight the need to obtain such an instrument and 
argues for an individual difference measure to take up this role. 
3.3.2 chronology 
The sequence of the studies as they are reported here basically represents the 
order in which they were carried out. Studies 2,3 &4 however were designed, 
though not carried out, at the same time. That unfortunately made experience 
based-changes impossible, but it was done this way with the expectation that the 
methodological results could be drawn together. Again, studies 6,7 &8 were 
carried out in parallel. Volunteers were assigned to the studies on the basis of 
how much time they were prepared to spend. 
3.4 studies 1- 4 
Study 1 sets off a series of investigations into stereotype measurement 
techniques. Intended however was, that the measurement methodological side 
was to be only a prerequisite for looking at the more global and experimental 
issues outlined in the introduction (3.3.1). The operationalisation of the 
measurement inventories was assumed to be something that could be done 
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quickly on the basis of existing techniques. And with this optimism in mind 
study 1 was equipped with a whole range of questionnaires addressing issues in 
cognition, affect and motivation that would be given a first experimental glance 
without interfering with what was thought to be the initial straightening out of the 
diagnostic ratio technique of stereotype assessment. 
As it turned out the methodology was nowhere near a state where it could 
meaningfully address experimental issues as ambitious as displayed in the first 
experiments. This was partly due to the lack of experience on behalf of the 
experimenter, partly due to the fact that hardly anybody had reported using 
diagnostic ratios experimentally and also because the exploratory components 
used in this battery of questionnaires themselves would need rigorous 
methodological attention to make them work in such experimental conditions. 
It soon became clear that the methodological side of stereotype assessment, as 
well as the theoretical implications methodology has on the construct of 
stereotypes, had not received the necessary attention in the literature. This made 
it impossible to confidently use them in experimental settings without further 
measurement methodological work being carried out. In order to reach the state 
where between and within subject designs could profit from a reliable 
measurement technique, the methodology would have to be looked into in far 
greater detail. 
The exploratory components of these early studies were nevertheless included 
and analysed, but the real attention in these first experiments should be with the 
methodology and the arguments in favour of the different approaches to 
stereotype assessment. 
The first four experiments (3.5 - 3.8) are grouped together as one section as they 
all address primarily the same issues. All four experiments investigate the 
diagnostic ratio technique. They compare it with the emerging alternatives, such 
as Esses' score and develop a ratio-based technique that would take on board 
some of the advantages of the new scoring technique and meet the experimental 
and theoretical challenges. These four experiments describe the development 
from list-based content identification to an individual- and group-differences 
measure that embraces the variable meaning of stereotypic content. This section 
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highlights the importance of developments in measurement methodology. 
Awareness is raised for the implications, changes to measurement techniques 
have for the very concepts they address. What is meant by the word stereotype is 
crucially dependent on the way the concept is constructed empirically. 
The experiments in the first section share the interest in the dynamics of the 
diagnostic ratio and all include a catalogue of complementary questionnaires. 
They differ in their experimental objective and demonstrate the progression 
towards a new ratio-based measure, but since the primary and secondary issues 
are very similar, it seems appropriate to avoid repetition and discuss them 
together. 
3.4.1 issues of cross-validation 
Studies 1 through to 4 share a number of experimental objectives. The results for 
the methodological questions of diagnostic ratio mechanics will be drawn 
together and then discussed. This will not only avoid unnecessary repetition but 
will also provide cross-validation for some of the conclusions. Though these 
studies have a great deal in common in the way they address the methodological 
questions of diagnostic ratios, they are independent studies using independent 
samples in different experimental contexts. 
The same applies to the experiments' comparisons between the different 
measurement techniques, which will also be drawn together for discussion. 
Comparisons will be taken up again in the following experimental sections. 
However, the experimental issues that are exclusive to each experiment will be 
discussed individually. 
Further issues are also summarised at the end of this experimental section, 
namely the additional questionnaires exploring the relationship of stereotyping, 
as conceptualised by the diagnostic ratio, with questionnaires that compile a 
variety of issues in social cognition, including affect and motivation. To avoid 
confusion and distraction the data concerning these extra questionnaire 
components and their relationship with measurement components will be 
presented and discussed separately at the end of the first experimental section 
(3.9.3). Attempts to cross-validate some of the exploratory findings have proven 
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to be problematic as the data makes it hard to identify patterns, nevertheless the 
results are drawn together. This is to highlight the first four experiments' primary 
objective to address measurement methodology and additional issues. During the 
presentation of the individual studies theses additional components are only 
mentioned in so far as they bear relevance to the methodology, that is that they 
function as distractors or as source of possible confounds. 
3.4.2 measurement methodology issues 
The main methodological attention in section 1 stays with the diagnostic ratio 
(McCauley & Stitt, 1978; McCauley et al., 1980). In study 1 it is first tried out in 
its original form. There, pilot studies were used to compile lists of traits that the 
pilot sample considered typical of that target outgroup. These lists are then used 
to stimulate respondents' frequency estimates for the groups. These percentage 
estimates are necessary for the computation of the diagnostic ratio. For the first 
design (McCauley & Stitt, 1978), these two groups are the outgroup and the 
ambiguous group of `people in general' used as an individual base-line. Design 2 
(McCauley et at., 1980) instead uses more specifically the ingroup as base-line 
comparison. The first objective was to find out what differences there would be 
between these two designs. Both of McCauley & Stitt's ratios are relying on a 
categorical difference between the target outgroup and the reference base-line 
group, and the comparisons to the ingroup are more clear cut. But given the way 
the diagnostic ratio is administered in these studies, it is not so much a matter of 
comparison but an issue of categorical thinking on behalf of respondents. 
Participants in this paradigm are not given the opportunity to make judgements 
trait by trait and contemplate upon the fact that `people in general' is a broader 
and by its intrinsic meaning more embracing term then the ingroup. Instead, 
respondents are given these tasks for each group individually, interweaved with 
distractor tasks to avoid memory effects. Would there still be differences between 
the two designs? Would the categorical difference between the designs be 
reflected by participants' category-driven information processing? Parallel to this 
interest in the categorical nature of social information processing was the 
question which design would turn out to be better as an experimental tool. 
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A second topic addressed by the studies in this section (3.5 - 3.8) is the role of 
item lists. This section explores whether it is necessary to use piloted item lists 
and what the consequences of individually generated content are. This shift has 
theoretical implications as stereotypes are largely understood as socially shared 
schemata. Despite being individually held schemata, perceivers' individually 
generated content might for a large part still overlap with other participants 
content. At any rate, individually generated content can be assumed to be readily 
available, meaningful to the individual perceiver and categorical. On the other 
hand it might not always be outgroup specific and shared across the ingroup. 
Such individual schemata might however turn out to be irrelevant for group level 
categorization. This section describes the move from piloted lists of outgroup 
descriptive content to the use of items which are produced on the spot, 
individually by each participant and explains the theoretical and operational 
advantages. 
A third major methodological point is the role of perceivers' interpretations and 
assigned meaning to stereotypic content. 
39 Though piloted lists of traits might 
represent schemata that are held by a large number of ingroup members and can 
be argued to be cultural stereotypes, it is possible that these items are of different 
meaning to the individual perceiver faced with making frequency judgements. 
Some might consider certain traits as negative, that other participants interpret as 
`not so bad'. The perceived desirability of the items has clear implications for the 
nature of this cultural stereotype. What might be just a generalising statement to 
the stereotyping ingroup member, might sound derogatory to the ears of a target 
group member. 
The issue of content desirability is best illustrated by taking heterotypes, 
schemata directed at the outgroup, and ask perceivers, whether it is acceptable to 
describe their own group in such a way, using exactly the same descriptive terms. 
To this end autoratios are included in this study which use frequency ratings of 
the ingroup for outgroup descriptive material. The studies in this section address 
39 see also Kunda, Sinclair & Griffin (1997) for issues in stereotype-based trait construal. 
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the implications of perceived content desirability for the diagnostic ratio and 
explain why it should be included in the measurement technique. 
The diagnostic ratio is used as an instrument which averages ratio scores to 
obtain one value that describes the degree to which perceivers express the 
material as a whole to be more outgroup descriptive then applicable to their own 
group. This is done for all content according to the two designs and separately for 
desirable and undesirable content. Additionally autoratios using all content and 
ones that use either desirable or undesirable content are computed. The different 
ratio computations represent essentially the same data: Averaged estimates for 
the outgroup, `people in general' and the ingroup, which are made for identical 
content lists. 
One consequence of this averaging procedure is that the diagnostic ratios' 
properties to define which content items are most descriptive are lost. The 
diagnostic ratio, as it is used in this line of studies, solely addresses the overall 
level of generalisation towards the outgroup, it does not identity particular list 
items as more diagnostic than others. 
This section of studies describes the attempts to react to the observed 
complications of the diagnostic ratio and move towards integrating into the 
measurement procedure the meaning perceivers attach to the schemata that they 
hold individually. The direction taken leads away from the concept of cultural 
stereotypes towards an understanding of the cognitive mechanisms employed by 
the individual perceiver to deal with information about another group. 
The research objectives of this section are to understand what is measured with 
the averaged diagnostic ratios, to deal with the methodological issues that arise 
and integrate ideas raised by Esses et al., (1993) that take into account the 
meaning content has to the individual by including a valence score for each 
generated item. These first four studies look for ways forward to meet as many 
objectives as possible in a new ratio-based technique. 
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3.4.3 index map of studies and analyses 
The index map shows the measurement methodology issues in the development 
of the implicit ratio (3.4.2) in the first experimental section. Whereas results are 
presented separately for each experiment, the discussion addresses results from 
all four studies. 
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3.4.4 additional issues 
The role of exploratory additional questionnaire components will be presented 
and discussed for the whole of this experimental section at a later stage (3.9.3) to 
avoid confusion and to stress their limited relevance to the measurement 
methodology problems dealt with by the first four studies. 
3.4.5 comparison of measurement techniques 
This section introduces the computation of Esses' score and the development of a 
ratio measure that aims to include some of the advantages introduced by Esses' 
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score. Computed from the same data, this section allows for direct comparisons 
between the different measures. They are compared in terms of their 
methodological assumptions and experimental performance, taking into account 
how the measures are obtained and what concepts they represent. Experiments in 
this section monitor whether the measures share the same trends or differ in 
diagnosticity, but primarily they highlight the conceptual implications of each 
technique. 
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3.5 study 1 
3.5 study 1 p. 96 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- global vs. matched 
outgroups 
3.6 study 2 p. 108 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- content lists 
- outgroup status 
3.7 study 3 p. 118 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
3.8 study 4 p. 128 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
-3 ethnic minorities 
4A study 5 p. 163 4.2 study 6 p. 198 4.3 study 7 p. 220 4.4 study 8 p. 248 
- attrib. perspective -category priming -2 outgroups - attrib. perspective 
-2 diff. outgroups global / specific - (1) accountability -2 outgroups 
- artificial outgroup - suppression (2) control - repeated meas. 
(3) suppression suppression 
3.5.1 introduction & description 
The diagnostic ratio and its properties are at the centre of attention in this first 
study. The experiment is a first application of the technique with an underlying 
assumption that it can be used to measure trait frequency processing. The 
properties of this measure are under scrutiny and information is compiled as to 
how to alter the methodology towards an individual difference and inter-group 
measure of stereotyping. The diagnostic ratio mechanics itself are under 
observation as is its role as an experimental tool. 
Study 1 uses piloted lists of outgroup descriptive characteristics to collect 
frequency estimates. These lists differ in terms of their group specificity, and 
content desirability. 
Frequency estimates are collected for two target outgroups. (1) The first one 
matches the ingroup (students) in terms of age and to some extent demographics 
but differs in relation to occupation (young employees) and resulting properties 
such as status, economic performance, opportunities etc.. (2) The second target 
outgroup (Germans) is not matched to the ingroup in any way. There are thought 
to be no notable parallels between University students and a national outgroup. 
The use of two very different target outgroups aims to test whether there is 
consistency across target outgroups in terms of a processing style. (1) Ratio 
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scores between target outgroups are hypothesised to correlate and to be subject to 
individual differences. Besides expecting individual stability in the likelihood to 
stereotype, 4° a second hypothesis (2) states that the kind of stimulus (the target 
outgroup) will affect the ratio scores and the more general national outgroup will 
be stereotyped more strongly. 
3.5.2 design & justification 
Two experimental conditions and numerous additional questionnaires, exploring 
the diagnostic ratio in relation to other social psychological measures make the 
experimental background on which the measurement methodology investigations 
are carried out. The measurement methodology analyses are within subjects 
comparisons, as the ratios represent the same original data, which in turn is 
thought to be subject to individual differences. The two experimental conditions 
are looked at between subjects. No attempt is made to link these two separate 
issues into one design, as this early on in the methodological investigation no 
hypotheses about the differential context dependence of the different ratio 
techniques seemed justified and would not test any theory. On the basis of the 
additional questionnaires, artificial between subjects conditions are created, these 
are post hoc categories subjects are assigned to and therefore between subjects. 
3.5.2.1 measurement methodology 
The study was designed to compare six different diagnostic ratios. They were to 
look at the role the degree of desirability displayed in the provided content lists 
plays in subsequent ratio values. Further, the question of ratio design was to be 
addressed by looking at the influence of specific versus more global prompts for 
the construction of the ratio base-lines. The third area of interest was the kind of 
outgroup that was used to elicit responses. A direct outgroup which was matched 
to the sample in any respect other than occupation (and resulting differences) and 
a second outgroup which was of a more global nature in the form a different 
nationality. The overall interest was to find out how these different prompts 
40 trait frequency bias 
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would influence participants' percentage estimates from which diagnostic ratios 
are computed. 
To look at these issues, percentage estimates had to be collected for the same 
content lists with reference to different groups. The different ratio types were 
then computed from these estimates. In this particular design four ratios were 
computed for a particular outgroup ('young employees'): This was done 
separately for desirable and undesirable list items and both ratio designs were 
computed for each desirable and undesirable content lists. Design 1 was 
computed according to McCauley & Stitt (1978). There, `people in general' was 
the more encompassing prompt that formed a base-line for the ratio comparisons. 
Design 2, as introduced by McCauley et al., (1980), was computed with estimates 
for the ingroup prompt `students'. 
Two further ratios were generated from outgroup specific and in this case 
exclusively negative content - for a more general outgroup (Germans), one 
according to each design. 
3.5.2.2 additional issues 
The experiment involved a variety of additional questionnaires reaching beyond 
the methodological quest of learning more about the mechanics of the diagnostic 
ratio measure. These additional questionnaires, apart from their intrinsic value, 
served as powerful distractor items41 between the individual components of the 
diagnostic ratio questionnaire. Their inclusion in this study was motivated by 
exploring possible relationships of the diagnostic ratio with other issues relevant 
to stereotyping. This includes questionnaires which draw on more cognitive 
concepts of social perception as well as questions which were to investigate the 
diagnostic ratio's relationship with motivation and affect. The aim was to reach 
beyond social cognition and to find possible interactions with other relevant 
dimensions, as far as they could be picked up with standard questionnaire 
techniques. At the same time, somewhat contradicting this interest in 
41 The large number of additional components did not involve percentage responses 
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relationships with other measures, was the aim to demonstrate the independence 
of the concept of stereotyping from other cognitive processes. 
The role of these additional questionnaire components applied in this study will 
be explained and discussed at a later stage for the whole of this experimental 
section (3.9.3). 
3.5.2.3 conditions 
While considering the implications of social categorization for stereotyping, a 
very basic notion of social identity theory started off this experimental line of 
studies. The introduction of the two basic conditions in this experiment, a group 
format and an individual presentation, is best understood in the light of trends in 
British social psychology in the early 1990s towards social identity theory and 
self categorization theory (Haslam et al., 1992, Haslam & Turner, 1992). With 
multiple social identities catering for the complexities of post-modern life, the 
question arose what situational influence context would have on the cognitions 
involved in expressing stereotypic thought through the diagnostic ratio. Would a 
heightened ingroup category salience increase the categorical processing 
involved in the diagnostic ratio? 
The first of these conditions required participants to fill in the provided 
questionnaires on their own, individually placed in a research cubicle. The 
second condition involved an elaborate group presentation format aimed at 
making ingroup identity salient. 
2 
For this group condition a second level of analysis looked at the group 
composition of male and female participants in each session and the influence the 
presence of the opposite sex had on ratio performance. 
3.5.3 materials & procedure 
3.5.3.1 materials 
The main stimulus material used for this study was a 33-page booklet of 
questionnaires. It contained several different parts presented in randomised order. 
Fixed positions within the booklet had the introductory front page, the 
42 see also Wilder & Shapiro (1991) for audience effects. 
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prospective intergroup anxiety questionnaire and perceived threat of competition 
on the last pages. At the end respondents also had the opportunity to comment on 
any aspect of the questionnaire. 
The questionnaire consisted of 16 subsets varying in length. Certain pages 
belonging to the same subset were kept together where the task remained highly 
similar throughout the subset, though again randomised within the subset. At the 
bottom of each page participants were reminded not to consult previous pages. 
The introductory page asked for date of birth and gender. It briefly outlined the 
target outgroup `non-student' `young employees' as having 'left school early to 
start working rather than to stay in education and maybe go on to University'. It 
also explained the use of seven-point indicator scales and introduced the concept 
of percentage estimates. 
Participants were asked to fill in all questions without exception and were 
informed that questions did not require a `right' or `wrong' answer. The 
introduction also pointed out that the questionnaire was going to be followed by 
`a small task' 43 
diagnostic ratio questionnaires 
The diagnostic ratio was applied in two formats, (a) for the matched outgroup 
`young employees' and (b) the more general national outgroup `Germans'. Each 
list consisted of 15 items for which participants were asked to give percentage 
estimates. The estimates were to reflect the proportion of the group that 
participants expected to possess that particular trait. 
(a) For the matched outgroup participants were presented with 6 separate 15-item 
lists, each randomised in terms of content sequence. The first asked participants 
to give percentage estimates for the particular outgroup `young employees' for 
each negative content item. List 2 contained the same stimulus material in a 
different randomised order, referring to `people in general'. List 3 featured the 
same list of 15 traits, again in a different order, but this time in reference to the 
ingroup `Bristol University students'. Accordingly, 3 lists with 15 positive / 
43 This refers to a non-existent interaction task announced in the prospective intergroup anxiety 
component. 
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desirable items were presented: List 4 outgroup, list 5 `people in general' and list 
6 ingroup. 
The items on these lists had been compiled in a pilot study with 90 6th form 
pupils who visited a University open day. The items were chosen on the basis of 
consensus among the pilot sample. Although they had been named as typical of 
`young employees', they could also be applied to most groups of young people. 
Pilot subjects had indicated whether the items were desirable or undesirable. 
(1) negative items: self-centred, materialistic, money motivated, career oriented, 
aggressive, sexist, prejudiced, less intelligent, narrow-minded, short-sighted, 
selfish, uncreative, loud, impatient, carefree. 
(2) positive items: organised, ambitious, confident, independent, brave, trendy, 
motivated, hard-working, strong-minded, determined, courageous, productive, 
dynamic, enterprising, initiative. 
(b) For the more general national outgroup ratios ('Germans') 12 item lists were 
used. The items were mostly negative in tone. They were presented on 3 lists, 
referring to `Germans' (outgroup list 7), `people in general' (list 8) and `English 
people' (ingroup list 9). 
The items had been chosen on the basis of 2 pilot studies involving 100 
undergraduates and 90 6th form students. The pilot samples had found them 
typical of `Germans'. Negativity or desirability of the generated traits was not a 
criterion for selection. However, the second pilot study revealed that the items 
were mostly seen to be undesirable (efficient, nationalistic, industrious, 
scientifically minded, bad dress sense, wealthy, organised, no sense of humour, 
arrogant, anti-vegetarian, ambitious, prejudiced). 
additional questionnaire components 
The additional questionnaire components will be referred to at a later stage 
(3.9.3), where possible confounds for this study will be discussed 44 
44 For the time being we have to assume that the additional components have not confounded the 
experiments' present results and have merely acted as distractors. 
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3.5.3.2 subjects & procedure 
For study 1 one hundred Bristol University undergraduates (55% male, 45% 
female, age 18-23, average age 20.8) were recruited and received £2 or £3 for 
participation in the experiment. Half of the subjects arrived at the lab individually 
and were asked to fill in a booklet of questionnaires by themselves. The other 
half of the sample received the same booklet during group sessions where 8-10 
participants engaged in a number of group tasks, initiated by a male 
experimenter, before being asked to fill in the questionnaire on their own while 
remaining in the same room with the rest of the group. These group tasks were 
aimed at heightening participants' ingroup identity as students and involved an 
introductory process, where they were asked introduce themselves and report 
about their student life. A number brain-storming tasks were initiated to activate 
the concept of being a student as opposed to having left education and having got 
a job. These group creative tasks were to ensure that participants in this condition 
were familiar with each other and their aspirations and had an active 
understanding of what it meant to be a student, hopefully achieving a positive 
outlook and a sense of group cohesiveness, viewing the group as a typical 
representation of the student body. A manipulation check of ingroup 
identification revealed, that this manipulation was moderately successfu145. As 
this group condition added an extra 45 minutes to the approximate 30 minutes it 
took participants to complete the experiment, group condition subjects were paid 
at the higher rate of S. 
Participants were asked to fill in the questionnaires as quickly as they could, and 
in the pre-defined order, not to consult previous pages and to read through the 
instructions carefully. They were informed that upon completion of the booklet 
they would be taken to another room for the final part of the experiment. There 
they were fully debriefed, including the reasons for the non-existent final part. 46 
as Oneway ANOVA student identity component between presentation conditions (p <. 0637) 
46 This refers to a non-existent interaction task announced in the prospective intergroup anxiety 
component. 
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3.5.4 measurement methodology, analysis 
To address the measurement methodology questions of study 1 the obtained 
diagnostic ratio scores were compared using paired t-tests. The comparisons 
related to a) ratios computed from desirable versus undesirable content lists b) 
the two diagnostic ratio designs c) the two types of target outgroup. Correlations 
were employed to look at the consistency across these different diagnostic ratios. 
Diagnosticity here refers to the ratio's ability to accommodate variance in 
intensity in terms of being receptive to individual differences. But essentially 
differential diagnosticity describes the levels of intensity or the magnitude of the 
obtained score detected for the same stimulus material by different ratio 
techniques. 
3.5.5 measurement methodology, results 
a) content desirability 
T-test results suggest that content lists differing in terms of desirability expressed 
in the stimulus items, result in differential diagnostic ratio scores (table 1.1). 
Negative content ratios were more diagnostic than ratios computed from lists 
with exclusively desirable content. 
If instead of diagnostic ratio scores computed from long lists of percentage 
estimates, these were for example check-list results, it would mean that negative 
stimulus material was judged to be more descriptive of the outgroup then positive 
items are. But since the type of response does not involve clear value judgements 
on behalf of the participants but merely rapid frequency or probability estimates, 
the consequence is that these results document an underlying structure of 
frequency processing which is ingroup defensive. 
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A K! 7p or matched DR- 
design 2 
matched DR + 
design 1 
(fig 1) study 1: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, design 1&2. national outgroup scores: DR1 - 2.0, 
DR2- 2.04. matched outgroup scores: DR1+ 1.33, DR2+ 1.13, DR1- 1.26, DR2- 1.9 
b) ratio design 
The two ratio designs were compared and differences between the obtained 
scores were found (table 1.1). Ratios computed according to McCauley, Stitt & 
Segal's second design (1980) were found to be more diagnostic and of higher 
internal consistency between target outgroups. These design 2 ratios use 
estimates made specifically for the ingroup as baseline comparisons and narrow 
down the reference frame from the more general `people in general' of McCauley 
& Stitt's first ratio design (1978). 
For ratios computed from lists with desirable content items the reverse is the 
case. Design 1 ratio scores, where the outgroup is compared with the more 
general source for a baserate `people in general', are significantly higher than 
design 2 scores where the higher ingroup specification leads to a narrowing 
between percentage estimates for desirable content between outgroup and 
ingroup. This further underlines the ingroup serving nature of this process. 
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c) target outgroup 
The two target outgroups used produced different diagnostic ratio scores. The 
more global national outgroup received higher negative content diagnostic ratio 
scores than the more matched target outgroup (fig. 1, table 1.1). 
One problem should be noted at this point: The diagnostic ratio used for the 
matched outgroup presented participants with list items which were generally 
descriptive of young people. The lists items for the national outgroup were much 
more target group specific and this difference might have affected the results. 
Rather than an outgroup effect this would then be an effect of the outgroup- 
descriptive properties of the item lists. 
d) consistency 
Consistency across particular and general outgroups was found, with mostly 
significant correlations between the ratios. The correlations demonstrate a 
consistency of stereotype intensity within perceivers across particular and general 
outgroups. The process tapped by the diagnostic ratio seems to be to a certain 
extent target-outgroup independent. 47 





matched outgroup, DR 1+ r= . 3042** r= . 3720** matched outgroup, DR 2+ r= . 0360 r= . 3820** matched outgroup, DR 1- r= . 3324** r= . 4673** matched outgroup, DR 2- r= . 2978** r= . 3589** xl within Subjects design for type of outgroup: correlations 
Study 1 reveals correlations between diagnostic ratios differing in terms of target 
group specificity, design and content desirability, further underlining the 
consistency of the construct. 
47 The consistency found across target outgroups can be interpreted as supporting the notion of 
stereotyping as an independent process that is not stimulus specific and hints at the existence of 
an intra-individual cognitive style (Van der Kloot, Willemsen, 1991; Brigham, 1973) that governs 
stereotyping. 
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3.5.6 additional issues analysis & results 
The analyses and results for additional components will be presented at a later 
stage for the whole of the first experimental section (3.9.3). 
3.5.7 experimental conditions, analysis & results 
The experimental conditions of individual versus group presentation did not 
influence the diagnostic ratios. Although such an effect was observed for 
example for outgroup homogeneity perceptions (p. 0172), the only diagnostic 
ratio to show a difference in performance between the two conditions was the 
design 1 negative content ratio for the general outgroup (p= . 0512). The marginal 
difference between the presentation conditions in terms of ingroup salience (p= 
. 0637) 
is otherwise not reflected and therefore the results on the whole must be 
interpreted as spurious, rejecting the idea that heightened ingroup salience affects 
trait frequency processing. 
An interesting side effect displayed in the data was that female participants' ratio 
scores were lower in the group condition when the content was negative (design 
2 neg. p= . 0324, 
design 1 neg. general outgroup p= . 
0189) and higher for 
desirable content ratios (design 1 pos. p= . 
0071), `making up' for the overall 
higher scores of men, when they were present. Social identity theory may be 
drafted in to account for this difference and the argument that immediate social 
context can influence social information processing may not be dropped quite so 
soon. Further investigation of situational factors should be carried out. But if 
such a pattern of immediate context could be established in a more receptive 
design the fact that perceivers show styles of information processing across 
different outgroups as underlined by the correlations remains. They would 
however be not only able to express trait frequency bias for different kinds of 
outgroups but would also be able to adjust this bias for situational reasons and 
suppress or maybe even accentuate responses to meet other processing goals. 
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3.5.8 summary study 1 






global > matched 
target group independent 
DR 
presentation manipulation no effect 
xl summary of results (n=100) 
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3.6 study 2 
3.5 study I p. 96 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- global vs. matched 
outgroups 
3.6 study 2 p. 108 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- content lists 
- outgroup status 
3.7 study 3 p. 118 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
3.8 study 4 p. 128 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
-3 ethnic minorities 
41 udy 5 p. 163 4.2 study 6 p. 198 4.3 study 7 p. 220 4.4 study 8 p. 
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ial outgroup - suppression (2) control - repeated meas. 
(3) suppression suppression 
3.6.1 introduction & description 
Study 2 took the notion of status differentials between outgroups and their 
possible implications for diagnostic ratio performance that had been raised by 
study 1. It followed on from the first experiment with including a between and 
within subjects comparison of different status outgroups. It also carried on from 
study 1 with its comprehensive inclusion of additional questionnaires, this time 
comparing them between status conditions. The measurement methodology side 
of the study took up issues raised by study 1, namely the role of item lists in 
diagnostic ratios, the ratio design itself and the desirability of content. 
3.6.2 design & justification 
The sample was split into approximate halves, receiving different questionnaires, 
relating to two different target outgroups. These two conditions allowed for 
between subjects comparisons of target group and target group status on the 
respective diagnostic ratios. 
8 
However, all participants received lists relating to all outgroups despite this 
between subjects approach. The second outgroup lists however were presented 
last and separately from the main booklet of questionnaires. This enabled within 
48 and their influence on additional questionnaires 
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subjects comparisons between the diagnostic ratios for both outgroups and meant 
that the measurement methodology issues could be looked at across different 
status target outgroups. 
3.6.2.1 measurement methodology 
The two conditions of two different matched target outgroups meant that content 
material descriptive of both groups, yet category relevant to the ingroup, had to 
be found. From the piloted material the 10 most frequent overlapping undesirable 
items were chosen. These items were descriptive of young people as such and 
therefore could just as easily be conceived as ingroup descriptive. Despite the 
fact that all questionnaires related to the respective target outgroup, all 
participants received the lists for all relevant groups: both outgroups, people in 
general, the ingroup. From these generally descriptive lists 5 diagnostic ratios 
were computed: Design 1&2 for the first outgroup, design 1&2 for the second 
outgroup and an autoratio where the ingroup estimates were related to the base- 
rate estimates of `people in general'. This autoratio was hypothesised to 
demonstrate the target outgroup descriptive and ingroup exclusiveness of the 
content material. All 5 diagnostic ratios were computed from lists with 
undesirable content only. 
To see what difference the lack of outgroup specificity made for the diagnostic 
ratio performance, a second set of list items was devised that was specifically 
group descriptive and not controlled for desirability of content. The first list 
contained desirable items relating to outgroup 1, the second, undesirable items 
describing outgroup 2 (young unemployed) and a third list describing the ingroup 
favourably. These were design 1 ratios, specific to the groups and of varying 
desirability, resulting in two outgroup ratios and one autoratio. 
Altogether 6 diagnostic ratios and 2 autoratios were compared for their properties 
of list specificity, ratio design and content desirability. 
3.6.2.2 additional issues 
The role of additional components will be discussed for the whole of the first 
experimental section (3.9.3). 
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3.6.2.3 conditions 
Study 2 involved two between subjects conditions. The sample was arbitrarily 
split into two groups. Each half of the sample received questions about one 
specific matched outgroup. The two outgroups were thought to be perceived to 
be of different status. (outgroup 1: junior banker vs. outgroup 2: young 
unemployed people; status manipulation check p< . 00 1, table 2.2). This between 
sample approach was to look at the role a specific target outgroup plays as 
stimulus for the diagnostic ratio. Diagnostic ratio consistency across and 
differences between target outgroups were to be explored. 
The two conditions of two different matched target outgroups was to deliver a 
more detailed understanding of the role of the target outgroup in diagnostic ratio 
performance. Whereas study 1 had compared a matched and a general target 
group, now both groups could be compared on the same grounds using content 
material, that is equally descriptive of both groups. 
3.6.3 materials & procedure 
3.6.3.1 materials 
A 16-page booklet of questionnaires contained the diagnostic ratio questionnaires 
and several additional components in randomised order. Fixed positions within 
the booklet had the introductory front page and the intergroup anxiety and 
perceived threat of outgroup competition components. On the last page 
respondents were given the opportunity to comment on any aspect of the 
experiment. 
As before, the intergroup anxiety component falsely announced an interactive 
task with the outgroup, instead however participants received an extra page of the 
diagnostic ratio component (non-condition outgroup). At the bottom of each page 
participants were reminded not to consult previous pages. 
The two experimental conditions received different questionnaire booklets, each 
relating to one of the two outgroups. Each outgroup was briefly introduced on the 
front page. The group `young unemployed people' was described as young 
people who have left education and have been unemployed for several years. The 
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second group `junior bankers' was outlined as school leavers who started a career 
with banks, insurance companies and the like. 
The front page also asked for participants' date of birth and gender and explained 
the use of seven-point indicator scales and the introduced the concept of 
percentage estimates. Participants were asked to fill in all questions and informed 
that their responses were not expected to be either correct or incorrect. 
A `small task' was announced after completion of the questionnaire. The booklet 
consisted of 10 subsets varying in length. As before, certain pages were kept 
together to make responses easier. The components and their contents were 
randomised. Some subsets, like the diagnostic ratio questionnaire, were split up 
with other components as distractors. 
diagnostic ratio component 
The diagnostic ratio was used in two formats: (1) 15 undesirable list items which 
were presented in relation to all groups. The item lists were presented 
randomised, both in terms of their position in the booklet as well as the order of 
items on the lists. The items were chosen on the basis of the same two pilot 
studies as the items for study 1 They were generally applicable for young people 
and not outgroup specific. (2) Three sets of 5 items. 5 items for each group, 
outgroup specific and not controlled for content desirability. However, the 5 item 
lists appear to be of similar content desirability. Again, the second non-condition 
outgroup was presented last, instead of the announced additional task. Items were 
chosen on the basis of one initial pilot study (the 5 items for the outgroup `young 
unemployed people' were undesirable). The expected response were percentage 
estimates for each item for each group. 
additional components 
The role of additional components will be discussed later for the whole of the 
first experimental section (3.9.3). 
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3.6.3.2 subjects & procedure 
A 16-page booklet of questionnaires was handed out to 91 Bristol University 
undergraduates (27.5% male, 72.5% female) age 18-33 (average age 19.5) during 
a course practical. However, participation was voluntary. Questionnaires 
referring to both target outgroups were distributed, randomly dividing the sample 
in two. 
Again, participants were asked to fill in the questionnaires as quickly as they 
could and stick to the given sequence of pages, not to consult previous pages, 
observe the instructions carefully. They were informed the questionnaire was to 
be followed by an additional task in another room. On average it took 
participants 20 minutes to complete the booklet after which they went to an 
adjacent room where they completed two pages of percentage estimates for the 
non-condition outgroup, one list of items specific to that group and another list 
containing the generally descriptive characteristics. Afterwards, participants were 
fully debriefed, including the reasons for the unexpected second part of the 
experiment. 49 
3.6.4 measurement methodology, analysis 
As before the properties of the diagnostic ratio measure were looked at by 
making comparisons between the different ratios. Paired t-tests were used to 
compare ratio designs (b), target outgroups (c), ratios computed from specific 
versus general lists (d) and ratios with desirable versus undesirable content. But 
due to design constrictions these comparisons could only be made across 
different outgroups or list specifications. 
A core set of specific methodological hypotheses was looked at stating that ratios 
computed for a more precise ingroup, specification `University students' 
p(trait/outgroup) / p(trait/ingroup) (McCauley et al., 1980) would prove more 
diagnostic than the original way of computing the diagnostic ratio 
p(trait/outgroup) / p(trait/people in general) (McCauley & Stitt, 1979). Ratios 
computed from outgroup specific list items were hypothesised to be more 
49 This refers to a non-existent interaction task announced in the prospective intergroup anxiety 
component. 
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diagnostic than ratios computed from general list items, undesirable content to 
elicit stronger responses than desirable content items. Auto-ratio values were 
hypothesised to be generally lower than outgroup ratios for undesirable and 
higher for desirable content. 
3.6.5 measurement methodology, results 
a) content desirability 
Due to the fact that the diagnostic ratios using generally applicable content 
material included only negative characteristics, the comparisons between ratios 
relating to desirable and undesirable content cannot be made directly. Such 
comparisons are corrupted by the target groups or list specificity, which both 
yield overriding significant effects. As this procedure is highly unsatisfactory, the 
issue therefore is taken up again in further experiments. 
b) ratio design 










(fig. 2) study 2: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, design 1&2,2 outgroups, specific & general lists. 
outgroupl DR1specific 2.01. DR 1- general 1.49, DR2- general 2.01 
outgroup2 DR1specific 2.00, DR 1- genera11.29, DR2- general 1.83 
The expectations of design 2 ratios to show higher scores were met. Comparisons 




was less diagnostic than design 2. This was the case both within each outgroup 
(outgroup 1: p< . 
001; outgroup 2: p< . 001, 
fig. 2&3, table 2.1) as well as 
between outgroups (p= . 023). Ratios using a more clearly 
defined baseline 
category show higher scores. 
c) target outgroups 
As before with the between subjects analysis, the pattern of differences between 
the two target outgroups within subjects cannot be extracted without considering 
the issues such as ratio design, outgroup specificity and content desirability, 
which this experiment does not sufficiently control for. Rather inconclusive 
therefore are the findings that in some instances among non-specific list ratios 
scores for young bankers (outgroup 1) are significantly higher and show 
significant correlations, in others the reverse is the case. The difference between 
the two target outgroups did not reflect the status differential. For the general 
negative content ratios outgroup 2 received higher diagnostic ratio scores than 
outgroup 1 (p= . 
023). There the content desirability is matched, but ratios are not 
computed according to the same design and design appears to override the 
otherwise emerging pattern of outgroup 1 receiving higher scores. 
Autoratios underline the categorical nature of the diagnostic ratio, showing 
significantly lower scores (p< . 001) when computed from undesirable content, 
yet exceed levels of outgroup ratios with ingroup-specific positive content. 
d) lists 
T-tests between lists computed from content which was specific to the group (fig. 
3) result in higher diagnostic ratios than lists that used content material generally 
descriptive of young people (p< . 001, fig 4, table 2.1). This shows that 
measurement techniques which compile specific information about a group 
increase the category and desirability effect. Ratio design again overrides the 
effect. Comparing specific lists (design 1) with design 2 ratios which are 
otherwise matched for outgroup and desirability the effect disappears (p= . 410, 
fig. 2). However, a ratio computed from desirable group specific content is still 
more diagnostic than a ratio computed from generally applicable lists with 
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negative content (p< . 
001) if otherwise matched for outgroup and ratio design. If 
however the design is not matched, comparisons with a design 2 ratio show no 
such effect (p= . 98 1, 
fig. 2). 










oulgroupl oulgroup1 ou1roup2 outgroup2 DRau 
DR 1- DR 2- DR 1- DR 2- 
(fig. 3) study 2: diagnostic ratios from general lists, negative content, design 1,2 & autoratio, 2 outgroups. 
outgroupl DR1- general 1.49, DR2- general 2.01, outgroup2 DR1- general 1.29, DR2- general 1.83 














ouigroup1 DR 1+ oulgroup2 DR 1- 
(fig. 4) study 2: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores from group specific lists, design 1 for 2 outgroups, 




The second study repeated previous findings for inter-ratio correlations. 
Autoratios and correlations between specific and general list ratios were less 
frequent than within concept correlations. Overall the results appear consistent 
across target outgroups and designs, further opening the issue for debate to what 
extent the diagnostic ratio techniques -reveals a target group independent 
processing bias. 
As expected, diagnostic ratios for the same outgroup correlated strongly, 50 with 
ratios with a more precise ingroup specification (design 2) being significantly 
more diagnostic. The general item ratios were found to correlate with the specific 
item list ratios, particularly when content desirability was of the same valence. 51 
Correlations were expected and found for ratios computed from identical lists 
and ratios with the same ratio design. 52 
3.6.6 additional issues, analysis & results 
The role of additional components will be discussed together for the whole of the 
first experimental section (3.9.3). 
3.6.7 experimental conditions, analysis 
For the diagnostic ratios as well as for most of the additional questionnaires there 
were no significant differences between subjects who were presented with target 
outgroup 1 or 2. Notable exception is relative status (p <. 001), acting as a 
manipulation check, which shows differences favouring junior bankers (outgroup 
1). 
3.6.8 experimental conditions, results 
Between subject comparisons of the diagnostic ratios did not produce a pattern of 
significant differences. But since within subjects there is no clear effect of target 
outgroup either, this raises the issue of experimental design and the choice of 
so (r--. 4450**; r= . 6502**, table 2.1) 51 (r- . 3604**; r- . 2536*, table 2.1) 52 (r- . 4568**; r . 6977**, table 
2.1) 
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outgroups. But the question which measurement techniques are appropriate in 
which experimental settings, remains unanswered. Since most research in this 
area is carried out using between subjects designs the question will be taken up 
later in the discussion for this section. 
3.6.19 summary study 2 
content desirability no pattern 
ratio design DR 2> DR 1 
autoratios DR au +> DR au - 
DR > DR au 
target outgroups no pattern 
different item lists specific lists > general lists 
inter-ratio consistency target group independent 
DR 
.... ...... ......... . .......................................................... _.................................................................................... target outgroup status no pattern 
manipulation 
x2 summary of results (n=91) 
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3.7 study 3 
3.5 study 1 p. 96 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- global vs. matched 
outgroups 
3.6 study 2 p. 108 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- content lists 
- outgroup status 
3.7 study 3 p. 118 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
3.8 study 4 p. 128 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
-3 ethnic minorities 
4.1 study 5 p. 163 
- attrib. perspective 
-2 diff. outgroups 
- artificial outgroup 
4.2 study 6 p. 198 
- category priming 
global / specific 
- suppression 
4.3 study 7 p. 220 
-2 outgroups 
- (1) accountability 
(2) control 
(3) suppression 
4.4 study 8 p. 248 
- attrib. perspective 
-2 outgroups 
- repeated meas, 
suppression 
3.7.1 introduction & description 
Study 3 saw a move towards the use of perceiver generated items rather than lists 
of piloted content. Instead of presenting participants with lists of traits for which 
a pilot study found some consensus within the sample and which had to be 
selected on the basis of expressed desirability, this study takes a different 
approach. Rather than stressing the shared consensual aspects of outgroup 
schemata it assumes that stereotypes can just as well be individually held. 
Despite variations between individual perceivers in terms of the exact content 
they hold, activate and apply this approach recognises that material which is 
applied in this format is sure to be both outgroup descriptive and meaningful to 
the individual perceiver. Individually generated content may not exactly 
represent the cultural stereotype but is argued to nevertheless express a part of 
this stereotype. This approach departs from the traditional way of assessing 
stereotypes by compiling active content material and moves towards a less 
content-driven representation. This constitutes a shift in emphasis towards 
individual and intergroup differences as much as it embraces issues raised by 
Esses et al., (1993) who stress the importance of the content valence and its 
emotional consequences. Study 3 uses this perceiver-centred approach to 
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compute diagnostic ratios as before, introduce the score proposed by Esses et al., 
(1993) and begin a process to combine both methods to produce a new 
measurement instrument. The direction taken therefore, is towards a processing 
account of intensity, rather than recognition and endorsement account of 
extensity. 
3.7.2 design & justification 
Study 3 uses item lists which participants themselves generate in regard to the 
outgroup in order to make the diagnostic ratios represent more individual 
schemata and to be able to compute Esses' score. This strategy enables 
comparisons between the diagnostic ratio and Esses' score, in particular looking 
at the role of content desirability. For the diagnostic ratios this takes up the 
shortcomings of study 2 in this respect and is aimed at illuminating the patterns 
of ratio design and the individual perceptions of content valence. The approach 
stresses the role of meaning of the content material to the individual perceiver 
and its implications for the categorical effects of the diagnostic ratio. Esses' score 
however does not use the ingroup / outgroup dichotomy that underlies the 
diagnostic ratio. It relies in the descriptive power of frequency estimates 
(Brigham, 1971) controlled for perceived valence of item desirability (Karlins et 
al., 1969). The aim of this study is to provide a simple design that allows for both 
measures to be obtained from what is essentially the same data. 
3.7.2.1 measurement methodology 
Study 3 accommodates a number of points of measurement methodology interest. 
The study aims to investigate in detail the effect of content desirability on the 
diagnostic ratio. Therefore the generated content was split into desirable and 
undesirable material according to perceiver's own valence judgements. For the 
analysis desirable and undesirable as well as a ratio for all generated content was 
put forward for each of the diagnostic ratio designs. Additionally three autoratios 
were computed for desirable, undesirable and combined content. 
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Esses' score was computed using 7-point indicator estimates for content valences 
ranging from 1 to 7, which deviates from the original Esses score lined out earlier 
(2.2.9.2) which uses scales from -3 to +3. These revised Esses scores were 
constructed for the outgroup, `people in general' and the ingroup. Two ratios 
were then computed dividing the outgroup score by either people in general 
(parallel to diagnostic ratio design 1) or the ingroup (design 2), in the hope this 
would not only prove helpful in comparing the Esses score's inclusion of 
desirability ratings with the diagnostic ratios by creating yet another ratio, but 
also thought to be a step forward combining the two approaches. On the basis of 
the problems encountered with this Esses-based ratio a new direction was taken 
post hoc aiming to create a new measure. This lead to the implicit ratio outlined 
earlier. The four measurement approaches were compared and receive critical 
evaluation in the combined discussion for section 1, which describes the way 
towards the new measure and explains the way it inherited properties from both 
the diagnostic ratio (McCauley & Stitt, 1978) and Esses' score (Esses et al., 
1993). 
3.7.2.2 additional issues 
The role of additional components will be addressed later for the whole of the 
first experimental section (3.9.3). 
3.7.2.3 conditions 
Emphasising measurement methodology as the central experimental objective, no 
further between subjects conditions were introduced. 
3.7.3 materials & procedure 
3.7.3.1 materials 
Whereas the additional questionnaires were used as before, 53 the new application 
of the diagnostic ratio and the Introduction of Esses' score meant that instead of 
presenting lists of outgroup-descriptive traits participants were asked to generate 
the items themselves. They were asked to come' up with 10 traits or 
53 please consult previous studies. Component descriptions can be found in the appendix. 
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characteristics that they thought were typical of the outgroup and made it 
distinctive. Then desirability ratings were collected on 7-point indicator scales, 
followed by percentage estimates of the group in question (outgroup, people in 
general, ingroup) having that particular trait or having the tendency to be of a 
certain nature. As before the additional questionnaires served as distractor items. 
3.7.3.2 subjects & procedure 
80 Bristol University undergraduates were recruited to participate in study 3 
(25% male, 75% female, age 18-23, average age 19) as part of a course practical 
session. Participation however was made optional. Participating students received 
a 16-page booklet of questionnaires which asked them to generate group- 
descriptive material for a target outgroup (employees of their own age). They 
then received a sheet where for each item they were to assign a desirability rating 
on provided 7-point indicator scales, expressing how positive or negative they 
thought the assigned traits or characteristics were. The page where participants 
could write down their 10 descriptive items was to be detached from the booklet 
and referred back to throughout the booklet. This way each item received a 
desirability rating and percentage estimates for the frequency of the traits among 
the outgroup, `people in general' and the ingroup (University students). As in 
previous studies, between these pages additional questionnaires served as 
distractors. On average it took participants 20 minute to complete the booklet 
after which they were fully debriefed. The debriefing including the reasons for an 
absent second task that had been announced to them54 and participants were 
given an introduction to the area of stereotyping and social cognition. 
3.7.4 measurement methodology, analysis 
Following on from the first two studies this experiment addressed the properties 
of the different diagnostic ratios. Using paired t-tests the ratios were compared in 
terms of content desirability, ratio design, and consistency. The use of ratios 
representing either desirable or undesirable material that was generated and rated 
by perceivers themselves made it possible to look at the role of content 
54 This refers to the missing intergroup anxiety task. 
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desirability in greater detail. The issue of ratio design was taken up again by the 
new implicit ratio, looking at the effect of the two ratio designs on diagnosticity. 
3.7.5 measurement methodology, results 
a) content desirability 
The content generated by participants was, according to their own ratings, 
predominantly of undesirable nature (66%). This means that the diagnostic ratios 
for positive content material are on average computed from less items than the 
construction of a negative list of characteristics. It also follows that there are 
individual differences in the amount of content material generated supplying each 
diagnostic ratio. Since the ratios are averaged this does not compromise the 
measure, however in extreme cases a desirable content ratio average may in 
reality be merely one estimate and hardly the succession of fast frequency 
estimates this measurement technique relies on. However, none of the 
participants in this study went to such lengths to express the negativity of the 
chosen content. A solution to this problem would be an increase in the number of 
items participants are required to generate. Ten items appears to be a target 
within easy reach of most participants. But there are bound to be limits to the 
imagination of perceivers and the category relevance of the material they 
generate. It should be noted that one of the face values of stereotypic schemata is 
the fact that they constitute few highly outgroup descriptive `stereotypes'. 
The diagnostic ratios compared for their content desirability revealed that 
negative item ratios are higher within designs. But this effect is only significant 
for design 2 (p< . 001, 
fig. 6, table 3.1). Between designs the effect of content 
desirability is overshadowed by ratio designs. Looking at the autoratios the 
reverse is the case. There, the ratios describing the ingroup with negative 
outgroup content are significantly lower (p< . 
001). 
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(fig. 5) study 3: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, design 1, for all content, positive and negative content. 
DR1+/- 1.69, DR1+ 1.43, DR1- 1.71 









all content positive content 
(fig. 6) study 3: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, design 2, for all content, positive and negative content. 
DR2+/- 8.13, DR2+ 3.64, DR2- 10.31 
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negative content all content 
negative content 
b) ratio design 
All design 2 diagnostic ratios show significantly higher scores than all design 1 
ratios, regardless of desirability, demonstrating the effect of the direct 
dichotomous comparison of the outgroup with the ingroup in constructing the 
measure (fig. 7, table 3.1). The greater diagnosticity of design 2 as well as the 
counter-directionality of the autoratio was mirrored by the implicit ratio (p< . 001, 
fig. 9, table 3.2) 




(fig. 7) study 3: y-axis = ratio diagnostic ratio scores, design 1&2, for all content, positive and negative 
content. DR1+/- 1.69, DR1+ 1.43, DR1- 1.71, DR2+/- 8.13, DR2+ 3.64, DR2- 10.31 
c) consistency 
The inter-ratio correlations found in studies 1&2 are not repeated. The only 
significant correlations observed are between ratios that combine all content 
material and those that represent the undesirable content, few significant 
correlations with the autoratios underline this finding. However, the autoratios 
correlate with each other (table 3.1). 
table 3.7.5c significant inter-ratio correlations 
significant within ratio correlations: 
DR 1- DR 1+/- r= . 
9161** 
DR 1+ IM 1 r= . 
3547** 
DR 1- IM 1 r= . 2458** 
DR 2+1- DR 2- r= . 
8436** 




3.7.6 comparative issues, analysis & results 
The six diagnostic ratios and three autoratios are taken and compared with Esses' 
scores and the new implicit ratio. Esses' score is computed first in a revised form 
which takes the original valence ratings collected by this questionnaire {1,.., 7} 
to compute the score, and furthermore uses these scores to compute ratios which 
mimic the diagnostic ratio designs, dividing outgroup scores by `people in 
general' scores and ingroup scores. This strategy is later abandoned in the light of 
absent correlations with the diagnostic ratios in favour of the original Esses score 
for which the valence ratings were transformed into positive and negative 
valences {-3, ..., 
3}. The outgroup Esses' score was found to correlate negatively 
with the design 2 diagnostic ratio that combined both desirable and undesirable 
55 Content. 
Esses' scores 
for the outgroup 'employees', for 'people in genral' and the student 
ingroup 













(fig. 8) study 3: y-axis = Esses' scores, for outgroup, 'people in general' and ingroup percentage 
estimates. ESout -0.411 ESgen -0.2899, ESin -0.01 
After several attempts to meaningfully create a new measure that fully embraces 
perceiver generated content and includes desirability ratings while maintaining 
55 (r= -. 3715**, table 3.5) 
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ES out 
the categorical nature of a ratio measure, the implicit ratio is used and compared 
with the original diagnostic ratio and Esses' score. To compute the new ratio the 
valence ratings are again transformed, substituting 14, ..., 0.25} 
for the original 
seven-point indicator scale values { 1, ..., 
7}. 
table 3.7.6 significant inter-ratio correlations 
significant between measure correlations: 
DR 2+/- ES out r=-. 3715`* 
DR 2+/- IM 2 r= . 
6007** 
DR 2+ IM 2 r= . 6032** DR 2- IM 2 r= . 4202** ES out IM 1 r= . 7122** 
x3 correlations (table 3.5, see also tables 3.3,3.4) 
This new ratio correlated with a number of diagnostic ratios, primarily, though 
not exclusively, following a pattern of design: Design I ratios were found to 
correlate with each other, as did design 2 ratios and autoratios. 56 The fact that 
they correlate with desirable as well as undesirable content diagnostic ratio 
reflects the fact that implicit ratios use all content. But only the design I implicit 
ratio showed links with Esses' score (r= . 
7122**, table 3.5). 











IM 1 IM 2 IMau 
(fig. 9) study 3: y-axis = implicit ratio scores, design 1,2 & autoratio. IM1 1.75, IM2 6.54, IMau 1.10 
"' (table 3.3 & 3.4) 
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Comparisons between the methods other than pointing out correlational 
relationships are problematic since the underlying concepts and numerical 
expressions are different. However, the implicit ratio by means of including 
content valence accentuates differences within the content material and between 
perceivers. The scale is open ended and variance is increased. Despite this 
expansion the differences between the ratio designs are as visible as in the 
diagnostic ratio. The inclusion of the content desirability continuum increased 
this difference. So far, the increase in variance does not obstruct analysis. 
3.7.7 additional issues, analysis & results 
The role of additional components will be discussed for the whole of the first 
experimental section (3.9.3). 
3.7.8 summary study 3 
content desirability DR -> DR +/- > DR + 
ratio design DR 2> DR 1 
implicit ratio design IM 2> IM 1 
autoratios DR au +> DR au - 
DR > DR au 
inter-ratio consistency (IM 1& ES out) 
x3 summary of results (n=80) 
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3.8 study 4 
3.5 study 1 p. 96 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- global vs. matched 
outgroups 
3.6 study 2 p. 108 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- content lists 
- outgroup status 
3.7 study 3 p. 118 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
3.8 study 4 p. 128 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
-3 ethnic minorities 
4.1 study 5 p. 163 
- attrib. perspective 
-2 diff. outgroups 
- artificial outgroup 
4.2 study 6 p. 198 
- category priming 
global / specific 
- suppression 
4.3 study 7 p. 220 
-2 outgroups 
- (1) accountability 
(2) control 
(3) suppression 
4.4 study 8 p. 248 
- attrib. perspective 
-2 outgroups 
- repeated meas. 
suppression 
3.8.1 introduction & description 
Besides re-addressing the measurement methodology questions of the diagnostic 
ratio and a further application of Esses' score and the implicit ratio, study 4 uses 
three target outgroups to take a second look at the issue of outgroup status. This 
time the outgroups are ethnic minorities in Britain and rather than to assume 
relative status perceptions to be shared in the sample the study takes individuals' 
status perceptions alongside the three between subjects conditions of target 
outgroup. The three minorities used in this study are people of Indian 
subcontinent, Afro-Caribbean and Chinese ethnic origin. 
3.8.2 design & justification 
Three between subjects conditions are used to find out whether the stimulus 
group itself intrinsically can elicit differential trait frequency bias. Of particular 
interest is the role of individual differences. One central experimental objective is 
to find out if stereotype measures that stress the process of over-representation of 
content such as the ratio measures are feasible when used on a group level. This 
experiment aims to establish the limits of ratio-based techniques, in particular the 
new implicit ratio, in detecting culturally shared stereotypes by tracing 
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differential processing intensities shared across the sample. Though the emphasis 
is with between subjects effects of target outgroup on trait frequency bias, 
measurement methodology issues such as content desirability and choice of 
applied content are investigated. 
3.8.2.1 measurement methodology 
Study 4 sought to replicate the findings of previous studies in respect to 
diagnostic ratio design, content desirability and consistency. The same format as 
study 3 was used and participants generated outgroup descriptive content. Again, 
the data was used to compute Esses' scores and implicit ratios. The pattern of 
ratio design and autoratios established in diagnostic ratios and detected in 
implicit ratios was to be replicated. 
3.8.2.2 additional issues 
The role of additional components will be discussed later for the whole of the 
first experimental section (3.9.3). 
3.8.2.3 conditions 
Study 4 involves 3 between subjects conditions. The questionnaires given to 
participants are in reference to one of these target outgroups. Roughly thirds of 
the sample received questionnaires relating either to Indian, Afro-Caribbean or 
Chinese minorities. All questions in each booklet of questionnaires referred to 
one specific target group. 
study 4: between subjects conditions: 3 different ethnic minorities 
(1) (2) (3) 
Indian Afro-Caribbean Chinese 
minority minority minority 
x4 between Ss conditions (3.8.2.3) 
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3.8.3 materials & procedure 
3.8.3.1 materials 
The questionnaires used for study 4 were similar to those of study 3. Two 
differences were the outgroups and the instruction sheet which compiled 
additional information about the ethnic origin of participants aiming to exclude 
members of the minorities in question. 
3.8.3.2 subjects & procedure 
36 volunteers visiting a Bristol University open day were recruited to take part in 
study 4 57(27.8% male, 72.2% female, age 17-26, average age 19.11). They filled 
in a 16-page booklet of questionnaires while placed by themselves in an 
experimental lab. The procedures otherwise matched study 3. 
3.8.4 measurement methodology issues, analysis 
As previously for study 3, diagnostic ratios were computed from perceiver 
generated content lists and split into ratios with desirable or undesirable content 
on the basis of participants desirability ratings. Again, this resulted in 6 
diagnostic ratios, desirable, undesirable and combined content ratios for both 
designs each and three autoratios for the three lists of items. Paired t-tests were 
employed to look at content desirability, ratio design and the performance of the 
autoratios. No within subjects comparisons of target groups were attempted. The 
question how consistent ratios were between designs was taken up again. 
3.8.5 measurement methodology issues, results 
a) content desirability 
The established pattern of desirable content ratios being less diagnostic than 
combined content ratios, who in term are less diagnostic than undesirable content 
ratios was fully supported for both designs, 
58 yet failed to emerge in its reverse 
for the autoratios. 
s' Study 4 was originally designed to be run with 120 subjects though financial constraints and a 
variety of adverse circumstances made this impossible. Study 4 therefore entirely relied on 
volunteers. 
58 (fig. 10 & 11; table 4.3-4.5) 
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(fig. 10) study 4: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, design 1 for all content, desirable and undesirable 
content. DR1+/- 3.86, DR1+, 1.96 DR1- 4.76 


















(fig. 11) study 4: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, design 2 for all content, desirable and undesirable 
content. DR2+/- 7.13, DR2+ 3.79, DR2- 9.13 
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DR 1- DR1-I! - 
DR 2- 
b) ratio design 
Ratio design 2 was again found to result in higher scores for all comparisons. 
And autoratios were again substantially less diagnostic of the outgroup 
descriptive material. This picture also emerged for the implicit ratio. 59 






0 design 2 
gn 1 
(fig. 12) study 4: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, design 1&2, for all content, desirable and undesirable 
content. DR1+/- 3.86, DR1+, 1.96 DR1- 4.76, DR2+/- 7.13, DR2+ 3.79, DR2- 9.13 








. 0 IM 1 IM 2 IM au 
(fig. 13) study 4: y-axis = implicit ratio scores, design 1,2 & autoratio. IM1 8.79, IM2 12.84, IM au 1.61 





A number of correlations between ratios underlined the consistency argument, 
though they are more frequent across content desirabilities than across ratio 
designs. The highest correlation is found for the implicit ratio across designs. 60 
table 3.8.5c significant inter-ratio correlations 
significant within ratio correlations: 
DR 1- DR 2- r= . 5268** 
DR 1 +1- DR 2 +/- r= . 4940** 
DR 2 +/- DR au +/- r--. 4107** 
IM 1 IM 2 r--. 8772** 
x4 inter-concept correlations (table 4.7) 
3.8.6 comparative issues, analysis 
As before in study 3 correlations between the different measures were expected, 
particularly between measures congruent in ratio design and scale quantifiers. 
3.8.7 comparative issues, results 
Within the diagnostic ratios several significant correlations occurred. Notable is 
the significant negative correlation between the design 2 ratio and the autoratio 
which combine both positive and negative content (table 3.8.5c). Within ratio 
consistency was found for the implicit ratio (table 3.8.5c). Looking at consistency 
between the diagnostic and implicit ratios with Esses' score, only one such 
correlation occurred between the outgroup score and the design 1 implicit ratio 
(table 3.8.7). The relationship between the two ratio-based measures is more 
obvious and not hindered by different measurement quantifiers. Design 1 and 2 
implicit ratios correlate with all negative and combined content diagnostic ratios 
of both designs, yielding a strong relationship and stressing the fact that implicit 
ratios are dominated by undesirable content. 
60 (r- 877* *, table 4.2) 
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table 4.8.7 significant inter-ratio correlations 











IM 2 r= . 6826** 
DR 1 +1- IM 1 r= . 9531** 1M2 r--. 8560** 
DR 2 +1- IM 1 r= . 4680** IM 2 r= . 7639** 
significant correl ations between Esses' scores and ratios: 
ES out IM 1 r--. 4514** 
x4 inter-concept correlations (table 4.7) 
3.8.8 additional issues, analysis & results 
The role of additional components will be addressed later for the whole of the 
first experimental section (3.9.3). 
3.8.9 experimental manipulations, analysis 
The study aimed to explore between subject differences as a result of making 
responses in reference to 3 different target outgroups. The outgroups were 
hypothesised to be perceived by individual participants to be of variable relative 
status. No assumptions were made expecting a status hierarchy to emerge from 
the relative status questionnaire which could be applied to the whole of the 
sample. Instead the effect of the different outgroups as different stimuli of 
different individual relative status was to investigate the between subjects 
properties of the applied measures. 
3.8.10 experimental manipulations, results & discussion 
Significant models for between subjects conditions were found only for the 
outgroup Esses score (p= . 0352), the 
`people in general' Esses score (p= . 0033) 
and the implicit autoratio (p= . 0083). 
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The fact that only Esses' scores and implicit autoratios reflected the between 
subjects manipulation - when positively interpreted - can be seen as evidence for 
the target outgroup independent nature of the bias expressed through ratio 
measures. The category driven assignment of trait frequencies would therefore 
61 (table 4.6) A number of diagnostic ratios reached marginal significance (p< . 1000,4.4) 
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document the strength of intrinsic biases in information processing, not of 
context specific processing. The fact that only Esses' scores and implicit 
autoratios showed a between subjects effect of target outgroup gives rise to 
considerations which component of the measures was affected. Does this show 
between subjects differences of content application or categorical judgements? 
Implicit autoratios on the other hand, have on several occasions been found to 
show reversed trends demonstrated by outgroup ratios. This reversal quite clearly 
states that the characteristic chosen to describe the outgroup cannot be used for 
the ingroup: the more undesirable the content, the less perceivers allow them to 
be ingroup descriptive. What makes implicit autoratios more susceptible to target 
group contexts than implicit ratios? 
Esses' scores only use outgroup frequencies and desirability ratings, and implicit 
autoratios use ingroup frequencies and desirability ratings. Perhaps the between 
subjects effects of target outgroup did not occur for frequency bias, but simply 
for non-categorical desirability ratings, which in some cases filtered through to 
measures which use them. The between subjects effects shown here can be 
interpreted as between subjects effects of content desirability. This would mean 
that the different content generated for the three groups has group specific 
valence and that this valence has affected non-outgroup-categorical measures. 
What the between subjects results show are between subjects effects of content 
choice, which are not sufficient to influence the trait frequency bias measures. 
The Probability information of diagnostic an implicit ratio may remain 
independent of target group specific content desirabilities. 
3.8.11 summary study 4 
content desirability DR -> DR +/- > DR + 
ratio design DR 2> DR 1 
implicit ratio design IM 2> IM 1 
autoratios DR > DR au 
inter-ratio consistency IM, ES, DR 
. .............................. ............. ...... ........ ....... _ ...... ...... _ .......... ........................................................................ outgroup manipulation ES, IM au 
(3 ethnic minorities) 
x4 summary of results (n=36) 
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3.9 results and discussion first experimental section: Studies 1-4 
3.9.1 measurement methodology 
3.9.1.1 summary of results for measurement methodology issues 
summary table for results of studies 1-4 
study 1 study 2 
n=307 n=100 n=91 
content DR -> DR + no pattern 
desirability 
study 3 study 4 
n=80 n=36 
DR -> DR+/- DR -> DR+/- 
>DR+ >DR+ 
ratio design DR 2> DR 1 DR 2> DR 1 DR 2> DR 1 DR 2> DR 1 
diagnostic ratio DR1+ > DR2+ 
ratio design -- IM 2> IM 1 IM 2> IM 1 
implicit ratio 
_ DRau+ > DRau - DRau+ > DRau - 
autoratios DR > DR au '". DR > DR au DR > DR au 
target global > no pattern 
outgroups matched 
........................................ ...................................... ............................................................................. 
different - specific lists > 
item lists general lists 
inter-ratio j target outgroup 
consistency independent 
section 1 (x1-4) measurement methodology 
supported ltd. support supported 
'". IM 1& ES out IM & ES, DR 
-= not tested (3.9.1.1) 
a) content desirability 
The studies in this section found differences between the ratios that represented 
estimates for desirable and undesirable content. Undesirable content ratios 
indicated higher outgroup diagnosticity than did ratios computed from positively 
valenced material. Such differences highlight the ingroup defensiveness of the 
process, where outgroups receive descriptive schemata that are predominantly 
negative. On top of that, perceivers are more ready to endorse desirable outgroup 
descriptive material than they are prepared to accept unfavourable outgroup 
characteristics as prevalent among the own group. 
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This has clear implications for stereotype assessment techniques, namely that 
they need to take into account the appraisal perceivers give for the outgroup 
material. Content material is enriched with individual perceivers' interpretations 
of what it means to them and the categorization process. A measure that 
exclusively concentrates on schemata endorsement, like the diagnostic ratio falls 
short of capturing its implications for the intergroup context. A measure that 
combines assessing outgroup descriptiveness, biased processing and extracts 
some appraisal of the material is proposed in form of the implicit ratio measure. 
b) ratio designs 
The ratio designs that compare outgroup scores specifically with the ingroup 
(design 2) elicit higher scores. This again demonstrates ingroup defensive 
information processing. The design that creates a ratio measure against the base- 
line of a clearly defined ingroup obtains higher scores. Content material appears 
more outgroup descriptive on the ratio score when taken against the own group. 
Taken against `people in general' the categorical difference is of lesser 
magnitude. This effect is repeated in the implicit ratio and further underlines the 
categorical nature of the diagnostic ratio technique which concentrates on 
juxtaposing groups and extracts frequency over-representations for content and 
defines them as stereotypes. 
Since none of the percentage estimates made by perceivers throughout the 
experiments allow for careful ingroup defensive deliberations, memory effects, 
performance effects and systematic evaluation of category information can be 
excluded as origins for the demonstrated bias. The experimental set up is argued 
to avoid such effects. Instead perceivers' response to this type of measure is 
argued to be of a spontaneous nature. 
It follows that perceivers use a very basic form of categorical thinking, that 
divides the social world up into ingroup and outgroup, into `us' and `them'. 
However reducing this type of processing to the mere categorization effect may 
not be completely accurate either, since distinctions between various degrees of 
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ingroup inclusiveness are possible (ingroup vs. people in general). This level of 
ingroup inclusiveness seems to find expression in the degree of simplifying 
processing displayed, which could suggest that the more psychologically distant 
the reference group is to the self, the more it is subject to heuristic processing. 
Despite whether this argument will hold true or not, it seems fair to suggest that 
trait frequency processing as expressed by ratio measures is an ingroup defensive 
mechanism, a cognitive tool that simplifies complex social information into 
manageable core beliefs and helps to make the own group positively distinctive 
by either being merely more complex in content structure or as hinted here 
outright more positive. 
What drives this mental computer towards generalisations in the first place? How 
does the more complex ingroup defensive numerical or probabilistic processing 
come about? How does the biased processing of stereotypic schemata relate to 
mental ANCOVAs, frequency heuristics, availability heuristics and illusory 
correlations? Conclusions about the functions of such processing strategies and 
the ecological value of trait frequency bias and stereotyping will be made later, 
which will include an appraisal of processing objectives. 
c) autoratios 
The obtained autoratios further stress this categorization bias and illustrate the 
degree to which outgroup descriptive content is not endorsed as ingroup 
descriptive in this paradigm. Particularly the interaction with content desirability 
points out the ingroup serving processing that underlies both the diagnostic and 
implicit ratio. 
d) target outgroups 
A national outgroup was found to receive higher diagnostic ratios than an 
outgroup which more closely matched the ingroup. The nature of the outgroup in 
question affected diagnostic ratio performance. This presumably reflects the 
effect of psychological distance and category overlap, since more matched 
outgroups received no clear pattern of diagnostic ratio differences, defying the 
hypothesis of relative status to affect the measure. 
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e) item lists 
Outgroup specific item lists were found to be more diagnostic than generally 
descriptive lists. First this result stresses the importance of specific content. 
Generally descriptive content however underlines the basic categorical nature of 
the process, and extracts the role of ingroup bias and content desirability. It also 
can be seen as an additional argument for perceiver generated content. 
f) consistency 
Consistency was found between diagnostic ratios. In study 1 these inter-ratio 
correlations are found between target outgroups and are taken as evidence for a 
processing style which is independent of outgroups, though the ratio scores differ 
significantly between outgroups. Correlations are strongest within concepts such 
as desirability or ratio design and are repeated in the implicit ratio. Studies 3&4 
supply some evidence for relationships between diagnostic ratios and implicit 
ratios as well as between implicit ratios and Esses' scores, highlighting its hybrid 
origins. 
3.9.1.2 methodological problems 
One major methodological contention was the choice of systematic analysis of 
scores obtained by the measures. For Esses' scores there is no need to engage in 
analyses assessing the measure's diagnosticity, as it didn't measure diagnosticity 
but the level of item endorsement in relation to desirability perception. Esses' 
score is a measure for the outgroup. Scores for `people in general' or the ingroup 
are a mere illustration of the outgroup descriptive nature of the chosen material. 
62 
The Esses between-score comparisons are relatively simple and there is little 
need to venture beyond paired t-tests. 
For implicit ratio measures the same is the case. There are only two designs and 
an autoratio for each application which are hypothesised and found to show 
differences in diagnosticity. Again, t-tests provide all the insight into score 
differences needed to provide the experimental objectives, which were not to 
62 Ratios computed from these scores merely document this difference, but their usefulness as an 
individual differences or experimental tool may be doubtful (study 3). 
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justify the existence of the two designs on the basis of score strength, but to point 
out differences between them. 
The large amount of different diagnostic ratio measures however, poses more of a 
problem. The diagnostic ratio scores represent more than one entity at a time 
(content desirability and ratio design) and would not paint such a clear picture on 
the basis of ratio scores, which are subject to a wide range of individual 
differences and the open-ended nature of the measure. The implications of the 
different ratio computations find an expression purely in within subject terms. 
The clearest illustration of such within subject differences are paired t-tests. 
However, there are a number of problems with this strategy of analysis. 
First, the sheer number of t-tests required to cover all ratio combinations is 
automatically problematic in statistical terms. The question is how to counteract 
undesired sources of significance as a result of running `multiple' t-tests on 
variables which are not strictly independent. 
In case of the diagnostic ratios the variables are computed from two observed 
variables each. These observed variables (or parts of the observed variable) are 
used more than once to compute the ratios and scores. 63 In total, there are on 
average three times as many constructed variables than observed variables. To 
sum up, variables are expected to correlate, are used repeatedly and represent the 
same (within subjects) data. 
To counteract these problems, none of the results reported stem from t-test or 
correlation matrices where less then 10% significant effects occur (i. e. more than 
the 5% expected by chance). To make measurement methodological claims, the 
percentage of significant effects (pattern of results) is usually much higher (50%, 
illustrated by t-distributions in comparison matrices). 64 
More importantly, although the different diagnostic ratios are computed from the 
same original data of percentage estimates, they are of very different meaning 
63 6 out of nine DR variables, 9 out of 15 variables in total. For DR I and DR 2 desirability 
comparisons for example 20 % of these variables do use observed variables on both sides of the 
equation. Strict multiple use of observed variables in this example happens only in 22% of 
comparisons. 
64 as opposed to Bonferoni tests or protected t-tests 
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The employed t-tests are in that sense not multiple, they are made for different 
variables, of different computational construct with different meaning. The power 
and precision of the t-values and their probabilities is not corrupted as long as 
they appear in meaningful and expected patterns. 65 
Significant results are only reported in summary table 9.1.1.1 if they occur in a 
pattern of results, such as across content desirabilities, ratio designs, target 
outgroups or applications to maximise confidence by cross-validating the 
findings. These patterns of cross-validation among the diagnostic ratios seek out 
the same effect where at least one data component is different (e. g. the baserate 
estimates `people in general' or the ingroup for desirability comparisons). Since 
the diagnostic ratios hold more information conceptually than just ratio design or 
content desirability the ratios scores only reflect this in relation to a meaningful 
comparison within subjects. 
To go even further in cross-validating the findings obtained by patterns of t-tests 
and counteract any data-set specific findings, validation is sought across studies. 
However, since some issues were only addressed in one experiment and design 
shortcomings (e. g. study 2 in the case of content desirability) made cross- 
validations difficult to obtain, the general aim of repeating results to gain 
confidence in patterns may not always have been fully fulfilled. However, 
significant t-test results were only reported when they could be repeated in at 
least one case, for example a second experiment or a different ratio design and a 
pattern emerged. 
Performance and memory effects, though possible, are thought to be minimal due 
to the extensive use of distractors and time constraints. There are however no 
results for diagnostic ratio performance under conditions allowing more 
conscious and systematic processing. This is a separate issue which needs to be 
addressed in the future. 
65 The descriptive power of means and standard errors is added to by the use of t-tests, implicitly 
standardising the data as opposed to z scores or double standardisation which on their own would 
provide no information of significant differences. 
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3.9.1.3 discussion & measurement methodology conclusions 
This section was concerned with the methodological side of the diagnostic ratio: 
What does it measure and what are its properties? The first 4 experiments 
addressed a number of issues that are of particular interest. On the one hand, this 
section has helped to get accustomed to the ratio measure technique, on the other 
it has produced a number of insights into diagnostic ratio dynamics. Originally 
developed to identify outgroup descriptive schemata as stereotypic content, in its 
motivation similar to check-list methods, it has in these 4 studies been used 
averaged over a larger number of responses and its properties as a trait frequency 
process measure have been placed in the centre of attention. But the studies of 
this section have also investigated the limits of the diagnostic ratio and put 
forward a new measure for trait frequency bias. This new ratio stresses 
processing of trait frequency information and includes the meaning an individual 
perceiver ascribes to the content, makes the content categorically relevant to the 
individual perceiver (Branscombe et al., 1993; Maio et al., 1994) and in essence 
does not describe what the stereotype for a specific outgroup is but with which 
intensity it is held. 
The findings on content desirability in this section led the way to the new 
measure. Not all stereotypes are necessarily accompanied by negative 
implications. Some stereotypes are outright positive. But positive content also 
reduces the distance in diagnostic ratio terms with the ingroup. The categorical, 
yet what can only be described as non-conscious, bias in favour of the ingroup 
expressed by diagnostic ratios and autoratios, is accentuated by diagnostic ratios 
of either desirable or undesirable content. 
This was found to be the case in all four studies. Negative content was 
intrinsically seen to be more descriptive of the outgroup, which implied that aside 
from the descriptive terms used there was an effect of desirability. Studies 3 and 
4 showed that participants were generating positive items, yet at the same time 
these positive items were found to be far less categorically diagnostic. 
This means that people may well hold a reasonable number of positive images66 
about a certain group yet somehow they don't quite `believe' in them. In this case 
66 Lippmann (1922) 
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of course, this is not so much a matter of belief, but of use in mental frequency 
calculations. The positive outgroup images might be there and might also be 
easily activated and applied, but the meaning they have to the individual 
perceiver can still be limited as they `know' which images have the greater 
predictive power, and are `true' for more members of the outgroup. 
These findings of content desirability strongly suggest taking into account 
meaning when assessing the intensity of stereotyping, particularly to address 
individual and inter-group differences. A process measure which takes into 
account the meaning the content material has to the perceiver in the 
categorization framework needs to conceptually combine stereotypic over- 
representation with item valence. 
3.9.2 results for comparative issues, discussion & methodological problems 
Studies 3 and 4 used formats which allowed for the computation of both Esses' 
score and the new implicit ratio additionally to the diagnostic ratios. Comparing 
Esses' score with the diagnostic ratio is not as straight forward as comparing the 
two ratio-based measures. Esses' score includes no category score but is 
essentially a probability judgement (Brigham, 1973) that is qualified for content 
valence perceptions. Esses' score is a non-categorical measure of content 
endorsement. It measures stereotype intensity in terms of reliance perceivers 
place in the chosen content. The ratio-based measures use category differences as 
expressions of trait frequency bias (stereotyping intensity). For ratio-based 
measures intensity or endorsement has a slightly different meaning. This shift of 
emphasis from simple endorsement of outgroup descriptive schemata to the 
relative over-representation of the material describes the key difference between 
the two approaches and points out theoretical limitations for comparisons and 
correlations. Because of these theory-related considerations the attempts to turn 
Esses' score into a uni-directional scale were abandoned. But without such 
changes to the design of Esses' score, it expresses both positive and negative 
scores and complicates correlations between the two approaches further on a 
more pragmatic level. 
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Significant correlations between diagnostic ratios and Esses' scores are 
infrequent but do occur between non-outgroup Esses scores and autoratios or 
diagnostic ratios that combine all content. The implicit ratio shares Esses' score's 
inclusion of valence judgements but remains a ratio measure. Correlations 
between the two measure are found more often and across all combinations. 
Significant correlations between the two ratio measures are also more frequent. 
Such relationships appear to be particularly frequent and strong between implicit 
ratios and diagnostic ratios when they represent undesirable content, which 
reflects that generated content is predominantly negative. 
Just as had been the case for diagnostic ratios, design 2 implicit ratio proved to 
produce higher scores than ratio design 1. The inclusion of desirability ratings 
has on many occasions increased variance found in the implicit ratio data. The 
implicit ratio produces scores on a quasi open-ended scale. However, this 
increase in the magnitude of variance has so far not corrupted the statistical 
methods applied to the measure. Increased variance in the scale if anything has 
helped explain variance in the data. The accentuation of the ratio method by 
inclusion of item valence has on several occasions also led to an accentuation of 
the comparisons. To what extent this increase in scale variance affects between 
group comparisons will be addressed in the following section. The next 
experimental section will use the new measure for experimental purposes in both 
within and between subjects designs. 
3.9.3 additional issues 
3.9.3.1 additional exploratory components 
The first experimental section includes an array of supplementary questionnaires 
that address the three elementary areas thought to be involved in stereotyping. 
Their primary role in the reported experiments is however to serve as distractor 
items between the diagnostic ratio components in order to rule out memory 
effects on percentage estimates. In themselves they pilot an exploratory approach 
to look for relationships between the trait frequency bias phenomenon and other 
social psychological entities. On the one hand these additional questionnaires 
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seek for direct relationships between the different components, particularly for 
high-performers, but as it turns out they highlight the independence of the 
concept of trait frequency bias. The methodological realisation of these 
additional questionnaires should not be called anything but a pilot for such an 
approach. 
The concepts that are included represent major research directions of (a) social 
cognition (e. g. attributions, perceptions of status, social mobility and group 
homogeneity), looking at the cognitive processes that were hypothesised to run 
parallel to stereotyping and might hold information about the relationship of 
stereotyping with other cognitive biases, (b) motivation research (e. g. threat of 
competition, threat to status, self-esteem and distinctiveness), to investigate to 
what extent stereotyping is accompanied by perceivers' judgements of the 
intergroup situation and expressed intentions towards the stereotyped group and 
(c) affect research (e. g. prospective intergroup anxiety), to find out whether high 
stereotyping coincided with specific mood states, thought to influence cognitive 
processing (Esses et al., 1994). 
The general ad hoc nature of including these measures limit the conclusions that 
can be drawn from this data. Rather than manipulating these variables 
experimentally their effect on the sample was looked at directly, post hoc 
assigning subjects to two or more groups on the basis of their performance on the 
respective questionnaires almost as if they had been manipulation checks for 
experimental conditions. To maintain this exploratory technique would have 
required larger samples and a factor analytic approach. The exploratory topics 
will receive therefore less attention than the measurement methodology or 
experimental questions addressed by the experiments in this section. 
What these questionnaires do however, is to raise a number of important 
questions. They hint at questions relating to the influence other concepts, which 
might influence the stereotyping process through individual differences and 
situational factors. And they raise the question to what extent stereotyping can be 
seen as an independent process. If direct relationships can be found, or with this 
type of research only hinted at, to what extent would this implicate the notion of 
stereotyping as a cognitive tool, employed for the sake of mental economising? 
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3.9.3.2 additional questionnaire components 
A large number of additional questionnaires was included in the questionnaire 
booklets handed out during the first four experiments alongside the diagnostic 
ratio material. For analysis responses made on seven-point indicator scales are 
combined into averaged variables. 67 The concepts included were (1) attributional 
style (2) perceived outgroup homogeneity (3) salience of group member ship, 
manipulation check (4) status perception, threatened socio-economic status, 
relative status perception (5) perceived social mobility and assumed dissimilarity 
(6) threatened ingroup distinctiveness and assumed dissimilarity (7) ingroup 
favouritism / resource allocation (8) collective self-esteem scale (9) integral 
affect (frustration and aggression) (10) perceived threat of outgroup competition 
(11) prospective intergroup anxiety and (12) social distance. Which of the 
additional components was used in each study can be seen in table 3.9.3.4. 
3.9.3.3 methodological notes 
The additional questionnaires for the most part collect data on 7-point indicator 
scales. Besides the fact that subjects' use of these scales is affected by their 
individual preferences in the use of such quantifiers they cannot be directly 
correlated with ratio data. Instead the additional questionnaires are used to define, 
somewhat arbitrarily and post hoc high and low performing subjects. In order to 
reduce the degrees of freedom through a model and to accept the inaccuracy of 
the scores, two methods of simplifying the data were employed. Scores for one 
area were averaged to create one score and in some cases used to create only two 
groups of high and low performing subjects. 
Such interactions between performance levels on the additional scales and on the 
diagnostic ratios was looked at by carrying out Oneway ANOVAs of each 
diagnostic ratio by each additional component. 
67 (1) To view a more detailed description of the instruments used, please consult the appendix. 
(2) To reduce the number of degrees of freedom through a model these variables are often 
transformed into binary responses according to the centre threshold e. g. 4 of the original variable. 
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study 1 
Some significant effects that were found in this study hinted at the influence of 
status perceptions on diagnostic ratio performance. However, the analyses were 
not taken as far as with the following studies and on their own make little sense 
and are of limited validity. 68 
study 2 
Study 2 uses most of the inventories previously employed in study 1, some in 
slightly more user-friendly formats and rephrased to fit the target outgroups. The 
exploratory analyses were carried out individually for each condition, relating the 
scores to the outgroup-congruent diagnostic ratio. 
No immediate pattern was found. Significant effects were obtained for scales 
relating to between group differences, social distance, status and in one case 
intergroup anxiety. The implications of these infrequent interactions are later 
discussed for this entire section. At this stage the results must be interpreted as 
spurious. 69 
study 3 
Study 3 also looked at possible interactions with Esses' scale and the developing 
new measure. Direct interactions (Oneway ANOVAs70) between diagnostic 
ratios, Esses' scores and the new implicit ratio with the additional questionnaires 
were again found for some of the measures. Social distance and categorization 
issues stand out as most frequent interactions. Interactions with status are 
infrequent. 
study 4 
Quite in contrast to the previous experiments study 4 delivered a range of 
significant interactions with the stereotype measures. Questionnaires 'addressing 
group homogeneity, status, perceived threat, distinctiveness, dissimilarity and the 
permeability of group boundaries supplied such significant results. 
68 (additional table 1.2) 
69 (additional table 2.3) 
70 (additional tables 3.6-3.10) 
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Higher order effects between the three experimental conditions and some of the 
additional measurements occurred for the implicit autoratio. But not all of them 
are higher order effects that have been preceded by significant main effects and 
they are infrequent as well as limited to the autoratios. Significant models of 
higher order effects with the experimental conditions were found for entities of 
assumed dissimilarity (p< . 
001), perceived similarity (p= . 
016; p< . 
001) and 
perceptions of group permeability (p= . 
012). 71 
general methodological concerns 
The additional components serve an important function as distractors between the 
diagnostic ratio components. However, it is possible that the resulting salience of 
categorization settings, content material or experimental objectives may have 
influenced performance on the trait frequency measures. In the following studies 
such components are largely replaced by independent distractor items, 
particularly in the light of the limited success of exploratory questionnaire 
components. 
But what are the possible confounds of additional questionnaires? It seems most 
likely that insight and resentment against the sentiments addressed by additional 
components (e. g. questions relating to social distance) may split the sample 
rather than performance on the scales. This is a serious potential confound and 
resembles the problematic role of conscientiousness in trait frequency responses. 
71 (additional tables 4.1-4.3,4.7-4.40) 
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3.9.3.4 summary of results for additional exploratory issues 
summary table for the first experimental section: exploratory issues 
study 1 study 2 study 3 study 4 
n=307 n=100 n=91 n=80 n=36 
gender DR 1+ DR 1 +1- 
DR 2- IM 2 
DR 2- (global) 
... ................................................................................................................................................................. status DR2+ DR au 















DR au + (spec) 











DR au + 








DR au +/- 
DR au + 
ES in 
(ES rat 2) 
IM2 





DR au +/- 
DR au + 
DR au - 
(ES rat 12 au) 
IM 1 
IM 2 











summary table: first experimental section: exploratory issues (continued) 
n=307 
study 1 study 2 study 3 
n=100 n=91 n=80 
study 4 
n=36 
permeability of DR 2+ DR 1 +/- 
group DR 2- DR 1+ 
boundaries DR 2 +/- DR 1- 
IM 2 DR au + 






.. ........... ingroup .................................... ....... ......................................... ................................... .......... ............................. . DR 1 +/- 
homogeneity DR 1+ 
DR1- 








. . . .. . .. ...... _..................... .. ............................. ........................................... ...................... _.. __.............. DR 2 lobar DR 2 +/- .9 ; : 
perceived group 
............. .................. ......................................... ....... DR 1+ ................................... DR 1 +1- .......... ..........................................., DR 1 +1- 
difference (outgroup 1) DR 1- DR 1- 
DR 1- IM 2 DR 2 +/- 
(outgroup 2) DR au 
DR2- DRau+ (outgroup 2) 
ES out DR1+ 
ES (outgroup 1 spec) gen 
DR 1- ES in 
(outgroup 2 spec) IM 1 
IM 2 
. IlMau 
perceived group .... ... .......:..... ... ....... .... ....................... ...................................................................................... IM 1 DR 1 +/- 
similarity IM 2 DR 1- 









intergroup ........................ ......... . _........... DR 1- .................................... ........... ................... DR 1 +ý 
anxiety 
(outgroup 2 spec) 
.............. _..... ........................................... 
(ES rat 1 au) 
..................................................... 
attributional DR 2 
style DR 2- (global) .................. i .................... 
- 
.....: ........................................... ......................................... 
social distance DR 1- DR I+ 
(outgroup 2 spec) DR 2 +/- 
DR 1- (outgrp. 2) DR 2- 
DR au - 
.... ........ _................................... 
ES out 
...:. ............................... . ...................... .. : ingroup ... ...................... ..... ..... DR 2+ . .......... .......... . ....... 






section 1 (x1-4) additional exploratory issues 
(3.9.3.4) 
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3.9.3.5 additional issues, results & discussion 
The data on direct relationships between complementary questionnaires and the 
diagnostic ratios (Esses' scores and implicit ratios) shows one remarkable trend: 
Study 4 displays by far the greatest number of such relationships. For Studies 1- 
3 these relationships have to be seen on the whole as spurious. Why it should be 
study 4 that points out relationships between performance on these 
complementary measures and the stereotype measures remains unclear. 72 The 
best guess remains that study 4 uses real life ethnic minorities as clearly 
identifiable outgroups. If this was the case, then the use of matched outgroups 
has to be questioned for looking at complementary issues in stereotyping. Most 
of these measures are in some way related to real-life threats and anxieties, which 
may only arise in a measurable magnitude if the outgroups are meaningful in this 
respect. 
Dividing the sample on the basis of their perceptions of relative outgroup ingroup 
status produced some initial results in study 1. But only study 4 showed that 
status perceptions could change in congruence with autoratios of both diagnostic 
ratios and implicit ratios as well as Esses' scores. The proclivity of ingroup 
relevant scores to be different for ingroup or outgroup favouring status 
perceptions would make a certain degree of sense, but the overall results should 
be taken with great scepticism, despite the fact that perceptions of status threat 
seem to support such a claim. 
Different perceptions of threat occurring with different measurement scores 
received some evidence in study 4. There categories of threat perception seem to 
have resulted in differential score performances for all three measures. For 
perceptions of group boundary permeability study 3 and 4 supply some evidence. 
Study 4 reveals that outgroup homogeneity is of very little consequence in this 
respect, whereas perceptions of ingroup homogeneity seem to make a difference 
for stereotyping scores. Further similarity and difference judgements for the 
72 It has to be noted though that study 4 uses fewer subjects. Whether fewer subjects meant fewer 
performance-based categories and resulted in fewer degrees of freedom which then in turn 
changed the conditions in the ANOVAs is not clear. Although being a possible explanation the 
face value of the analyses does not support such a claim. 
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groups receive some indication of being related to stereotyping with some 
evidence from studies 2,3, and 4. 
For most of the other complementary entities significant results are highly 
infrequent. A social distance sub-scale receives some support from studies 2 and 
3 and there is limited evidence from study 1 that self-esteem and collective self- 
esteem my play a role in the obtained measures. 
More than anything this illustrates the complexity of the interrelation of trait 
frequency bias with other measurable concepts in affect, cognition and 
motivation. This kind of blunt search for direct predictable category relationships 
is in no way suitable to supply such evidence. The exploratory nature which 
characterised these analyses supplied a great number of insights into the 
mechanics of questionnaire-based measures of psychological constructs. The top- 
down theory driven exploration of parallel performances between scales is 
definitely the wrong approach to investigate and illustrate such relationships if 
and when they occur. Without the more stringent experimental manipulation, all 
such methodology does is highlight the independence of all three measurement 
techniques from other entities. They appear free from direct influence from such 
incidental dimensions, which should boost confidence in their use as 
experimental tools. 
Nevertheless it should be noted that the most frequent evidence was found for 
measures that addressed group categorization issues such as inter-group 
differences and the threat perceived as a result of this categorization. This further 
underlines the category-dependence particularly of ratio-based measures. A 
second observation, which cannot be verified with the methodology at hand, is 
that such interactions are particularly prevalent in measures which address 
ingroup perceptions. Autoratios and ingroup Esses' scores appear particularly 
relevant when looking at subjects' performance on other scales. Although this is 
in no way conclusive enough to suggest that ingroup perceptions alone define 
performance, it would have some important implications for intergroup 
perceptions. If outgroup perceptions were to be somewhat automatically category 
evaluative, the regard for the self and the ingroup may then play a greater part in 
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defining intergroup schemata. The threat of unfavourable category comparisons 
may be at the root of category schemata. 
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4. second experimental section 
4.0.1 aims of second method section 
The first four studies reported so far have addressed in great detail the mechanics 
of the diagnostic ratio. Based on the experience with the diagnostic ratio as an 
experimental tool and issues raised by Esses et al., (1993) a new measure was 
devised. This measure combines the ratio based approach with some perceiver 
centred aspects. Each content item that forms the idiosyncratic stereotype is 
qualified for meaning, a strategy introduced by Esses and her colleagues (Esses, 
Haddock & Zanna, 1993). The implicit ratio is the result of this combination of 
approaches. It measures an almost numerical bias in processing of outgroup 
relevant trait frequency information (idiosyncratic `stereotyping' intensity). The 
implicit ratio maintains the property to detect trait frequency bias or over- 
generalisation, that had characterised the diagnostic ratio. Rather than use this 
bias to identify content material (McCauley & Stitt, 1978), the implicit ratio 
assesses the level of bias for each individual perceiver. The frequency bias is 
qualified for perceptions of desirability and assessed for content material which 
is idiosyncratic rather than necessarily collectively endorsed by the whole 
ingroup (Esses et al., 1993). 
With the emphasis on individual processing the implicit ratio is a new tool to 
assess stereotyping by addressing categorical trait frequency bias. Conceptually it 
bears some similarity to the illusory correlation model (Hamilton & Gifford, 
1976) which also demonstrates biases in the processing of frequency information, 
on the basis of either distinctiveness or expectations. 
The second experimental section now aims to apply this new tool for assessing 
trait frequency bias within the individual. The initial question was how 
automatic73 the biased processing of trait frequency information would be. Could 
73 automatic, involuntary, universal, subject to controlled processing 
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it be that social perception was automatically geared towards ingroup serving 
observations on the basis of ingroup serving frequency representations? Results 
so far indicate that trait frequency bias in favour of the ingroup is a fairly 
universal phenomenon. Maybe perceivers cannot help associating the other group 
with generalising and negative characteristics because of their salience and wide 
applicability. Maybe frequency representations already serve a social function at 
processing level, promoting generalisation of outgroup information, particularly 
if the information could be source of positive distinctiveness to the ingroup 
member. 
This issue of automatic trait frequency bias is an interesting possibility which 
will receive its first experimental test in the course of the following four studies. 
If trait frequency bias is universal and automatic maybe the strength of bias rather 
than the bias itself is related to levels of stereotype application or intergroup 
intent. 
Will the introduction of processing objectives or application guidelines affect this 
bias? How much mental control do we have over categorical trait frequency bias? 
The aim of the following four studies is therefore to find out which changes in 
processing objective manage to get through to this bias, despite its seemingly 
rather automatic nature. To test this rather pessimistic74 hypothesis of automatic 
processing bias, the following experiments will investigate what degree of 
control perceivers have over this type of bias. We have already seen that 
percentage responses are made with little room for performance effects (3.9.1). 
But to test the level of control perceivers have over their responses and whether 
they can tune their responses to overriding processing objectives, the following 
studies aim to change perceivers' processing objectives experimentally and 
monitor their effects. 
Two studies will investigate the role of attributional perspective (4.1 & 4.4), one 
will investigate the influence of heightened accountability (4.3) and three studies 
74 pessimistic in the sense of processing lacking in active control, yet with automatic or negative 
consequences (e. g. stereotyping). 
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(4.2,4.3,4.4) will address the effects of suppression instructions75 on the bias 
tapped by the implicit ratio. Taken together these studies aim to gain some first 
insights into the effects of processing objectives and stereotype suppression on 
the `automatic' processing of trait frequency information. Which processing 
objectives affect the measure under which conditions as well as the comparison 
with other less processing oriented measures will give an indication of the degree 
of automaticity with which such information is processed and associated with a 
category. 
One question that arises is, how the processing of trait frequency information is 
related to stereotyping. It is both possible that the described bias is crucial to 
stereotyping or that it is an expression of stereotypic beliefs and expectations. As 
with illusory correlations this question cannot be answered conclusively. 
Whether trait frequency bias is stereotype congruent or the essence of 
stereotyping cannot be addressed by the present studies. However, an assumption 
is made that this processing bias is the basis for stereotyping. 76 This assumption 
is made despite little conclusive proof for it, other than that it coincides with the 
generation of category schemata, which are often enough consensually held 
stereotypes. At several points processing bias (trait frequency bias) will be 
contrasted with the application of stereotypic content: A contrast between 
thought and thinking, which is meant to illustrate the differences between 
processing and application levels. This is by no means to suggest a conclusive 
causal link between trait frequency bias and stereotyping, 77 but merely to point 
out trait frequency bias as one of the possible agents in stereotype formation and 
maintenance. 
75 These are usually instructions to suppress stereotypic content from application by not thinking 
about a group in stereotypic terms. Here are two possible ways in which the trait frequency bias 
can be affected, through dilution of applied content and by acting as a processing goal to avoid 
stereotyping. 
76 and is hence sometimes referred to as stereotypic bias, although it accurately only describes 
trait frequency bias. 
77 nor an actual separation between the mechanisms of biased frequency representations and 
stereotyping 
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4.0.2 processing objectives 
4.0.2.1 perspective (level of abstraction) 
Although not directly affecting specific processing goals, a shift in perspective 
can change the processing objectives perceivers employ during tasks such as 
content generation and implicit ratio. Attributional perspective refers to the 
perspective perceivers adopt during a task, specifically whether they make 
judgements for themselves or on behalf of their ingroup. A shift in perspective 
towards making inferences on behalf of a larger group is assumed to elicit a more 
immediate response free from self-presentation or performance effects. 78 
Perceivers can hide behind their ingroup to express a more extreme version of 
their beliefs. With reference to stereotypes perceivers have therefore a chance to 
`unleash' stereotypic thought they otherwise would suppress in fear of being held 
responsible for their extreme views. On the other hand perceivers might see 
themselves as particularly tolerant ingroup members and take a pessimistic view 
of the rest of their group. 79 A distinction between unleashed stereotyping and 
realistic self-ingroup distinction however cannot be achieved. 80 
4.0.2.2 heightened accountability / accuracy goals 
By making perceivers more accountable (Schaller et al., 1995) or by directly 
encouraging accuracy (Reynolds, 1995), processing objectives can be changed 
towards producing less stereotypic output. 
Bodenhausen & Lichtenstein (1987) had found relationships between judgement 
objectives and stereotype congruent processing. Perceivers who engaged in a 
complex guilt judgement objective recalled more stereotype congruent material 
compared to those who used a simpler trait judgement objective (aggressiveness). 
Processing goals such as an impression formation or a memorising goal affect 
subsequent processing, whether the goals are obvious to perceivers (Stapel et al., 
78 see also Neuberg (1994) 
79 see also research on third person effects (e. g. Innes & Zeitz, 1988; Gibbon & Durkin, 1995) 
so (1) In this context, Noel, Wann & Branscombe (1995) for example showed that peripheral 
ingroup members showed more public negativity towards another group asserting their ingroup 
status. (2) For further applications of the concept of attributional perspective see Brigham (1992); 
Hort, Fagot, Driver & Leinbach (1990) and Krueger, (1994); (1996). 
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1996) or the result of non-conscious priming through contextual cues (Chartrand 
& Bargh, 1996). 
Anticipated interaction with outgroup members led to accuracy driven extra 
attention, to more time spent on task and greater effort, resulting in greater 
individuation (Neuberg & Fiske, 1987). Neuberg (1994) argues that self- 
presentation and impression formation goals mediate expectancies and thereby 
affect stereotypic processing. Though at least one study (Rudman, 1995) also 
reports that accuracy motivation led to an increase in stereotype congruence. 
Outcome dependence towards individuation can lead to more individuated 
processing (Pendry & Macrae, 1994) and to more subtypes (Pendry & Macrae, 
1996) yet only if perceivers have enough capacity available to accommodate the 
more effortful process. 
81 Intent leads to moderation even under cognitive load 
against a priming advantage (Blair & Banaji, 1996), yet ultimately mental control 
decreases with increased cognitive load. 
82 
4.0.2.3 suppression instructions 
Another processing objective is the direct instruction to suppress stereotyping. 
Usually what is meant by this is that perceivers are asked not to use stereotypic 
material in a given context. Stereotype suppression usually refers to the 
suppressed application of already activated and hence accessible stereotypes. But 
while suppression in most experimental contexts means application avoidance, 
the instructions tend to ask perceivers not to `think' about a target or category in 
a stereotypic manner during an impression formation phase. The instruction to 
avoid stereotyping or stereotypic thought however should not only influence 
levels of application but also the readiness of activation, accessibility and 
possibly the degree of stereotypic trait frequency bias. 
81 see also Kruglanski, Freund & Bar-Tal (1996) 
82 Schaller, Boyd, Yohannes & O'Brien (1995) suggest that processing goals overcome personal 
need for structure (PNS) which otherwise promotes simplistic representations and stereotype 
congruence (Fletcher, Rosanowski, Rhodes & Lange, 1992; Fletcher, Danilovics, Fernandez, 
Peterson & Reeder, 1986; Neuberg & Newsom, 1993; Moskowitz, 1993). 
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The following studies will make use of the suppression paradigm to investigate 
the influence of processing objectives on trait frequency bias. They will not 
however make attempts to contribute to the literature on thought suppression and 
`ironic' memory and accessibility effects. It is important to note that the 
suppression instructions used here are initially used as a black box manipulation. 
Later discussion (5.3.3.3) will examine the relationships between semantic 
suppression (thought suppression) and the here attempted inhibition of trait 
frequency bias (bias reduction). The general discussion will also speculate on the 
possible links between the two phenomena as far as they occur in these studies. 
The differences and the possible links between the two mechanisms will be 
discussed. For the time being however the suppression of stereotypic thought and 
the inhibition of bias are assumed, rightly or wrongly, to be separate processes, 
resulting from the same manipulation. To this end extra data obtained by script 
ratings (application measures) will be used to compare suppression of thoughts 
and thought processes. But the emphasis initially will lie entirely with the 
susceptibility of the trait frequency bias to processing instructions and not with 
semantic stereotype suppression as featured in recent research in this area (i. e. 
Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 1994). As a background to comparisons 
with reduced trait frequency bias the stereotype suppression literature will be 
briefly reviewed and referred to as and when it bears direct relevance to the 
discussed topics (5.3.3.2). 
stereotype suppression and inhibition of trait frequency bias 
The following four studies use suppression manipulations in much the same way 
as accuracy or perspective manipulations. These manipulations are compared 
against control conditions or as in study 8 followed through a repeated measures 
procedure. However, the dependent variables are primarily the stereotype 
measures used and developed during the first four studies. Although the 
paradigms may resemble studies which characterise the stereotype suppression 
literature, they are in fact used as experimental applications of the measurement 
methodologies, chiefly those measuring trait frequency bias (diagnostic and 
implicit ratios). The semantic memory or cognitive phenomena addressed by the 
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stereotype suppression literature serves as inspiration and background for the 
following studies but despite similarities in appearance and methodologies serve 
different research interests. Whereas semantic suppression experiments 
investigate the cognitive processes involved in controlling specific thought 
(application suppression), the experiments presented here are concerned with the 
level of mental control over a seemingly automatic and spontaneous bias 
(inhibition of trait frequency bias). How the mechanisms of suppressing specific 
stereotypic content could relate to inhibition of bias will be discussed separately 
in the discussion section (5.3.3.3). For the execution of the studies such semantic 
considerations bear little relevance. The following studies are designed to 
demonstrate any susceptibility of bias processes to mental control as a result of 
experimental instructions (accountability, perspective and suppression). The aim 
is to map where and when such influence can be found in the present paradigms. 
A second question then relates to the differences between the manipulations. 
Speculations and conclusions will be made about the occurrence and absence of 
effects, with their theoretical and methodological implications. A third interest is 
then to compare the control over trait frequency bias with the control over 
specific stereotypic thought. Are these separate effects of the same manipulation 
or is one influenced by the other? Can we really talk of a separate process of trait 
frequency bias? How closely does it match application behaviour? 
The question that follows on from the first four studies is, how mental control 
affects trait frequency bias? Keeping this in mind will hopefully avoid any 
confusion with other research where the interests may be more specifically 
concerned with mental control and its `ironic' effects. Here it is trait frequency 
bias which remains at the centre of attention. 
To sum up the intentions of the following four studies: They are designed (1) to 
find out if and where the different manipulations influence measures, (2) to 
investigate the differences between the accuracy, perspective and suppression 
manipulations and (3) to discuss the relationship between thought suppression 
and inhibition of trait frequency bias. 
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4.0.3 experimental realisation 
Experience gained from the first four studies was taken into account for the 
second set of experiments. For example the choice of target outgroups was given 
greater thought because of some possible influences of the kind of outgroups 
used previously. Study 4, for example had used more realistic outgroups and had 
shown more links with complementary measures, possibly as a result of 
increased meaningfulness to participants. In addition, Macrae, Bodenhausen, 
Milne & Wheeler (1996) suggest that stereotypes of some groups such as 
`blacks' are immediately and automatically suppressed. They recommend groups 
which do not carry an incentive to suppress negative thoughts. Therefore the 
outgroups used are chosen with this consideration in mind. 
Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Wheeler (1996) also suggest factors which 
diminish processing resources, such as task difficulty, information overload, 
concurrent mental tasks, non-optimal resources, and certain affective states etc.. 
Suppression paradigms were therefore realised with designs which avoided 
unnecessary task complexity which could interfere with suppression instructions. 
However, it has to be noted that the implicit ratio itself is rather complex and 
could itself be a source of cognitive load and therefore in conjunction with 
suppression accentuate the difficulty of suppressing stereotypes (Wegner & 
Erber, 1992). 
A number of general methodological concerns influenced the experimental 
execution. Carrying out four studies using accuracy, perspective and suppression 
instructions meant attuning methodologies for the requirements of trait frequency 
studies. One feature of studies which address trait frequency bias is for example 
the length of questionnaires necessary for participants to fill in, and the use of 
distractors. This complexity of the questionnaire format posed a problem for 
using such manipulations. To avoid having to use reminders or repeating 
instructions the length of the questionnaires was minimised as far as was 
possible. In the case of perspective the manipulation was made explicit 
throughout the questionnaires by reformulating the questions accordingly, (i. e. 
"How would the British public view... "). However the complexity of the 
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questionnaire format could still have posed a threat to the effectiveness of 
manipulations and be responsible for reduced or absent effects. The rotation of 
questionnaire components however should avoid specific responses being 
affected by any deterioration of the effectiveness of the manipulations throughout 
a questionnaire across participants. 
Further reason for concern were the use of picture primes because of the possible 
deterioration of any effect and the use of story elements within the questionnaires 
(2.4.1) and their possible confounds. To avoid story tasks acting as primes they 
were positioned at the end of questionnaires. 
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4.1 study 5 
3.5 study 1 p. 96 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- global vs. matched 
outgroups 
3.6 study 2 p. 108 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- content lists 
- outgroup status 
3.7 study 3 p. 118 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
3.8 study 4 p. 128 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
-3 ethnic minorities 
4.1 study 5 p. 163 4.2 study 6 p. 198 4.3 study 7 p. 220 4.4 study 8 p. 248 
- attrib. perspective - category priming -2 outgroups - attrib. perspective 
-2 diff. outgroups global / specific - (1) accountability -2 outgroups 
- artificial outgroup - suppression (2) control - repeated meas. 
(3) suppression suppression 
4.1.1 link to previous experimental section 
Whereas the previous experimental section was primarily concerned with 
accumulating detailed knowledge about the diagnostic ratio technique and 
developing a new ratio-based measure, the next section contains experiments 
which use this methodology to address several aspects of cognitive functioning in 
stereotyping in greater detail. 
Despite the emphasis on experimental manipulations rather than further 
development of the measures, the methodology remains the primary interest. The 
aim of the following four studies is to map the limits of automaticity involved in 
trait frequency bias. To this end processing objectives are manipulated through 
experimental instructions in order to find out more about the interplay between 
perceiver's immediate motivations and the information processing they engage in 
when making responses to diagnostic ratio type prompts. In this context the 
effects of perspective, accuracy goals and suppression instructions on trait 
frequency representations are monitored, using the variety of measurement 
techniques employed and developed over the previous four studies. 
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On the background of evidence obtained by all four previous studies for an 
ingroup serving trait frequency bias, the following section will look at the role of 
categorization (4.2). In particular the effect of dual categorization on processing 
and content choice is looked at. Priming techniques are used to find out how 
susceptible the measures are to category activation. 
The previous section had shown individual differences consistent across contexts, 
giving rise to the idea that these individual differences represent processing 
styles. This section will investigate the consistency of score results over time and 
across target outgroups, taking up this earlier notion of target group independent 
processing styles (as suggested by study 1) as well as testing the measures' 
properties as experimental tools in repeated measures designs. 
4.1.2 introduction & description study 5 
Study 5 uses the format established by the previous two studies. Participants are 
asked to generate content specific to a target group, then rate it in terms of 
desirability and assign frequency estimates to these self-generated traits for all 
relevant groups. Study 5 however does not administer additional questionnaires. 
In the first four studies the extra questionnaires had doubled up as filler tasks. 
Study 5 instead uses manipulation checks and filler tasks such as anagrams as 
distractors. 
The study consists of three applications of the three measurement techniques 
over two experimental sessions, with a week in-between these two sessions in 
order to look at consistency over time. Two of these applications were identical 
for part the sample (study 5b) and referred to the same outgroup. A third 
application was added to the second experimental session where responses were 
made in reference to an artificial outgroup created by splitting the sample in half. 
Two national outgroups were used (the Dutch, Greeks) to look at between 
subjects effects of target outgroup and relative status. The third outgroup was 
created artificially as a contrast to the more meaningful categories of national 
outgroups by splitting the sample into two groups according to the minimal 
group paradigm. 
83 
83 (Tajfel, 1981a) 
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design problems resulting from the experimental execution of study 5 
The execution of study 5 does not match its design. Problems during the 
experimental realisation meant that, at least for experimental issues such as 
perspective, sections of the sample have to be analysed separately. This means 
that study 5 is in fact the conjunction of two separate experiments. This 
procedure unfortunately reduces sample sizes substantially. Some limited 
advantages can however be drawn from the resulting complexity, allowing the 
analysis of issues which otherwise could not have been addressed. On the whole 
however problematic execution questions the usefulness of study 5. The cross- 
validation of previous measurement methodology findings, such as ratio design 
or effects of desirability are nevertheless analysed as if study 5 was not split into 
two separate experiments. The problems arise primarily for the perspective 
manipulation and therefore should not have seriously affected measurement 
methodology investigations. 
4.1.3 measurement methodology issues 
Study 5 uses an experimental format which allows for the computation of 
diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores and implicit ratios. All three measurements are 
used and the findings of study 5 are held against previous measurement 
methodology findings. However, no new concepts of measurement are addressed. 
The repeated application of this format seeks to collect evidence for consistency 
over time. A week between two identical applications as well as the differences 
between two target outgroups and an artificial outgroup are also looked at in 
terms of consistency. 
4.1.4 comparisons of measurement techniques 
As in previous studies the experimental format which compiles participants' 
individual content material, valence judgements and frequency estimates allows 
for the computation of all three measures, the diagnostic ratio, Esses' score and 
the new implicit ratio. Study 5 uses three applications of very similar 
questionnaires. Comparisons between the three measures look at correlations 
between the repeated measures and across the three measurement approaches. 
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4.1.5 experimental manipulations 
The experiment addresses questions of consistency over time and consistency 
across target outgroups within subjects. In addition, study 5 investigates between 
subjects differences for target outgroups and the perspectives participants adopt 
in responding to the questions. The hypothesis on test was whether a change in 
perspective (e. g. Noel et al., 1995) influences measurement scores by exploring 
possible differences between scores of participants who express their own 
estimates and those of participants who are asked to respond in terms of what 
they thought the British public's response would be. This manipulation in 
perspective was expected to allow for more abstract estimates. The original 
presentation of the experimental format with numerous rapid responses is argued 
to be relatively free from performance effects (3.9.1 b). This shift in perspective 
is introduced to investigate the influence of instructions on performance of a 
measure thought to elicit mainly automated responses. If the perspective 
manipulation was to have an effect, this would demonstrate that perceivers' have 
some level of control over this type of processing. 
The perspective manipulation, however does also change the kind of stereotype 
that is measured. Although the outgroup descriptive content is still generated by 
perceivers and therefore individually held and category relevant, the measures, if 
they were to be affected, would reflect a more consensual stereotype: Consensual 
in respondents' perceptions, rather than consensual in terms of being socially 
shared across a group. Perceivers are asked to make assumptions about their 
ingroup and these assumptions about a consensual stereotype are theoretically 
different from individual responses, independent of whether they would actually 
constitute different content material. If such an effect was to be found, this would 
either limit the argument for the proposed method, which concentrates solely on 
individual content as the assumptions made on behalf of the ingroup might be 
more relevant to the inter-group categorization, or on the other hand it could 
suggest that the shift in perspective revealed an individual response that was less 
subject to performance effects. 
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4.1.6 design & justification 
4.1.6.1 original aims 
The study was originally conceived as a between subjects analysis of perspective. 
Would participants show different responses for the same outgroup depending 
whether they were asked to give their own estimates or responses on behalf of 
their ingroup? In a second quest the consistency of these responses over time, 
across target outgroups and types of outgroups was to be tested. To this end 
participants were to fill in the same questionnaire twice (from the same 
perspective for the same outgroup) with a week in between their responses. 
Additionally the sample was to be split into two meaningless subgroups. This 
was to reveal consistencies between real life target outgroups and mere 
categorization data, addressing the question whether the trait frequency measures 
were revealing a consistent and target group independent bias. Consistencies with 
the data for an artificial category would hint at a response style rather than 
context specific trait frequency processing. 
diagram of original experimental design for study 5 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
individual perspective ingroup perspective 
time 1 Greeks Dutch Greeks Dutch 
time 2.1 Greeks Dutch Greeks Dutch 
time 2.2 
artificial artificial 
within Ss: - national & artificial outgroups 
- consistencies over time 
between Ss :- target outgroup 
- perspective 
x5 multiple applications: original conditions (4.1.6.1) 
The design, as briefly outlined here, was never experimentally realised in its 
original form. The experiment had been designed to address processing 
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consistencies and perspective differences, avoiding time confounds by using four 
separate questionnaires for four between subjects conditions of the essentially 2x 
2 design of target outgroup by perspective. The design however made no 
hypothesis to demonstrate higher order effects but merely aimed to investigate 
the possible differences between outgroups and perspectives. The use of two 
different outgroups was to investigate the potential role of real life outgroups 
compared to an artificial outgroup. In this sense the use of three outgroups was to 
highlight the influence of outgroup properties such as status and meaningfulness 
per se. 
4.1.6.2 problems occurring during experimental execution 
The revised design of in fact two separate small experiments is the result of 
problems which occurred during administration of the second experimental 
session (time 2). These problems occurred with participants' ID codes and dates 
of birth, primarily as a result of subjects and demonstrators being uncooperative. 
The procedure of identifying participants required (in order to guarantee 
anonymity) that participants write down their date of birth and also that their ID 
code matched their name. The lists matching codes and names were to be 
destroyed in front of participants. This procedure failed for a combination of 
reasons: (1) Some names and ID codes didn't match because some participants 
had given wrong names to cover for absent class mates, (2) experimental helpers 
had handed out the wrong questionnaires to participants, (3) a considerable 
number of participants had either failed to remember their birthday or had given a 
wrong date of birth at either session. All this complicated matching 
questionnaires at a later date and in addition, (4) a number of participants 
attended only one of the two sessions, further reducing the potential sample size.. 
As a result a large number of participants had to be excluded and only by 
splitting the sample into two pseudo separate experiments can the issues be 
meaningfully addressed. Despite this split, time and outgroup confounds 
complicate the analysis. The complexity of the mix-up and the reduced sample 
size are the reason for the split into two mini-experiments regarding the 
experimental issues. One positive aspect of this undesirable complexity is that it 
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allows for within subjects comparisons of target outgroups. However, these 
comparisons are confounded by time. The reason however, for splitting study 5 
into two parts is to avoid time confounds in the comparison of target outgroup 
and perspective manipulations. 
4.1.7 study 5: first part (study 5a) 
4.1.7.1 experimental design study 5a 
This first part of the sample made responses in reference to two different target 
outgroups at time 1 and 2. These were hypothesised to be of different relative 
status. The presentation of two different outgroups allows analysis of within and 
between subjects differences of target outgroup, however confounded by time 
passed between presentations. For between subjects comparisons the time 
confound is complicated by perspective. This part of the sample cannot be used 
to look at consistencies within subjects for the same target outgroup. The study 
uses national outgroups (the Dutch & Greeks) for these two applications. 
diagram of experimental design for study 5a 
(1) (2) 
individual perspective (3) ingroup perspective (4) 
time 1 Greeks Dutch 
time 2.1 Dutch Greeks 
time 2.2 
artificial artificial 
within Ss : 
between Ss : 
x5 a multiple applications: conditions (4.1.6.3) 
- target outgroups 
- national & artificial outgroups 
- target outgroup 
- perspective 
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Nevertheless, the data can be used to look for consistencies between national 
outgroups and the third application of the measures for an artificial outgroup. 
This third application was added to investigate the mere categorization effect 
(Gurwitz & Dodge, 1977; Bornstein, 1993). Categorical processing as observed 
by ratio measures in section 1 can be argued to be the result of the mere 
categorization into ingroup and outgroup, into `us' and `them' (Schaller, 1991). 
To test how meaningful this categorization needs to be to result in high 
diagnostic and implicit ratio scores, an artificial group was used as a contrast to 
the national outgroups. Study 5a & 5b use an artificially created group, actively 
reducing the meaningfulness of the categorization, 84 which was created by 
splitting the sample into two on the basis of the minimal group paradigm (Tajfel, 
1981a; Schaller & Maass, 1989). Here, the ingroup was split on the basis of an 
artificial criterion and participants were to generate content material merely on 
the basis of this categorization, addressing issues concerning the mere 
categorization effect, which was expected to influence the category based ratio 
measure, though not Esses' score. 
To summarise the design into one ANOVA model necessitates a mixed between 
and within subjects design for perspective by outgroup, confounded by 
presentation sequence. A2x3 ANOVA mixed design with repeated measures on 
the last factor is carried out. However, because of the absence of hypotheses 
predicting higher order effects, because of the limited sample size and for 
comparison with the second part of the sample, primarily main effects obtained 
by Oneway ANOVA are discussed. 
4.1.7.2 conditions (study 5a) 
One experimental between subjects manipulation was used where half of the 
sample received questionnaires asking them for content material that participants 
themselves considered typical or distinctive, while the other half was asked to fill 
in the questionnaires with reference to what they thought the British public 
84 The artificial outgroup was thought to be of little relevance to perceivers. High and low 
category relevance had been found to influence attitudes towards outgroups (Branscombe, Wann, 
Noel & Coleman, 1993; Maio, Esses & Bell, 1994). 
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would consider content typical of the respective national group. This was to 
account for the two conceptualisations of stereotypes as either consensual 
(Gardner et al., 1973; Ashmore & Del Boca, 1981; Gardner, 1994) or 
idiosyncratic (Esses, Haddock & Zanna, 1994) following a distinction made by 
Devine (1989; Stangor & Schaller, 1996) between cultural stereotypes 
(consensual) and personal beliefs (individually held stereotypes). 
Three different target outgroups represented the three within subjects conditions. 
The stimulus groups were two national outgroups (the Dutch, Greeks), which 
were thought to be of different relative status to respondents and one artificial 
outgroup. This allowed analysis of within subjects effects of target group on the 
three stereotype measures. Correlational evidence of Study 1 had suggested that 
the process addressed by the diagnostic ratio was to some extent target group 
independent. Study 5 could now address the issue again, despite all the 
adversities of study 5, under slightly more controlled experimental conditions 
and with a within subjects approach. 
Because perspective and target outgroup are to a large extent separate theoretical 
issues, the analyses primarily employed here are Oneway ANOVAs for between 
subjects effects of perspective and paired t-tests for detailed comparisons of 
target outgroups. This strategy is used since detailed knowledge, particularly 
about the performance of the artificial outgroup in relation to the national 
outgroups is required, rather than mere information about the absence or presence 
of an effect of outgroup. 
4.1.7.3 methodology (study 5a) 
Study 5a involved three applications for different target outgroups of the three 
stereotype measures, the diagnostic ratio, Esses' score and the new implicit ratio. 
The three measures were computed from the same data using participant 
generated content material as a basis for frequency and probability estimates. 
The diagnostic ratio was computed for both designs and as an autoratio, each 
time for desirable, undesirable and all content, resulting in 9 diagnostic ratios for 
each application. Additionally the scores for the first and second application and 
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for all three applications together were combined, which added another 18 ratio 
scores to the analysis. Design 1,2 and autoratios for the three applications of the 
implicit ratio were combined in the same way, whereas Esses' scores were not. 
As in previous studies the measurement methodology issues of interest were a) 
content desirability b) diagnostic ratio design c) implicit ratio design d) auto 
ratios and e) within ratio consistency. These issues are looked at the using 
combined data of study 5a and 5b (4.1.9). 
4.1.7.4 materials (study 5a) 
Each application consisted of an eight-page questionnaire that asked for 10 items 
typical of the group in question, valence estimates for each generated trait and 
percentage estimates for the outgroup, people in general and the ingroup. Half of 
these questionnaires asked for what participants personally considered to be 
accurate, the remaining half asked participants for responses for what the British 
public would consider accurate estimates (perspective). These applications were 
made for two target outgroups (the Dutch, Greeks) and an artificially created 
outgroup. The booklets containing questions referring to the national outgroups 
contained a relative status ranking task, whereas the booklets for the artificial 
outgroup contained a manipulation check. Otherwise the distractor items were 
anagrams to be created on the basis of names of well known lecturers in the 
department. 
The split into two artificial groups was carried out by an independent 
experimenter, unrelated to this study, on the basis of the minimal group paradigm 
(e. g. Tajfel, 1981a), where participants were asked to make preference 
judgements of paintings. The categorization was made on the basis of perceivers' 
preferences, claiming one group was more artistic then the other. The split was 
illustrated by assigning groups to sit at opposite ends of a lecture theatre. The 
manipulation check consisted of two questions asking participants to rate the 
other group's average ability to draw or paint artistically and rate which group 
they thought had the higher average ability in this respect (p= . 5235; p= . 0751 
for 5a & 5b). 
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4.1.7.5 subjects & procedure (study 5a) 
53 undergraduates at Bristol University were recruited to take part in study 5 
(18.9%, male, 81.9%, female, age 19-35. average age 20.5) during two practical 
sessions to obtain course credits. Of these 28 received the conditions of study 5a. 
The first week participants filled in an eight-page booklet of questionnaires 
referring to one national target outgroup, either Greeks or the Dutch. The 
following week they were given a second booklet to fill in, asking for responses 
about a different national outgroup. Afterwards they went through the procedure 
of the minimal group paradigm, and at the end were asked to fill in the remaining 
booklet about the `other group' (with no reference to perspective). 
4.1.7.6 experimental manipulations, analysis (study 5a) 
a) within-subjects consistency across different target outgroups 
Consistencies across the two different national outgroups were examined, using 
correlation matrices and paired t-tests to test the notion of target group 
independent diagnostic ratio scores found in study 1. Measures at time 1&2 
were compared with scores for the artificial outgroup (third application) to 
examine the role of the mere categorization effect (resulting from the use of the 
minimal group paradigm). 
b) between-subjects differences of perspective 
Perspective was manipulated for the first two applications and differences 
between responses made on behalf of the British public or the individual 
participant were analysed using Oneway ANOVA models. 
c) within subjects effects of outgroup, between-subjects effects of 
perspective 
A mixed between and within subjects 2x3 ANOVA was used to look for higher 
order effects between perspective and type of outgroup. No particular hypotheses 
were made about an accentuation of the effect of perspective by the factor 
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outgroup. The three different outgroups do not represent repeated measures. 85 
This analysis is problematic since perspective was not manipulated for the 
artificial outgroup. Any higher order effect of perspective would show the 
strength of the interaction with the national outgroup responses, but would also 
raise doubts about the non-intended effects of perspective on the artificial group 
responses. 
4.1.7.7 experimental manipulations, results & discussion (study 5a) 
a) within subjects consistency across different target outgroups 
Participants filled in questionnaires for three different groups over two 
experimental sessions. Some consistency in terms of significant correlations 
across responses for these three outgroups was found. Correlational analysis 
between responses for the two national outgroups revealed that particularly 
diagnostic ratios which contain trait frequency responses for positive material 
show such similarities across the two outgroups. For negative content diagnostic 
ratios this was not the case. Further correlations between the two applications 
were more likely to occur if the diagnostic ratios were matched (or partly 
matched) in terms of design or content desirability. The same observation holds 
true for correlations between diagnostic ratios and autoratios. No significant 
correlations over time and across outgroups could be obtained for either implicit 
ratios or Esses' scores. These results appear on the background of few significant 
within subjects effects of target outgroup. 
86 
The correlational analysis also looked for similarities between responses for the 
two national outgroups at time 1&2 and the artificially created group. Looking 
at the first outgroup (the Dutch) and the artificial outgroup, only few such 
significant correlations were obtained for the diagnostic ratios, primarily where 
they matched in terms of design or desirability. However, implicit ratios and 
autoratios (though not Esses' scores) demonstrated significant correlations across 
85 as more than one feature changes with time of application. (i. e. kind of outgroup: artificial, 
national, time confound, etc. ). Rather than changing the light of experimental manipulations, the 
measurement instrument itself changes. 
86 Absence of structural differences for measures matched in design or desirability (exception: 
one marginal effect IM 2 p= . 052, table 
5.33) 
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the different target groups. Comparing responses between the second national 
outgroup (Greeks) and the artificial group, the picture is reversed. Diagnostic 
ratios containing information about negative content show significant 
correlations, particularly if matched in terms of design or desirability, whereas 
significant correlations between implicit ratios and Esses' scores are largely 
absent. 
There is therefore some evidence that the artificial outgroup received, in 
principle, similar bias as the national outgroups. The time confound87 however 
makes it difficult to evaluate the difference between the two target outgroups and 
their relationship with the artificially created group. To go as far as to proclaim a 
processing style across three very different outgroups and time is not supported 
by the data, though there is some evidence for consistencies in trait frequency 
processing. The fact that implicit ratios did not correlate significantly across the 
two national outgroups, while diagnostic ratios did, undermines the notion of a 
strong processing style. 
The results however do show, that mere categorization into arbitrary groups can 
create a bias which bears resemblance to the bias against national outgroups. 
Perceivers seem to have exported their trait frequency bias into a domain where 
categorization and content are meaningless. 
b) between subjects differences in perspective 
Oneway ANOVA comparisons were made between the two perspectives. They 
were initiated by questionnaire instructions in the first two applications for 
participants to either adopt the position they assumed the British public as a 
whole would hold or to state their own estimates in reference to the target group. 
Perspective was found to affect a number of diagnostic ratios of the first two 
applications, primarily design 2 ratios. Design 2 implicit ratios also provided 
support (fig. 14) and outgroup Esses' scores further underlined this finding. 88 
87 Comparing the correlational evidence obtained from responses controlled for national outgroup 
(time 1& time 2.1) with those controlled for time (both national outgroups) suggests that time of 
presentation has influenced responses. The similarities between time 2.1 and time 2.2 (artificial 
outgroup) appear to be increased, resulting in higher correlations. 
88 (table 5.34) 
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(fig. 14) study 5a y-axis = design 2 implicit ratio scores, controlled for sequence, outgroup Greeks. 
IM2 personal perspective 3.18, IM2 ingroup perspective 12.72 
A change in perspective affected all three trait frequency measures and 
demonstrated that stronger biases were released when participants made 
responses on behalf of their group rather than simply gave their own impressions. 
As hypothesised, the perspective initiated by the experimental instructions 
translated into a different response perspective adopted by participants. 











(fig. 15) study 5a y-axis = implicit autoratio scores, controlled for sequence, outgroup Greeks. 






c) within subjects effect of outgroup, between-subjects effect of perspective 
Despite the missing theoretical foundation for any particular hypotheses, a mixed 
MANOVA model was analysed. With one exception no higher order effects of 
outgroup and perspective were found. The outgroup Esses score demonstrated 
such a significant higher order effect. 
89 This could call into question the 
independence of the artificial outgroup response but presumably expresses the 
strong effect of perspective on the outgroup trait frequency response which other 
than for diagnostic ratio measures, is not qualified by any other response. 
4.1.8 study 5: second part (study 5b) 
4.1.8.1 experimental design study 5b 
The second part of the sample made responses in reference to the same target 
outgroup twice (time 1 and 2) to test consistencies over time for the same 
outgroup. Here the same national group, either the Dutch or Greeks is used for 
both applications. For participants this meant filling in exactly the same 
questionnaire twice with a week in-between. The two outgroups were 
hypothesised to be of different relative status. The presentation of two different 
outgroups allowed analysis of between subjects differences of target outgroup, 
separately for time 1 and 2 and therefore avoiding time confounds. However, 
these between subjects comparisons are confounded by perspective. As before 
the sample was split into two artificial groups (see 4.1.7.1). 
89 (F=12.. 36, p<. 001,2df, table 5.37) 
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diagram of experimental design for study 5b 
(1) (2) 
both perspectives both perspectives 
time 1 Greeks Dutch 
time 2.1 Greeks Dutch 
time 2.2 
artificial artificial 
within Ss :- consistency over time 
- national & artificial outgroups 
- perspective (by time) 
between Ss : - target outgroup 
- perspective 
x5 b multiple applications: conditions (4.1.8.1) 
4.1.8.2 conditions (study 5b) 
In contrast to the first part of the sample the perspective manipulation was within 
subjects. Participants received questionnaires which asked them to adopt both 
perspectives, either at time 1 or time 2 (for outgroup 1 or 2). 
The main experimental between subjects manipulation was to split the sample 
into two, receiving different national target outgroups as stimulus (the Dutch, 
Greeks thought to be of different relative status). This was to look at the between 
subjects effect of target group on the three stereotype measures to test the notion 
of target group independent processing. In contrast to the first part of the sample 
(5a) the between subjects effects of target group are not confounded by time or 
perspective. 
4.1.8.3 methodology (study 5b) 
The computation of trait frequency measure was identical for both sections 
(4.1.7.3) of the sample (5a & 5b). Measurement methodology issues will be 
addressed for both sections together (4.1.9). 
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4.1.8.4 materials (study 5b) 
The materials matched the ones described earlier for the first section of the 
sample (4.1.7.4) with the difference that participants received only questions 
referring to one national outgroup, either the Dutch or Greeks. They were asked 
to fill in the same questionnaire twice. The procedure and materials used for the 
artificial target group also matched those described earlier (4.1.7.4). 
4.1.8.5 subjects & procedure (study 5b) 
Of the 53 Bristol University undergraduates who took part in study 5, who 
completed all necessary questionnaires, and could be identified correctly (18.9%, 
male, 81.9%, female, age 19-35. average age 20.5), 13 were entered into the 
second experimental design (5b). They took part in the same two practical 
sessions to obtain course credits as did the first half of the sample. 
Participants filled in an eight-page booklet of questionnaires during the first 
week's session. Again, the questionnaires referred to one national target 
outgroup, either Greeks or the Dutch. The following week they were given a 
second booklet to fill in. However, this part of the sample was asked for 
responses for the same national outgroup a second time. Afterwards participants 
went through the procedure of the minimal group paradigm, and at the end were 
asked to fill in the remaining booklet about the `other group' (with no reference 
to perspective). 
4.1.8.6 experimental manipulations, analysis (study 5b) 
a) within-subjects consistency across identical applications 
Within-subjects consistencies were examined for this part the sample (5b, table 
5.24) which received the same questionnaire twice with a week in-between. 
Participants where asked to make responses for the same outgroup in two 
identical applications. The only difference between the two applications lay in 
the fact that relative status was not assessed a second time and new distractor 
items were used. The analysis looks at correlations between the two applications 
for identical measures and differences between the scores with the use of paired 
t-tests. 
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b) within subjects differences in perspective 
From looking at consistency across identical applications (4.1.8.6 a), this analysis 
considers within subjects differences between the two perspectives. Looking at 
consistencies across identical applications meant ignoring any possible 
confounds of perspective or presentation sequence. This approach makes the 
assumption that in any sample a given number of participants will respond using 
a more ingroup centred perspective voluntarily and that making explicit 
instructions merely controls for such variability. Obviously this claim cannot be 
tested, however the consistencies found across the two national outgroups occurs 
despite any perspective confound. 90 It can therefore be assumed that in the 
absence of a perspective manipulation the consistencies would have been even 
stronger. 
Study 5a. had given rise to the concern that consistencies were influenced by the 
presentation sequence in relation to the artificial group. In this section of study 5 
there is another experimental design fault which could potentially lead to 
confounds of perspective on the relationship with the artificial group. Because 
the sequence of perspective conditions was random, an effect of presentation 
time can be excluded. The issues to be looked at are the within subjects effect of 
perspective and secondly the differential effects of perspective on comparisons 
with the artificial group (number of significant correlations). 
c) between-subjects differences between target outgroups 
The scores for applications relating to either target outgroup were entered into 
Oneway ANOVA models, separately for time I and 2 in order to explore 
between subject effects of target outgroup for the first two applications. These 
analyses are potentially confounded by perspective. 
91 
90 (table 5.37) 
91 (table 5.34) 
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4.1.8.7 experimental manipulations, results & discussion (study 5b) 
a) within-subjects consistency across identical applications 
In the absence of significant differences between measures for the same outgroup 
applied in week 1 and week 2 (t-tests) within-subjects consistency was found. 
This consistency over time was expressed by significant correlations between the 
ratio measures of week 1 and 2, particularly when they were matched for design 
and content desirability. For Esses' scores however, this consistency was not 
repeated. 92 
non-identical applications 
A different picture emerged for correlations between national outgroup 
applications and the artificial outgroup. Here, no significant correlations were 
found between the diagnostic ratios, the implicit ratios or Esses' score. The only 
exception are some diagnostic autoratios, which correlate significantly across the 
national and artificial groups. 
b) within subjects differences in perspective 
The within subjects results from the data synchronised for perspective show that 
the two perspectives do not differ from each other significantly, but correlate 
highly. Comparing this data set with the artificial group shows that none of the 
ratio measures correlate significantly across the two types of outgroup. Whereas 
the ingroup perspective data showed some significant differences, none were 
found for the personal perspective manipulation. 
Whereas study 5a had demonstrated clear between subjects effects of perspective, 
the within subjects data did not repeat this finding. Presumably this is a result of 
the methodological set up which is not well suited to investigate this issue. 
Interference between the conditions (time lag effects) are bound to have occurred 
and presumably led to confounded results 
93 
92 (table 5.24,5.30,5.32) 
93 Absent significant correlations between artificial and national outgroups repeat findings 
obtained by study 5a. 
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c) between subjects differences in target outgroups 
The status manipulation check revealed that the two national outgroups used in 
this study were perceived to be of different relative status. The Dutch (4.77) were 
seen to be of higher socio-economic status than the Greeks (8.85, p< . 
00194) 
Oneway ANOVA between subjects comparisons for this sample which received 
only one target outgroup (n=25) showed no differences between measures of 
either outgroup. 
These analyses are potentially confounded by perspective or application 
sequence. However, the analyses were repeated, once controlled for time and 
once for perspective. In both cases significant outgroup differences are absent. 
The trait frequency bias as expressed by the ratio-based measures as well as 
outgroup Esses' scores were unaffected by the target outgroup. Between subjects 
comparisons do not reveal intrinsic target group specific biases, as may have 
been predicted by differential status perceptions. The between subjects data 
repeats the within subjects findings of study 5a (4.1.7.7). As far as can be 
concluded from the data of study 5, the processing of trait frequency information 
is not target outgroup specific. However, this does not say that more controlled 
within subjects studies may not be able to reveal more outgroup specific bias. 
The results reported here however support the notion of processing styles rather 
than context specificity. 
4.1.9 study 5a & 5b 
4.1.9.1 methodological problems 
Despite the adverse execution of study 5a number of issues could be raised and 
examined, using both within and between subjects data. However, splitting the 
study and the resulting small and uneven cell sizes should give rise for concern. 
Presentation time as well as target group and condition confounds cannot be 
excluded as results from within subjects comparisons of perspective show (5b). 
Significant correlations with the artificial outgroup application (5a) hint at a 
context effect. If this was the case, then time of application, either week 1 or 
week 2, would have had an effect on scores and would undermine any argument 
94 (table 5.34) 
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for processing similarities between national and artificial outgroup applications. 
However this is the only hint of such an effect as there is a pattern of correlating 
scores between the first two applications and it may well have been a result of 
different target outgroups or attempts of controlling for outgroup sequence. 
4.1.9.2 summary of results, experimental manipulations (study 5a & 5b) 
results conclusions 
study 5a 
a) within Ss consistencies - few sign. differences - similar bias 
across target outgroups between national outgroups - target group independent (Greeks receive more bias) 
- sign. DR corr. (if matched) 
between national outgroups - response style 
- DR IM ES corr. between 
artificial and national - mere categorization 
outgroups 
b) between Ss differences - DR IM ES differences in - measures susceptible to 
between outgroups perspective processing objectives 
- ingroup perspective shows 
greater bias 
c) higher order effects - (ES) 
study 5b 
a) within Ss consistency identical applications: - response style 
across applications - no sign. time effect 
- sign. corr. t1 & t2 
national & artificial groups: - potential time effect with 
- no sign. corr. artificial group 
b) within Ss differences in - none - no within Ss effect of 
perspective perspective 
c) between Ss differences of - none - no target group / status 
outgroup specific bias 
study 5 results experimental issues sections a&b (n=53) 4.1.9.2 
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4.1.9.3 experimental manipulations, discussion 
a) processing style 
Evidence in support of within subjects consistency over time was found for the 
ratio-based measures. This consistency over time should lend confidence in the 
internal validity of both the diagnostic ratio and the implicit ratio. It can also be 
seen as evidence for context independence of the ratio scores. Given the rapid 
nature of the responses required for large numbers of frequency estimates a 
consistent response over time stresses the notion of the measures representing an 
idiosyncratic bias resulting in an automated response. This consistency indicates 
some degree of context independence and is further evidence for specific 
individual processing styles and advocates an individual differences approach to 
stereotyping. 
These consistencies also appear between different national outgroups (non- 
identical applications). However, they do not extend to the artificially created 
group, where only few correlations show parallels between the two types of 
outgroup. Despite the limited evidence for universal processing these results 
further underline the style component of the responses. 
b) outgroups 
The fact that this consistency extends to non-identical applications may in part be 
related to the lack of significant differences in bias between the two national 
outgroups, both between and within subjects. Study 5 shows that trait frequency 
processing is not target group specific. On the one hand target group 
independence can be interpreted as further evidence for processing styles, 
automatic bias or context independence. However, it could also potentially limit 
the conclusions drawn in terms of consistency from the within subjects results, if 
the outgroups had been simply perceived as more or less the same. The two 
groups were however perceived to be of different status (despite the fact that the 
bias was on the whole not affected by this form of context). Where differences 
occurred they were in line with status, with the outgroup Greeks receiving greater 
bias. 
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c) mere categorization 
Besides addressing issues of automatic and outgroup independent bias study 5 
used an artificial group to elicit trait frequency responses. The question was 
whether such an arbitrary split of the sample would result in measurable 
categorical bias. The trait frequency measures did indeed demonstrate an ingroup 
serving bias comparable to the bias displayed for other more meaningful groups. 
Furthermore, all three measures showed intra-individual similarities with the 
artificial outgroup application if responses were controlled for target outgroup 
and perspective (5a). Although these results could not be repeated for the second 
section (5b) the evidence from study 5a alone is compelling additional evidence 
for categorization itself causing biases underlying ratio-based measures. The 
implications of target outgroup are secondary to the mere categorization into 
ingroup and outgroup (Schaller, 1991). 
The artificial outgroup was created on the basis of a bogus distinction and is 
merely a split within the ingroup. Yet the mere categorization as a result of such 
a minimal group paradigm-type split also led to categorization-based diagnostic 
ratio patterns similar to more natural outgroups. This minimal group distinction 
must have been very obvious to participants and indeed there was no trace of any 
ingroup identity and therefore performance and fatigue effects are certainly valid 
ways of accounting for such a phenomenon. But it seems that the mere 
appreciation that another group had been created was enough to trigger ingroup 
defensive descriptive items. These items are probably not so much outgroup 
descriptive as they are non-ingroup descriptive. Maintaining a positive self- 
image, which is done the easy way by putting down another group to gain 
positive distinctiveness seems to be at the root of the effect observed for the 
artificial outgroup. The similarities between the artificial outgroup and one of the 
national outgroup applications (2nd application) are therefore of specific interest. 
Not only do they demonstrate consistency and a possible individual category 
processing style, they also suggest that mere categorization is at the centre of the 
process. 
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This may come as no surprise as the ratio-based measures rely heavily on 
categorization. The fact that significant correlations also extend to Esses' score, 
which does not use category dichotomy ratios, shows that the similarities 
between national and artificial outgroups may be rooted in the content chosen, its 
desirability and its endorsement rather than in over-generalisations or frequency 
processing. If this was the case then the globality of processing (bias) styles is 
called into question. The existence of individual styles had been concluded 
earlier partly on the basis of these correlations across national and artificial 
outgroups. Given the considerations raised by Esses' scores consistencies across 
contexts (identical applications and national target outgroups) may on the whole 
be carried more by intention as realised by content choice and desirability 
perceptions. On the other hand the bias displayed for the artificial outgroup may 
just as well be rooted in outgroup estimates, high diagnosticity or endorsement. 
In either case the mere categorization effect displayed here raises questions about 
the influence of contextual meaning, cognitions and emotions on trait frequency 
processing. Do contextual influences only mediate the automatic ingroup serving 
response or do they shape the bias through intergroup intent? Evidence for 
rigidity of the bias would lead to the assumption that ingroup bias remains active 
regardless of circumstance. 
Two processes seem at the centre of this effect: The category recognition with its 
ingroup serving consequences and the frequency over-representation for 
outgroup descriptive material. An outgroup is ascribed unfavourable traits and a 
frequency bias then turns this material into the predominantly descriptive 
stereotype. 
d) perspective 
Taking some level of consistency as given and accepting within subject 
similarities across time as well as two different outgroups and an artificial 
category, some important questions arise. What is the level of control perceivers 
have over this seemingly automated response? (Devine, 1989) Are people at their 
category and frequency processors' mercy? And despite the somewhat 
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prerequisite question of how closely the described trait frequency bias matches 
real life stereotyping, how automatic is stereotyping? 
Processing objectives which influence motivated processing are looked at in later 
experiments, examining whether trait frequency bias can be overridden by 
instructions to exert mental control over the stereotyping process. The 
consistency found here over time is an important backdrop for a later study 
which uses processing objective manipulations with pre-and post tests in a three- 
step within subjects design (4.4). The differences between perspectives that study 
5 document, are the first evidence that the ratio-based measures, however rapid 
the responses may be, are indeed affected by questionnaire instructions. 
Significant between subjects differences were found for diagnostic ratios, 
implicit ratios and Esses' scores, yet absent from within subjects comparisons. 
The responses were more negative and of higher diagnosticity where participants 
responded on behalf of the British public rather then simply for themselves. This 
increase provides evidence for the between subjects properties of the measures 
and the effectiveness of questionnaire instructions. The successful manipulation 
for this between subjects design suggests that responses made by perceivers are 
subject to some degree of control. Whether this shift in perspective uncovers the 
real bias held by perceivers by taking away any responsibility for outgroup 
derogating responses or whether they just consider themselves the more tolerant 
ingroup members with a pessimistic view of the rest of their group remains 
unsolved. Krueger & Clement (1994b) provide evidence for consensus estimates 
to be egocentrically governed by perceiver's own responses. In any case the 
effect suggests some kind of performance effect either way. The important 
finding is that processing instructions have an effect on scores of all three 
measures. The results obtained here (5a) show a clear effect of abstraction on 
responses. Further experiments will investigate whether other processing 
objectives also manage to change perceivers responses. Rather than to increase 
the displayed bias (4.1) attempts will be made to decrease it through 
experimental manipulations such as suppression (4.3,4.4) and accountability 
(4.3). 
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4.1.10 measurement methodology (study 5a & 5b) 
The measurement methodology issues raised by previous studies are looked at 
again as a source of cross-validation. The split of the sample into two fractions 
(5a & 5b) meant that analyses were carried out three times, separately for each 
section and for the combined data. The results referred to were obtained from the 
combined data. Confounds which had made the split of study 5 necessary for 
addressing the perspective manipulation, do not infringe the analysis of 
measurement methodology. Largely the separate analyses match the combined 
data analysis. Differences will be pointed out where this is not the case. 
4.1.10.1 measurement methodology, analysis 
Paired t-test comparisons and correlations were obtained for the three 
applications of the ratio measures. Additionally two sets of combined scores were 
analysed, one combining the two national outgroup applications and a second 
combining all three applications, further increasing the validity of the structural 
analysis 95 
The issues addressed are a) content desirability, b) diagnostic ratio design, c) 
implicit ratio design, d) autoratios, and e) within ratio consistency. 
For t-test comparisons of this kind with a strong element of repetition involved it 
is particularly important that patterns are visible in the data. There is evidence for 
all prior findings, but study 5 uses data which combines scores and three separate 
analyses: One where the sequence for the two national outgroup is corrected for 
(e. g. all questionnaires regarding Greeks in the second application regardless of 
the actual time of application, together with the part of the sample that received 
only one outgroup, separating by outgroup), a second where time of application 
is kept in its original sequence and a third where only the data for the part of the 
sample is compared, and both applications were in reference to one outgroup. 
The findings reported here represent patterns of data consistent across these 
93 This was done for all the data and separately for identical and non-identical outgroups in the 
first two applications and with outgroups matched for application sequence. 
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different analyses. Without such cross-validation results are referred to as merely 
a trend. The separate analyses of 5a & 5b are used to clarify such issues 
96 
4.1.10.2 measurement methodology, results 
a) content desirability 
The results comparing diagnostic ratios of different content desirabilities largely 
support previous findings. Negative content ratios receive the highest scores. 
Ratio scores that combine content are less diagnostic and ratios computed from 
desirable content display the least diagnosticity. The pattern is clearly upheld, 
though full support is limited to the second application. The trend is found all 
through the data, whether controlled for outgroup sequence or not, but significant 
differences are by far more frequent for design 2 ratios. The support found in 
design 2 ratios for this pattern is not restricted to the applications by themselves, 
but extended to comparisons between applications and the ratio combinations. 
The third application for the artificial outgroup shows the same trend and 
significant differences underline this for design 2 ratios. 7 
b) diagnostic ratio design 
Although the trend is observable throughout the three applications and their 
combined scores, including the artificial outgroup application, support for the 
pattern of design 2 producing higher scores was limited to the first and second 
application. Significant differences across applications are more infrequent. 
Whereas the combined scores of the first two applications support the pattern and 
show a significant advantage for design 2, the combined scores for all three 
applications repeat this trend only with significant differences between negative 
content ratios. 
8 
' (measurement methodology table 5.1-5.32) 
97 5a & 5ab 
98 5a & 5ab 
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c) implicit ratio design 
Study 5 supplies strong support for the notion of design 2 ratios showing higher 
scores (fig. 16). In many cases the effect is also present between applications and 
for combined scores as well as between combined scores and the three 
applications. 








(fig 16) study 5 (a & b): y-axis = implicit ratio scores, design 1&2, outgroup 1&2, artificial outgroup. 
IM1 time 1 5.15, time 2.1 3.51, time 2.2 3.98 IM2 time 1 8.89, time 2.1 4.97, time 2.2 7.12 
d) autoratios 
Low autoratio scores for diagnostic and implicit ratios, particularly for 
undesirable content diagnostic ratios, underline the outgroup descriptive nature 
and ingroup exclusiveness of the chosen content material. The established pattern 
for autoratios upheld as a trend. 
99 Autoratios computed from negative content are 
the least ingroup descriptive and representing positive content ratios are most 
readily considered appropriate for the ingroup. Significant differences however 
are limited to the second application and positive content autoratios never exceed 
outgroup ratios. 
99 supported by section 5a (and 5b as a trend) 
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e) within ratio consistency 
Numerous correlations stress the consistency within the two ratio measures. 
Correlations are particularly frequent within the same application, design and 
content desirability. The correlations with the third application (artificial 
outgroup) are found with the second application, though rarely with the first 
application a week before. The implicit ratio results largely mirror this finding, 
but the significant correlations between design 2 ratios of the first and third 
applications demonstrate similarities across the applications despite the fact that 
the third applications involved an artificial group. 
4.1.10.3 measurement methodology, discussion 
Study 5 provides no new methodological insights. If anything, the experiment's 
more complex structure and the split into sections obscure measurement 
methodology findings of previous studies. The ingroup defensive processing of 
previous studies is documented by the effects of content desirability and ratio 
design for the diagnostic ratios. This is highlighted by design 2 negative content 
ratios being by far the most outgroup descriptive. Correlational evidence may not 
be as convincing as in the first 4 studies but given the complexity of the 
experiment this may not be surprising. Overall, study 5 supports previous 
measurement methodology findings. 
Study 5 stresses the internal consistency of the new implicit ratio and documents 
the same pattern of design 2 advantage throughout and across applications. The 
implicit ratio with its inclusion of content valence ratings gives rise to the 
speculation that the mere categorization effect (Gurwitz & Dodge, 1977; 
Schaller, 1991; Bornstein, 1993) displayed for the artificial outgroup diagnostic 
ratios also finds expression in valence ratings. The content material for the 
artificial group was found to be seen as highly outgroup descriptive and 
undesirable and provides evidence for mere categorization to have had an effect 
on perceiver's trait frequency processing, 
'°° contradicting Lalonde & Gardner's 
100 Despite this seemingly clear evidence for a mere categorization effect on processing 
(supporting Schaller, 1991), there is need for caution. The high implicit ratio scores suggest that 
the chosen material was both outgroup descriptive and undesirable. However, these unfavourable 
implications of mere categorization seem extreme and unlikely as the bogus nature of 
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(1989) findings for stereotype differentials (Gardner et al., 1988) that only 
meaningful groups are stereotyped. 
From a measurement methodological point of view, splitting study 5 in two has 
had no adverse implications on the conclusions that can be drawn from the data. 
Study 5 provides strong evidence that categorical processing of trait frequency 
information found for meaningful outgroups also extends to an artificially created 
group. Mere categorization eliciting trait frequency bias shows that this element 
of stereotyping is relatively automatic and spontaneous, as well as independent of 
specific category settings. 
4.1.11 additional issues (study 5a & 5b) 
4.1.11.1 additional issues, analysis 
a) between-subjects differences of outgroup status perception 
Participants' relative status estimates were used to divide the sample on the basis 
of ingroup or outgroup favouring status hierarchy perceptions and entered into a 
Oneway ANOVA model. 
b) between subjects differences relating to the amount of items generated 
Oneway ANOVAs were employed to find out whether the number of generated 
content items affected the measures (table 5.35). 
c) between-subjects differences of number of target outgroups 
Between-subjects Oneway ANOVAs were used to check for differences between 
the two sample halves, which either experienced two identical applications (5b) 
or applications for two different national target outgroups (5a). 1°1 
categorization must have been obvious to participants and is expressed by the unconvincing 
manipulation check. A very blatant performance effect therefore might be as likely an 
explanation as a successful manipulation, despite the claim of the measurement being immune to 
such corruption. 
101 (table 5.34-5.35) 
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d) comparisons between the measures 
As in previous studies correlations between the measures were examined, 
expecting strong relationships between the ratio measures of the same ratio 
design. The correlation matrix for study 5 involves large numbers of variables for 
the three measures, at three points in time with their two combining scores. 
4.1.11.2 additional issues, results & discussion (study 5a & 5b) 
a) between subjects differences in target outgroup status perception 
The effect of status perceptions on measures was addressed by two separate 
approaches using Oneway ANOVAs for between subject comparisons. In one 
instance the difference between ingroup or outgroup favouring relative status 
estimates was sought by using status ratios where the absolute estimates for each 
outgroup are divided by the ingroup estimates. These status ratios were then used 
to group the sample into participants who considered their own national group to 
either be of higher or lower status than the target outgroup. None of the 
participants considered the national outgroup Greeks being of lower relative 
status than the British, but for the other national outgroup, the Dutch both 
ingroup and outgroup favouring status estimates were made. This division 
resulted in significant differences for design 2 diagnostic ratios made for the 
artificial outgroup, though there was no significant effect on any other measure. 
The second approach used absolute status estimates for the two outgroups and 
yielded significant effects for some diagnostic autoratios of the first two 
applications and one diagnostic ratio. 
b) between subjects differences relating to the amount of items generated 
Analyses revealed that the number of items perceivers generate has an effect on 
the implicit ratio and Esses' score, which both use valence ratings. In the case of 
Esses' score the effect is very strong and poses a great threat to the score's role as 
a measure of representational strength, if its primary determinant would turn out 
to be the amount of material generated. This is illuminating in itself, particularly 
since lack of enthusiasm on behalf of participants translates on face value, having 
run numerous of these experiments, into increased scores. Apathy as reflected by 
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few content items or lack of knowledge about the target group seems to go hand 
in hand with more intense stereotyping. As interesting as this effect may be, it 
causes great concern for Esses' measure on the basis of its magnitude. 102 
c) between subjects differences in number of target outgroups 
No pattern emerged suggesting the number of target outgroups had any effect on 
performance on any of the ratio-based measures. 
d) comparisons between the measures 
As expected the two ratio-based measures show the strongest links. Diagnostic 
ratios of both designs correlate with implicit ratios of both designs. Correlations 
are on the whole stronger if the ratio designs are the same. Such inter-ratio 
correlations are particularly frequent with diagnostic ratios which represent or 
include undesirable content. Significant correlations are most frequent within one 
application, though not restricted to them. Correlations across ratio measures and 
across applications further underline the similarities between the measures within 
individuals. Significant correlations across applications are most frequent for the 
first two applications but they also emerge for example between third application 
artificial outgroup diagnostic ratios of all content desirabilities and designs and 
second application implicit ratios. 
Significant correlations between diagnostic ratios and Esses' scores are scarce, 
though a relationship between ingroup Esses' scores and autoratios is found. 
Significant correlations between Esses' scores and implicit ratios are more 
prevalent, though mostly limited within first and second application. 
Significant correlations between the measures are relatively common, particularly 
between the ratio-based measures, which lends confidence to the notion that 
despite their conceptual and computational differences the three measures assess 
a common intra-individual readiness to stereotype. 
The correlations between the measures highlight their similarities and the 
individual differences expressed by the measures are more then a measurement 
102 (time 1 ES out F=80.4976; time 2 ES out F= 77.6418 5a & 5b, table 5.34-5.35) 
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specific finding. This is particularly good news for the implicit ratio which is 
designed to be particularly sensitive to individual differences, both in terms of 
category perceptions and content meaning. Despite their dissimilarity they 
involve similar concepts. For a start, they all use perceiver generated content and 
frequency estimates and represent the same data. This could already be the source 
of a great deal of infra-individual similarity. Secondly they all three assess levels 
of content endorsement. Patterns in correlations between the three measures 
reflect further similarities, e. g. the use of a ratio technique, the ratio design or the 
inclusion of valence ratings. Further sources of relationships between the 
measures are reference groups (e. g. autoratios, ingroup scores), applications and 
content desirabilities. 
4.1.12 methodological problems & general discussion 
Study 5 as it presents itself now is relatively complex. The original experimental 
design did not aim for this degree of complexity, which is a result of several 
problems which occurred during the implementation of the design. 
The original design was to address three central issues, (1) within subject 
consistency over time for one specific target outgroup, (2) between subjects 
comparisons of target outgroup at time 1 and 2 and (3) between subjects 
comparisons of perspective (degree of abstraction). 
Several problems during the implementation, led to only 13 participants entering 
part of the original design. Within subjects comparisons of target outgroup and 
clear-cut conditions of perspective were an unintended `bonus' but turned out to 
be of no effect. One objective in the analysis stage was to counteract and exploit 
this unnecessary complexity as much as was possible. Because of this not only 
the chronological application sequence had to be abandoned at several points to 
ensure a maximum match in between subjects comparisons, but also the data set 
had to be split to simplify the design. 
Study 5 has supplied cross-validation for measurement methodology findings of 
previous studies. The design allowed the analysis of additional questions about 
the nature of the trait frequency bias raised by earlier results (study 2& 4). No 
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specificity of trait frequency responses for different national outgroups was 
found. Outgroup status perceptions did not result in different biases. In fact 
responses across target outgroups are relatively consistent. Together with 
consistencies across identical applications over time and consistencies with an 
artificial outgroup they support notions of individual processing styles, which 
find expression in trait frequency biases. How content related this bias is could 
not be decided definitively (3.8.10). At this stage of the research the evidence is 
counted towards the spontaneous, automatic and context independent nature of 
the trait frequency bias. This impression is substantiated by biased trait frequency 
processing extending to meaningless categorizations. Mere categorization has 
lead to bias. 
The main experimental question throughout this second experimental section is 
to what extent either context or processing objectives can influence the rigidity of 
the trait frequency bias. To test the extent of control over the bias the perspective 
from which perceivers made trait frequency responses was manipulated. The 
degree of abstraction beyond the self affected trait frequency bias. Between 
subjects results show that hiding behind the ingroup perspective releases 
responses perceivers are not prepared to make if they are responsible personally. 
Clearly, experimental instructions managed to mediate trait frequency bias. 
Absent within subjects effects are interpreted to be the result of confounds not 
counteracted sufficiently by experimental design. But do these results suggest 
that frequency processing has chanced as an effect of perspective or do they 
merely represent a more outrageous selection of content material? Although this 
issue may not be conclusively answered, the content selection alone is unlikely to 
have affected the measures. Particularly implicit ratios represent a combination of 
influences, content choice, content valence, content prevalence and content 
exclusiveness. And it is the exclusiveness (diagnosticity) which expresses intent 
beyond the choice of content material. Implicit ratios show increased 
diagnosticity, a widening of the gap between ingroup and outgroup 
descriptiveness of content material. Further studies will carry on looking for 
control over trait frequency responses, but rather than artificially boosting bias 
they will aim to reduce the bias through experimental manipulations. 
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Despite the split of study two into two designs results provide two valuable 
insights into trait frequency processes. First, mere categorization was found to 
elicit trait frequency bias. Second, level of abstraction (perspective) was found to 
influence trait frequency bias, showing that there are means by which perceivers 
can exert some control over their frequency representations and the extent to 
which they generalise stereotypic content across an outgroup. 
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4.2 Study 6 
3.5 study 1 p. 96 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- global vs. matched 
outgroups 
3.6 study 2 p. 108 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- content lists 
- outgroup status 
3.7 study 3 p. 118 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
3.8 study 4 p. 128 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
-3 ethnic minorities 
4.1 study 5 p. 163 
- attrib. perspective 
-2 diff. outgroups 
- artificial outgroup 
4.2 study 6 p. 198 
- category priming 
global / specific 
= suppression 
4.3 study 7 p. 220 
-2 outgroups 
- (1) accountability 
(2) control 
(3) suppression 
4.4 study 8 p. 248 
- attrib. perspective 
-2 outgroups 
- repeated meas. 
suppression 
4.2.1 link to previous studies 
The experiments so far have focused on clear-cut mutually exclusive categories. 
Some of these categories have been very similar and matched for a range of 
characteristics (e. g. Study 1 young employees vs. students) apart from one 
defining difference (occupation). Nevertheless participants were always able to 
make clear distinctions between the outgroups. The following study recognises 
that clear-cut categorizations are always linked in a framework of social 
complexities, where people at any given time belong to a number of categories 
which differ in terms of salience between contexts. Complex social 
categorization causes perceivers to have to cope with overlapping representations 
associated with each category label (e. g. Eagly & Kite, 1987). Categorizing 
social objects means making choices between competing representations. One 
approach to model this multiple category attribution is to stress the active choice 
between category representations, where perceivers make a decision to see a 
person in a specific light as an exemplar of their category. Another approach 
posits selective attention to a specific category at the time when the category 
information is useful and suppression of information which is not immediately 
relevant. People can belong to several categories at a time which might be 
associated with conflicting representations. Perceivers can concentrate on any 
aspect of category hierarchies of mutual inclusiveness and exclusiveness (e. g. 
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age, gender, occupation, ethnic background etc. ) while ignoring others. Any of 
these categories can be used by perceivers to make judgements about the target 
person while other information is shut out (Hamilton & Sherman, 1994). 
Research using multiple categorizations is still relatively scarce and category 
dichotomy still dominates investigations into category effects. However the fact 
that competing representations and category activation are relevant to stereotype 
activation is increasingly noted (e. g. Smith & Zdrate, 1990; 1992; Macrae, 
Bodenhausen & Milne, 1995). 
In many respects the diagnostic ratio and the implicit ratio, too, artificially limit 
the social world to two antagonistic categories, the ingroup and the outgroup. The 
implicit ratio in particular relies on a categorization effect rather than a category 
effect (study 1& 5) and does not include any notion of multiple category 
associations. But when participants are asked to generate characteristics for one 
specific target group they may home in on any aspect of a category hierarchy 
associated with a target group member. Overriding categories or salient subtypes 
may infiltrate the list of outgroup descriptive content. To look at multiple 
categorizations and processes choosing representations to fit certain groups and 
its possible implications for stereotype measurement, a manipulation of category 
activation is attempted in this study. 
4.2.2 introduction & description study 6 
Macrae et al., (1995) use reaction time and lexical decision measures after 
parafoveal priming procedures to heighten category salience for either of two 
overlapping categories (Chinese women), manipulating category dominance and 
activation of category representations, and demonstrate that a primed category 
receives selective attention in multiple category settings. They find access to the 
dominant category to be enhanced and the remaining information actively 
suppressed, suggesting that both excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms operate to 
keep unwanted and potentially distracting information about a non-primed 
category out of the way for the sake of less effortful processing (Dijksterhuis & 
van Knippenberg, 1994). 
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Such selectivity in the use of category information is highly relevant to the way 
stereotypes are measured by Esses' score and the implicit ratio. If the activation 
of a more global category can change the proportion of material that is 
specifically outgroup descriptive, this dilution of the stereotype might also affect 
the diagnosticity of the chosen content material. 
If perceivers home in on different aspects of the category hierarchy (Stangor et 
al., 1992) that describes a group and as a result produce characteristics which fit a 
more global aspect of the category this may affect frequency estimates 
particularly when compared to another group. 
In this study priming a more global category (women) as opposed to the specific 
outgroup (Chinese women) is thought to make the concept more accessible and 
ready to apply when participants are asked to generate content for the target 
outgroup. 103 This increase in the percentage of characteristics descriptive of a 
more embracing concept acts as a dilution of the representations for the actual 
outgroup. If this in turn affects the implicit ratio it would have some important 
implications for the measure. Selective attention to aspects of a category leading 
to a change in displayed intensity would mean that the implicit ratio would be 
more than simply illustrating a mere categorization effect, but prove it to be 
receptive to the degree of category specificity. The hypothesis for this study 
being that priming the overriding category (women) dilutes the choice of content 
items and thereby reduces intensity for that material. An alternative hypothesis 
would be that the priming of a broader category complicates processing by 
diverting attention away from the target group and therefore would increase 
stereotypicality judgements. If the implicit ratio was not found to be influenced 
by category priming, yet the choice of content was affected, the implication 
would be that that the content is only a vehicle for ingroup defensive bias in 
probability judgements. 
A second area of interest in this study is the role of processing objectives. The 
additional experimental question addressed is whether the introduction of a 
103 see also Macrae, Bodenhausen & Milne (1995) 
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processing objective, namely to avoid stereotyping, has an effect on participants' 
performance on the measurement scales. 
Suppressing stereotypic thought which involves erasing activated stereotypic 
concepts by exerting mental control over what otherwise would be a dedicated 
process of activation and application (Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 
1994) refers to an active avoidance of certain concepts declared undesirable. The 
question here is whether stereotypic concepts once activated cannot only be kept 
from being uttered but whether semantic suppression can also undermine ratio- 
based measures such as the implicit ratio. 
The implicit ratio picks up a category bias, which can be argued to be principally 
involved in the formation of stereotypes. But can the explicit instruction to avoid 
using stereotypic material affect a process-oriented measure? And if it can, does 
it affect the bias directly or through dilution of content? 
In two ways study 6 looks at the relationship between the choice of content 
material and an expressed trait frequency bias. First, the effect of dilution of 
content is looked at by broadening the reference frame through a superordinate 
category prime. Second, suppression instructions are given to parts of the sample 
to see whether semantic suppression translates into a reduction of trait frequency 
bias. This experiment aims to investigate the relationship between the application 
of activated stereotypic concepts and the expression of trait frequency bias 
through implicit ratio scores. It aims to resolve some of the questions regarding 
stereotypic content and processing. 
Following on from between subjects results of in group perspective increasing 
bias obtained by study 5, this experiment looks at suppression instructions as a 
possible way of reducing bias. At the same time it aims to investigate- the 
relationship between controlling semantic responses (stereotype suppression, 
4.4.7.5) and possible inhibition of trait frequency bias. 
4.2.3 measurement methodology issues 
As in previous studies the measurement methodology issues of interest related to 
the mechanics of the diagnostic ratio and the implicit ratio, aiming to cross- 
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validate earlier findings about the role of a) content desirability b) diagnostic 
ratio design c) implicit ratio design d) auto ratios and e) within ratio consistency. 
4.2.4 comparisons of measurement techniques 
As in previous studies the three measurement techniques were compared with 
each other in terms of how they benefited the experimental objectives. For this 
study, particular interest was placed in their between subjects properties. 
4.2.5 experimental manipulations 
The two primary experimental questions related to between subjects effects of 
category prime and suppression instruction. Priming either a global or specific 
group (woman, Chinese woman) was hypothesised to affect stereotype measures, 
arguing that a prime for a broader category would dilute the outgroup descriptive 
content generated with superordinate category content. The instruction to 
suppress stereotypic thoughts was hypothesised to affect the measures either by 
causing a change in the type of content generated for the outgroup or by exerting 
some form of control over the frequency or desirability representations. 
Additional questions addressed using a between subjects approach were the 
amount of desirable and undesirable content generated for the outgroup, the 
overall amount of content generated, the amount of category prime specific 
characteristics and a distinction on the basis of relative status perceptions (Eagly 
& Steffen, 1984). 
4.2.6 design & justification 
For this study only one application of the three measures was used. Two 
manipulations are introduced to investigate between subjects effects on the 
measures in a2 by 2 design. 
The first manipulation addresses the question whether category priming would 
influence the measures. Selective category priming has been found to affect the 
application of stereotypic material. But if content application is affected by 
category primes (Banaji et al., 1993) in multiple category settings (e. g. Eagly & 
Kite, 1987), priming may translate to trait frequency bias. The present study uses 
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either a category prime which matches the target group (Chinese women) or a 
concept which more globally matches the category (women). The question is 
whether the more global prime results in a more global choice of content material 
and this in turn leads to lower diagnosticity as expressed by the measures. 
Different category saliences activating different sets of stereotypes as a function 
of inclusiveness of levels of category hierarchies are looked at by investigating 
consistencies and differences in the strength of the trait frequency bias. 
The second manipulation was introduced to attempt to alter participants' 
processing objectives. Suppression instructions were hypothesised to lead to 
semantic suppression of stereotypic material which in turn would lead to a 
reduction in trait frequency bias. Initially, the presence or absence of a 
suppression instruction while responding to questions was to merely show 
whether Esses' scores and the ratio measures, particularly the new implicit ratio, 
were affected by a shift in processing objectives. The between subjects data 
should demonstrate any possible effect of suppression instruction on the trait 
frequency measures. Direct interference of suppression instructions and content 
dilution effects on processing of trait frequency information will be addressed. 
Effects of suppression (e. g. Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 1994) suggest 
that perceivers can gain control over their semantic responses. After a stereotype 
is activated perceivers are still able to suppress its use. The objective not to 
stereotype causes perceivers to stop short of applying a set of stereotypic beliefs 
which have been triggered by the category. This study uses this manipulation not 
to contribute to the literature on semantic suppression (5.3.3.2), but to find out 
whether trait frequency bias can be reduced by giving instructions not to think 
stereotypically. Whether reductions of bias are then a result of semantic 
suppression diluting content or whether a direct route between instructions and 
processing exists is a secondary issue. 
The two between subjects manipulations, category prime and suppression 
instruction are not immediately related and separate experiments might have been 
useful, yet priming was hypothesised to affect suppression. If the non-category 
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specific prime would lead to a more diluted stereotype, semantic suppression 
may also be easier, which in turn may affect the trait frequency bias. 
diagram of 2x2 experimental design for study 6 (df = 42) 
between subjects: category prime 




WOMAN CHINESE WOMAN 
exemplar photo A exemplar photo B 
story exemplar A story exemplar B 
(1) (2) 
n=26 n=17 
NO SUPPRESSION SUPPRESSION 
instruction instruction 
4.2.6.1 conditions 
The category prime manipulation involved two conditions, one for a single 
global category prime (women) versus the specific target outgroup (Chinese 
women) prime. The priming procedure involved a photograph of a representative 
of each group (Fazio et at., 1995) and an instruction to compose a story depicting 
a typical day in the life of the person in the photo (Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne, 
Jetten, 1994). The suppression instruction, which was either absent or present in 
the introduction to the experiment told participants that "Psychological research 
has established that our impressions and evaluations of others are consistently 
biased by stereotypic preconceptions. For this part of the study you should try to 
avoid thinking about this person in such a manner. " 
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4.2.6.2 methodology 
The application of the measures resulted in the computation of diagnostic ratios 
and autoratios for each design and content desirability, Esses' scores and implicit 
ratios for both designs and autoratio. 
4.2.7 materials & procedure 
4.2.7.1 materials 
Materials used were a 9-page booklet of questionnaires as before with distractor 
items such as the relative status questionnaire and filler tasks asking participants 
for anagrams of the names of well known members of the Psychology 
department. For the story task a total of four photos of category exemplars was 
used as stimulus material for which participants generated an imaginary story. 
Half of the sample received an instruction to suppress stereotypic thought after 
the story task but preceding the main part of the application containing the 
measures as they had been used previously. 
4.2.7.2 subjects & procedure 
Participants in this study were 43 Bristol University students (48.8% female, 
51.2% male, age range: 17-45, average age 22) who were paid £3 for 
participation. Upon arrival in the lab participants were randomly assigned to the 
conditions. As an initial task participants were given 10 minutes to compose a 
story describing a typical day in the life of an exemplar presented in a photo for 
each priming condition. According to condition, one photo depicted a young 
Chinese woman, the other a young female University student. Participants 
received a booklet of questionnaires which referred to the target outgroup 
`Chinese women'. 
Following the story task, the application of the measures followed previous 
experiments with one exception: The number of items (20) participants were 
asked to generate for the target outgroup (Chinese women) was twice the amount 
used in previous experiments (10 items). Participants were placed under mild 
time constraints. 
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4.2.8 measurement methodology, analysis 
The familiar range of measurement methodology topics was addressed by within 
subjects analyses using t-tests and correlations. The same objectives concerning 
the interpretation oft-test results were in place that were used in previous studies. 
a) content desirability 
Content desirability in the diagnostic ratio was looked at by comparing ratio 
scores, expecting the established pattern of undesirable content ratios to be the 
most outgroup descriptive. 
b) diagnostic ratio design & c) implicit ratio design 
The pattern expected for both ratio-based measures was an advantage of design 2 
diagnostic and implicit ratios in terms of diagnosticity. Design 2 uses the ingroup 
explicitly as base-rate for outgroup estimates and was therefore expected to 
reveal higher scores. 
d) autoratios 
Autoratios were expected to be the least outgroup diagnostic and show a reverse 
in the content desirability pattern (DR au) established for diagnostic ratios. 
e) within ratio consistency 
High within ratio consistency expressed by correlations was expected, 
underlining the construct validity of the measures. 
4.2.9 measurement methodology, results 
a) content desirability 
T-test results underline previous findings on the role of content desirability in 
diagnostic ratios. The ingroup serving pattern of undesirable content ratio being 
the most diagnostic and desirable content ratios the least diagnostic is repeated, 
illustrated by significant differences between the ratios (fig. 17, table 6.3-6.5). 
For autoratios the pattern is reversed, though there are no significant differences 
between the autoratios. 
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all positive negative 
content content conent 
design 1 
design 2 
(fig. 17) study 6: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, design 1&2, for all content, positive and negative 
content. DR1+/- 2.62, DR1+ 2.12, DR1- 2.88, DR2+/- 4.38, DR2+ 2.51, DR2- 5.4 
b) diagnostic ratio design 
The emerging pattern matches previous results. For diagnostic ratios combining 
all content and ratios for undesirable content, design 2 delivers higher scores. A 
reversal for positive content ratios is not demonstrated, though the difference 
between designs is non-significant (fig. 18, table 6.1). 
















DR-V- " DR + MDR- 
(fig. 18) study 6. y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, design 1&2, for all content, positive and negative 
content. DR1+/- 2.62, DR1+ 2.12, DR1- 2.88, DR2+/- 4.38, DR2+ 2.51, DR2- 5.4 
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c) implicit ratio design 
Implicit ratios results repeated previous findings and show significantly higher 














design 1 autorato 
(fig. 19) study 6: y-axis = implicit ratio scores, design 1,2 & autoratio. IM1 3.57, IM2 6.34, [Mau 1.27 
d) autoratios 











design 1 design 2 
  
a ulo rato 
DR-W- " DR + MDR- 
(fig. 20) study 6 diagnostic ratios, design 1&2, for all content, positive and negative content. DR1+/- 2.62, 
DR1+ 2.12, DR1- 2.88, DR2+/- 4.38, DR2+ 2.51, DR2- 5.4 DRau+/- 1.1, DRau+ 1.23, DRau- 1.04 
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design 2 
The expected pattern for autoratios was found. They demonstrate the reversal of 
the diagnostic ratio pattern in terms of content desirability and stress the 
outgroup descriptive nature of the content (fig. 20). Implicit autoratios monitor 
this finding. 
e) within ratio consistency. 
Numerous significant correlations confirm high consistency within the two ratio- 
based measures. 
4.2.10 measurement methodology, discussion 
Results relating to the methodology of the ratio-based techniques closely 
followed previous findings. As in previous studies, the artificial base-rate used in 
a ratio-based measure, and the role of content meaning were found to influence 
scores. Internal consistency underlined the construct validity of the measures and 
individual styles expressed by the measures hinting at their individual difference 
properties. The results stress the self-serving nature of the bias underlying ratio 
effects. 
4.2.11 comparative issues, analysis 
In order to establish relationships between the diagnostic ratio, Esses' score and 
the implicit ratio, correlations between the measures were looked at in greater 
detail. Of particular interest were relationships within one measurement entity 
such as between measures sharing the same content desirability or being 
computed according to the same ratio design. 
4.2.12 comparative issues, results 
Several significant correlations across the different measures were found. They 
revealed that the implicit ratio on the whole correlated with diagnostic ratios and 
Esses' outgroup score, whereas significant relationships between Esses' outgroup 
score and the diagnostic ratios were limited to significant negative correlations 
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with the undesirable content design 1 ratio104 Esses' ingroup scores with 
desirable content autoratios. 105 
4.2.13 comparative issues, discussion 
The relationships established between the two ratio-based measures validate 
previous findings of individual differences active across different measures. The 
correlations between the implicit ratio and Esses' outgroup score point out that 
content endorsement expressed by Esses' score is reflected in the category 
difference measure of the implicit ratio. Both measures combine content 
endorsement with valence ratings, demonstrating that the categorical processing 
bias picked up by the implicit ratio also includes a component monitoring 
representational strength. 
The relative absence of correlations between diagnostic ratios and Esses' 
outgroup score can be interpreted in terms of the different category information 
the two measures use. Whereas the diagnostic ratio uses category dichotomy 
information, which does not include content meaning, Esses' scores uses 
meaning to describe a different form of content endorsement. This highlights the 
unqualified nature of the diagnostic ratio in this format. 
106 The diagnostic ratio 
indicates that there is a category bias but makes no reference to the quality of this 
bias. 
4.2.14 experimental manipulations, analysis 
Oneway ANOVAs were carried out for the two experimental between subjects 
manipulations of a) category prime and b) suppression instruction. Further 
Oneway comparisons were included to investigate several additional questions, 
namely looking at the content generated for this experiment and its consequences 
for the three measurement techniques, which were c) the amount and proportion 
of desirable and undesirable content generated for the outgroup, d) the overall 
amount of content generated, e) the amount of category prime specific 
104 (r--. 3055*) table 6.11-6.16 
105 (r--. 3013*; r--. 3559*) 
106 It should be acknowledged that the diagnostic ratio (McCauley & Stitt, 1978; McCauley, Stitt 
& Segal, 1980) was not conceived as a processing measure but as a content identification tool. 
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characteristics as well as f) distinctions on the basis of relative status perceptions 
and g) higher order effects. 
4.2.15 experimental manipulations, results 
4.2.15.1 results 
a) category prime 
diagnostic ratios, global and outgroup specific prime 








DRa.. - ;, R1, 
(fig. 21) study 6: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, for all, positive and negative content, design 1&2, 
superordinate and specific category primes (non-significant additional table 6.15-17). 
Chinese woman: DR1+/- 2.72, DR2+/- 4.64, DRau+/- 1.13, DR1+ 2.04, DR2+ 2.42, 
DRau+ 1.29, DR1- 3.15, DR2- 5.93, DRau- 1.08 
woman: DR1+/- 2.34, DR2+/- 3.71, DRau+/- 1.02, DR1+ 3.34, DR2+ 2.75, 
DRau+ 1.08, DR1- 2.18, DR2- 4.04, DRau- 
. 93 
The manipulation of either priming a Superordinate category (women) or the 
target outgroup in question (Chinese women) had no significant effect on any of 
the three stereotype measures. Trends are observable though, that priming the 
specific category elicited a stronger trait frequency bias, unless only desirable 
material is used to compute the ratio (fig. 21 & 23). Oneway ANOVA 
comparisons yielded no significant effects. 
107 
107 (additional tables 6.15-6.17). 
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Esses' scores, global and outgroup specific prime 











ES gen ES in 
(fig. 22) study 6: y-axis = Esses' scores, for outgroup, 'people in general' & ingroup percentages, 
superordinate and specific category primes (non-significant, add. table 6.16). Chinese 
woman: ES out . 3, 
ES gen. 28, ES in . 
29, woman: ES out . 56, ES gen . 29, ES in . 
37 
implicit ratios, global and outgroup specific prime 









IM 1 IM 2 
(fig. 23) study 6: y-axis = implicit ratio scores, design 1,2 & autoratios, superordinate and specific category 
primes. (non-significant, additional table 6.17) Chinese woman: IM1 4.00, IM2 7.23, 
IMau 1.32, woman IM1 2.45, IM2 4.02, IMau 1.34 
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ES out 
b) suppression instruction 
Oneway ANOVAs for the between subjects manipulation of stereotype 
suppression, either asking participants to suppress any stereotypic thought 
towards the outgroup or not, yielded no significant effect for any of the measures 
(table 6.9). 
c) amount of desirable and undesirable content generated for the outgroup 
The proportion of desirable versus undesirable content material generated by 
perceivers predicted Esses' scores and implicit ratio scores, though no significant 
Oneway ANOVA results 1° were obtained for diagnostic ratios. Either higher or 
lower proportion of undesirable traits generated predicted scores for all three 
Esses scores (outgroup score and ingroup scores) and demonstrated a significant 
effect on the design 1 implicit ratio and autoratio. 
The absolute amount of negatively valenced material however did also predict 
diagnostic ratio scores. Significant effects were obtained for design 1 diagnostic 
ratios which contain representations for negative traits and two autoratios 
containing representations of desirable characteristics. The absolute number of 
undesirable items also showed significant effects for all Esses' scores and 
implicit ratios. The amount of desirable material only affected Esses' scores. 
d) overall amount of content generated 
Contradicting findings of study 5, the amount of content generated for the target 
outgroup did not predict score performance for Esses' score nor the implicit ratio. 
Participants were asked to generate up to 20 trait items and many of them failed 
to come up with that many characteristics. The absolute number of traits 
generated had no predictive power over any of the measures (table 6.23-6.24). 
e) amount of category prime specific characteristics 
The amount of target outgroup prime non-specific items (generally descriptive of 
women) was strongly influenced by the kind of prime presented (p= . 0002), but 
had no effect (Oneway ANOVA) on the stereotype measures (table 6.21). 
108 (table 6.6) 
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f) distinction on the basis of relative status perceptions 
No pattern of significant effects of relative status perception (ingroup favouring 
or outgroup favouring) emerged, with only one significant effect for a desirable 
content autoratio (DR au + p= . 
0181), where the perceived higher relative 
outgroup status caused positive ingroup descriptiveness to increase. 
g) higher order effects 
An ANOVA model for the effects of category prime by proportion of undesirable 
and desirable items demonstrated significant higher order effects for Esses' 
scores and the design 1 implicit ratio and autoratio (table 6.10). 
4.2.15.2 methodological problems 
In more ideal circumstances the two manipulations of category prime and 
suppression should not have been attempted in one study. Despite the danger of 
possible higher order effects between two rather unrelated manipulations, they 
were realised in one study. As it turns out none of the manipulations resulted in 
significant effects or higher order effects (content dilution and suppression 
instruction). In the relatively small sample none of the participants showed 
outgroup favouring relative status perceptions and analyses of absolute status 
perceptions are therefore of limited power. 
4.2.16 experimental manipulations, discussion 
categorization 
Multiple categorizations have to be assumed to be involved in most of social 
cognition. Any time a category-based judgement is made this judgement will 
have to involve some form of category hybrid. As a means of simplification, the 
complexities of multiple category settings may be reduced to single dominant 
categories (Zdrate & Smith, 1990) while other categories such as superordinate 
categories or subtypes are ignored or actively shut out (Macrae, Bodenhausen & 
Milne, 1995). One aim of study 6 was to look at the effect of categorization on 
trait frequency measures. Beyond the interest in a direct effect of category prime 
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itself, the study looked for effects of content dilution as a result of categorization 
on trait frequency measures. 
The results however suggest that it makes little difference to the strength of the 
trait frequency bias (between subjects) whether a Superordinate category is 
activated or not. The manipulation has not worked for the trait frequency 
measures. However, category activation and priming seem to mediate the choice 
of content material while trait frequency bias as measured by the implicit ratio 
remains unaffected. 
Multiple categorization and heightened category salience seem to have given way 
to the single dominant category, the target outgroup, not the dominant category 
as predicted by the priming procedure. Selective attention actively suppressing 
the target outgroup (Chinese women) and replacing it with representations of the 
more global category (women) has influenced the choice of content (p= . 0002) 
yet the hypothesised dilution of the bias has not taken place. Although more 
global characteristics were adopted to the list of outgroup descriptive material the 
bias remained undiluted. The priming procedure worked by widening the field of 
category representations, but the diagnosticity and negativity as expressed by the 
implicit ratio remains in place. 
Study 5 had raised doubts about the independence of the trait frequency measures 
from the choice of content. Results from study which show that dilution of 
content does not necessitate a dilution of bias reassert the independence of the 
described bias. Frequency representations seem biased towards outgroups 
independently of the actual content chosen to characterise outgroups, a 
conclusion which is in line with findings from all studies. Content choice 
(activation and application) does not infringe upon the frequency bias created for 
them. On the other hand the results do not support hypotheses that categorization, 
after all a key feature of ratio-based trait frequency measures, influences the 
strength of the bias. 109 
'09 Findings of study 5 that had shown the influence of the overall amount of content participants 
generate are not repeated. However, study 6 does show effects of the amount of content 
separately for both desirable and undesirable material. As in study 5, effects of content quantity 
was reflected in implicit ratio and, to a greater extent, Esses' score performance. The proportion 
of positively and negatively valence content also interacted significantly with the category prime 
for Esses' scores and implicit ratios. Here the category prime was again shown to have an effect 
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Multiple categorization was simulated by priming either a specific category or a 
superordinate category. Priming the superordinate category led to dilution of 
content generated for the specific category, yet the expected implications for 
frequency representations based upon such content did not happen. Dilution of 
content did not result in reduction trait frequency bias. The bias has to be 
assumed to be a separate, content independent entity. 
There are concerns that the priming advantage may have worn off after the initial 
task of generating content material, and that supplying frequency and valence 
judgements may have been unaffected by previous category activation. But there 
is no evidence to substantiate such concerns. 
From a theoretic stand point, there is no reason why trait frequency bias should 
be affected by an application advantage. The fact that there are no specific 
intensities for superordinate categories or subtypes is as such not challenging any 
previous notion. The process could simply be unaffected by stereotype activation 
and application, stressing how heavily the ratio-based measures rely on the mere 
categorization effect. 
suppression instruction 
So far results have shown that trait frequency bias is unaffected by categorization 
context (study 5) as well as strength of category representations (study 6). 
However, the more internal manipulation of perspective (between subjects, study 
5) had shown increased bias. But the instruction to suppress stereotypes used in 
this study, another manipulation affecting the frame of mind of participants, did 
not translate to significant inhibition of trait frequency bias (fig. 24). 
on content choice. This effect of category prime on the amount of material fitting a broader 
category shows that priming changes the expression of a stereotype and its meaningful 
implications, yet not trait frequency representations and biases. 
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design 1&2 implicit ratios 















IM 1 IM 2 
(fig 24) study 6: between Ss suppression: y-axis = implicit ratio scores design 1&2 (Oneway ANOVA 
non-significant. IM 1 F= . 2384 p= . 6280 df=41, IM 2 F= . 8514 p= . 3616 df=41) 
control: IM1 3.80, IM2 7.47, IM au 1.33, suppression: IM1 3.19, IM2 4.60, IMau 1.24 
Looking at the data specifically for suppression results show that suppression 
instructions seem to have led to inhibited trait frequency bias in some cases, even 
if the reduction is not significant. Maybe caution in the data and the between 
subjects approach are in place. Following experiments will take up the issue of 
suppression in between and within subjects designs, re-addressing the possible 
links between semantic suppression and inhibition of bias (5.3.3.3). 
The absence of significant between subjects effects of suppression instruction, 
which have been demonstrated for stereotype application many times (e. g. 
Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Wheeler, 1996), calls for an explanation of the 
relationship between semantic activities leading to thought suppression and the 
uninhibited trait frequency bias. 
There is no reason why participants should have adapted to the paradigm 
(Driscoll & Ho, 1997) or ignored the instructions and assuming design and 
between subjects properties of the measures to be intact, the most obvious 
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explanation for the absence of any difference is that trait frequency responses are 
independent and automatic. 110 
Trait frequency bias may be an attractive addition to the long list of obstacles that 
keep stereotypes from being revised or abolished. Trait frequency bias, as far as 
results so far suggest, is relatively stable. Even if semantic output (activation and 
application) is suppressed the dilution of content does not filter though to trait 
frequency bias. 
limitations 
Addressing the issues of categorization and suppression instruction in separate 
more controlled studies might have avoided the complete absence of significant 
between subjects effects for the two manipulations. However, in the light of this 
and previous experiments it has to be noted that individual differences in terms of 
response style are large. Individual differences are actively enhanced by the 
implicit ratio, which may well be the reason for the lack of an effect, at least for 
the suppression instruction. To test the notion of individual differences (Locke et 
al., 1994) getting in the way of between-group effects of suppression two issues 
will be addressed in further experiments: The between subjects effects of another 
processing objective (accuracy, 4.3) and the within subjects effect of suppression 
instruction (4.4) 
summary 
Priming a superordinate category dilutes the choice of outgroup specific content 
items. This dilution does not affect trait frequency information based upon it. 
Content choice and trait frequency processing were found to be largely 
independent. Ingroup defensive bias in probability judgements could not be 
reduced by instructions to refrain from stereotyping. Semantic suppression and 
inhibition of trait frequency bias do not coincide. Reducing one process 
(application) is not necessarily followed by a reduction in the other (trait 
110 Esses' score is not a categorization-based processing measure, but a content endorsement and 
appraisal measure. However Esses' scores show the same lack of between subjects effects for the 
two manipulations as do the ratio based measures. Therefore can be concluded that trait 
frequency bias remains unaffected because frequency representations generally are unaffected. 
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frequency bias). Dilution of content again fails to translate to trait frequency bias. 
Separate processes are concluded for semantic application of stereotypic content 
and probabilistic reliance placed on it. 
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4.3 Study 7 
3.5 study 1 p. 96 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- global vs. matched 
outgroups 
3.6 study 2 p. 108 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- content lists 
- outgroup status 
3.7 study 3 p. 118 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
3.8 study 4 p. 128 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
-3 ethnic minorities 
4.1 study 5 p. 163 
- attrib. perspective 
-2 diff. outgroups 
- artificial outgroup 
4.2 study 6 p. 198 
- category priming 
global / specific 
- suppression 
4.3 study 7 p. 220 
-2 outgroups 
- (1) accountability 
(2) control 
(3) suppression 
4.4 study 8 p. 248 
- attrib. perspective 
-2 outgroups 
- repeated meas. 
suppression 
4.3.1 link to previous studies 
Study 6 took an initial look at between subjects effects of suppression 
instructions on trait frequency measures. Contrary to expectations an instruction 
to suppress stereotypic thought did not result in a significant reduction of trait 
frequency bias. Research in the area of semantic suppression had established 
suppression effects with content application measures (Wegner et al., 1991; 
Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Wheeler, 1996,5.3.3.2). But the hypothesised 
link between semantic suppression and an inhibition of trait frequency bias could 
not be found (study 6,4.2). Neither suppression instructions nor category primes 
had any effect on the trait frequency measures, despite the fact that perspective 
manipulations had shown that the bias can be increased artificially in 
experimental settings (study 5,4.1). A decrease of the bias could so far not be 
documented. Study 7 sets out to collect additional between subjects data... for a 
suppression instruction manipulation without possible interference by any 
dilution of content through unrelated category primes. Additionally study 7 will 
introduce a second between subjects manipulation of processing objective, a 
condition where participants are made particularly aware of their responses. This 
111 Study 8 (4.4) will use a within subjects approach, excluding possible interference of 
individual differences (Locke, MacLeod & Walker, 1994). 
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condition aims to heighten participants' accountability (Neuberg & Fiske, 1987; 
Schaller et al., 1995; Reynolds, 1995; Pendry & Macrae, 1994; 1996) and thereby 
influence trait frequency processing. Direct comparisons can be made between 
instructions to suppress stereotypic thinking, heightened accountability and a 
control condition. Will feeling responsible induce a performance effect? 
4.3.2 introduction & description study 7 
Study 7 is designed to investigate the role of two processing objectives in trait 
frequency processing. Trait frequency processing has so far shown no effect of 
experimental instructions to suppress stereotyping. Activated stereotypic thought 
can be suppressed from application (semantic suppression: Wegner et al., 1991; 
Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Wheeler, 1996,5.3.3.2). The hypotheses that 
trait frequency processing is either directly affected by suppression instructions 
or that trait frequency bias is reduced as a result of a dilution in stereotypic 
content caused by semantic suppression had to be rejected on the basis of results 
from study 6. Despite a complete lack of significant results, on face value some 
measures seem to have shown some inhibition of trait frequency bias. Study 7 
will re-address the issue in more controlled circumstances. Neither the diagnostic 
ratio, the implicit ratio or Esses' score have so far shown any change as a result 
of a change in perceivers' processing objectives other than perspective (study 5. 
4.1). Nor has the objective to avoid stereotypes resulted in differential content 
endorsement or valence. Therefore study 7 introduces a second more global 
manipulation alongside the suppression instruction used in study 6 (4.2). This 
second condition aims to indirectly manipulate the `accuracy' of responses. 
Accuracy is manipulated by the introduction of an element which aims to make 
participants feel more responsible for their responses to the outgroup prompts. By 
giving perceivers a task that asks for attributions about causes of discrimination 
towards the outgroup by the public, the experiment aims to make them feel more 
accountable. The manipulation aims to take away some of the anonymity and 
care-free nature of questionnaire responses and elicit a change in attitude towards 
the task. This task is thought to provide perceivers with an attributional insight 
which makes both the categorization process and outgroup derogation salient. 
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The accountability manipulation should give perceivers the opportunity for a 
performance effect based on a change of attitude towards the experiment. The 
rapid response nature of the application however is not compromised. Both 
manipulations are used in a between subjects format alongside a third condition 
where no manipulations take place (control group). 
4.3.2.1 measurement methodology issues 
The study addresses the same measurement methodology issues as before as a 
source of cross-validation for previous findings. The areas of interest in terms of 
measurement methodology are a) content desirability b) diagnostic ratio design c) 
implicit ratio design d) auto ratios e) within ratio consistency. 
4.3.2.2 comparisons of measurement techniques 
Individual consistencies across the diagnostic ratio, the implicit ratio and Esses' 
score are used to compare the integrity and construct validity of the measures, 
particularly the new implicit ratio. The between subjects properties of the 
techniques are discussed. 
4.3.2.3 experimental manipulations 
Study 7 was designed to look for effects of processing objectives on the three 
measurement techniques, diagnostic ratio, implicit ratio and Esses' score. To this 
end a between subjects approach is used to compare the effects of suppression 
instruction and accountability manipulations. 
4.3.2.4 additional issues 
Two different outgroups are used to compare interactions with outgroup status 
and social distance within subjects, measured and checked for on two extra 
questionnaire components. A number of additional issues are investigated using a 
between subjects approach. For analysis the sample was split post hoc on the 
basis of relative status and social distance estimates for each outgroup, proportion 
of desirable and undesirable content generated. 
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4.3.3 design & justification 
Designed to address both suppression and accountability, study 7 splits the 
sample into three approximately equal size parts: An accountability condition, a 
suppression condition and a control group. The split into three conditions was 
used in order to compare two different types of processing objective 
manipulations and find out whether they yielded any between subjects effects on 
trait frequency processing. 
Each condition saw participants going through two applications, one for each 
outgroup with instructions according to conditions at each time. Two outgroups 
were used to look at the effect of target outgroup in relation to processing 
objective instruction. The applications followed the example set by previous 
studies and supplied the information to compute diagnostic ratios, implicit ratios 
and Esses' scores. 
The target outgroups chosen for this study were elderly women, expected to be of 
high relative status and low social distance and skinheads, expected to be of 
lower status and higher social distance. Two target outgroups were used to see 
whether there would be within subjects consistency (which had been found 
before in study 1& 5), and whether trait frequency bias would change with target 
outgroup. Results from study 5 (4.1) had suggested that outgroups do not receive 
differential levels of trait frequency bias. The conclusions that could be drawn 
from the data were however limited. Two outgroups were also used to see 
whether accountability and suppression would work differently for specific target 
outgroups. 112 
So far however there had been no evidence that performance effects influence 
measures at all (apart from perspective) and the central question was whether 
ratio-based measures would remain unchanged facing processing objectives to 
reduce application of stereotypic thought or promote accuracy. 
112 Doubts had been raised earlier about the `suppressibility' of certain target outgroups 
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x7 suppression & accountability: 3 conditions (n=34), at time 1 (elderly women) and time 2 (skinheads) 
If either suppression or accountability processing objective effects were to be 
found the experimental design could be carried forward to look at rebound effects 
of unwanted thoughts. Rebound of unwanted thoughts is well documented for 
semantic suppression (Wegner et al., 1991; Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & 
Jetten, 1994,5.3.3.2). If links between semantic suppression and inhibition of 
trait frequency would be found then the level of trait frequency bias through such 
stages of rebound would be of interest. Therefore the design of study 7 allowed 
for an extra application of the measures for the same outgroup if such effects of 
suppression or accountability could be documented and links between semantic 
suppression and inhibition of trait frequency bias were made. In such a case the 
experiment could be repeated taking away suppression instructions at the second 
application of the measures (time 2) and monitoring the trait frequency measured 
during the semantic rebound stage. This additional study would also allow to 
look at semantic effects of accountability during `rebound' stages, something the 
literature supplies no information on. Reported here though is only the first step 
of such a study, 
113 where only the occurrence or non-occurrence of any 
manipulation effect is of interest. 
113 (1) In the absence of successful between-subjects suppression effects, the second part 
investigating rebound effects of suppression was not carried out. For possible after effects of 
accountability an new study has not yet been carried out since semantic suppression and rebound 
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4.3.3.1 conditions 
The first condition asked participants to write down any possible reasons they 
could think of for the target outgroup to be discriminated against or treated badly 
by public opinion. Participants spent ten minutes listing their thoughts on a blank 
piece of paper, before being handed the booklet of questionnaires for the target 
outgroup. The idea was that the heightened salience of the category and its 
reception in popular opinion would create the wish for participants themselves 
not to portray the group badly and hide any resentment or unfavourable beliefs 
about the group. Rather than asking to suppress an activated stereotype, 
participants were indirectly prompted to portray a positive image of the group in 
order to avoid being part of the general public that might treat them badly. The 
assumption was that it would be harder for participants to paint a brighter picture 
of skinheads than elderly women when asked to generate group descriptive 
material. 114 Participants were given no direct instructions to monitor their 
performance during the application of the measures, but it was hypothesised that 
salience of group level negative beliefs would have triggered a processing mode 
which would aim to portray the perceiver as a tolerant member of the ingroup 
(young people, students), a less biased exception to the rule. 
The second condition was added to re-address the questions of between subjects 
effects of suppression instructions found by other researchers (e. g. Macrae, 
Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 1994) for semantic suppression (5.3.3.2) and try to 
replicate the findings of study 5, or alternatively to point out certain 
characteristics in the target outgroup which would make it more susceptible to 
the suppression of stereotypic thought. The issue to be investigated again 
juxtaposes semantic suppression (repressing activated stereotypes by effortfully 
avoiding to apply them to the target group and hence producing stereotypes to 
rebound, Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 1994,5.3.3.2) versus inhibition 
of trait frequency bias. 
are not immediately relevant and would confuse issues discussed by the present line of studies. 
(2) However the semantic explanations for rebound to occur as a result of thought suppression 
(active search etc. ) make limited sense for the more global change in processing objectives aimed 
for by heightened accountability. 
114 kernel of truth hypothesis 
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A third condition served as a control for the two processing objective 
manipulations. Here, no instruction or extra tasks were given and the within 
subjects difference between two very different target outgroups could be 
observed without overriding processing objectives. 
4.3.3.2 methodology 
Methodologically the study resembles previous experiments. As before 
diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores and implicit ratios were computed from 
percentage and valence estimates for perceiver generated content. 
4.3.4 materials & procedure 
4.3.4.1 materials 
Two booklets of questionnaires were used, one for each target outgroup. Their 
sequence of presentation was not randomised. Depending on the condition they 
included a blank piece of paper on top of the booklet for the accountability 
manipulation, or a suppression instruction along with the questionnaire 
instructions asking for percentage estimates, or the standard questionnaire. The 
questionnaire resembled those previously used for the suppression and control 
conditions. The accuracy goal manipulation condition used a control condition- 
type questionnaire, preceded by a task which asked participants to write down 
any possible reasons they could think of for the target group to be "discriminated 
against or treated badly by public opinion". Relative status tasks, social distance 
questions and anagrams served as filler tasks, to ensure that interference from 
memory could be largely avoided. 
4.3.4.2 subjects & procedure 
34 students at Bristol University (age range 17-42, average age 23.47,50% male, 
50 % female) were recruited to take part in study 7 for which they were paid £3. 
Upon arrival in the lab participants were randomly assigned to one of the three 
conditions. In the accuracy goal manipulation condition participants spent 10 
minutes listing their thoughts on possible reasons for discrimination against the 
target outgroup on a blank piece of paper before being handed each booklet of 
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questionnaires for the target outgroup. The completion of the two booklets of 
questionnaires took participants on average 20 minutes, bringing the time spent 
by participants for control and suppression conditions to approximately 20 
minutes and the time for the accountability condition to 40 minutes. 
4.3.5 measurement methodology 
4.3.5.1 measurement methodology, analysis 
As in previous studies paired t-tests were employed to look at the different 
diagnostic and implicit ratios in terms of a) content desirability b) diagnostic 
ratio design c) implicit ratio design d) autoratios and correlations in respect to e) 
within ratio consistency. 
4.3.5.2 measurement methodology, results 
a) content desirability 











desigi, 1 auloratio 
DR + DR -" DR + 
(fig. 25) study 7: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, design 1,2 & autoratios, for all content, positive and 
negative content, outgroup elderly women: DR1+/- 3.04, DR1+ 1.96, DR 1- 3.41, DR2+/- 14.52, 
DR2+ 6.93, DR2- 16.67, DR au+/- . 73, DR au+ . 
91, DR au- .7 
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design 2 
Study 7 supported previous results concerning the role of content desirability in 
diagnostic ratios. As before desirable content ratio scores were lower than ratios 
combining all content which in turn were lower than ratios computed from 
undesirable content material. For the target outgroup elderly women these effects 
of content desirability were all significant (fig. 25, table 7.3-7.5). For the second 
target outgroup skinheads significant differences were only found for design 1 
ratios. Autoratios demonstrated a reversal of these findings for content 
desirability, yet significant differences were again only found for the first target 
outgroup. 
b) diagnostic ratio design 
Diagnostic ratio design was again found to be reflected in ratio scores, showing 
an advantage of design 2 scores, regardless of target outgroup and content 
desirability (fig. 26, table 7.1). Only in one instance for desirable content material 
for skinheads the picture is not quite as conclusive as before. 
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design 1 design 2 aulDratio 
all content DR i/- " negative content DR -" desirable content DR + 
(fig. 26) study 7: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, design 1,2 & autoratios, for all content, positive and 
negative content, outgroup skinheads: DR1+/- 4.4, DR1 + 2.8, DR 1- 4.48, DR2+/- 6.97, 
DR2+ 4.54, DR2- 4.48, DR au+/- 1.23, DR au+ 1.37, DR au- 1.24 
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c) implicit ratio design 
The implicit ratios showed the same advantage of design 2 ratios as did the 
diagnostic ratios for both outgroups (fig. 27, table 7.2). 














Z IM au 
(fig. 27) study 7: y-axis = implicit ratio scores, design 1,2 & autoratios, outgroup 'elderly women': IM1 7.63, 
IM2 36.01, IM au 1.61, outgroup 'skin heads': IM1 10.58, IM2 19.34, IM au 2.84 
d) autoratios 
Both diagnostic and implicit autoratios underlined the outgroup descriptive 
quality of the material generated by participants by demonstrating minimal 
ingroup descriptiveness (fig. 26 & 27). 
e) within ratio consistency 
Significant correlations across ratio designs, content desirabilities and target 
outgroups stress the internal consistency of the applied ratio measures. 
Consistencies across the two outgroups however are infrequent. Consistencies 
across the two target outgroups were infrequent. 
115 
1 15 Significant correlations were restricted to DR l+ (r= . 
584**) and DR au+ (r=-. 347*). 
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e lde ry women skinheads 
4.3.5.3 measurement methodology, discussion 
Study 7 emphasises established patterns of content desirability in diagnostic 
ratios and ratio design in diagnostic and implicit ratio measures while 
maintaining reasonable internal consistency between the different ratios. The 
effects are present for both target outgroups though they are less clear for 
desirable diagnostic ratios in the outgroup skinheads, possibly as a result of the 
predominantly undesirable material generated for this target group. Absent 
significant correlations between the two outgroups are evidence against target 
outgroup independent processing being displayed by the ratio-based measures. 
The issue will be looked at in greater detail later (4.3.14 b). 
4.3.6 comparative issues 
4.3.6.1 comparative issues, analysis 
As in previous studies correlations between the three measurement techniques, 
diagnostic ratio, Esses' score and implicit ratio were computed to explore 
relationships, particularly between measures sharing the same content desirability 
or being computed on the basis of the same ratio design. 
4.3.6.2 comparative issues, results 
Study 7 provided a number of significant correlations between the three 
measures. Correlations were found between diagnostic ratios and implicit ratios, 
implicit ratios and Esses' scores as well as some diagnostic ratios and Esses' 
scores for both outgroups. Additionally diagnostic autoratios and Esses' ingroup 
scores correlated with implicit autoratios (table 7.11-7.22). 
4.3.6.3 comparative issues, discussion 
As before in previous experiments, the significant relationships between the two 
ratio-based measures illustrate individual differences to be present across the 
different measures. The correlations between the implicit ratio and Esses' 
outgroup score point out that qualified content endorsement expressed by Esses' 
score is reflected in the category difference measure of the implicit ratio. Study 7 
also provides the clearest evidence yet for relationships between Esses' score and 
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the diagnostic ratio. The category dichotomy with its exclusion of meaning used 
by the diagnostic ratios had been blamed for the lack of correlations between the 
two measures. Study 7 supplies such evidence, primarily for the outgroup 
skinheads. One possible explanation for this may be that perceivers responded in 
a more categorical and more negative way to this particular outgroup, placing 
less emphasis on qualifying the information by valence ratings. 
4.3.7 experimental manipulations (accountability & suppression) 
4.3.7.1 experimental manipulations, analysis 
The experiment addresses issues relating to the level of mental control perceivers 
have over their group relevant frequency and probability representations. So far 
(4.2) percentage estimates used in diagnostic ratios, implicit ratio but also in 
Esses' score have been unaffected by instructions to suppress stereotyping. 116 Up 
to this point the suppression of already activated stereotypic material (semantic 
suppression) has to be interpreted as conceptually different from frequency and 
probability estimates expressed in the measures used in this series of studies. 
Semantic suppression to avoid the use of stereotypic concepts triggered by 
outgroup stimuli has been repeatedly demonstrated (content application: e. g. 
Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Wheeler, 1996). Reducing trait frequency bias 
however seems beyond the reach of perceiver's mental control. Next to a control 
condition this study includes an instruction to suppress stereotypic thought and a 
more global change in processing objective by providing perceivers with 
attributional insight into the intergroup relevance of the category information. 
This manipulation aims to heighten a feeling of responsibility and accountability 
for their own probability judgements. Even if the rapid nature of frequency 
estimate responses is beyond perceiver's control, it may be reflected in an effect 
on the type of content that is ascribed to the target outgroup. Being more acutely 
aware of being accountable for outgroup estimates may result in a more positive 
description of the group. 
116 Even though a non-significant trend can be observed even in the between subjects results. 
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4.3.7.2 experimental manipulations, results 
Oneway ANOVAs were used to look at the overall effect of the between subjects 
manipulation, including all three conditions, heightened accountability, 
suppression instruction and control condition, separately for both outgroups 
(elderly women, skinheads). Significant models were obtained for diagnostic 
ratios which included undesirable content for elderly women. No such effect was 
found for desirable content ratios or autoratios. This effect was mirrored by the 
implicit ratios yet not by Esses' scores. For the outgroup `skinheads' there was 
only one significant effect as evidence for successful between subjects 
manipulation. a desirable content diagnostic autoratio. 
design 2 diagnostic ratios for outgroup `skinheads': 
between Ss manipulations: control, suppression & accountability 
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(fig. 28) study 7: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, design 2, all content, positive and negative content, 
outgroup skinheads. control condition: DR2+/- 8.34, DR2+ 1.59, DR2- 9.22 
suppression condition: DR2+1- 7.41, DR2+ 1.93, DR2- 8.03 
accountability condition: DR2+/- 5.67, DR2+ 8.52, DR2- 5.56 
Looking at the manipulations individually against the control condition the 
accountability manipulation resulted in a number of significantly lower ratio- 
based measures, however in no such effects for Esses' scores. 117 The suppression 
117 diagnostic ratio: fig. 28,29, implicit ratio: 32,33 Esses' score: fig. 30,31, (table 7.7-7.10) 
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instruction yielded no significant reduction in any of the measures compared to 
the control condition in this between subjects design. ''8 
design 2 diagnostic ratios for outgroup 'elderly women': 
between Ss manipulations: control, suppression & accountability 















(fig. 29) study 7: y-axis = diagnostic ratios, design 2, all content, positive and negative content, outgroup 
'elderly women', suppression, accountability & control conditions. 
control condition: DR2+/- 22.66, DR2+ 6.16, DR2- 26.49 
suppression condition: DR2+/- 18.9, DR2+ 14.02, DR2- 21.1 
accountability condition: DR2+/- 5.59, DR2+ 2.42, DR2- 6.48 
The accountability manipulation reduced diagnostic ratios for both target 
outgroups, though significant differences are more frequent for ratios relating to 
elderly women. There. diagnostic ratios which include undesirable content 
material including the negative content autoratio show decrease in ingroup 
serving bias. Diagnostic ratios computed from material descriptive of skinheads 
repeat this finding for design I and the desirable content autoratio. Whereas 
Esses' scores do not show any effect of either manipulation for either 
outgroup, 119 implicit ratios in contrast show a clear effect. Implicit ratios in the 
accountability condition are significantly lower than in the control condition. 
118 (paired t-test results) 
119 The ingroup Esses score however shows differential effects of accountability for the two 
outgroups. Whereas there is little effect of any successful manipulation for elderly women, the 
score is much stronger (negative & descriptive) for skinhead material. Accountability has made 
ingroup estimates substantially more negative, endorsing undesirable outgroup content. 
Heightened accountability has here led to a more pessimistic / accurate (? ) view of the ingroup, 
exceeding any outgroup score. 
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DR2-i- DR2+ DR2- 
Esses' scores for outgroup 'elderly women': 
between Ss manipulations: control, suppression & accountability 
control condition 0 suppression condition " heightened accountability 












(fig. 30) study 7: y-axis = Esses' scores, for outgroup, 'people in general' & ingroup percentages, outgroup 
'elderly women'. control condition: ES out -. 64, ES gen -. 17, ES in 01 
suppression condition: ES out -. 74, ES gen -. 21, ES in -. 13 
accountability condition: ES out -. 23, ES gen -. 04, ES in -. 03 
Esses' scores for outgroup 'skinheads': 
between Ss manipulations: control, suppression & accountability 
control condition 0 suppression condition 0 heightened accountability 












(fig 31) study 7: y-axis = Esses' scores, for outgroup, 'people in general' & ingroup percentages, outgroup 
skinheads. control condition: ES out -. 93, ES gen -. 46, ES in . 34 suppression condition: ES out -. 99, ES gen -. 37, ES in -. 03 
accountability condition: ES out -. 56, ES gen -. 23, ES in -1.41 
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Comparing the two manipulations directly with each other reveals significantly 
lower scores for diagnostic ratios by accountable participants, if the ratios include 
undesirable content descriptive of elderly women. Diagnostic ratios for material 
descriptive of skinheads show only one such significant difference. The autoratio 
for desirable content descriptive of skinheads is significantly less ingroup 
descriptive in the accountability condition. Implicit ratios for material descriptive 
of elderly women show for both designs that scores of participants with salient 
accountability are significantly lower than scores of participants directly asked to 
suppress stereotypic thought. 
implicit ratios for outgroup 'elderly women': 











IM 1 IM 2 
elderly women 
1 control condition 
suppression condition 
heightened accountability 
(fig 32) study 7: between Ss manipulations: suppression & accountability. y-axis = design 1,2 implicit ratio 
scores, outgroup'elderly women'. IM 1: control 11.07, suppression 8.57, accountability 4.48 
IM 2: control 61.54, suppression 45.59, accountability 10.94 
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implicit ratios for outgroup `skinheads': 









1: control condition 
suppression condition 
heightened accountability 
IM 1 IM 2 
skinheads 
(fig 33) study 7: between Ss manipulations: suppression & accountability. y-axis = design 1&2 implicit 
ratios, outgroup'skinheads'. IM 1: control 12.67, suppression 14.21, accountability 6.49 
IM 2: control 24.55, suppression 23.21, accountability 12.85 
4.3.7.3 experimental manipulations, discussion 
As before in study 6 (4.2), significant between subjects effects of suppression are 
absent. Also as in study 6 effects of suppression are visible in the data, yet fail to 
reach significance. The following study will therefore take up the issue of 
suppression instruction and trait frequency bias again. 
120 Nevertheless, the 
absence of significant effects has to be acknowledged. Giving instructions to 
suppress stereotyping, which has been shown repeatedly to result in semantic 
suppression (e. g. Macrae et al., 1993), has not caused significant reductions in 
trait frequency bias, neither directly nor through a dilution of content as a result 
of semantic suppression from application. 
12' 
In clear contrast to this are the results for the second more general processing 
objective manipulation, which aims to make participants feel more accountable 
12U Instead of a between subjects approach study 8 will use a within subjects design, which 
hopefully excludes possible effects of large inter-individual differences and give a more detailed 
picture. 
121 The effect of manipulations on desirability ratings will be looked at shortly (4.3.17). 
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for their responses. It significantly affected participants' performance on ratio- 
based measures such as the diagnostic ratio and the implicit ratio. 
Since suppression instructions have not resulted in an inhibition of bias, yet the 
accountability condition has, an intrinsic difference between the two 
manipulations has to be concluded. While results of study 6 (4.2) could have 
been explained by the present measures not being susceptible enough to this type 
of effect, the results from study 7 demand an alternative explanation. The 
argument that suppression demands some degree of control over responses, 
which arguably the present format of measurement application might not allow 
for, is not valid anymore. Perceivers have found a way to react according to the 
intentions of the accountability manipulations, despite the limited active control 
they can achieve over trait frequency responses. Why should the alteration of 
processing objectives towards a more acceptable self-presentation as a more 
tolerant and less discriminating ingroup member have a more substantial effect 
on performance than direct exertion of mental control and application avoidance? 
One speculation would be that for suppression instructions to work, they have to 
operate through the content dilution of semantic suppression, whereas 
accountability changes responses more fundamentally. Direct mental control may 
be impossible because of the nature of the task. The direct control over rapid 
frequency estimates may be impossible and a more `non-conscious' change of 
attitude towards the task itself may be the more successful route to more 
favourable self-presentation. Maybe the attributional leap into awareness of 
discrimination itself is the explanation, not the exertion of mental control. 
Another approach to explain the documented differences may be that the 
accountability manipulation precedes the measurement tasks and ten minutes of 
fact finding about discrimination activates positive as well as negative 
stereotypes. Positive stereotypes may then be quicker at hand yet equally 
descriptive. The accountability task would serve as a practice for a more positive 
picture of the outgroup. This in turn may be easier to achieve for the group 
elderly people as participants may have found it difficult to find positive material 
equally distinctive of skinheads. According to this argument a suppression 
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instruction given ample time to prepare a set of positive images may result in a 
similarly successful manipulation. Positivity alone however cannot explain a 
reduction in trait frequency bias. 122 
Taking aside the speculations about the origins of differences between 
accountability and suppression for a minute, one issue should be considered at 
this point, namely the possibility that even in the absence of suppression effects a 
second application without a suppression instruction will still cause rebound of 
stereotypic content (Wegner & Erber, 1992; Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & 
Jetten, 1994) as Macrae et at., (1996) propose, freeing up the mental resources 
spent on avoiding stereotypic thought in an effortful search and destroy mode 
will cause hyper-accessibility of those concepts since "stereotype suppression 
may have led to a neglect of nonstereotypic material" (Macrae, Bodenhausen, 
Milne & Wheeler, 1996). This hypothesis still remains to be tested in future 
studies. If inhibition of bias was defined by levels of application then an increase 
of bias might follow a semantic rebound. Such investigations go beyond the aims 
of this study and are therefore not addressed. Issues of rebound, both in terms of 
semantic rebound and processing are however addressed in study 8 (4.4). 
Some interesting irregularities appear in the data indicating that elderly women 
are subject to more trait frequency bias then skinheads, despite their higher 
relative status. In the heightened accountability condition diagnostic and implicit 
ratios are lower, yet significant differences between the outgroups disappear. 
Accountability has reduced stereotyping of elderly people and levelled scores for 
the two outgroups. An interpretation of this could be that heightened 
accountability has reduced scores to a more general bias which is not outgroup 
specific. 
122 Semantic suppression does not seem to depend on concepts being activated beforehand. 
Impression formation tasks used by Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten (1994), Driscoll & Ho 
(1997) and Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Wheeler (1996) use no steps of category presentation 
prior to suppression instructions. Wegner, Schneider, Knutson & McMahon (1991) use stream of 
consciousness tasks during instructions to think or not to think of white bears also has no prior 
involvement of any concepts. 
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A possible explanation for the higher scores for elderly women in the control 
condition may be the lack of similarity of descriptive content between a largely 
youthful sample and elderly women, despite inconclusive social distance scores 
not lending any support to this hypothesis. A further indication for a causal 
connection is that the effects of accountability on ratios for skinheads are 
restricted to design 1. Such differences are absent when the ratios use the ingroup 
as baserate, a further indication that material descriptive of skinheads may have 
been more easily endorsed as ingroup descriptive than content of the stereotype 
for elderly people which finds expression in autoratios for desirable skinhead 
content being higher then for elderly people. 123 
The fact that Esses' scores are not affected, yet diagnostic ratios which include 
undesirable content are, seems to suggest that the frequency estimates but not the 
desirability ratings are affected by heightened accountability. 124 Taking these 
results together, the conclusion would be that the accountability manipulation has 
affected the probabilistic representation of undesirable material. 
4.3.8 additional issues 
4.3.8.1 additional issues, analysis 
a) (between and) within subjects effects of target outgroup 
A central issue is whether the outgroup is reflected in the measurement scores, 
particularly if there are differences in terms of proneness to performance effects 
in respect to different target outgroups. To find out how differently the two 
outgroups are perceived they are checked for consensual relative status 
perceptions and social distance. Furthermore relative status and social distance 
are used to explore possible individual differences between ingroup and outgroup 
serving estimates. 
123 across all three conditions p< . 024, accentuated 
in accountability condition 
124 see also 4.3.17 
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b) differences between measures 
& effects of suppression and accountability on desirability ratings 
Taking the experience with between subjects designs used with diagnostic ratios, 
implicit ratios and Esses' scores, study 7 is another attempt to obtain 
manipulation effects in such a design and explore how measures using percentage 
estimates for frequency and probability perceptions are affected by experimental 
instructions. The way stereotypic thought is repressed from application may have 
little to do with experimental instructions affecting trait frequency measures, but 
the content choice elements of the implicit ratio should reflect suppression. 
c) different amounts of generated content 
As in previous experiments the amount of content generated by participants is 
taken to explore its role in measurement scores. Previous findings (4.1 & 4.2) had 
found a relationship between the amount of material produced and implicit ratios 
or Esses' scores. Particularly for Esses' scores this effect was interpreted as 
possibly corrupting the measure. 
d) proportions of positive and negative content 
Also of interest in this study is the proportion of desirable and undesirable 
content and their influence on the measures. 
4.3.8.2 additional issues, results & discussion 
a) (between and) within subjects effects of target outgroup 
Study 7 has used two separate applications of the three between subjects 
conditions. On the one hand this shows that accountability effects were sustained 
across two contexts. On the other hand the use of two different target outgroups 
(elderly women, skinheads) for these two applications is another opportunity to 
address the question of target outgroup independent processing of trait frequency 
information. Target group independence had initially been suggested for 
diagnostic ratios by study 2 and since then has been brought into question (3.8 & 
4.1). There is no doubt that different outgroups receive different content and that 
content varies in desirability. The question is whether content choice coincides 
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with specific frequency representations. Do certain groups receive greater trait 
frequency bias. Is this bias led by increased negativity of content or by increased 
diagnosticity? 
Study 7 uses two target outgroups primarily to see whether target outgroups 
themselves play a role in the susceptibility to processing objectives, since it is 
conceivable that only outgroups not regularly subject to suppression (e. g. 
skinheads) receive a clear reduction in stereotyping expressed towards them 
under suppression conditions. However, the otherwise identical instructions 
enable comparisons between target outgroups, separately for the three conditions 
(accuracy goal, suppression, control) and re-address issues of automatic 
processing biases independent of the target. 
Several significant within subjects differences between the scores of all three 
measures and largely absent significant correlations 125 point out differences in 
terms of processing between the two target outgroups (elderly women, 
skinheads). Such significant within subjects differences between the two 
outgroup applications were found for design 2 diagnostic ratios containing 
negative information, all diagnostic autoratios (fig. 34), non-outgroup Esses' 
scores and design 2 implicit ratios and implicit autoratios (fig. 35). 
The analysis of the between subjects effect of the manipulations reveals a 
difference between the two target outgroups. Manipulation checks of outgroup 
status and social distance show a difference in perception for the two groups in 
terms of higher relative status (p= . 005) of elderly women. However, no 
significant differences were found between social distance perceptions of the two 
groups. The differences in relative status perceptions were mirrored by 
differences in performance on all three measures. Diagnostic ratios and implicit 
ratios show that elderly women received higher scores. The material chosen for 
this group was more diagnostic and undesirable. The effect is underlined by 
autoratios and non-outgroup Esses' scores which are higher for skinhead content 
material and therefore less ingroup defensive. 
125 (except DR 1+. 584**, DR au- r--. 347*) (table 7.6) 
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(fig. 34) study 7. y-axis = diagnostic autoratio scores for all content, desirable content & undesirable 
content, outgroups: 'elderly women': DR au+/- . 73, DR au+ . 91, DR au- .7 'skinheads': DR au+/- 1.23, DR au+ 1.37, DR au- 1.24 
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(fig. 35) study 7: y-axis = implicit ratio scores, design 1,2 & autoratio, outgroups 'elderly women & 
'skinheads'. 'elderly women' IM1 7.63, IM2 36.01, IM au 1.61 
'skinheads' IM1 10.58, IM2 19.34, IM au 2.84 
Elderly women are subject to higher trait frequency bias, despite the fact that 
they are seen to be of higher relative status. Heightened accountability reduces 
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ratio-based measurement scores, yet in the accountability condition the 
differences between the outgroups are absent. 
Content material descriptive of `skinheads' is more readily endorsed by the 
ingroup and less diagnostic (and less undesirable) despite the group being of 
lower relative status. Accountability seems to have less of an effect on scores for 
skinheads. 
The results justify the doubts raised by study 5 about target outgroup independent 
trait frequency bias. The present study (study 7) supplies clear evidence that the 
ratio-based measures are providing scores which are not simply a document of an 
automatic category bias but are possibly even target group specific. Results from 
study 4 (3.8.10) had suggested that the between subjects effects of target 
outgroup were rooted in the different content chosen for target outgroups. 
Content desirability had been argued to influence non-categorical data. The 
results from study 7 underline the influence of content desirability. 
b) differences between measures 
& effects of suppression and accountability on desirability ratings 
Diagnostic and implicit ratios show an effect of heightened accountability. This 
effect however does not extend to Esses' scores. The fact that both ratio-based 
measures are affected yet the valenced Esses score is not, seems to suggest that 
the manipulation reduces trait frequency bias and not the content valence. 
Contrary to earlier speculations about the component of trait frequency measures 
which is affected by processing objectives, 
126 these results seem to suggest that 
giving participants a heightened sense of responsibility influences frequency 
representations. 
However, results from desirability ratings show the same pattern as the ratio- 
based measures. They showed significant increases in the accountability 
126 see 3.8.10 & 4.3.10 (table 7.10) 
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condition for both outgroups, 127 yet no significant effects in the suppression 
conditions. 
128 
Therefore the influence of content and dilution of content again have to be 
considered. Since non-valenced diagnostic ratios are not affected the direct 
influence through desirability ratings as an effect of manipulations can be 
excluded. However, the evidence for target outgroup specific biases and valence 
ratings suggest that the accountability manipulation has worked by affecting 
content choice. Suppression instructions had been speculated to operate through 
content dilution as a result of semantic suppression. This now seems like a valid 
speculation. It raises doubt about the content independence of the trait frequency 
bias, but it also shows a connection between stereotype application and trait 
frequency bias. 
c) different amounts of generated content 
The overall amount of content that participants generate during the initial content 
compilation procedure for each target group was found to influence the 
measurement scores on a few occasions. These effects occurred for the amount of 
material generated for elderly women. Independently of the outgroup the amount 
generated for elderly women was generally predictive of the ratio-based measures 
for skinheads (table 7.24). 
d) proportions of positive and negative content 
Proportions of desirable and undesirable content proved to be of limited 
consequence as only two participants generated more desirable than undesirable 
material for the group skinheads, which was clearly reflected in the performance 
on Esses' scores. Using instead absolute amounts of desirable and undesirable 
content effects on Esses' scores are frequent (fig. 36, table 7.25b). Some 
significant effects can also be found for implicit ratios and Esses' scores across 
outgroups. 
127 (elderly women p= . 0220, skinheads p= . 
0470) 
128 nor higher order effects 
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Esses' scores: 
Participants generating more desirable vs. more undesirable content 












ES out ES gen 
skinheads 
ES in 
(fig. 36) study 7: y-axis = Esses' score, for outgroup, 'people in general' & ingroup, proportion of content 
generated for outgroup 'skinheads'. desirable: ES out. 35, ES gen . 34, ES in . 35 undesirable: ES out -. 87, ES gen -. 38, ES in -. 28 
4.3.8.3 additional issues, summary & discussion 
From the additional analyses can be concluded that both trait frequency 
processing as well as content choice can influence measures. Trait frequency bias 
is not outgroup independent and seems to be affected by both content choice as 
well as by the outgroup itself. Although there is no conclusive evidence for such 
a claim, the observed differences seem to reflect status, social distance and 
intergroup similarities. Heightened accountability at least seems to influence 
ingroup representations, diminishing category differences by adopting negative 
outgroup material. This could be seen as evidence that the more global 
accountability manipulation, too, operated via changes in the valuation of 
content. This impression is substantiated by effects of accountability on 
desirability ratings. 
On the issue of possible effects of task conscientiousness, there is further 
evidence for amount of generated content to influence measures. Predictive 
properties of amount of generated content and valenced content for performance 
on Esses' score repeats previous findings that this measure is strongly influenced 
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by participants' enthusiasm for the task as well as proportion of valenced content 
they generate. 
4.3.9 methodological problems 
The low number of participants (n=34) has reduced cell sizes for a three way 
between subjects design down to 10, which may have adversely affected results 
as for example only two participants generated more desirable than undesirable 
content for only one outgroup. This unanimity may be an artificial result of the 
small sample size. Why between subjects effects of suppression are absent (study 
6& 7), yet other performance effects are clearly reflected in the ratio-based 
measures (accuracy goals: study 7, perspective: study 5) is unclear. 
4.3.10 summary& general discussion 
Study 5 had found between subjects effects of perspective on trait frequency bias. 
Study 6 failed to document between subjects effects of suppression instruction. 
Study 7 also fails to show significant effects of suppression instruction, yet an 
accountability manipulation successfully reduces trait frequency bias. Effects of 
perspective and accountability occur despite the limited room for control 
perceivers have over trait frequency responses. Evidence is slowly accumulating 
that both trait frequency representations as well as content choice are involved in 
successful manipulations. 
It may be that significant suppression effects do not occur because inhibition of 
bias operates through semantic suppression of content. Accountability and 
perspective may be more successful between subjects manipulations because they 
affect tasks more globally. They may be more successful in affecting automatic 
bias because they promote a change in attitude towards outgroup derogation 
itself, creating a more general effect as a result of an attributional leap, whereas 
suppression instructions seem to be more task specifically related to application 
avoidance. The next study will aim to detect effects of suppression instruction on 
trait frequency bias by using a within subjects approach, to look at the issue 
again. 
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Within subjects comparisons of target outgroup responses, particularly in relation 
with the suppression instruction and accountability manipulations have shown 
that trait frequency bias can adapt to contexts. Processing of trait frequency 
information and influence on trait frequency processing are not target group 
independent. But again choice of content has to be considered as a mediating 
factor. It may be that the target group specificities are entirely carried by 
differences in content. These results show definitive links between trait frequency 
bias and the application of stereotypic content. On the one hand, the 
independence of the bias has to be seriously questioned, on the other hand this is 
evidence that that the measures, particularly the new implicit ratio, measure more 
than an abstruse frequency bias, but a process related to stereotyping. The link 
between individual differences in bias and categorization context is 
demonstrated, although establishing causal relationships is of course still beyond 
the reach of present methodologies. 
Study 7 supplies cross validation for measurement methodology findings of 
earlier studies, stressing the importance of content desirability. The more the role 
of content choice is substantiated in experimental manipulations the more 
justified is its integration in the categorical diagnostic ratio, if stereotypic content 
is understood as idiosyncratic rather than exclusively consensual. 
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4.4 Study 8 
3.5 study 1 p. 96 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- global vs. matched 
outgroups 
3.6 study 2 p. 108 
- diagnostic ratios 
- content desirability 
- content lists 
- outgroup status 
3.7 study 3 p. 118 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
3.8 study 4 p. 128 
- diagnostic ratios 
- Esses' scores 
- implicit ratios 
-3 ethnic minorities 
4.1 study 5 p. 163 
- attrib. perspective 
-2 diff. outgroups 
- artificial outgroup 
4.2 study 6 p. 198 
- category priming 
global / specific 
- suppression 
4.3 study 7 p. 220 
-2 outgroups 
- (1) accountability 
(2) control 
(3) suppression 
4.4 study 8 p. 248 
- attrib. perspective 
-2 outgroups 
- repeated meas. 
suppression 
4.4.1 link to previous studies 
Since both study 6 and 7 have not found between subjects effects of suppression 
instruction on trait frequency measures, study 8 will take another look at the 
suppression issue, but this time from a within subjects perspective. Neither the 
diagnostic ratio, the implicit ratio nor Esses' score showed any significant 
between subjects effect. 
129 To avoid some of the implications of individual 
differences in trait frequency bias in the ratio-based measures, a within subjects 
design will be used to monitor scores over three points in time in a pre- and post- 
test scenario. 
Between subjects effects of suppression have been established using stereotype 
application measures, demonstrating semantic suppression of activated content 
material. Since trait frequency processing is thought to involve content 
representations, as well as general ingroup favouring biases, effects on ratio- 
based measures are hypothesised. Additionally this study will supply some 
preliminary data on repeated measures 
for semantic suppression of stereotypes 
from application, using a separate application measure. 
129 note the non-significant trend of reduction on some trait 
frequency measures 
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4.4.2 introduction & description study 8 
The scores on trait frequency measures are monitored over three points in time. 
The first application establishes an individual baserate of performance. Scores of 
a second application are collected under suppression instructions. A third 
application of the measures is used where the instructions to suppress are taken 
away again. The purpose of the first two applications is to look at suppression 
instructions within subjects. The third application was added to monitor recovery 
of bias. 
If trait frequency bias inhibition was linked to semantic suppression through 
dilution of content, then a third application might also show effects related to 
semantic suppression. For content application the suppression literature suggests 
that a relaxation of suppression instructions will produce a rebound of previously 
suppressed content. Does bias behave in congruence with content application? 
On the other hand, predictions about within subjects performance of application 
measures is only based on findings about the processes obtained by between 
subjects studies, assuming that cognitive processes which avoid unwanted 
thought themselves cause a rebound effect over time (Wegner et al., 1991; 
Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 1994). 
To be able to make comparisons, application data is collected. The content 
application data is not as independent of the trait frequency data as one might 
wish and methodological problems are discussed in context. The discussion of 
the application data and the resulting issues is postponed (5.3.3.3) to give 
preference to the trait frequency measures which are at the centre of the current 
line of investigations. 
Study 8 uses three successive applications of the trait frequency measures. The 
hypothesis is that suppression instruction data shows a significant reduction in 
trait frequency bias compared to the idiosyncratic baseline established by the first 
application. The third application is hypothesised to show a recovery of trait 
frequency bias and a rebound of content, reflected in desirability ratings and 
possibly Esses' score. 
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Later, the application measure data will be used to compare trait frequency 
processes against (5.3.3.4). If application data shows semantic suppression, will 
this be reflected in trait frequency data? If application measures show a rebound 
of suppressed content, how will the trait frequency bias react? 
Another hypothesis at test is the expectation that suppression is not a long lasting 
manipulation and that stereotyping recovers, regardless of measure and 
conceptualisation. 
4.4.2.1 measurement methodology issues 
Study 8 has the same measurement methodology interests as its predecessors. It 
seeks to provide cross-validation for previous findings. The topics relating to 
measurement methodology are a) content desirability b) diagnostic ratio design c) 
implicit ratio design d) autoratios and e) within ratio consistency. An additional 
measurement methodology question raised is fl consistency over time. 
4.4.2.2 experimental manipulations 
The principal experimental question is whether the trait frequency measures will 
show within subjects effects of suppression and recovery. The within subjects 
design is hoped to demonstrate processing biases adapting to processing 
objectives such as suppression, despite the limited active control perceivers have 
over biases in frequency representation. If no effects of suppression instruction 
are found then the structural differences between the processing objectives to 
suppress stereotyping and to raise general awareness through accountability, have 
to be assumed, 130 other then the duration of the effect. Three applications were 
administered using two perspectives (ingroup and personal perspective, 4.1). 
4.4.2.3 additional issues 
As before, two different outgroups are used to compare interactions with the 
outgroup status and social distance perceived by participants. This time however, 
the comparisons for target outgroup are exclusively between subjects. A between 
subjects approach is also used to cover the issues of proportion of desirable and 
130 mentioned earlier (4.3.10) 
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undesirable content, the overall amount of generated content and distinctions on 
the basis of relative status perceptions and social distance separately for both 
outgroups. 
The within subjects data for trait frequency responses is compared with within 
subjects data obtained by a stereotype application measure. The stereotype 
application measure is a story task, similar to the task used as a category prime in 
study 6 (4.2). The task involves participants generating a story about a typical 
day in the life of a target group member. This story task is administered together 
with the standard questionnaire format and provides a parallel measure of 
perceivers' readiness to apply stereotypic material compared to the trait 
frequency bias assessed by the ratio-based measures. To avoid confusion results 
are reported and discussed separately (5.3.3.3). 
The purpose of the extra task is to look for parallels and differences between 
semantic suppression and any inhibition of trait frequency bias. Semantic 
suppression is hypothesised to affect the application measure as well as the 
application components of the trait frequency measures (collection of 
idiosyncratic content). These comparisons are to investigate the links between 
application of activated content and content choice and desirability ratings of the 
trait frequency measures, particularly the implicit ratio. 
Study 8 will again look at issues of measurement technique, in particular 
individual consistencies across the diagnostic ratio, the implicit ratio and Esses' 
score in order to look at the construct validity of the measures. The consistencies 
between the trait frequency measures and the application measure are also 
addressed. 
4.4.3 design & justification 
Study 8 is designed to look for a suppression effect within subjects over time in a 
three step repeated measures design. Three otherwise identical applications for 
one target outgroup are used. One important difference is that the second 
application is preceded by an instruction to suppress stereotyping. The usual 
instructions to maximise the speed of responses and to prevent participants 
consulting previous responses are were also used in the present study. 
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The first application of the measures is to establish an individual baseline of 
responses for each participant on all measures, the diagnostic ratio, Esses' score, 
the implicit ratio and additionally an application measure (a story task, which 
will be referred to separately, 4.4.2.4). The second application of the four 
measures includes the instruction to suppress stereotyping. This manipulation 
was hypothesised to yield a within subjects effect of suppression. A third 
application was used without the suppression instruction. It was hypothesised to 
show a recovery of scores. 
Two target outgroups are used (skinheads, Chinese women) which were 
hypothesised to be of different relative status and social distance towards the 
ingroup (University students). The procedure, however remains the same for both 
outgroups. In order to address the issue of direct versus abstract responses again 
and to see its interaction with suppression, one part of the sample was asked to 
make responses on behalf of the ingroup as a whole rather than purely 
themselves. Response abstraction with its implications as a performance effect 
was included again in the design to investigate its effect on suppression and on 
the application measure. 
Three step repeated measures design for study 8: 
Stereotype suppression & recovery (n=37): 
(1) (2) 
skinheads Chinese women 
(n=18) (n=19) 
direct estimates (n=23) abstraction estimates (n=14) 
time 1 pre-test 
(no suppression instruction) 
filler task 
test time 2 (suppression instruction) 
filier task 
re-test time 3 (no suppression instruction) 
x8 repeated measures design (n=37) 
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The resulting design is a2 (outgroup) by 2 (perspective) by 3 (time) model which 
on first glance looks very complicated to address a within subjects effects of 
suppression. Looking at the resulting cell sizes this is certainly the case. However 
the different `suppressibility' of outgroups had to be considered, if the 
experiment was not going to be repeated for several outgroups till finally 
establishing an effect. Perspectives are thought to be chosen spontaneously by 
participants if not prompted specifically by experimental instructions. In both 
cases the between subjects factors are probably best understood as attempts to 
control for effects of target outgroup and perspective, which have both been 
documented by previous studies. Nevertheless full factorial designs are analysed, 
although higher order effects are not expected. Perspective and target outgroup 
were included (or `controlled for') because they seemed relevant to inhibition of 
trait frequency bias and semantic suppression. They are included to make sure 
that within subjects effects of suppression are not restricted to either perspective 
or to either target outgroup. 
4.4.3.1 conditions 
Study 8 uses two different target outgroups in a between subjects design. A 
second split of the sample assigned participants into conditions which either 
asked for direct estimates or estimates on behalf of the British public 
(perspective). Participants went through three applications of the measures for the 
same target outgroup and with the same prompts for abstraction (perspective). 
Apart from the suppression instruction which preceded the second application, 
participants went through three otherwise identical booklets of questionnaires. 
4.4.3.2 methodology 
The measurement methodology resembles previous studies. The lists of outgroup 
descriptive material generated by participants and their valence and frequency 
estimates were used to compute the standard set of diagnostic ratios, Esses' 
scores and implicit ratios for each of the three applications. Additionally, each 
booklet included the story task which asked participants to compose a story 
describing a typical day in the life of a target outgroup member. This task was to 
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serve as a content application measure at the beginning of each booklet. The 
number of stereotypic concepts per hundred words was to be used as an 
indication of the readiness to apply stereotypic concepts. The counting of 
stereotypic concepts, both desirable and undesirable, was left to a rating panel 
consisting of two independent experimental aides, blind to the purpose of the 
task. They were asked to use the incidence score to form an overall impression of 
stereotypicality. Inconsistencies between the two ratings were arbitrated by a 
third experimenter. 
4.4.4 materials & procedure 
4.4.4.1 materials 
The materials used for study 8 resemble those of previous experiments. Each 
booklet of questionnaires asked participants to compose a story about an 
exemplar of the target outgroup followed by the content compilation, valence 
rating and frequency estimate pages. Filler tasks between the frequency estimates 
for the outgroup, `people in general' and ingroup were a relative status ranking 
task and a social distance component as well as anagrams. Between applications 
participants received two unrelated cognition experiments which lasted 
approximately twenty minutes each. This unrelated experiment was carried out 
coincidentally and was used as filler task in an attempt to economise lab time and 
share participants. 
4.4.4.2 subjects & procedure 
In total 37 University students (51.4% female, 48.6% male, age range 17-45, 
average age 21) were recruited to take part in study 8. They were either paid £4 
or. given course credits for participating. Upon arrival in the lab participants were 
randomly assigned to either of the application conditions. Approximate halves of 
the sample made responses to the target outgroups `skinheads' (n=18) or 
`Chinese women' (n=19), and asked to make direct (n=23) or abstract estimates 
(on behalf of the ingroup students, n=14) of what might `generally be considered' 
being the case in reference to the target outgroup. 
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Participants were given one by one the total of three booklets of questionnaires. 
These booklets were identical apart from their distractor tasks and with one 
important addition in the second application, which was preceded by instructions 
to suppress stereotypic thought. 
Questionnaires included an additional task of composing a brief description of a 
typical day in the life of a member of the target outgroup. Participants were given 
10 minutes to complete this task. They were asked to think of a new outgroup 
exemplar each time. 
Each story task was followed by the standard questionnaire format where in each 
booklet participants were asked to generate characteristic content for the target 
outgroup, then rate its occurrence frequency in percent for the outgroup, the 
ingroup (University students, British women) and `people in general'. As 
distractors between percentage estimates a relative status ranking task, a social 
distance scale towards the outgroup and anagrams were used. The questionnaire 
format asked respondents to generate and rate 10 characteristic items. 
Participants were instructed to go through the booklets as quickly as possible. 
An additional message preceded the second application task and served as 
suppression instruction. "Psychological research has established that our 
impressions and evaluations of others are consistently biased by stereotypic 
preconceptions. For this part of the study you should try to avoid thinking about 
this person in such a manner. " 
The third application was again presented without the suppression instruction. 
The time passed between each booklet was approximately 15-20 minutes, during 
which participants were either given an unrelated cognition experiment or a cross 
word puzzles to solve. Completing all three booklets took participants on average 
90 minutes after which they were fully debriefed. 
4.4.5 measurement methodology 
4.4.5.1 measurement methodology, analysis 
Cross-validation for findings obtained by previous studies was the main 
methodological objective for study 8. Measurement methodology was looked at 
in terms of a) content desirability b) diagnostic ratio design c) implicit ratio 
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design and d) autoratios using paired t-tests, e) within ratio consistency and f) 
consistency over time looking at correlations between matching measures. 
4.4.5.2 measurement methodology, results 
a) content desirability 
Previous experiments have shown that content desirability of diagnostic ratios is 
reflected in ratio scores. The expected pattern is repeated by a set of significant 
results for both ratio designs at all three times of questionnaire application. 
Undesirable content results in the highest ratios, revealing it to be most 
diagnostic of the outgroup. Ratios combining all content are lower, followed by 
desirable content ratios which are least outgroup descriptive (fig. 37, table 8.17). 
Autoratios show a reversal of this pattern although results do not reach 
significance in the first application (table 8.17). 




" design 1 
design 2 
positive all negative 
content consent consent 
(fig. 37) study 8: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores at time 1, design 1&2, repeated measures. 
DR1+/- 3.84 DR1+ 2.38 DR1- 4.51 DR2+/- 5.91 DR2+ 1.96 DR2- 7.84 
b) diagnostic ratio design 
The established effect of ratio design was also repeated. Design 2 ratios were 
significantly more diagnostic of the outgroup than design 1 ratios as long as they 
included negatively valenced material (fig. 38, table 8.4-8.22). For desirable 
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content ratios the reverse was the case (fig. 39). There design I produced higher 
scores. However only in the second application was this trend underlined by a 
significant effect. 












(fig. 38) study 8: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, design 1, negative content, repeated measures, time 1, 
time 2 (suppression stage) & time 3. time 1 DR1- 4.51 DR2- 7.84 
time 2 DR1- 3.51 DR2- 6.52 time 3 DR1- 3.04 DR2- 6.98 










bme 1 time 3 
DR1+ 
JDR2+ 
(fig. 39) study 8: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, design 1&2, positive content, repeated measures, 
time 1, time 2 (suppression stage) & time 3. time 1 DR1+ 2.38 DR2+ 1.96 




c) implicit ratio design 
Implicit ratios show the same significantly increased diagnosticity of design 2 
where the ingroup is used as the more explicit baserate. The differences between 




Autoratios of both the diagnostic and the implicit ratio indicate that the content 
chosen by participants is outgroup diagnostic and has very limited ingroup 
descriptive quality. Autoratios across all three applications are significantly lower 
than outgroup ratios. 












positive content all content 
'WPM 
negative content 
timet  time2 Utime 3 
(fig. 40) study 8: y-axis = diagnostic autoratio scores, repeated measures, for all content, positive and 
negative content. time 1: DR au+/- 1.29 DR au+ 1.37 DR au- 1.26, time 2 (suppression): 
DR au+/- 1.24 DR au+ 1.49 DR au- 1.21 time 3: DR au+/- 1.10 DR au+ 1.52 DR au- . 98 
e) within ratio consistency 
Significant correlations in each application between the different diagnostic 
ratios (designs, content desirabilities) revealed consistency within this measure. 
Such correlations are more frequent between ratios matched for design and 
content valence. Diagnostic autoratios correlated more frequently with design 1 
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ratios. The results are mirrored by significant correlations between implicit ratios. 
Again, correlations between design 1 and autoratios are more frequent. Esses' 
scores showed the same within measure consistency (table 8.1-8.4). 
f) consistency over time 
Consistency over time was investigated by looking at correlations between 
measures at time 1 and 2, time 2 and 3, time 1 and 3. Significant correlations 
were found for most of these repeated measures. Most diagnostic ratios, 
including the autoratios as well as all Esses' scores and all implicit ratios showed 
significant relationships over time. Only in three instances131 no significant 
positive correlations were obtained. Stereotypicality ratings also show within 
subjects consistency over time (table 8.8-8.9). 
4.4.5.3 measurement methodology, discussion 
Study 8 repeats the pattern of measurement methodology findings obtained by 
previous studies. Content desirability and ratio design highlight yet again the 
importance of the measurement construct. The strongest evidence so far has been 
obtained for consistency over time. All three measures, particularly the implicit 
ratio, have shown high levels of construct validity. 
4.4.6 experimental manipulations 
4.4.6.1 experimental manipulations, analysis 
a) repeated measures: suppression & rebound 
Suppression and control conditions of study 6 (4.2) and 7 (4.3) have not shown 
significant differences on trait frequency measures. However, in both cases the 
results have shown that participants do respond differently. On face value at 
least, suppression has reduced some trait frequency scores. Study 8 takes a new 
approach, looking at within subjects differences between responses made under 
suppression instructions and those made without particular instructions. 
131 (DR 1+ time 1-2r . 273, time 
1-3 r= . 178; DR au + time I-3 r= . -. 071) 
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Between subjects effects of suppression are well documented in the literature 
(Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 1994) on the readiness with which 
participants apply stereotypic material (semantic suppression). Study 8 
introduces such an application measure as an additional way of following 
participants' performance through a three step repeated measures design. 132 The 
results however will be reported separately (4.4.7.5). 
The open-ended nature of the scores produced by the implicit ratio accentuates 
inter-individual variance. To some extent this is also true for the diagnostic ratio 
and Esses' score in the way they are used in this set of studies. Acknowledging 
the influencing factor of individual differences in processing or strength of 
representation, an argument for a within subjects design can be made. Although 
the measures have been useful as between subjects tools, a within subjects 
approach should take into account and counterbalance those individual 
differences. 
The main reason for a repeated measures design is to follow participants' 
performance on all four measures through a full suppression and rebound 
process. The question is to what extent the ratio-based measures are influenced 
by content choice, and therefore by semantic suppression. The introduction of a 
fourth measure, the story task (4.4.7.5) is to find out how application of content 
changes in a within subjects design. Although we can make predictions about 
suppression and rebound cycles in semantic suppression, within subjects data has 
so far not been. reported in the literature. The additional data obtained by a story 
task measures levels of content application separately from the application 
component of the three trait frequency measures. The application data is not 
intended to comment on semantic suppression, its use in this study is as a source 
of comparison to the within subjects behaviour of the trait frequency measures. 
Issues of semantic suppression and its parallels with inhibition of trait frequency 
bias will be discussed in context (4.4.7.6). Before then, the emphasis will be 
exclusively on within subjects effects on trait frequency measure. 
132 To solve the problem of missing between subjects effects a study will need to be carried out 
which directly compares between subjects performance of ratio-based measures and application 
measures. Such a study has been designed, though not yet carried out. 
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The question is, whether all trait frequency measures will show such a within 
subjects effect. The differences between the three measure may define whether 
they follow the baseline, suppression and recovery sequence. The hypothesis for 
trait frequency bias (diagnostic ratios and implicit ratio) is that suppression will 
cause an inhibition of bias and that the relaxation of instructions will effect a 
recovery of bias. 
An important difference between measures for example is that Esses' score 
measures content endorsement and valence in a combined score, not categorical 
frequency bias. Comparing the measures will help establish which mechanisms 
are influenced by thought suppression. Which measure is affected will allow 
conclusions whether content endorsement, frequency bias or content valence 
ratings change. 
The actual selection of content used to describe the target group however can 
only be implied by possible changes in valence ratings, without going back and 
comparing the original lists of generated items. The analyses used to investigate 
within subjects effects over three points in time are repeated measures 
MANOVA and paired t-tests for comparisons between two specific times. 
b) between subjects effect of target outgroup 
In a mixed between and within subjects design several additional experimental 
objectives are addressed. Study 8 uses two different target outgroups, skinheads 
and Chinese women which are thought to be of different relative status and social 
distance to the perceiver. Which target outgroup participants are responding to is 
hypothesised to result in different measurement scores and to be visible 
throughout the three repeated measures. Main effects are investigated using 
Oneway ANOVA before entering factors in a mixed design. 
c) between subjects effect of perspective (level of abstraction) 
Abstract responses on behalf of the British public versus personal estimates are 
addressed in a mixed between and within subjects MANOVA design. 
Abstraction was hypothesised to lead to higher measurement scores. Main effects 
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are first looked at using Oneway ANOVA before being entered as factors in a 
mixed design. 
4.4.6.2 experimental manipulations, results 
a) repeated measures: suppression & rebound 














(fig. 41) study 8: y- axis = diagnostic ratio scores, design 1,2 & autoratios, repeated measures at time 1 
time 2 (suppression stage) & time 3, for all content, positive and negative content. 133 
All three measures show significant correlations between the three applications 
(4.4.7.3). At the same time there are significant differences between the scores of 
the applications. Significant t-test results show that the instruction to suppress 
stereotyping has affected a number of diagnostic ratios. Significant decreases 
were found for design 1 ratios that include undesirable content and design 2 
ratios that include desirable content. 
134 The trend, however, can be observed 
11' time 1: DR1+/- 3.84 DR1+ 2.38 DR1-4.51 time 2: DR1+/- 2.81 DR1+ 2.03 DR1- 3.51 
time 3: DR1+/- 2.81 DR1+ 2.03 DR1- 3.04 time 1: DR2+/- 5.91 DR2+ 1.96 DR2- 7.84 
time 2: DR2+/- 4.61 DR2+ 1.54 DR2- 6.52 time 3: DR2+/- 5.46 DR2+ 1.89 DR2- 6.98 
time 1: DR au+/- 1.29 DR au+ 1.37 DR au- 1.26 time 2: DR au+/- 1.24 DR au+ 1.49 DR au- 1.21 
time 3: DR au+/- 1.10 DR au+ 1.52 DR au- . 
98 
1 '' (DR I +/- p= . 004; 
DR I- p= . 045; DR 2 +/- p= . 035; DR 2+ p= . 005; table 8.9) 
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throughout all diagnostic ratios, except the desirable content autoratio. In one 
instance, namely the design 2 ratio that represents all content generated, there is 
also a significant recovery of the diagnostic ratio score in the third application 
(p= . 
039, fig. 43). Significant decrease in the third application was found for 
negative content autoratios (p= . 002, 
fig. 44). A number of diagnostic ratios 
show significant over all decreases in scores over three points of measurement. 
' 35 
These effects of suppression instruction were mirrored by significant models of 
1 time in repeated measures MANOVA designs. 
36 
negative content diagnostic ratios & autoratios at time 1,2 &3 
8 
7 
1 I  
0 
time 1 flue 2 time 3 
DR 1- MDR 2- U DRau - 
(fig. 42) study 8: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, design 1,2 & autoratios, repeated measures at time 1, 
time 2 (suppression stage), time 3, for negative content. time 1: DR1- 4.51, DR2- 7.84, DR au- 1.26 
time 2: DR1- 3.51, DR2- 6.52, DR au- 1.21 time 3: DR1- 3.04, DR2- 6.98, DR au- . 98 
"` (DR I +/-p=. 003; DR I -p=. 004; DR au +l- p= . 
016; DR au-p<. 001) 




















(fig. 43) study 8: y-axis = design 2 diagnostic ratio scores for all content, repeated measures at time 1, 
time 2 (suppression stage) & time 3. DR2+/- time 1 5.91, time 2 4.61, time 3 5.46 












(fig. 44) study 8: y-axis = diagnostic ratio scores, negative content autoratios, repeated measures at 
time 1, time 2 (suppression stage), time 3. DR au- time 1: 1.26, time 2: 1.24, time 3:. 98 
For Esses' scores significant effects of suppression, recovery and rebound are 
absent. However, outgroup Esses' scores seem to follow the trend to some extent. 
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time 1 time 3 lime 2 
time 1 time 2 time 3 
Desirability ratings show no significant differences between the applications, 
either. 
Looking at the results for implicit ratios (fig. 45), both designs show significantly 
lower ratio scores in the suppression stage. 137 Implicit ratios recover in the third 
application after the suppression instruction is taken away. Design 2 implicit 
ratios show significantly higher scores in the third application (p= . 
046). But 
overall the scores of the third application are lower than the initial baseline 
scores. For design 1 ratios this decrease is significant (p= . 006). 
138 












(fig. 45) study 8: y-axis = implicit ratio scores, repeated measures at time 1, time 2 (suppression stage) & 
time 3. time 1 IM1 8.35 IM2 14.08 IMau 2.56 time 2 IM1 5.79 IM2 10.04 IMau 2.13 
time 3 IM1 6.05 IM2 13.08 IMau 2.01 
b) between subjects effect of target outgroup 
Looking at scores for different outgroups in this study necessitates between 
subjects comparisons. The combined effect of time (application) and target 
outgroup will be looked at in greater detail with experimental objectives in mind. 
137 (IM I p= . 
004; IM 2p= . 
050) table 8.10 




desirable content diagnostic autoratios 
for outgroups 'Chinese women' and 'skinheads' at time 1,2 &3 














(fig. 46) study 8: y-axis = positive content diagnostic autoratio scores, (DR au +), repeated measures at 
time 1, time 2 (suppression stage) & time 3, outgroups 'skinheads' & 'Chinese women'. 
'skinheads': t1: 1.61 t2: 1.83 t3: 1.81 'Chinese women': t1: 1.14 t2: 1.17 t3: 1.24 
To make a judgement on the differences between the target outgroups between 
subjects Oneway ANOVA is used to compare matching measures applied for 
either 'skinheads' or `Chinese women'. The analyses revealed no significant 
differences between participants' diagnostic ratio scores in all three applications. 
However, some diagnostic autoratios show significant between subjects effects 
which show that material descriptive of skinheads is more readily endorsed as 
ingroup descriptive regardless of content desirability than content material 
generated for Chinese women. 
139 
Results from Esses' scores all show significant differences between the target 
outgroups in all three applications. The differences also occur for implicit ratios. 
Scores for skinhead material are significantly higher than those for Chinese 
women, yielding higher diagnosticity and greater negativity (fig. 48). At the same 
time autoratios show that the material for skinheads is significantly more ingroup 
descriptive. 
139 see also study 7 (4.3) (fig. 47, table 8.12-8.13) 
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lime 1 
Esses' scores for outgroups 'Chinese women' and 'skinheads' 














time 1 time 2 time 3 
(fig. 47) study 8: y-axis = Esses' score (outgroup), repeated measures at time 1, time 2 (suppression 
stage) & time 3. outgroups 'skinheads' & 'Chinese women'. 'skinheads' time 1: -. 71, 
time 2: -. 61, time 3:. 067, 'Chinese women' time 1: . 16, time 2:. 20, time 3:. 18 
design 2 implicit ratios for outgroups `Chinese women' and 'skinheads' 










(fig. 48) study 8: y-axis = design 2 implicit ratio scores, repeated measures, time 1, time 2 (suppression 
stage) & time 3. outgroups 'skinheads' &'Chinese women'. 'skinheads': time 1: 20.01, 
time 2: 13.26, time 3: 19.02, 'Chinese women': time 1: 8.46, time 2: 6.99, time 3: 7.47 
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time 1 
Similar to the Oneway ANOVA results a mixed MANOVA design of repeated 
measures and between subjects factor target outgroup revealed differences in 
scores between the target outgroups. However, which target group participants 
responded to had no impact on the repeated measures, as no significant models 
were obtained. The difference in 'rebound' between the outgroups found in t-test 
results did not translate into a significant interaction with any of the repeated 
measures (4.4.6.2 a). 
c) between subjects effect of perspective (level of abstraction) 
negative content design 2 diagnostic ratio 
personal and ingroup perspective at time 1,2 &3 
(fig. 49) study 8: y-axis = negative content design 2 diagnostic ratio scores, repeated measures, 
suppression instruction at time 2. personal perspetive: time 1: 5.43, time 2: 4.04, 
time 3: 4.41, ingroup perspective: time 1: 9.90, time 2: 9.06, time3: 9.90 
Significant Oneway ANOVA effects of abstract versus direct estimates were 
found for most diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores and all implicit ratios across all 
three applications (fig. 49 & 51). Entered into a mixed within (repeated 
measures) and between (abstraction) MANOVA design however, significant 
models were only obtained for two diagnostic autoratios which include 
undesirable content (fig. 50) and one non-outgroup Esses' score. 140 
140 (DR au +/- p= . 032; 
DR au - p= . 015; ES genp= . 034, fig. 52, table 8.14) 
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negative content diagnostic autoratio 
personal and ingroup perspective at time 1,2 &3 













time 2 time 3 
(fig. 50) study 8: y-axis = negative content diagnostic autoratio scores, repeated measures, suppression 
instruction at time 2. personal perspective: time 1: 1.03, time 2: 1.16, time 3:. 86 
ingroup perspective: time 1: 1.66, time 2: 1.29, time 3: 1.18 
design 2 implicit ratio: personal and ingroup perspective at time 1,2 &3 
0 personal perspective 11 ingroup perspective 
25 
(fig. 51) study 8: suppression within Ss, skinheads & Chinese women: Implicit ratio design 2. 
direct t1: 9.16, t2: 5.53, t3: 6.38, abstract t1: 22.16, t2: 17.45, t3: 24.09 
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time 1 
Esses' score for `people in general' 
personal and ingroup perspective at time 1,2 &3 












time 1 time 2 
(fig. 52) study 8: y-axis = Esses' scores ('people in general), repeated measures, direct and ingroup 
abstraction perspectives. personal perspective: time 1: . 05, time 2 (suppression instruction): . 13, time 
3: 
. 
20, ingroup perspective: time 1: -. 23, time 2: -. 22, time 3: -. 26 
d) mixed between and within subjects models 
In addition to the main effects higher order effects were looked for by mixed 
MANOVA designs, both separately for the two between subjects factors (1) & 
(2) and together in a full model including all experimental within and between 
subjects factors (3). 
(1) 2x3 model: between subjects effect of target outgroup 
by within subjects effect of time 141 
(2) 2x3 model: between subjects effect of perspective by 
within subjects effect of time 142 
(3) 2x2x3 model: effects of target outgroup by target 
outgroup by time 143 
141 (table 8.12) 
14' (table 8.14) 
143 (table 8.32) 
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time 3 
These analyses revealed no significant mixed within and between subjects 
models, with the exception of three significant effects using the 2x3 model of 
perspective by time (2). These three significant models were obtained for 
diagnostic autoratios containing negative information (DR au+/- F=3.62 p= . 
032; 
DR au- F=4.44 p= . 
015) and a non-outgroup Esses scores (ES gen F=3.56 p= 
. 
034). 144 
4.4.6.3 experimental manipulations, methodological problems 
Although participants had on average twenty minutes between applications, the 
three measures are bound to be affected by both practice and fatigue. The 
duration and repetitiveness of this experiment will have affected participants' 
conscientiousness towards the tasks. It cannot be ruled out that the third 
application (relaxation of suppression instruction) may still have been influenced 
by prior suppression instructions. 
4.4.6.4 experimental manipulations, discussion 
a) repeated measures: suppression & rebound 
What goes on in perceivers' minds when they are asked to suppress stereotypic 
thought? We can only guess. What makes raising general awareness of 
stereotyping a more successful therapy for reducing trait frequency bias than a 
direct instruction to avoid stereotypic thought? In both cases the room for an 
active seizing of control over responses to achieve a performance effect is 
minimal. 
Study 8 set out to find within subjects effects of suppression on trait frequency 
measures. Although significant effects of time can be found for all three 
measures, the significant reduction in scores is limited to diagnostic and implicit 
ratios. Esses' scores which do not use category ratios show no significant 
reduction in scores as a result of an instruction to suppress stereotyping. For the 
ratio-based measures there is clear evidence that suppression instructions have 
reduced trait frequency bias, both with (implicit ratio) and without the inclusion 
of content valence ratings (diagnostic ratio). The evidence both study 6 (4.2) and 
144 (table 8.14) 
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7 (4.3) had failed to find in between subjects data, namely that trait frequency 
bias can be reduced by instructing perceivers to avoid stereotyping, study 8 
produces using within subjects comparisons. 
Two questions arise: (1) Why did the between subjects analyses not reveal 
significant effects of suppression instruction? (2) How do suppression 
instructions affect trait frequency measures? 
To address the first issue, the difference between the within and between subjects 
results, a number of influences could have been responsible for a lack off 
significant between subjects results. As graphs illustrate, the scores of some 
measures have in fact decreased under suppression instructions. However, effects 
- although visible - have clearly not been significant. This could be because 
suppression effects on trait frequency measures are generally smaller than effects 
of perspective or accountability, (possibly because of an involvement of semantic 
processes), or the inter-individual variability of responses was higher for the 
suppression conditions (possibly as a result of the automaticity of trait frequency 
responses). This issue is ultimately caught up with functional comparisons 
between suppression instructions and other processing goals such as accuracy. 
To address the second question, how suppression instructions influence trait 
frequency measures can also only be answered by finding out how suppression 
instructions operate differently from accountability or perspective manipulations. 
Since there is little conclusive evidence about the involvement of content choice, 
content desirability, trait frequency responses and categorical differences 
between frequency responses, the conceptual differences may be the only key to 
the differences in effectiveness between subjects. Perspective and accountability 
manipulations seem to be more substantial manipulations which fundamentally 
change perceivers attitude to the task beyond an immediate thought control. They 
may therefore also not suffer to the same extent from the counter-intentional 
effects of mental control which affect more immediate manipulations such as 
semantic suppression. This speculation remains to be tested. The globality of 
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changes in perspective and accountability las may not exactly describe mental 
control as the suppression literature understands it. Active search and destroy 
exercises to eliminate unwanted thoughts (Macrae, Bodenhausen, & Milne, 1995) 
may not be the way with which perceivers accommodate processing objectives to 
respond on behalf of the own group or acutely on behalf of themselves. Mental 
control, as semantic suppression describes it, is unlikely to execute such 
processing goals because they affect other areas of mental life other than the 
application of stereotypic content. For example, a shift towards an ingroup 
perspective is likely to highlight the differences between the self and the ingroup, 
accentuating not only concepts of derogation in others, but through self- 
awareness eliminating all such concepts from personal representations. 
The same could be true for accountability. Rather then avoiding specific sets of 
descriptive material, a changes in perspective and heightened accountability can 
cause a complete substitution of representations with a separate set. These 
representations do not have to be descriptive content items but can also express 
relationships between the categories. The globality of perspective and 
accountability manipulations may lead to a content independent change in the 
desire to express relationships between the target outgroup and the self. 
The self-awareness of possible undesired negative responses may lead to a 
general swapping of sides. Rather then avoiding specific content, perceivers may 
avoid taking sides with the ingroup, and bring the ingroup mentally into ill 
repute. These two manipulations may cause perceivers to promote accuracy or 
`hyper-accuracy' in their responses. 
Suppression instructions on the other hand seem more immediate and task 
oriented. They delete stereotypic content from output. They do not create self- 
awareness nor do they cause a `swapping of sides' in order to look good, as 
opposed to the `guilt' of the own group. 
If this was the case, why would suppression instructions only affect semantic 
representations and not intergroup responses more generally? Maybe it is 'their 
explicit instructions. What ever the exact reason for this effect, this would 
explain why suppression effects are smaller than accountability or perspective 
145 self-awareness (Wegner, 1994; Wegner, D. M., Quillian, F. & Houston, C. F., 1996) 
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and why it would take within subjects data to show their influence conclusively. 
The explanation would be the detour through semantic suppression of activated 
content. Apparently resources are spent to reduce output of stereotypic content 
(hence counter-intentional effects of thought suppression) but not to influence 
trait frequency measures. If resources were at all linked then trait frequency 
processing would probably increase in bias as a result of resource depletion, not 
reduce. A change in attitude towards the task does not take place. Unfortunately 
there is no concrete evidence for such speculations about the effects of globality 
of manipulations. They are nevertheless a compelling way to account for the 
observed differences, however speculative. 
If we take on board the globality argument, then the perspective and 
accountability manipulations change several processes in parallel: Content 
application, content appreciation, content frequency representation and 
categorical differences. Inhibition of trait frequency bias through suppression 
instructions on the other hand would be primarily a result of semantic dilution of 
content. 
This line of argument relies on semantic suppression to have affected the content 
application component of the trait frequency measures. There is however reason 
not to fully rely on this explanation as the instruction to suppress stereotyping 
also seems to lead to a decrease in bias yet does not extend to desirability ratings 
and Esses' scores. This stresses that category bias has been affected. It also 
means than content meaning or content endorsement are probably less affected. 
This is potentially bad news for the theory that semantic suppression causes 
dilution of content which in turn causes reduced trait frequency bias. 
As far as can be deduced from the unchanged overall desirability of the material 
chosen (4.4.6.2. a) to describe the group in question, there was no shift in 
interpretation of what characterises the outgroup (content dilution). What was in 
fact different during instructions to suppress was that less group descriptive 
power was assumed for the content that defines the outgroup to the individual 
perceiver. This is not to say that semantic suppression has not happened, rather 
that it does not become visible in content desirability ratings. Results of the 
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application data will show effects of semantic suppression (4.4.7.5), but the 
direct link between semantic suppression and trait frequency bias could not be 
established. 
When the instructions to suppress stereotyping are taken away for the last 
application, scores for diagnostic and implicit ratios recover. The scores at time 3 
increase back up to the initial level of performance observed before any 
instructions to suppress were issued. Particularly design 2 ratios recover back to 
full strength. These time 3 measurements however do not exceed the pre- 
suppression niveau of scores. A `rebound' exceeding initial scores, as semantic 
suppression would predict, has not occurred. Trait frequency bias merely 
recovers in strength. Unlike semantic suppression the inhibition of bias has not 
caused any ironic effects. Any ironic and counter-intentional effects of 
suppression are limited to thought suppression'46 and have not affected trait 
frequency bias. 
This is further evidence that trait frequency relationships have been affected, not 
content representations. Rebound due to thought suppression and resulting 
changes in content have not filtered through to trait frequency measures (implicit 
and diagnostic ratios), further undermining the link between content dilution and 
inhibition of trait frequency bias. 
The attempts to account for differential effects of accountability and suppression 
in between subjects designs can therefore not be explained by the relationship of 
respective processing objectives to content application. The effectiveness of the 
more global accountability manipulations cannot be explained by suppression to 
be `caught up' in semantic processes. More abstract effects of globality may need 
to be considered. The search for alternative accounts should be intensified (e. g. 
4.4.6.4b). 
b) between subjects effect of target outgroup 
There are several points at which the target outgroup, either `skinheads' or 
`Chinese women', makes a difference to participants' performance. Skinheads 
146 see 4.4.7.3 for content application data results 
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receive higher Esses' and implicit ratio scores, whereas content material 
generated for skinheads is also more readily endorsed for the ingroup. Taken 
together these between subjects results show that the two target outgroups can 
receive different levels of category bias (fig. 53 & 54). 
















(fig. 53) study 8: y-axis = implicit ratio scores, design 1,2 & autoratios, repeated measures, time 1, time 2 
(suppression stage) & time 3, outgroup 'skinheads'. time 1: IM1 6.31, IM2 20.02, IMau 
3.47, time 2: IM1 7.55, IM2 13.26, IMau 2.89, time 2: IM1 8.06, IM2 19.02, IMau 2.78 










time 1 time 2 time 3 
Chinese women 
IM au 
l. a e ýIM 1 
" IM 2 
(fig. 54) study 8: y-axis = implicit ratio scores, design 1,2, & autoratios, repeated measures, time 1, time 2 
(suppression stage), time 3, outgroup Chinese women. time 1: IM1 4.51, IM2 8.46, Imau 
1.30, time 2: IM1 3.64, IM2 6.99, IMau 1.55, time 2: IM1 3.59, IM2 7.47, [Mau 1.16 
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Dille 1 
These differences between the outgroups show that choice of target outgroup 
may have contributed to the absence of significant between subjects effects of 
suppression instruction in previous experiments (4.2 & 4.3). The literature on 
semantic suppression has hinted at the influence of varying `suppressibility' of 
categories (Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Wheeler, 1996). Study 6 has used 
`Chinese women' (partly confounded by the priming of the superordinate 
category `women'). Study 7 has used `elderly women' and `skinheads'. Maybe it 
takes an outgroup which otherwise does not receive spontaneous content 
suppression to reveal the effects of a suppression instruction (e. g. skinheads), 
aided by high levels of scores, not reduced through experimental fatigue or 
confounded by responses to other groups (4.3). 
c) between subjects effect of perspective (level of abstraction) 
Abstract estimates on behalf of the public release a mode of processing which 
increases ingroup serving bias. Abstraction manifests itself in increased 
diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores and implicit ratios. Since this between subjects 
effect occurs for all three measures, abstraction can be assumed to change 
outgroup frequency estimates. 
147 Not being directly accountable for responses, 
perceivers express increased reliance in the descriptive power of the content they 
choose. Abstraction shows either perceivers' true level of over-generalisation, 
illustrates the consensual element of the generated content or demonstrates 
participants' awareness of the derogatory nature of intergroup cognitions. 
147 (and could possibly have caused content dilution) 
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summary of experimental issues for study 8: 
a) within subjects effects 
suppression instruction 
results 
- inhibition: DR & IM 
- recovery: DR & IM 
- (rebound: DR 2 +/-) 
conclusions 
- content driven & frequency 
driven inhibition of bias 
b) between subjects 
effects target outgroup 
c) between subjects 
effects perspective 







- time x perspective 
effects for auto DR & ES 
- skinheads: higher scores & 
more ingroup endorsement 
- content driven differences 
- ingroup perspective elicits 
more bias 
x8 summary of experimental issues (4.4.6.4) 
4.4.7 additional issues 
4.4.7.1 additional issues: analysis & results 
a) overall amount of content 
Overall amount of content material generated had been found to be reflected in 
implicit ratios and particularly in Esses' scores (4.2). The overall amount of 
content generated by participants for each application was found to have 
significant predictive power across applications. Very few participants did not 
produce the full amount of category items (max. 10), but those who did not, 
performed differently on desirable content diagnostic ratios and Esses' outgroup 
score (table 8.31). 
b) amount and proportion of desirable and undesirable content 
The overall amount of valenced content and the proportion of desirable and 
undesirable content that participants generate for each application were 
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investigated using Oneway ANOVA and mixed MANOVA models and were 
expected to have particularly strong effects on Esses' scores. 
Esses' scores: proportion of valenced content 










time 2 time 3 
(fig. 55) study 8: y-axis = Esses' scores (outgroup), repeated measures, suppression instruction at time 2, 
proportion of valenced content generated. more positive: time 1: . 
51, time 2: 
. 
55, 
time 3: . 53, more negative: time 1: -. 59, time 2: -. 51, time 3: -. 53 
The amount of desirable and undesirable content material participants used to 
describe the outgroup was shown to have an influence on the scores of all three 
measures which use the item lists. Whereas only a few diagnostic ratios in each 
application differed as a result of the amount of positively or negatively 
descriptive material, most implicit ratios were found to be affected. All three of 
Esses' scores showed strong Oneway ANOVA effects of amount of valenced 
content. 148 
This picture is repeated by the results for the proportion of desirable and 
undesirable material (fig. 55), which demonstrate the large extent to which Esses' 
scores are affected compared to the implicit ratio. Entered into a mixed 
MANOVA design however the results do not lead to significant models for 
proportion of content and repeated measures. 
148 (table 8.16,8.18) 
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nme 1 
c) relative status 
Relative status was also entered into mixed MANOVA models with the within 
subjects factor time (baseline, suppression, rebound application). 
Participants' perceptions of relative status were looked at independently of target 
outgroup. Relative status led to two main effects. In one instance ingroup versus 
outgroup favouring status perceptions led to a significant effect on performance 
of a diagnostic autoratio for desirable content (p< . 
001, fig. 56149). The second 
main effect of relative status was observed for the implicit autoratio (p= . 
031, fig. 
57) which in turn led to a significant mixed model (p< . 
001) in conjunction with 
the within subjects factor of application (time). 
desirable content diagnostic autoratio 




















ome 1 time 2 lime 3 
DR au +" higher outgroup status 0 higher ingroup status 
(fig. 56) study 8: y-axis = positive content diagnostic autoratios, repeated measures, time 1, time 2 
(suppression stage) & time 3. original scores DR au+: t1: 1.37, t2: 1.49, t3: 1.51, high outgroup 
status scores: t1: 3.8, t2: 3.8, t3: 3.8 , 
high ingroup status scores: t1: 1.29, t2: 1.42, t3: 1.46 
149 (table 8.11) 
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implicit autoratio 
high relative ingroup & high relative outgroup status at time 1,2 &3 
8 
7 











IM au higher outgroup status " higher ingroup status 
(fig. 57) study 8: y-axis = positive content implicit autoratio scores, repeated measures at time 1, time 2 
(suppression stage) & time 3. original scores DR au+: t1: 2.36, t2: 2.2, t3: 1.94, high outgroup status 
scores: t1: 2.2, t2: 2.16, t3: 1.9, high ingroup status score: t1: 7.96, t2: 3.87, t3: 3.31 
d) social distance 
implicit autoratio 
high vs. low perceptions of social distance towards outgroups 











time 1 time 2 
(fig. 58) study 8: y-axis = implicit autoratio scores, repeated measures at time 1, time 2 (suppression 
stage) & time 3, lower perceived social distance: t1: 1.90, t2: 1.48, t3: 1.48 and higher 




Significant Oneway ANOVA effects of social distance perceptions were 
predominantly found for Esses' scores and implicit ratios in the second and third 
application. But only in one case did this result in a significant model 
(MANOVA mixed design), the implicit autoratio (p= . 
023, fig. 58), where the 
main effect of social distance is absent. 150 
4.4.7.2 additional issues: summary & discussion 
As in previous studies the amount and proportion of content had a substantial 
influence on Esses' scores, which give further rise to the concern that they 
merely describe the implications of stereotypes rather than any reliance in them. 
The measure was developed to look at affect and stereotyping not to investigate 
cognitive processes. 
Relative status and social distance perceptions coincided with perceivers' 
willingness to describe the ingroup with outgroup content (autoratios, Esses' 
ingroup scores), showing that status and social distance relate to the ingroup vs. 
outgroup category difference more than to stereotyping. Status, social distance 
and endorsement of outgroup descriptive material vary as a function of 
comparison with the other group. 
4.4.7.3 comparisons between measures: analysis & results 
For the first time in this series of experiments a story task is used as an 
application measure for stereotypic material. The relationships between 
application and trait frequency measures will therefore be investigated alongside 
the relationships between diagnostic ratios, implicit ratios and Esses' scores. The 
central hypothesis is that rated stereotypicality and ratio measure performance 
correlate. 
Previous findings concerning the diagnostic ratio, Esses' score and the implicit 
ratio are largely repeated by all three applications. Esses' scores were found to 
correlate significantly with implicit ratios, yet only in few instances with 
diagnostic ratios, and in those cases more frequently with negative content 
autoratios. Implicit ratios however showed significant relationships with both 
Aso (additional tables 8.56-8.68) 
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Esses' score and the diagnostic ratio. The results for correlations between 
application and trait frequency measures however show that the rating scores do 
not correlate significantly with any of the other measures. 
4.4.7.4 comparisons between measures: discussion 
The assumption that the stereotype application measure would correlate with the 
set of trait frequency measures used so far was disproved. Why this should be 
remains open for speculation. A dissociation of application and processing bias is 
conceptually more acceptable than a dissociation between strength of 
representation and readiness to apply those concepts. But since none of these 
correlate with rated stereotypicality, yet the established measures do show links 
which display individual tendencies to stereotype, there should be doubts about 
the integrity of the story task. A particular problem is its rating procedure, 
particularly since all three trait frequency measures use responses made on the 
basis of a list of content items generated by participants immediately after each 
story task, which in itself could be seen as an application measure. The fact that 
the story task was repeated three times will not have helped to boost participant's 
motivation, however the exemplar based stories do not correlated with the 
measures using category descriptive material at all. 
One problem with the application measure of rated stereotypicality is that the 
raters were asked to count stereotypic concepts per 100 words and then give an 
overall impression of stereotypicality. Since few participants used more than four 
such concepts the ratings might have been influenced too much by incidence 
rather than content. Results might not fully represent the variance expressed in 
the story task. 
A second confounding problem with the rating task is that raters were not in all 
cases completely blind to the objective of the text (suppression vs. non- 
suppression). This may have led to an expectation bias on behalf of the raters. 
When looking at the immediate effects of thought suppression on application 
(e. g. Wegner, Schneider, Knutson & McMahon, 1991) then the ratings at the 
suppression stage probably should have shown a rebound effect rather than a 
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suppression effect as a result of task complexity. This problem is discussed in 
greater detail later (6.3). For the time being the results are interpreted as support 
for the suppression effect. A more controlled study will have to address the issue 
of within subjects effects of suppression on stereotypicality ratings again. 
4.4.7.5 application measure: analysis & results 
To avoid confusion between inhibition of trait frequency bias and semantic 
suppression the results from the trait frequency data and the application measure 
data are reported separately. The results from the application measure will be 
discussed with reference to results obtained for trait frequency measures. The 
separate presentation of the two sources of data, rated stereotypicality displayed 
in a story task, and trait frequency responses, reflects the difference of concepts 
and processes involved in semantic suppression and bias inhibition. But the 
separate presentation also emphasises that the application data should be 
understood as preliminary. 
The experimental execution of the story task was not without problems and the 
'validity of results is probably limited (4.4.7.6). The inclusion of a story task in 
the booklets administering the trait frequency measures is problematic since the 
story task doesn't lend itself as a repeated measures tool. Having to generate 
three scenarios in the space of one experimental session is bound to cause 
undesired fatigue and practice effects. To avoid fatigue effects participants were 
asked to think of a different exemplar each time to help them make up the three 
stories. This in itself is a methodological problem as the representativeness 
(stereotypicality) of some exemplars may have suffered substantially, 
independently of experimental suppression instructions. 
a) within subjects effects of suppression & rebound 
In the area of semantic suppression between subjects effects have been such as 
the reoccurrence of unwanted thought and even some behavioural implications 
(Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 1994) have been documented. What is 
somewhat surprising however, is that research has so far neglected to address the 
issue in a full within subjects design, following participants from their `natural' 
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level of stereotyping through a phase of inhibition where they are asked to 
actively avoid stereotypic thought, into a stage where they are again freed from 
such constraints. The success of between subjects designs, the homogeneity of 
suppression effects across participants, the complexities of administering three 
identical application measures and interference over time (lingering effects of 
suppression manipulation) may explain why within subjects designs have so far 
not been used. 
Using a repeated measures design to look at effects of suppression instruction 
was entirely motivated by the lack of success in finding significant between 
subjects effects of suppression on trait frequency measures. Once the within 
subjects approach had been chosen a direct comparison between inhibition of 
trait frequency bias and semantic suppression became an additional interest. 
Within subjects effects of semantic suppression themselves are not a principal 
experimental objective. Any comments on semantic suppression are made in 
reference to effects in inhibition of trait frequency bias. Such issues are the 
influence of content choice on trait frequency measures, (1) the influence of 
dilution of content on inhibition of trait frequency bias as well as (2) the 
influence of rebound of suppressed content on recovery of trait frequency bias, 
(3) the role of resource depletion as a result 'of semantic suppression on trait 
frequency measures, and (4) the relationship between the application component 
of trait frequency measures and the application measure (story task). The effect 
of semantic suppression itself was not of interest per se. 
The use of an additional story task in the same experiment with trait frequency 
measures has some implications for the validity of both results. The story task 
preceded each of the three applications of the trait frequency measures. 
Participants were therefore asked twice about outgroup content in each 
application, once about an outgroup exemplar (story task) and once about the 
category as such. Confusions between exemplar and category responses and 
resulting measures of stereotypicality are bound to have confounded both 
measures. This set up is certainly not ideal. Particularly since the story task 
looked for new content for each new application and the trait frequency measures 
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relied on some form of consistency between responses. In retrospect, asking 
participants for only one list of content items for the trait frequency responses 
would have been the better choice. 
Stereotypicality ratings of the story task demonstrated a repeated measures effect 
of time (p< . 
001, fig. 59) with a decrease of ratings in the suppression stage (p< 
. 
001) and recovery in the third application (p= . 
009). The recovery of scores was 
more pronounced for the outgroup `skinheads' than for `Chinese women'. 151 










time 1 time 2 
suppression 
(fig. 59) study 8: suppression within Ss, combined score for skinheads & Chinese women: 
y-axis = application measure. time 1: 1.16, time 2: . 78, time 3: 1.19 
The application scores recover after the suppression instruction is relaxed. The 
scores exceed initial values before any suppression instructions were issued (time 
1=1.16, time 3=1.19) which constitutes slight semantic rebound, although the 
effect is not significant (p= . 786). 
11 
(repeated measures MANOVA time 1-2-3 F= 7.81 p< . 
001, skinheads F= 4.94 p= . 
013, 
Chinese women F= 2.82 p= . 
073; t-tests: time 1-2: t= 4.22 p< . 
001 r= . 
823**, time 2-3: t=-2.75 
p= . 
009 r=. 639**, time 1-3: t=-. 27 p= . 
786 r=. 850**) table 8.24-8.30 
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time 3 
b) between subjects effect of target outgroup 
The target outgroup for which participants made their responses, had no effect on 
significant effect on stereotypicality ratings. However, the rebound effect of 
script ratings is more pronounced for the outgroup `skinheads'. Yet, the results of 
a mixed MANOVA model also revealed no significant effects of target outgroup. 
c) between subjects effect of perspective (level of abstraction) 
The story task preceded the trait frequency measures. But for this questionnaire 
component no explicit instructions were made to adopt either a personal or an 
ingroup perspective. The exemplar story task from an ingroup perspective 
seemed to make little sense. Despite the absence of this manipulation from the 
story task the remaining pages of the questionnaire booklets for this between 
subjects condition asked for responses according to either perspective. To check 
for interference, the ratings were entered into a Oneway ANOVA design, 152 
which showed that such possible interference had no significant effect on the 
rating scores. 
d) comparisons between measurement techniques 
Of particular interest is the relationship between the three trait frequency 
measures and the story task, between categorical bias and the readiness to apply 
stereotypic material, since most of research into stereotyping and research related 
to effects of mental control use application measures. The juxtaposition of 
application and probability bias measures highlight the importance of stereotype 
measurement and the significance of a clear understanding of what is measured 
by which method for the whole field of stereotype research. 
The stereotypicality ratings follow the same pattern as trait frequency measures. 
Suppression instructions have caused a decrease in rated content application, the 
relaxation made the suppressed content accessible again. Unlike trait frequency 
measures scores exceed original scores (rebound). However, contradicting 
expectations, semantic suppression did not lead to a significant rebound effect. 
Application recovers in line with trait frequency bias. Correlations between the 
152 (and mixed MANOVA model) 
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ratings and the percentage-based measures are all non significant (4.4.7.3). The 
measures behave similarly (suppression, yet not rebound) but they do not 
correlate. 
4.4.7.6 application measure: discussion 
Reason for concern is the fact that stereotypicality ratings did not mirror the 
difference between the target outgroups. Correlations between the ratings and the 
percentage-based measures are all non significant. Nevertheless, they did follow 
the within subjects effects of suppression. The dissociation between 
stereotypicality ratings and the three ratio-based measures needs to be looked at 
in greater detail in a separate study that sets out to investigate this phenomenon 
by drawing conceptual and methodological parallels. Taken together with the 
concerns raised earlier (4.4.7.4) serious doubts in the validity of the rating 
procedure are probably in place. 
Freeing up the mental resources tied down by actively inhibiting stereotypic 
thought has been proposed to cause greater accessibility of those unwanted 
concepts when the instruction is taken away (Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & 
Wheeler, 1996) as attention to non-stereotypic material may have been neglected. 
In a within subjects repeated measures approach the parallels between content 
application and processing are investigated. 
So far suppression and rebound have not been studied in a full repeated measures 
design. Research up to this point has used between subjects designs which have 
found several `ironic' consequences of thought suppression. Suppression has 
been found to cause rebound of stereotypic thought (Macrae, Bodenhausen, 
Milne & Wheeler, 1996) and even to have behavioural implications (Macrae, 
Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 1994). 
(1) The first question the inclusion of an application measure was to address is 
whether dilution of content affects trait frequency bias. The ratings from the story 
task seem to support the notion that suppression instructions reduce stereotypic 
output. Perceivers decrease the stereotypicality of the stories they make up about 
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outgroup exemplars. What the raters see as stereotypic or not will be ultimately 
caught up with their own cliches, probably with an emphasis on negativity of 
content. It can be assumed that reduced stereotypicality ratings reflect a dilution 
of descriptive material with less diagnostic content. Given the results from the 
application measure, and the deduction that suppressing content means 
substitution and dilution, perceivers alter their choice of applied content 
according to the instruction to suppress stereotyping. The same probably holds 
true for non-exemplar but category descriptive content perceivers generate for the 
trait frequency measures. Diagnosticity of the material decreases according to the 
suppression manipulation, the desirability of the chosen content however does 
not. Although the material used under suppression instructions is implicitly less 
diagnostic, typical or stereotypical, it is still of the same desirability. And the 
question whether perceivers have chosen different equally undesirable content, 
which is less diagnostic of the outgroup or whether they have used more or less 
the same material, but have implicitly placed less predictive reliance in it cannot 
be answered conclusively. On the one hand it looks like the same material was 
used, on the other hand there is a compelling argument for dilution of content to 
carry the effects of manipulations. There is no conclusive evidence for either 
speculation, but as much as semantic suppression is an indicator for effects of 
content dilution, the results for diagnostic ratios and particularly levels of 
ingroup endorsement (autoscores) are indicators for a change in reliance 
(intensity). 
(2) The second question is strongly related to the possible influence of dilution of 
content on inhibition of trait frequency bias and addresses the relationship 
between the rebound of suppressed content and the recovery of trait frequency 
bias. However, significant rebound effects of semantic suppression were not 
found in this study. The hyper-accessibility of formerly suppressed content, if it 
happened, did not increase ratings of stereotypic output. This can have a number 
of methodological reasons, one very likely one being that the repeated measures 
for three 'different exemplars does not exactly constitute repeating identical 
measures. Other explanations are also possible and place the validity of at least 
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the rebound section of the data at risk. The results from the application measure 
are notably in line with trait frequency results though, which merely show a 
recovery of scores up to original levels. In this study at least, ironic effects of 
suppression fail to materialise. While for effects of semantic suppression this 
may be somewhat surprising, given the theoretic accounts for such effects (6. ), a 
rebound of trait frequency bias would have been hard to explain. There is no 
reason why frequency representations should increase with a vengeance, unless 
they were determined by the same processes that produce semantic suppression. 
This issue will be taken up again later (6. ), for the time being however 
conclusions about the influence of semantic suppression and resulting semantic 
rebound on trait frequency responses cannot be made because semantic 
suppression here has not produced rebound. What can be said however is, that 
inhibition of trait frequency bias as a result of suppression instructions does not 
have ironic and counter-intentional effects. Trait frequency bias has no problems 
recovering back up to its former level. Any notion counter-intentional priming 
effects and hyper-accessibility of alternative frequency relationships seems even 
more unlikely than before the inclusion of an application measure. Nor has 
hyper-accessibility of semantic concepts had an effect on trait frequency bias. 
The present results suggest few links between semantic representations (content 
choice) and trait frequency bias on the whole. 
(3) A third issue the application measure helps addressing is the role of resource 
depletion as a result, of semantic suppression on trait frequency measures. The 
effects of resource depletion on trait frequency bias have not yet been 
investigated. Predictions about how trait frequency bias may react under depleted 
resources have to rely on predictions the processing mode literature makes. 
Resource depletion can be assumed to make trait frequency processing more 
heuristic and increase levels of bias. However, trait frequency processing 
presumably is already relatively heuristic per se, with little active influence on 
rapid and not very considered responses anyway. Trait frequency bias seems to 
operate with few mental resources. The effect of added task demand is open to 
speculation. If semantic suppression were to reduce resources, than it may 
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increase bias. Further study is necessary to address this issue appropriately. If 
semantic suppression had any effect on bias, then it would probably have 
decreased any inhibition of bias. 
(4) The fourth issue, the relationship between the application component of trait 
frequency measures and the application measure (story task), has already been 
considered in the context of content dilution (ad 1). A relationship between 
scores, stereotypicality and desirability, has not been found. An explanation for 
this may be that exemplar content and category content need not necessarily 
match. They may differ in content choice, desirability and diagnosticity. 
Suppression influenced script ratings of stereotypicality. 153 As hypothesised 
perceivers applied less activated stereotypic material when being asked to 
suppress it. But the instruction not to apply stereotypic concepts also led to a 
decrease in trait frequency bias, which suggests that stereotype activation and 
application are not so far removed from information processing biases as has 
been assumed in the past. 
Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Wheeler (1996) suggest that thought suppression 
is an effortful endeavour. The task to suppress any activated stereotypic thought 
according to Macrae et al., (1996) leads to a neglect of non-stereotypic material 
which is then less available to be applied (rebound). Less pragmatically, 
suppression of unwanted negative stereotypic thought may lead to desirable 
category material to disappear from "active memory". Such hyper-accessibility 
of unwanted thought (Wegner et al., 1991) explains the rebound of stereotypes 
after having been kept under control away from application. 
This seems to be the case for the script ratings. After an initial suppression effect, 
stereotypes bounce back and exceed the initial ratings, though not significantly 
so. For the ratio-based measures there is a trend visible for recovery, yet 
significant effects are infrequent. Design 2 diagnostic ratios representing all 
153 note doubts in the rating procedure expressed earlier 
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content material and design 2 implicit ratios rise significantly after the 
suppression stage, but they do not demonstrate the "ironic" consequences of 
suppression described by Macrae et. al. (1994). It seems that processing is going 
back up to its normal level, but it does not seem to suffer any consequences of 
suppression that lead to an overall increase. If anything, scores remain 
significantly lower than the initial baseline and show a longer lasting effect of 
suppression. While application may suffer from short supply of non-stereotypic 
material or positive category information and as a result displays hyper- 
accessibility of stereotypes, processing faces no such lack of availability and 
resumes business as usual. 
There appears to be no reason why ingroup serving processing should become 
more ingroup biased and go on the rebound. The heuristics expressed by trait 
frequency processing can be argued to have gone through a phase of more 
effortful and systematic processing with the objection to suppress, which resulted 
in a decrease of implicit ratio scores. On the other hand effortful processing to, 
keep bias (inhibition of trait frequency bias) down and stereotypes locked up 
(semantic suppression) could have just as easily led to a decrease in resources 
available to process frequency representations and to an increase in implicit ratio 
scores. The fact that this was not the case may suggest that trait frequency bias 
and content application are concepts that are closely linked. However, this 
relationship between content over-generalisation (trait frequency bias) and 
application is not backed up by significant correlations between the script ratings 
and ratio measures. 
4.4.8 summary 
The within subjects approach of study 8 has shown that suppression decreases 
trait frequency bias (fig. 60). Rather than just through dilution, results suggest 
that the extent to which perceivers generalise content across an outgroup changes 
as result of suppression instructions. Suppression instructions have independently 
led to an inhibition of trait frequency bias as well as a reduction of stereotypic 
output (rated stereotypicality). Semantic suppression (application) and inhibition 
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of trait frequency bias (intensity) coincide, yet do not correlate. Both application 
and bias recover after instructions to suppress are relaxed. There is no significant 
rebound of formerly suppressed content. 
















(fig 60) study 8: within Ss suppression manipulation, 'skinheads' & 'Chinese women', y-axis = design 1&2 
implicit ratio scores. t 1: IM1 8.35, IM2 14.08, t 2: IM1 5.79, IM2 10.04, t3: IM1 6.05, IM2 13.08 
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5. discussion of second experimental section 
5. results and discussion: studies 5-8 
5.1 measurement methodology 
The second set of experiments was carried out primarily to address experimental 
issues which go beyond measurement methodology. But since the measures 
which were introduced and investigated in detail in the first set of studies are now 
used as experimental tools, the second set of experiments also serves as cross- 
validation for previous measurement methodology findings. By using the full 
range of diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores and implicit ratios, the specific nature of 
the measures as well as their differences in concept and result can be looked at 
again. 
5.1.1 measurement methodology: summary of results 
summary table of results: measurement methodology 
study 5 study 6 study 7 study 8 
n=167 4.1 (n=53) 4.2 (n=43) 4.3 (n=34) 4.4 (n=37 
content 
desirability 
diagnostic ratio DR 2-> DR 2 +/- DR -> DR +/- > DR +» 
>DR2+ 
autoratios DR au +> DR au +/- > DR au - 
ratio design DR 2> DR 1 » » 
diagnostic ratio DR 1+ > DR 2+ 
implicit ratio IM 2> IM 1 
autoratios DR > DR au D 
........................................ ... . 
IM > IM au 
.............................................. ......................................... .......................................... .. _........................................... 
target none 




...................................... ... . 
(artif. outgroup) 
.............................................. ........................................ .......................................... .............................................. 
within ratio DR, IM DR, ES, IM 
consistency 
& over time 
& across outgroups 
& over time 
& with artif. outgroup 
section 2 (x5-8) measurement methodology »= same pattern as in previous study; -= not tested (5.1.1) 
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5.1.2 measurement methodology: results & discussion 
a) content desirability 
The second set of studies repeat earlier findings that diagnostic ratios scores vary 
as a function of the desirability expressed by the content they represent. 
Perceivers' relative frequency estimates are particularly high for content material 
which is seen as undesirable. Diagnostic ratios representing all content regardless 
of its attractiveness have lower scores. For desirable material, however, the 
difference of ingroup and outgroup frequencies is less and therefore outgroup 
diagnosticity is even lower. The picture of ingroup defensive frequency estimates 
for outgroup descriptive material found in the first four studies is fully repeated. 
Autoratios use the material descriptive of the outgroup and show how prepared 
perceivers are to endorse it as ingroup descriptive. Here, the desirable material is 
most likely to receive high scores and undesirable content to be non-diagnostic of 
the ingroup. 
Processing trait frequency information is biased towards (over-) representing 
content that is seen by perceivers as less attractive. Even though desirable 
material gets picked to describe the outgroup, the outgroup defining power that is 
ascribed to it is less. Diagnostic ratios show that desirable content is less reliable 
to characterise the group and less reliable to describe intergroup categorization. 
b) ratio design & c) autoratios 
Results also confirm previous findings on ratio designs. The comparisons of 
outgroup estimates with the ingroup rather than `people in general' as baseline 
increases diagnostic ratio scores. The same holds true for implicit ratios. The 
specific use of the ingroup in design 2 accentuates the outgroup diagnosticity. 
This is further underlined by autoratios, showing that the outgroup content is 
exclusive and distinctive to the group. 
The effect of ratio design confirms that frequency estimates are viable means of 
collecting trait probabilities, despite participants having little opportunity to keep 
track of their responses throughout an application of the ratio-based measures, 
particularly in reference to single trait items. There is additional evidence that 
percentage estimates have high internal consistency over time, across outgroups, 
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designs, and content desirabilities. The rapid percentage response is subject to a 
consistent bias in favour of the ingroup. Differences between ratio designs 
illustrate that the bias increases the more dichotomous the categorization is or the 
greater the `psychological distance' is between outgroup responses and baseline 
estimates. 
d) consistency across outgroups 
The picture of within subjects differences across different target outgroups is less 
clear. Whereas study 5 (4.1) found no significant differences between two 
outgroups other than with an artificial outgroup, study 7 (4.3) finds outgroups to 
affect diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores and implicit ratios. 
An explanation for this might be the choice of target outgroups used in the 
studies. Study 5 uses two national outgroups (the Dutch & Greeks) and an 
artificial minimal group. Since there are differences between artificial group and 
national group, yet no differences between the two national groups the quality of 
the outgroup may have influenced trait frequency bias. This could mean that 
national outgroups receive more or less the same bias on the basis that they are 
`foreign' and distinctions in trait frequency processing become only visible when 
using very different groups which are meaningful to perceivers' everyday lives 
(skinheads, elderly women). Assumptions can be made about the category 
hierarchy of inclusiveness and exclusiveness which the frequency bias might 
reflect. The difference between skinheads and elderly women seems more 
pronounced than the more effortful distinction between two European 
nationalities, based on familiarity, exposure and category relevance. 
e) within measures consistency 
All four studies find internal consistency for the three measures. Additionally 
Study 5 and 8 find consistency of diagnostic ratios and implicit ratios over 
several identical applications. Participant's scores correlate significantly in 
repeated measures designs, where outgroups, designs etc. remain constant. Taken 
together, these correlations are evidence for the internal validity of all three 
measures. 
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summary table of results: comparing measures (consistencies) 
study 5 study 6 study 7 study 8 
n=167 4.1 (n=53) 4.2 (n=43) 4.3 (n=34) 4.4 (n=37 
IM-DR 
IM - ES 
ES - DR 
DR, ES, IM - 
script ratings 











ESin - DR au+ 
» 
comparing measures »= same pattern as 
ES in - IM au 
(ES - DR) ES - DRau - 
us study 
f) comparing measures (consistencies across measurement methodologies) 
Since the full set of diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores and implicit ratios was used 
throughout the second set of studies, a second look at the similarities and 
differences between the three measures is possible. Study 8 additionally includes 
rated stereotypicality as a measure of content application. Comparing trait 
frequency with stereotype application measures is of particular interest since they 
represent two different conceptualisations of stereotyping. 
All four studies find relationships between performances on diagnostic ratios and 
implicit ratios as well as Esses' scores and implicit ratios, highlighting the 
methodological similarities between the measures. The correlations across the 
measures indicate the conceptual parallels of trait frequency measures, 
particularly those that use frequency ratios (diagnostic ratios & implicit ratios) 
and those that use desirability ratings (Esses' scores & implicit ratios). 
Stereotyping as conceptualised by the three measures is subject to individual 
differences, which are visible throughout the three measures. Particularly the 
scarce significant relationships between Esses' scores and diagnostic ratios show 
that all three approaches have external validity. 
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Quite in contrast, the script rating of stereotypicality does not show any links 
with either of the three measures. Although there is internal validity expressed 
over three applications, the application measure does not correlate with the trait 
frequency measures. Conceptual differences between content application and 
content endorsement (Esses' score) representational strength (diagnostic ratio) 
and processing bias (trait frequency bias: implicit ratio, revised diagnostic ratio) 
need to be considered. Differences between consensual exemplar and 
idiosyncratic category responses are likely causes for this dissociation. The lack 
of within subjects consistency, however remains surprising, particularly since the 
application measure and the trait frequency measures both show score reduction 
as a result of suppression instructions and both merely recover after such 
instructions are relaxed. 
differences between trait frequency bias and content application 
Whereas ratio-based measures use percentage estimates to assess a category 
difference in frequency estimates, Esses' scores use them to measure content 
endorsement qualified for desirability. The application measures, however, 
quantifies perceptions of stereotype use. Categorical information such as trait 
frequency does not enter the conceptualisation of stereotypes used for the 
application measure. Whereas ratio-based measures and Esses' scores use 
perceiver's reliance in descriptive material as an indication of stereotyping, 
application measures merely chart its occurrence in reference to an exemplar. 
Stereotyping as conceptualised by application measures is the expression of 
stereotypic thought, for example by using it in conversation. Application 
measures assess the face value of statements and imply perceivers' latent 
stereotyping. The expression of stereotypes in one context serves as an indication 
for perceivers to use stereotypic material in another situation. More accurately, 
differences in application at one given time in one given context illustrate 
differences between groups of perceivers which have undergone some treatment 
(e. g. suppression). The assumption is that there is a common baseline level of 
expressed stereotypicality. 
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Content endorsement qualified for desirability (Esses' score) on the other hand 
makes no reference to stereotype application. But since it uses only one 
frequency estimate for outgroup content (Brigham, 1971) and perceiver 
generated item lists, it may be the closest to an application measure out of the 
three. Therefore the absence of significant correlations between Esses' score and 
the application measure is perhaps the most surprising. However, just like the 
diagnostic ratio, Esses' score assesses to what extent perceivers rely on content to 
describe the outgroup. This reliance does not predict readiness to use the 
material, it merely assesses its descriptive power. 
Perceivers' readiness to describe a group in stereotypic terms is not predicted by 
the group specific nature of the stereotypes nor their biased valence (diagnostic 
ratio content desirabilities & implicit ratio). Endorsement, representational 
strength, and valence bias tell us about thought processes, yet not about their 
expression. 
However, all three trait frequency measures use perceiver generated content, 
itself a form of application measure. The information is collected to be diagnostic 
of the whole category, whereas the story task collects exemplar information. Trait 
frequency measures represent idiosyncratic intergroup cognitions, 
stereotypicality ratings on the other hand encompass consensus. These 
differences may be responsible for the lack of within subjects relationships 
between the two approaches to measurement. The exemplar information is 
however rated for its (category) stereotypicality. If there is no content confound 
between exemplar and category content, then a difference between perceiver 
level diagnosticity and rated consensual stereotypicality has to be concluded. 
The dissociation of trait frequency measures and ratings of content application 
highlight the importance of distinctions between concepts. On the one hand there 
are three measures which themselves draw on different conceptual ideas of what 
stereotyping is and on the other hand there is rated stereotypicality which 
concentrates on the phenomenology of stereotyping (application). This 
dissociation stresses the importance of having a clear understanding of what is 
measured and why. If the face value of stereotyping, the occurrence of a 
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stereotype, is of interest then an application measure is sufficient. If however the 
cognitive underpinnings of the phenomenon are of greater interest than its 
expression, then a more processing oriented measure should be considered. 
5.1.3 measurement methodology: methodological problems 
It may well be the case that the application measure did not work in a repeated 
measures design or that the involvement of external raters led to a confusion in 
the rating data (4.3.8.2). Future experiments may still obtain significant 
correlations with the other measures, across consensual exemplar and 
idiosyncratic category responses. 
5.1.4 measurement methodology: conclusions 
The four studies which use the new implicit ratio measure of stereotyping 
intensity as an experimental tool confirm measurement methodology findings of 
the first set of experiments. They support the integrity of the implicit ratio. 
Underlining its hybrid nature, it correlates with both the diagnostic ratio and 
Esses' score. All three measures indicate individual differences in trait frequency 
processing. Effects of content desirability and ratio design have demonstrated 
that processing of trait frequency information is subject to an ingroup serving 
bias. Implicit ratio scores (stereotyping intensity) reflect different target groups 
on the background of general score consistency, indicating both context specific 
processing and an individual style of processing across contexts. 
This possible response style does not translate into rated stereotype application. 
possibly because it relates to percentage estimates more than to overall 
stereotyping. A dissociation between rated stereotype application and the three 
measures highlights the importance of underlying concepts in the measurement 
of stereotyping. 
The proposed implicit ratio measure of cognitive bias uses trait frequency 
estimates to collect individual perceptions of typicality of content. The studies 
reported here show that such percentage estimates successfully describe category 
sensitive typicality. A methodological finding which backs up results by Beck et 
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al., (1988) who have shown prototypicality judgements to be a powerful means 
of tracking individual differences. 
5.2 additional issues 
A number of influencing factors were detected throughout the second set of 
studies. They are not immediately related to the measurement methodologies, nor 
directly part of the experimental agenda. The factors summarised in this section 
were included to check the validity of the measures and make sure that the 
measures were not overly influenced by experimental side-effects or intergroup 
characteristics which were of no immediate relevance. These between subjects 
factors relate to the kind of content participants generate as well as their status 
and social distance perceptions. In addition, the between subjects effect of 
different outgroups is re-examined. 
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5.2.1 additional issues: summary of results 
summary table of results: additional factors affecting measures 
study 5 study 6 study 7 study 8 
n=167 4.1 (n=53) 4.2 (n=43) 4.3 (n=34) 4.4 (n=37) 
amount of ES, IM 2 none DR, IM DR ES 
content 
amount of 
desirable ES, IM ES, IM DR, ES, IM 
content 
amount of - 
undesirable DR -, DR au, ES, IM DR, ES, IM 
content ES, IM 
proportion of - ES, IM ES DR, ES, IM `:. 
content 
relative status (DR) DR au + DR, ES, IM DR au 
IM au 
social - - none ES 
distance 
........................................... ...................................... ................................................... .......................................... _........................................... 
outgroups none - - DR au, (between Ss) ES, IM 
section 2 (x5-8) influencing factors -= not tested (5.2.1) 
5.2.2 additional issues: results & discussion 
a) overall amount of content 
Initial concerns (study 5) that Esses' score was too dominated by the amount of 
content participants generated were relieved by inconclusive results over the 
second set of experiments. Results show that all three measures are in some 
instances influenced by the overall amount of content generated. However, no 
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measure seems consistently influenced by this factor, yet out of the three 
measures, Esses' score is affected most strongly. Keeping in mind the 
assumption that the overall amount of content indicates participants' task 
conscientiousness and willingness to participate, its effect on measures should be 
closely monitored. 
b) amount and proportion of desirable & undesirable content 
Amount and proportion of desirable and undesirable content material affected 
scores of all the measures. Most influenced by valenced content were the two 
measures which include desirability ratings. Both the implicit ratio and 
particularly Esses' score show that quantity of valenced material is represented in 
the score. 
c) relative status & social distance 
Whereas social distance showed an effect only on Esses' scores in a repeated 
measures design, relative status was demonstrated to have a more widespread 
effect across all four studies and all three measures. However, there is no pattern 
emerging that would suggest relative status was closely linked to any of them. 
Between subjects effects of relative status estimates occur but are generally 
incidental to score performance. For example study 7 indicated that higher 
relative status perceptions of elderly women coincided with greater trait 
frequency bias, whereas in other instances lower relative status was associated 
with greater bias. 
d) between subjects effects of target outgroup 
No differences were found between participants who respond to different 
national outgroups (Dutch, Greeks) in study 5 (4.1), yet study 8 (4.4) revealed 
such differences between participants responding to either `Chinese women' or 
`skinheads'. The inconsistent results for within subjects effects of target outgroup 
(5.1.2 d) could be related to the kind of outgroup used and resulting choice of 
content, which may also be responsible for the inconsistent between subjects 
findings. Study 5 uses two national outgroups (the Dutch & Greeks) and an 
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artificial minimal group whereas study 8 uses British social minorities which are 
very distinct in may ways (occupation, gender, age etc. ). What is important to 
note is that between subjects effects of reference outgroup can occur and that 
processing of trait frequency information is not target outgroup independent as 
suggested earlier (study 2). Evidence accumulated over eight studies suggests 
that processing can reflect differences between certain outgroups but that 
perceivers do not have specific biases for specific groups. At the same time 
results suggest that differential idiosyncratic biases can appear as shared across 
the ingroup in reference to another group. 
5.2.3 additional issues: methodological problems 
Whereas amount and proportion of desirable and undesirable content would be 
expected to characterise the three measures, the influence of the overall amount 
of generated content has different implications, which are discussed earlier (4.1). 
The amount of content does not enter the scores. All three measures are averages 
regardless of the actual amount of generated content. Therefore its predictive 
power on scores, particularly Esses' score is potentially more confounding. 
Few participants do not manage to find ten outgroup descriptive characteristics 
for 10 items lists, yet those who do not also show higher scores. More 
participants fail to complete 20 item lists (4.2), yet in study 6 no significant 
between subjects effects occur. This indicates that it is not relative failure to 
complete lists but a more fundamental lack in imagination or interest in the 
outgroup that is associated with higher scores. 
In experiments which use more than one application of the measures, specifically 
the studies which use identical applications (4.1 & 4.4), participants are asked to 
perform exactly the same tedious tasks two or three times. The overall aim 
designing the combined application format was to make the questionnaire 
procedure as perceiver centred, relevant and interesting as possible. The 
repetitiveness of percentage estimates cannot be avoided, yet multiple identical 
applications further increase the danger of fatigue effects. Having to make thirty 
rapid percentage estimates in one application is not an exciting task, having to do 
it three times in one day certainly does not help focusing on the task. In one sense 
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the repetitiveness however is good news from a methodological point of view as 
it further reduces the danger of active performance effects on the measures. On 
the other hand responses may be artificially heuristic because of task demand and 
arbitrary as a result of fatigue. The obtained biases however show that trait 
frequency processing can be carried out under the given circumstances without 
suffering or increasing significantly under repetition. But conscientiousness on 
the task has in several instances (studies 5,7 & 8) been an indicator of 
performance, showing that limited interest in the task was associated with an 
increase in bias. This indicates that participants who are fed up with the task, 
though not as a result of accumulative fatigue, rely more on heuristics for 
outgroup representations. 
The instrument used to measure social distance is a very brief version of a social 
distance scale (Hagendoorn & Hraba, 1987) and is probably only a snapshot view 
of the actual social distance felt by participants. Though there is no direct 
evidence available, performance effects could very well be responsible for the 
overall low levels of social distance displayed towards either group. Seven point 
indicator scale scores are generally very low, indicating little social distance. 
5.2.4 additional issues: conclusions 
Some of the additional factors were found to consistently influence the three 
measures. In the case of the amount and proportion of desirable and undesirable 
content this is perhaps least surprising since valence is an essential ingredient of 
the instruments. Implicit ratios and Esses' score explicitly use content valence in 
the measures to qualify strength of representation and diagnosticity. Valenced 
content is also reflected in some diagnostic ratios, which only implicitly use 
desirability information. The influence of valenced content on diagnostic ratios is 
further evidence for content meaning to be relevant to stereotype measurement 
and an indication that it should be conceptually included. 
Status perceptions on the other hand only inconsistently point at differences in 
perceivers' stereotyping. They illustrate the meaningfulness of the categorization 
expressed by the three measures yet do not postulate any rule that certain status 
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perceptions could be associated with greater trait frequency bias and should be 
seen as further evidence for the independence of stereotypic trait frequency bias. 
Which outgroups are looked at and how different they are, both from each other 
and from the ingroup, seems to matter in order to be reflected by the measures. 
Between subjects differences of target outgroup are documented. Whether these 
differences are systematic or not cannot be concluded yet. 
5.3 experimental manipulations 
Study 5 (4.1) set out to investigate within subjects consistency over time. As it 
happened, the experimental lay-out increased in complexity during its 
application. In the end it addressed both consistency over time in reference to one 
target outgroup as well as across different outgroups. The repeated measures 
approach is taken up again in study 8 with a full three step repeated measures 
design. The within subjects consistency across outgroups is looked at again in 
more detail in study 7 (5.1.2 d). Attributional perspective also got caught in 
Study 5's complexity and gets a second look in study 8 (4.4). Study 5 uses an 
artificial outgroup to show that mere categorization already leads to a bias in the 
processing of trait frequency information. Category salience is more specifically 
addressed in study 6 (4.5). 
Against the background of effects of perspective found in study 5 (4.1) studies 6 
(4.2) and 7 (4.3) investigate the influence of processing objectives to reduce 
scores on the three trait frequency measures. Perceivers are made more 
accountable for their responses and are instructed to suppress stereotypic thought 
to find out how susceptible the measures are to shifts in processing objectives. 
The lack of an effect of suppression in a between subjects setting leads to a 
within subjects design (study 8,4.4) where the diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores 
and implicit ratios are followed through suppression and recovery stages. For the 
first time script ratings are added as a measure of content application to compare 
suppression and recovery stages of trait frequency bias against within subjects 
effects of semantic suppression and rebound picked up by the application 
measure. 
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5.3.1 summary of results: experimental manipulations 
summary table of results: experimental issues 
study 5 study 6 





mere DR, IM - - - 
categorization 
.... ...................................... ............................................. ........................................... _ .............................. 
category - none - - 
prime 
amount of prime - 
related to prime, yet 
not to measures - - 
specific items 
................... ........................................................ _ _......................................... _........................................... _........................................... 
perspective 
.................. 
DR, ES, IM 





DR, ES, IM 
............ _.............................. ....................... 
- - DR, IM - 
accountability 
eld. women: DR IM 
skinheads: DR au+ 
.......................................... ............................................. _ ........................................... ............................................ ........... ý .... f ...................... 
DR, IM 




rebound -rebound: DR 2+/- 
(& ratings) 
___.: o ý., s_uý eyr r; mpntal issues -= not tested (5i. 11 
5.3.2 experimental manipulations: results & discussion 
a) categorization & category priming 
The diagnostic and implicit ratios showed that a mere split of the ingroup already 
results in a ingroup serving trait frequency processing bias (4.1). Mere 
categorization into arbitrary groups resulted in biased descriptions and ratio 
scores of the other group. The bogus nature of the categorization must have been 
obvious to perceivers yet the ratio scores correlate with other outgroups presented 
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on the same occasion. Individuals' biases are extended to a meaningless category. 
The mere existence of a category led to bias, provoking the use of negative and 
diagnostic material. The effect of mere categorization suggests that the presence 
of another category leads to an automatic and spontaneous bias, which reinforces 
the categorization and in the absence of ingroup coherence is presumably ego- 
defensive rather than derogatory. 
Multiple overlapping categorizations are a more realistic model of social 
categorization than a strict ingroup outgroup dichotomy. But in category 
hierarchies does the widening of the reference category to a superordinate level 
dilute stereotyping? Study 6 (4.2) found that priming such a superordinate 
category caused a change in the perceiver's content activation and application 
reflecting the more general category. But change in the choice of content did not 
coincide with less trait frequency bias. Whether a superordinate category was 
primed or not made no difference to diagnostic ratio, Esses' or implicit ratio 
scores (4.2.16). By priming a superordinate category, multiple category 
representations are reduced down towards a single dominant category. Macrae, 
Bodenhausen & Milne (1995) suggest that selective attention is directed to the 
single dominant category to save resources which leads to a neglect of non-active 
categories. According to this idea the primed category should not only find 
expression in the choice of content but should also have a activation advantage 
over the non-primed sub-category. Results are entirely consistent with this idea in 
terms of activating and applying content, yet the dilution of target group specific 
content does not lead to an easing off of the trait frequency processing bias that is 
expressed in the ratio based measures. Nor does broadening category reference 
lessen negativity or descriptive power of the content measured by Esses' score. 
Priming a superordinate category reduced the proportion of category specific 
content, yet trait frequency bias maintained its overall descriptive and 
generalising power. Despite the fact that priming `young women' led to 
activation and application of content material which could have just as easily 
been ingroup descriptive, the content was still used to express the bias. 
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An application measure is needed to fully address the problem, 154 but the most 
likely explanation for priming not to affect the measures is a dissociation 
between activation and application processes on the one hand and trait frequency 
processes on the other. This dissociation would mean that activation and 
application of non-primed category material is inhibited, but that independently 
of the content used to describe the outgroup the underlying trait frequency bias 
remains intact. Categorization finds a direct expression in the bias favouring the 
ingroup. The actual content chosen to describe the other group is secondary and 
may change with the frame of reference. 
If in certain contexts outgroup members are seen as part of a superordinate 
category, this may change the immediate output and dilute a stereotype, yet the 
group as a whole still receives the same unfavourable generalisations. 
This is not so much an issue of subtyping as it is a lack of translation from 
content ascription to its descriptive power of a group. Category hierarchies 
influence exemplar descriptions but they do not extend to group perceptions. 
When perceivers are asked to make assumptions about another group they rely on 
group distinctive material. This content which makes the category distinctive is 
often enough negative in valence. Perceivers do not take into account the wider 
spectrum of category hierarchies. Instead of appreciating cross-category 
similarities they reinforce distinctive dissimilarities. Broader category salience 
does not influence the trust placed in stereotypic material to describe the group in 
question. 
b) perspective manipulation 
Both studies which use a between subjects manipulation of perspective (studies 5 
& 8) show higher scores on all three measures for those participants who make 
responses on behalf of their ingroup. Adopting the position of the public seems to 
either take away some inhibitions and to reveal perceivers' real bias or to reflect 
their assumption to be the tolerant exception to the ingroup rule. Whatever may 
154 The priming procedure included a story task which in study 6 is used as an application 
measure, yet since the stories are generated for the photo prime rather than the target outgroup 
they are useless as an application measure. The issue therefore needs to be addressed by future 
research. 
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be the case, the perspective manipulation shows that perceivers can exert some 
form of mental control over rapid frequency estimates. Since an actual 
performance effect in terms of active intentional control can probably be ruled 
out (3.9.1 b), the effect should be interpreted as a result of a shift in processing 
objective. The difference between the two perspectives in study 5 (4.1) was a first 
indication that processing objectives can influence ratio-based measures. The 
between subjects effects of perspective was the starting point for looking at other 
processing objectives and find out whether trait frequency bias could not only be 
increased but also reduced experimentally. Two manipulations were used to 
attempt a reduction of bias, heightened accountability and stereotype suppression 
instructions. 
c) accountability manipulation 
If a shift in response perspective is first clear evidence that processing objectives 
have an effect on the processing of trait frequency information, then processing 
objectives should also be able to reduce trait frequency bias. By asking perceivers 
for possible reasons for discrimination against an outgroup, perceivers were made 
to feel more accountable for their responses. The procedure is thought to make 
the negative and unjustified impact of some intergroup cognitions salient, 
motivating perceivers to present themselves as unprejudiced. Stereotypes are 
thought to be filtered through an accuracy goal. Perceivers are self-conscious as 
their own responses have to measure up against the negative reality of intergroup 
relations made salient by the initial cause finding task. This feeling of being 
responsible for their responses constitutes a shift in processing objective towards 
self presentation and accuracy. 
Study 7 (4.3) shows that feeling accountable reduces trait frequency bias. While 
adopting the ingroup perspective increases displayed bias (4.1 & 4.4), 
accountability reduces trait frequency bias. But the effect is not universal. The 
reduction of bias occurs primarily for a higher status group ('elderly women') 
and is restricted to the ratio-based measures. Accountability or self-awareness 
reduces biased frequency representations in line with the realisation that the 
outgroup `does not deserve' to be stereotyped. But the salience of discrimination 
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has not simply made output more favourable, it has reduced the confidence in its 
diagnosticity. Accountability has led to less generalisation. 
d) suppression instruction 
A logical way to proceed from successfully manipulating trait frequency bias 
(perspective) was to try and reduce the bias by using suppression instructions. 
These had been used successfully to reduce stereotypic output (content 
application). But would the kind of active mental control which causes semantic 
suppression also reduce levels of trait frequency bias? 
Study 6 (4.2) finds no significant evidence that perceivers who have been asked 
to suppress stereotypic thought display a smaller bias in processing trait 
frequency information. Asking perceivers to avoid stereotypes may suppress 
stereotypic thought constructs, as results for stereotype activation and application 
suggest (Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 1994), but the suppression effect 
does not translate into a reduction of trait frequency bias. 
Study 7 (4.3) reinforces this impression. Frequency processing seems to be 
immune to suppression instructions or resulting suppression of stereotypic 
thought from application. At the same time, study 7 shows that another 
processing objective, the heightening of perceivers' accountability, quite clearly 
reduces trait frequency bias in the same between subjects design. Somehow trait 
frequency bias changes with perspective and accountability, yet the well 
established effect of thought suppression (semantic suppression) on stereotyping 
(application of stereotypic content) (Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 
1994) fails to make an impression on the bias. Exerting mental control over 
thoughts affects application of stereotypic material but the reliance and negativity 
of the material which can be deduced from the trait frequency bias remains 
unchanged. 
Although on face value between subjects effects of suppression instructions 
could be observed for the trait frequency measure, the results of studies 5 and 7 
both show that the influence of the manipulation was not significant. It took the 
within subjects approach of study 8 (4.4) to document that suppression 
instructions would affect trait frequency processing (5.3.3.1). The scores on the 
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ratio-based measures decreased under instructions to suppress stereotyping and 
recovered back up to their original level after these instructions had been taken 
away. The results are further evidence that a change in processing objectives can 
influence trait frequency bias. 
Looking at the evidence for the effectiveness of processing objectives together 
for changes in perspective, heightened accountability and suppression instruction, 
the question arising is which element of stereotypic processing the manipulations 
affect. Do processing objectives work through dilution of content (reduced 
stereotypicality of applied content, 5.3.3.2) or by affecting frequency 
relationships directly? (5.3.3.3) Do all three manipulations operate in the same 
way? The evidence is confusing and all conclusions have to be deduced from 
which measurement components are affected by each manipulation (5.3.3.4). 
5.3.3 experimental manipulations: 
5.3.3.1 between vs. within subjects designs 
Accountability and perspective manipulations have been shown to either increase 
or decrease trait frequency bias. There is some evidence that effects are reflected 
in content choice and limited to certain outgroups. Suppression instructions 
however did not result in significant between subjects effects. Only the within 
subjects results of study 8 (4.4) reveal that suppression also affects bias. Even if 
the effect is not strong enough to be visible between subjects, in a repeated 
measures design the processing becomes less biased if suppression of stereotypic 
thought is encouraged. 
A number of possible reasons for this have been discussed (4.4.6.4), such as 
differences in the globality of manipulations, differences between effectiveness 
of content dilution and frequency processing and the magnitude of inter- 
individual differences therein. The standardisation in paired t-tests revealed no 
significant between subjects differences. It takes individual baseline measures of 
stereotyping intensity to be able to monitor the reduction in bias, further 
promoted by the open-ended nature of the implicit ratio and its possible 
suppression impairing complexity with and resulting cognitive load. 
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There is a structural difference between within and between subjects designs of 
suppression. Between subjects designs are content with relative suppression and 
relative rebound whereas the within subjects approach looks for absolute 
reductions and increases within the individual perceiver (5.3.3.2 b). 
5.3.3.2 semantic suppression & rebound 
a) review of processes in semantic suppression & rebound 
Naturally occurring suppression of stereotypic thought is likely to be quite a 
frequent reaction to category-relevant information. Perceivers avoid stereotypic 
themes in certain `unsafe' contexts where they seem inappropriate to use. People 
may want to avoid using stereotypes to appear more open-minded or because 
they fear negative consequences. Particularly in direct contact with a 
representative of the stereotyped group perceivers may want to avoid 
embarrassment or direct confrontation. Suppression thereby does not need to be a 
consciously motivated action. Ongoing motivation to suppress has been argued to 
elicit an automatic response to suppress given the right context (Driscoll & Ho, 
1997). 
The results of active thought suppression however may not always be as 
successful as the processing objective would suggest. Recent research has 
demonstrated that suppression can have `ironic' and counter-productive effects. 
Instead of a reduction of stereotypic output, suppression may actually increase 
the use or reliance upon stereotypes (Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 
1994). 
The research in this area builds on foundations laid by Wegner and his colleagues 
(Wegner & Schneider, 1989) who have instigated the research into the counter- 
intentional effects of thought suppression in a variety of psychological domains 
(Wegner, 1994; Bodenhausen & Macrae, 1996). 
Wegner & Schneider (1989) describe degrees of focused and unfocused self- 
distraction being employed to suppress unwanted thoughts from use. Such 
suppression of unwanted thoughts only leads to temporary avoidance and even 
repeated over longer periods of time has little effect on the representations in 
memory (Wegner et al., 1996). 
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In a classic study Wegner et al., (1991) describe how a preoccupation with 
unwanted thoughts in the form of `white bears' led to a rebound of those very 
thoughts. Although initially successfully suppressed, thoughts of `white bears' 
reappeared triggered by the distractors employed to avert attention away from 
them in the first place. The distractors remain as cues beyond immediate 
suppression and promote the rebound of the unwanted thought, particularly as 
long as the context remains the same. 
New contexts are argued to undermine this suppression induced rebound. 
Thought suppression causes an unwanted thought to be stored in the individual's 
cognitive representation of the suppression context. 
Wegner & Erber (1992) juxtapose suppressed thoughts with thoughts perceivers 
try to concentrate on. Induced cognitive load was shown to decrease the amount 
of unwanted thoughts when perceivers were concentrating on them but increased 
their occurrence when they tried to suppress them. In a second experiment 
Wegner & Erber (1992) document results which show that cognitive load 
affected processing times, interacting with suppression or concentration 
objectives. Higher cognitive load in conjunction with an instruction to suppress 
led to longer reaction times in a Stroop task, particularly for target words. 
Wegner & Erber (1992) conclude that the automatic search for suppression 
targets increases the targets' accessibility during suppression. The longer reaction 
times reflect this heightened accessibility, despite and because of the processing 
objective to suppress it. 
Wegner & Erber (1992) have shown that suppression of unwanted thoughts is 
effortful and that under conditions of cognitive load their accessibility is 
increased and not reduced. Wegner et al., (1991) have shown how even in the 
absence of cognitive load unwanted thoughts can reappear after suppression. 
In this paradigm rebound of unwanted thoughts is blamed on new associations of 
distractors and unwanted thoughts where distractors then act as retrieval cues for 
unwanted thoughts (Wegner & Erber, 1992). Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & 
Jetten, (1994) stress the frequency of activation of unwanted thoughts in the 
continued and automatic monitoring process to find and eliminate them. 
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Repeated failure to suppress amounts to repetitive priming which produces 
rebound. Taking the idea of suppression acting as prime for unwanted thoughts, 
Newman et al., (1996) suggest that in the absence of cognitive load, suppression 
priming leads to contrast effects, and therefore successful suppression, whereas 
increased load leads to assimilation and hence to unsuccessful suppression. 
Macrae and colleagues have devised a number of studies investigating the 
counter-intentional effects of stereotype suppression, in terms of active 
preclusion of stereotypes from application. Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & 
Jetten (1994) have demonstrated such effects of stereotype suppression in three 
studies where after initial successful suppression rebound phenomena occur. 
Such successful between subjects effects of suppression are achieved by using an 
open-ended application measure which asks perceivers to generate a story about a 
category exemplar. After the suppression instruction is lifted, rebound of 
formerly suppressed stereotypes occurs. Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten 
(1994) carry on to demonstrate hyper-accessibility of stereotypic schemata in a 
lexical decision task and even behavioural implications after relaxation of the 
suppression objective. 
These studies supply evidence that stereotype suppression can fail even in the 
absence of cognitive load, concluding that suppression is effortful and cannot be 
sustained forever. After the instructions to suppress are relaxed rebound of 
stereotypes demonstrates the hyper-accessibility of unwanted thoughts through 
ongoing feature positive search. 
Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Wheeler (1996) have investigated the inhibition 
mechanisms at work during stereotype suppression. Their results show that a 
week after successful suppression suppressers recall not only more stereotype 
consistent but also less stereotype inconsistent material, suggesting that active 
inhibition eliminates non-stereotypic information. 
Stereotype suppression is argued to be effortful and resource depleting, it reduces 
attentional resources and the ability to individuate. At the same time suppression 
increases the presence of unwanted thoughts. 
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In a second study, 155 Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Wheeler (1996) induce 
cognitive load during impression formation stages and find the demand of the 
suppression task (susceptibility to load) defined by the stereotypicality of a target 
outgroup exemplar. The demand of the task to suppress in turn defines the 
amount of information recalled about that target person. 
Bodenhausen & Macrae (1996) review their findings on the counter-intentional 
effects of stereotype suppression and present a detailed theory explaining these 
effects. They make the distinction between a relatively effortful operating process 
which inhibits stereotypic thought and a comparatively effortless automatic 
monitoring process which constantly tracks the occurrence of unwanted 
stereotypic thought (Wegner, 1994). 
If the operating process is short-circuited by cognitive load, yet the monitoring 
process continues to search for stereotypic thought, according to Bodenhausen & 
Macrae (1996), this continued activation of the to be eliminated concept (feature 
positive search) acts as a repetitive prime for exactly those concepts. Instead of 
the operating process finding and substituting the stereotypes for a distractor 
(feature negative search) it renders the stereotype hyper-accessible. 
Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Ford (1997) look at intentional forgetting of 
unwanted stereotypes and find that stereotype congruent content may be easier to 
remember, but that it is also more difficult forget and suppress. 
Bodenhausen & Macrae (1996) make a number comments on the success of 
suppression as means to reduce stereotyping and point out its counter-productive 
consequences. They suggest that in certain contexts the route towards -stereotype 
suppression is automatic (Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 1994; Driscoll 
& Ho, 1997) and that low prejudice people may in fact be constant suppressers. 
The confrontation with new contexts however may then produce rebound in 
those perceivers who otherwise habitually suppress stereotypes. 
Driscoll & Ho (1997) take the idea that certain perceivers may be obliged to 
constantly suppress stereotypes. In their experiment minority perceivers form an 
155 Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Wheeler (1996) experiment 2 
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impression of majority target. Minorities are argued to have more practice and 
therefore more success in suppressing their stereotypes of the majority. Using an 
unobtrusive accessibility measure, 156 their findings suggest that practice does 
make suppression better, yet only for a limited amount of time. After initial 
successful suppression relative rebound occurred. However, unsolved remains 
whether this really is a practice effect. 
Bodenhausen & Macrae (1996) discuss strategies to counter-balance the negative 
consequences of suppression, such as the uninhibited use of stereotypes, 
objective full analysis of alternatives during impression formation (perhaps 
through promotion of accountability) and `context sensitive analysis' which 
avoids generalisations. On the whole the emphasis in this framework lies with the 
dichotomy of resource intensive individuation as the sole alternative to 
suppression in order to avoid stereotype application. Even if stereotypic content 
is discredited, it would still be part of the category schemata activated by context 
and not using it would mean suppressing it. Resulting hyper-accessibility would 
explain why revised content lingers on. In this sense perceivers `attitude' towards 
their stereotypes would not matter since intensity (reliance) is defined cognitively 
through varying success of schema suppression. '57 
b) application measure: methodological problems 
Looking at the results for the application measures the limitations of the 
procedure have to be considered. Particularly the difficulties involved in 
comparing the application measure with trait frequency data should be kept in 
mind when concluding a dissociation between content application and trait 
frequency processes. For a start, the execution of the application measure was far 
from ideal. The rating procedure may have been confounded by limited 
qualification of raters, who were not always blind to experimental objectives, 
156 Stroop colour word interference task during impression formation, tracking the interference of 
stereotypes with the response latencies to colour. 
157 see also Newman, Duff & Baumeister (1997) for an application of the suppression model to 
ego defensive projection. 
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ambiguous rating instructions of counting of content items and rating the general 
impression of stereotypicality and a resulting focus on negative items. 
In addition the repetition of the story task for three different exemplars and the 
limited time between applications may have confounded the application data. 
Comparisons between category exemplars and category typicality may be 
problematic per se. Study 8 was not designed to look at semantic rebound. In 
contrast to studies addressing effects of semantic suppression it does not 
investigate relative suppression and rebound but absolute within subjects 
developments over time. 
c) within subjects results of semantic suppression & rebound 
The studies which have investigated semantic suppression and rebound of 
unwanted stereotypic content have all used between subjects designs. A repeated 
measures approach has so far not been documented, possibly because of the 
problems involved in administering application measures more than once 
(4.4.7.6). There had been no immediate need to investigate within subjects 
effects of semantic suppression because for those contexts used clear 
manipulation effects could be obtained and the research emphasis often lay with 
processes leading to rebound rather than suppression itself. For the `rebound' 
stage it makes little difference whether a successful suppression stage was 
preceded by significantly higher original levels of content application as long as 
suppressors and non-suppressors are significantly different from each other. The 
full within subjects approach however does not concentrate on relative rebound 
following relative suppression but makes the assumption that all perceivers 
suppress according to instruction and that as a result application rebounds beyond 
their own initial levels of content application. 
Study 8 (4.4) was primarily concerned with the processes in suppression, not 
rebound or recovery because the research emphasis lay with the inhibition of trait 
frequency bias, not semantic suppression and rebound. The within subjects 
approach is ideal to look at temporal effects of suppression instructions. Looking 
at relative rebound following semantic suppression was not the objective to 
choose the within subjects approach. 
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The results show that levels of application as seen by raters do decrease under 
suppression instructions. Raters did not rate recovering stereotype application to 
have increased significantly above the initial level. The lack of precision these 
scores have as a result of the involvement of raters and the fact that `rebound' 
stage ratings were not compared against possibly fatigued time two scores or an 
unrelated task (e. g. behavioural effects Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 
1994) may be the reason for within subjects results failing to illustrate rebound of 
formerly suppressed content. 
It is important to note that individual scores did go down as a result of 
suppression instruction, but that at time 3 any possible semantic rebound effect 
had only resulted in significant recovery, not rebound. The wearing off of hyper- 
accessibility of formerly suppressed content has to be considered as a possible 
explanation for a lack of individual rebound. The immediacy of `ironic' effects of 
semantic suppression may be responsible for absent semantic rebound. If this was 
the case, then the counter-intentional `ironic' effects of thought suppression may 
not be such a threat in the long term. Certainly trait frequency bias does not 
mirror the rebound effects, semantic suppression has had on unrelated measures. 
In a more general sense the application measure may not be very well suited as a 
measure of suppression and resulting hyper-accessibility (rebound), particularly 
in a repeated measures design. If hyper-accessibility and rebound were at the 
centre of research interest, not suppression, then activation measures (e. g. lexical 
decision tasks) may be better suited to monitor availability and accessibility of 
formerly suppressed content. 158 
5.3.3.3 semantic suppression vs. inhibition of bias 
Semantic suppression of content application and less biased trait frequency 
processing coincide. Absent correlations between application and trait frequency 
measures suggest a dissociation of the two processes. Although decrease of 
application and inhibition of over-generalisation are linked, a causal connection 
158 even though this procedure would probably have to be restricted to consensually endorsed 
content (unless idisyncratic content is used in the task). 
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cannot be made. The processing objective to decrease stereotypic output has 
merely coincided with a shift in intensity. Exemplar and category content have 
both been diluted by the incentive to suppress stereotyping. However, not only 
was more non-category specific content used, for which negativity was 
maintained, the material used to describe the outgroup was also less diagnostic. 
Mere dilution of content had previously not led to decreased diagnosticity (4.2). 
Instructions to suppress have resulted in such a decrease in bias. 
Suppression instructions have affected stereotyping on both output level 
(application) and processing level (intensity). It is likely that levels of 
applications have influenced the trait frequency responses through the application 
component of these measures, yet they have not dominated responses. 
Application and frequency processing have both been influenced. Content 
dilution alone does not explain the reduction in bias. 
Study 8 shows that both, application measures and trait frequency measures fulfil 
processing objectives to reduce stereotypic output. The application measure 
indicates that fewer stereotypes are applied. The trait frequency measures 
indicate that ingroup serving bias is reduced. The suppression instruction reduces 
rated stereotypicality and performance on diagnostic and implicit ratios. The 
results don't correlate, but the effects coincide. Both application and trait 
frequency measures recover after the suppression stage. In this recovery stage 
rated stereotypicality does not exceed initial baseline rates significantly. Though 
the rebound effect is not significant, it indicates support for the claim that 
suppression of stereotypic thought leads to a rebound of unwanted stereotypic 
thoughts. Non-stereotypic material is in short supply because under suppression 
instructions attention was spent on holding down unwanted thought, which are 
now hyper-accessible. 
The trait frequency bias is also reduced during the suppression stage but it simply 
recovers afterwards. Reducing trait frequency bias did not involve active 
elimination of stereotypic content and therefore the trait frequency bias has no 
problems regaining strength. Unlike stereotype application it does not rely on 
content being accessible. It simply goes back up to its normal level. 
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Semantic suppression is a mental activity which actively eliminates already 
existing thought and thereby reduces the likelihood of application. The 
relationship between the suppression instruction and trait frequency bias is not 
this straightforward as there are no specific content items or specific frequency 
relationships which need to be suppressed. This may be for a combination of 
reasons: The trait frequency bias may be reduced because of perceivers' general 
alertness to avoid being too stereotype-congruent in their responses, triggering 
generally more cautious processing (comparable to heightened accountability) or 
because semantic suppression has diluted content and thereby reduced both 
negativity and diagnosticity. 
It probably makes most sense at the present stage to assume that semantic 
suppression and inhibition of trait frequency bias coincide, rather than to 
speculate how they influence each other. 
'59 Further study would be necessary to 
make such judgements. 
5.3.3.4 processes in inhibition of trait frequency bias 
Between subjects results of perspective and accountability as well as within 
subjects results of suppression instruction have shown that trait frequency bias 
can be manipulated. By increasing perceivers accountability for their responses 
or by instructing them to avoid stereotyping reductions in bias have been 
obtained in experimental settings. The results seem to suggest that trait frequency 
bias inhibition expresses both a reduction of diagnosticity (diagnostic ratio & 
implicit ratio) and content desirability (implicit ratio). The between subjects 
results suggest, that accountability is the more profound influence on trait 
frequency processing. Within subjects results indicate that (at least) the influence 
of the suppression instruction is relatively short lived, with bias fully recovering 
afterwards. The potential differences between the two manipulations have been 
discussed earlier (4.4.6.4). The more global nature of the accountability 
manipulations seems advantageous to obtain an effect on trait frequency bias. 
159 However, if suppression of stereotypic content is effortful and resource consuming, this may 
have an effect on the trait frequency bias. The direction of this effect however would not indicate 
an `ironic' effect. Fewer available resources would not have led to a stronger (more heuristic, 
more categorical) trait frequency bias. 
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Whereas perspective and accountability change the overall attitude towards the 
task, thought suppression could be argued to be a more immediate elimination of 
specific content. Heightened accountability in particular probably functions as a 
form of social cognitive therapy that makes the intergroup categorization and 
discrimination in general salient. Thought suppression on the other hand only 
inhibits usage of content. 
In this sense suppression of stereotypic thought would serve an immediate 
function to avoid overuse of stereotypes, a performance affect to avoid the stigma 
of being an intolerant ingroup exemplar. Suppression however would not change 
the more basic over-reliance in predominantly negative material to represent the 
outgroup. 
Ingroup serving trait frequency bias occurs as a result of mere categorization 
(5.3.2d). It expresses categorical thinking independently of category meaning or 
category content. A general shift in response objectives rather than specialised 
output restrictions could be argued to be more successful getting through to this 
spontaneous and automatic bias. 
5.3.4 experimental manipulations: problems & alternative accounts 
There are however alternative ways of accounting for the influence of processing 
objectives. One such alternative view would be that processing objectives have 
an effect where the experiment involves a preceding task which activates a set of 
desirable content material which is then ready to be applied or dilutes content 
lists by being less diagnostic. Such tasks are the accountability manipulation 
(4.3) and the application measure (4.4) In the accountability manipulation 
perceivers go through ten minutes of fact finding about the outgroup which could 
increase accessibility of positive content that under suppression objectives could 
then be more easily substituted for undesirable material. The application 
measures also preceded the other three measures and could have had the same 
effect. If this was the case, the effects of suppression on trait frequency 
processing are a result of a change in content accessibility. What this would mean 
is that the lack of suppression between subjects is an effect of the immediate 
accessibility of undesirable material. Again, desirability ratings are not affected 
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by suppression instruction in either design, which make content dilution 
arguments a less likely explanation. Nevertheless, a widening of reference scope 
as a result of experimental inaccuracy is a possible problem and needs to be 
addressed by further research. 
A second reservation has to be the role of task complexity. The possibility that 
task complexity has impaired the ability to inhibit trait frequency bias in between 
subjects settings by using up resources is discussed in greater detail later (6.2). 
This would involve an additive effect of general task demand and demand placed 
on the system through semantic suppression activity (Wegner & Erber, 1992). If 
this was the case, then only within subjects designs could trace the resulting low 
levels of suppression, as task complexity is constant only within each individual 
perceiver. This would mean that task demand has diminished opportunities for 
sufficiently attuning frequency estimates. 
5.3.5 experimental manipulations: conclusions 
Given that suppression genuinely inhibits the trait frequency bias, content 
application and trait frequency processing are parallel processes which are both 
affected by changes in processing objectives. If the objective is to avoid 
stereotyping, the choice of content can be affected as well as its implicit 
descriptive power. If perceivers' specific objective is to present themselves as a 
tolerant ingroup member because they are aware of the intergroup implications of 
the task or expect to be personally responsible for negative intergroup cognitions 
(accountability manipulation), they reduce reliance on content they choose to 
describe the outgroup. As a result of heightened accountability content is less 
generalising. If however the objective is to eliminate specific stereotypic thought, 
it takes a within subjects approach to also find reduced generalisation (trait 
frequency bias). 
Suppression of stereotyping is a more specific processing objective than 
heightened accountability and its effect on the trait frequency bias is probably 
less strong and shorter lived, presumably because it specifically promotes 
reduced application of stereotypic content. The dissociation between application 
and frequency processing would therefore be responsible for a smaller effect in 
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trait frequency bias. A way of conceptualising this would be that frequency 
processing was more stable and subject to individual differences in processing 
style, whereas content application was more contextual. The mental control 
exerted over both forms of stereotypic thinking would take different routes. 
Semantic suppression of content probably is a more direct form of mental 
control, whereas reduction of trait frequency bias is likely to be more indirectly 
and implicitly controlled. 
We neither know how shifts in processing objective affect trait frequency bias 
nor how the bias comes about in the first place. Over-generalisation at 
information processing level is as much a mystery as are the mechanics that 
decrease the effect in the face of requirements to reduce stereotypic output. 
Nevertheless an important parallel has been drawn between generalising content 
across the whole of a category and using specific content to fit a simplistic 
stereotypic image. 
At the same time perceivers implicitly express to be more enlightened and less 
discriminating and generalising than their own group. 160 Stereotypic content and 
processing are reinforced by group level cognitions. The trait frequency 
processing and negativity bias does not need elaborate and meaningful intergroup 
settings, the mere categorization into ingroup and outgroup already causes ego- 
defensive processing. 
5.4 summary & conclusions studies 5-8 
The second set of studies has reinforced measurement methodology findings 
about the diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores and implicit ratios. The four studies 
have added to the understanding of contextual influences on the measures, their 
specific conceptualisations of stereotyping and their resulting experimental 
advantages. The studies have looked at the role of categorization and processing 
objectives in trait frequency bias and pointed out differences and parallels 
between stereotyping phenomenology and trait frequency bias. They have 
160 perspective (5.3.2 b) 
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stressed the importance of stereotype measurement and conceptualisation to 
address cognitive issues in stereotyping. 
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6. general discussion 
The following section will draw together the experimental experiences gained in 
the eight studies carried out so far and point out where further research is needed 
to resolve some of the issues that have been brought up in the course of the 
studies. To some extent these are measurement methodology issues but this 
section will concentrate on the integration of findings into the processing goal 
literature before venturing beyond the immediate experimental context to discuss 
the wider scope of intergroup cognitions. 
6.1 what is trait frequency bias? 
The early results obtained by using the diagnostic ratio technique as an individual 
differences tool rather than a mere content endorsement measure, have suggested 
that there are structural biases in perceivers trait frequency responses. Diagnostic 
ratio scores reflected an ingroup serving bias of frequency perceptions. Reliance 
placed in stereotypic content depended on frame of reference and content 
meaning. Diagnostic ratios did not merely reflect over-generalisation of content 
for a certain category, the generalisation process was ingroup serving because it 
ascribed negativity to the other category and rejects any diagnosticity for the own 
group. Trait frequency responses are made with little room for active and 
controlled interference, yet the responses and response biases accurately matched 
categorization settings. Trait frequency bias in favour of the own category 
seemed relatively stable and mediated by content meaning. To conceptualise both 
stability and intent the implicit ratio was developed as an individual difference 
measure qualified for content meaning. The implicit ratio expresses over- 
generalisation and intent in one score. At least theoretically it thereby captures 
two main elements of stereotyping, over-generalisation and derogation. Only the 
combination of both diagnosticity and intent describe reliance in stereotypic 
material. Probability and negativity together express perceivers expectations 
about the other group. Trait frequencies are biased not only because the material 
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has descriptive power, but because undesirable material is particularly exclusive 
to the outgroup. 
8 Studies have been reported which have looked at trait frequency bias in detail. 
We now know that it can differ between outgroups, but that it is generally 
consistent across contexts and reveals individual differences. Trait frequency bias 
seems somewhat removed from the content it represents and occurs 
spontaneously and automatically in categorization settings. Processing goals can 
affect its strength, particularly the more fundamentally they make perceivers 
aware of the implications of categorization. On the whole trait frequency bias 
seems detached from the expressed stereotypicality of stereotype application. It 
does not describe a process of which perceivers are necessarily aware or which 
they can easily control. Trait frequency bias addresses reliance in intergroup 
cognitions. It demonstrates to what extent perceivers believe in their category 
representations. This need not be immediately reflected in stereotypic output, yet 
in the longer term the persistence of stereotypic views may be characterised by 
reliance and confidence placed in them. 
6.2 measurement of stereotypes 
The distinction between two different forms of `stereotype assessment', (1) 
content identification and (2) process-oriented trait frequency measures has been 
made to illustrate and explain the direction in methodology this sequence of 
studies has taken. 161 A methodology has been developed which could be used to 
identify consensual content but which is principally concerned with bias in 
frequency representations. Addressing this bias and capturing its individual 
differences has been the objective for developing the implicit ratio measure of 
stereotyping. 
As pointed out earlier (4.0.1), trait frequency bias is related to the kind of 
frequency bias obtained in illusory correlations. The assumption that trait 
frequency bias is an underlying process in stereotyping remains an assumption. 
However, greater understanding about the mechanics of this bias has been 
achieved. From looking at diagnostic and implicit ratios, particularly autoratios 
161 see also Hamilton, Stroessner & Driscoll (1994) 
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and those ratios controlled for content desirability, we now know that the trait 
frequency bias describes not only the process of generalisation but also an 
ingroup positivity bias. The `automatic' trait frequency bias is ingroup serving in 
two ways: First, outgroups are subjected to greater generalisation, second, this 
generalisation is particularly strong for undesirable content. The process tapped 
here describes an automatic bias towards representations which are commonly 
seen as stereotypic: Sweeping generalisations of negative attributes. A second 
indication that the trait frequency bias is in fact directly related to stereotyping is 
that the material that perceivers use to express this bias often matches 
expectations of what the socially shared stereotype would be (4.0.1). What we 
don't know is, what the relationship between trait frequency bias and stereotypic 
content is. Just as illusory correlations can stem from either perceptions of 
distinctiveness or prior expectations, the trait frequency bias tapped by the 
implicit ratio could either represent stereotype congruent (expectation-congruent, 
Bodenhausen, 1988) or stereotype forming processing. The bias tapped by the 
implicit ratio appears to be of evaluative nature, rather than to be characterised by 
distinctiveness and salience. Perceivers appear to be able to steer their frequency 
representations towards frequency dichotomies which are clearly ego-defensive. 
Whereas outgroups are easily and widely associated with undesirable traits, it 
seems particularly difficult to admit that ingroup members, too, could possess 
such traits. The processing bias is not content-based but driven by meaning and 
implication. 162 
To integrate such findings into the literature on illusory correlations seems easier 
than finding research parallels which make such clear distinctions between 
processing levels and application stages. Content meaning and individual 
representational strength have certainly been addressed by Esses and her 
colleagues, particularly with reference to mood expression. Trait frequency bias 
as introduced by the diagnostic ratios has however so far received no further 
attention. While frequency representations play a vital role in illusory 
correlations, the possible connection with inter-category effects had previously 
162 see also Fiedler & Hertel (1994) who report deductive reasoning to be aided by content. 
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not been looked at in greater detail. Diagnostic ratios have so far been employed 
to collect content and occasionally to map individual differences. The idea that 
they could be an expression of processing bias, which could be consistent across 
settings, is new. Just as idiosyncratic content and individual bias had previously 
been neglected, the mediating role of content meaning had not been explored. 
The early aspirations of detecting a processing style may have been far fetched, 
underestimating contextual influence (i. e. processing objectives). They have 
however led to a measure which addresses the frequency processing 
(generalisation) aspect of stereotyping which is often neglected. The implicit 
ratio may look like a tool that could identify people who have the `stereotyping 
gene' (stereotyping trait: Nieman, 1980), yet in reality it merely points out cross- 
situational consistencies within individuals to maintain positive evaluation of the 
self and the ingroup on a very basic processing level. The bias is almost 
universal, most perceivers for most content items show some degree of bias. But 
rather than looking at individual differences the challenge lies with identifying 
contexts and processing modes which feed or inhibit the bias. The second 
experimental section (4.1 ff. ) was concerned with charting the influence of 
processing objectives on frequency bias. 
6.3 effectiveness of processing objectives 
The limited cognitive capacity model of social cognition makes the assumption 
that processing resources are finite and that therefore least effort maxims operate 
throughout social information processing. 163 In some cases perceivers can be 
persuaded to invest more effort and engage in more systematic accuracy driven 
processing. Research which addresses cognitive strategies which do not deplete 
resources yet still provide more accurate results, has to the present day not been 
specifically attempted. 
163 including stereotype consistency biases and dispositional need for structure (Dijksterhuis & 
van Knippenberg, 1996c; Dijksterhuis, van Knippenberg, Kruglanski & Schaper, 1996a; Devine 
& Monteith, 1993) 
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The understanding so far is that accuracy requires complex reasoning and is 
therefore more effortful while standard processing uses heuristics to maximise 
mental efficiency at the risk of inaccuracy. The challenge presumably lies within 
promoting heuristics which in turn promote accuracy, an issue ultimately caught 
up with automatic ingroup bias. 
Processing goals are one way to persuade perceivers to invest more resources and 
change their objectives from simplicity to more complexity. In each case 
however processing level expectations operate. Heuristics imply the validity of 
perceptual categories while systematic processing expects detail to be of greater 
interpretative relevance. Perhaps the key to decrease the use of heuristics is to 
split complex issues into smaller more contextualised problems while 
maintaining an illusion of complexity. Promoting perceptions of meaningful 
heterogeneity in a group should not only result in more confusion but also in the 
need for more detailed analysis. Thereby is individuation of the outgroup not 
necessarily as useful as sub-categorization across group boundaries, since 
category information is never completely ignored, even if it is discredited 
(Nelson et al., 1996). Yet such shifts in categorization presumably get more 
difficult the more salient group boundaries appear to be. Further research in this 
area is needed to investigate the use of heuristics with reference to categorization. 
The second experimental section reported here (4.1 - 4.4) has aimed to address 
issues of implicit motivation or processing objectives. Throughout four 
experiments attributional perspective, accuracy goals and suppression 
instructions have been manipulated. A shift between personal and ingroup 
perspective and the introduction of accountability have both affected the implicit 
ratio, yet between subjects effects of suppression could not be obtained. 
A variety of reasons for this has been discussed such as technical problems, the 
possible generality of heightened accountability, generally less susceptibility to 
suppression of the implicit ratio, and task complexity as source of cognitive load 
which accentuates the difficulty to suppress stereotypes (Wegner & Erber, 1992). 
If cognitive load makes semantic suppression more difficult then it may also 
increase the difficulty to control frequency responses. Although elimination of 
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content from use and inhibition of trait frequency bias are separate things, 
controlling trait frequency responses would probably consume a great deal of 
resources. Exerting mental control over trait frequency responses not only 
requires resources which perceivers don't seem to have, an insight in the 
processes of over-generalisation or deductive reasoning would be necessary. In 
this light wee should see the differential effectiveness of accuracy and 
suppression processing objectives. It remains a speculation, yet accountability 
and resulting self-awareness may affect perceivers processing more 
fundamentally than controlling stereotypic output. 
In this sense suppression instructions would be best suited to reduce application 
of already activated stereotypic content, while self-awareness and relative self 
presentation affect underlying biases more easily. But what is the relationship 
between these separate processes? How closely are stereotype application, 
illusory correlations and trait frequency biases linked? Is the trait frequency bias 
really an `underlying process'? They coincide and operate in parallel, but how do 
they influence each other? 
To chart how content application relates to trait frequency bias means to engage 
in speculation. The present line of studies only gives few direct indicators of this 
relationship, the effectiveness of the different manipulations and the partly 
dissociation of content choice and desirability. If dilution of content had any 
effect on trait frequency bias164 then probably both in terms of desirability and 
diagnosticity. 
Semantic rebound is conceivable, 165 yet trait frequency bias is not as content 
defined as to do anything else but recover in strength. Even a clear semantic 
rebound effect would probably not have led to a increase in bias. 
The processing of frequency information does not suffer from the counter- 
productive effects of thought suppression. 
166 The application measure however 
164 Category primes affected content, yet content choice was not reflected in trait frequency bias. 
165 (although not resulting in a significant absolute increase within subjects) 
166 annotation: Some of the issues relating to application and frequency processing could have 
been addressed within the scope of the studies presented here. The focus however lay with 
measurement methodology. The relationship with stereotype application only became crucial in 
the context of semantic suppression versus inhibition of trait frequency bias, which in itself is not 
a central topic. However, the relationship between application and intensity should be looked at 
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should have shown significant rebound according to the model of hyper- 
accessibility and methodological problems need to be considered to explain the 
lack of content hyper-accessibility. 
There is no reason for the processing bias to increase as a result of hyper- 
accessible stereotypic content. Whereas formerly suppressed stereotypic content 
can become relatively hyper-accessible, processing bias simply rises back up to 
base-level. Processing objectives can affect both semantic processing in the form 
of stereotype accessibility and application as well as frequency processing. The 
two processes react initially in parallel but during recovery the differences should 
emerge. 
6.4 changing intergroup cognitions 
The stereotype change literature has lined out conditions under which stereotypes 
can be disconfirmed (1.1.4). It is not clear, whether disconfirmation and a 
resulting change of stereotypic representations will lead to less application of 
stereotypic material in the long run. To restrict interventions to attempts to 
change stereotypic content in order to make a specific stereotype more accurate 
or more positive gives rise to a second concern. If disconfirming information 
promotes the change of a specific stereotype, stereotypes about other groups or 
even different stereotypes about the same group may remain in use. And even the 
apparently changed representations may only be barred from outspoken use and 
simply suppressed as long as the disconfirming information has not been 
forgotten or attributed to a subtype. The change of an individual set of stereotypic 
beliefs may only be successful if it is substituted with a set of beliefs which has 
equal predictive power. 
Promoting a change in content has a far greater chance to change intergroup 
cognitions and be successful in changing intergroup relations if a review of the 
concept of such self-serving comparisons itself is instigated. 
in greater detail, using studies specifically designed for the task. With the present line of studies 
many of the questions can only be thrown up and commented on only by implying relationships. 
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The stereotype change literature as we know it is content with localised change 
where intergroup relations are aided by more careful cognitions. The kind of long 
lasting change through a change in processing objectives is seen as an unrealistic 
demand, particularly since stereotyping is such a widespread and economical 
endeavour. 
It is naive to assume promoting change in content within the perceiver could 
overcome the social dynamic and power of shared knowledge. The source of 
much of the rigidity associated with stereotypes is the fact that they are 
communicated with little opposition. Generalisations and simplifications 
probably ease communication. Simple pictures of the social world seem prone to 
shape collective reality. Every individual perceiver can then construct their own 
views by subscribing to elements or elaborating on the basis of consensual 
stereotypes. Perceivers who have taken onboard some disconfirming information 
and have revised their own stereotypes might not feel the need to then contradict 
others communicating a more standard stereotype because their own version 
might still fit to some extent. If status and ingroup power are siding with the 
stereotype, revisions are probably more likely to be brought back into `party line' 
than be defended, achieving convergence by sacrificing individual cognitions 
(Hardin & Higgins, 1996). 
Hence, if we decide that stereotypes are a realistic threat to intergroup relations, 
merely changing their content will not be enough to overcome their negative 
implications. Addressing the meaning of stereotypes (i. e. to promote more 
positive stereotypes) is certainly helpful, yet only if the revised information is (1) 
equally predictive (2) more in line with the outgroup's autotype or real life data 
(3) free from categorical superiority and negative affective connotations (4) not 
merely a selective use of parts of the stereotype (suppression of negative content) 
and (5) socially shared within the ingroup. 
From what we know about illusory correlations and the kind of trait frequency 
bias captured by the implicit ratio as well as other biases such as the outgroup 
homogeneity effect, social perception has built-in biases which accentuate 
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differences in the representations of categories. Such biases promote the 
occurrence of ingroup serving generalisations. Seen in this light, to rely 
principally on the change of stereotypic content is defeatist, since biased social 
perception is likely to produce new stereotypes, even if old ones have been 
defused. 
Evidence from the studies 4-8 (4.1 - 4.4) has shown that the trait frequency bias 
changes with the perspective perceivers adopt (4.1,4.4). The shift in attributional 
perspective which has produced stronger bias if perceivers felt removed from 
immediate responsibility shows that mental disposition can influence processing. 
There is no clear evidence that perspective also changes application of 
stereotypes, but the fact that self-generated content was used and desirability was 
affected supports such speculations. The evidence from manipulated accuracy 
goals (4.3) further supports the notion of contextualised changes in processing 
bias. Here the reverse effect was achieved by making perceivers more 
accountable for their responses and as a result the bias decreased. Even if the 
evidence from suppression manipulations is restricted to a within-subjects 
scenario (4.4) the claim of processing bias to accommodate processing objectives 
is supported. Admittedly, such manipulations in processing objectives do not 
eliminate the bias nor does the effect last (4.4) but these results demonstrate that 
reduced processing bias could help reduce the overall amount of stereotypic 
thinking. 
Further research on processing objectives and processing modes, involving 
illusory correlations as well as trait frequency biases, will hopefully provide a 
better understanding of the possibilities to control stereotyping. Together with 
developmental and communicational approaches to stereotyping, stereotype 
formation will not be such a mystery. 
167 
Further insights into the formation of stereotypes are needed to reduce their 
overall presence. Maybe one day `social cognition therapy' will through raised 
awareness neutralise some of the negative aspects of generalisations, or through 
167 see also Stangor & Schaller (1996); Mackie, Hamilton, Susskind & Roselli (1996) 
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better covariance reasoning (Schaller et al., 1996; Keren, 1990) avoid motivated 
category judgements altogether while maintaining the processing advantages. 
However, to some extent this is also a political issue. How badly affected are 
today's societies by stereotypes? The politics of intergroup power and its 
expression in the media have great uses for simplistic imagery which is easily 
communicated, widely understood and serves some political functions. The 
question becomes very quickly not so much how to tackle stereotyping 
cognitively but how to promote suspicion in generalisations employed by 
communicators. In addition, intergroup settings need to experience real change to 
prevent strategies for managing mental representations running dry. 168 
While social psychology decides how to progress in understanding stereotyping, 
accepting its benefits as a heuristic energy saver, yet appreciating its unpleasant 
consequences, some of the research emphasis might be well spent detoured 
towards helping the targets at the receiving end of stereotyping to avoid being 
pigeon-holed (Eberhardt & Fiske, 1996). 
At any rate, the automaticity with which social perceptions conform to ingroup 
objectives should be noted beyond the area of social cognition with implications 
for sociology and politics, disciplines which often do not realise how 
expectation-based social perceivers think. 
6.5 intergroup cognitions and intergroup relations 
The exact role of intergroup cognitions in intergroup relations and intergroup 
behaviour can probably only be assessed in more general, non-situation specific 
terms. Cognitions can serve as legitimisation of behaviour to both the individual 
and the collective, reflecting and governing social behaviour. By merely 
expressing intergroup intentions they can create a reality of intergroup friction. 
Stereotype application itself can sour intergroup relations, even if they find no 
further expression in discriminating behaviour. Stereotyping a target can be an 
expression of category-based prejudice (Dovidio et al., 1996). 
168 see also Banaji & Greenwald (1994) 
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But is the trait frequency bias tracked by the implicit ratio an expression of 
intergroup intentions? Does it bear a relationship with intergroup behaviour? 
Certainly the widespread occurrence of the bias leads to the suggestion that 
processing is more universally biased and has no immediate and dedicated 
consequences. But if processing bias is universal and automatic, how can 
stereotype application be any different? Further research should look into the 
parallels between processing information towards stereotypic representations and 
the application of stereotypic thought, particularly investigating possible 
congruence in terms of affect and motivation. 
An important question concerning the effect of stereotyping on intergroup 
relations is the degree of control (automaticity versus intent) available over both 
stereotypic processing and application. The degree of automaticity in processing 
that can be concluded from the universal occurrence of the trait frequency bias 
highlights this issue of intention and motivation. The studies reported here have 
shown no influence of integral affect on processing biases, 169 yet implicit 
motivation in the form of processing objectives has been shown to affect the 
implicit ratio (4.1 - 4.4). Differences between scores for outgroups of different 
status suggest that intergroup motivation may also have a more direct influence. 
Despite findings that the implicit ratio is subject to indirect motivation (e. g. 
suppression, 4.4), the trait frequency bias can nonetheless be characterised as 
universal and implicit or non-conscious. Banaji & Greenwald (1994) suggest 
such implicit stereotyping to be implicit cognitions drawing on implicit 
memory. 170 Even the unconscious priming of categories (e. g. Banaji et al., 1993; 
Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne & Jetten, 1994) leads to activation of category 
stereotypes, somewhat involuntarily, without the perceiver having a great deal of 
control over this process (Devine, 1989). 
It could therefore be argued that perceivers cannot be blamed for then spurting 
out stereotypes since the confrontation with the category has automatically 
169 (implicit ratios), few effects on other measures (3.9) 
170 in the case of trait frequency bias drawing on implicit generalisations 
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activated a fitting set of stereotypes and avoiding its use would take effortful 
suppression, which itself may have counterproductive effects (Bodenhausen & 
Macrae, 1996). 
The simple priming employed here17' to test its effect on the implicit ratio (4.2) 
had no effect on the degree of bias. The number of prime specific characteristics 
generated was not affected either, yet category priming did influence content 
choice (desirability & category specificity). Such results suggest that the bias is 
not immediately influenced by category salience and is more fundamental, 
maybe even context independent, but also that priming changes the meaningful 
expression and application of stereotypes. With respect to intent the results may 
not reveal anything new: The bias is immediate, automatic, independent of 
whether a Superordinate or specific category is primed, and independent of 
content dilution, suggesting that perceivers cannot help but think along category 
biases. 
Fiske (1989) has discussed in great detail the `moral' implications of intent and 
control over stereotyping. She thereby fully acknowledges that it takes effort to 
suppress stereotypes or avoid processing, yet stresses a difference between 
stereotyping and responsibility for the effects of stereotyping, a dissociation of 
thinking and acting, given the option to suppress. 172 Fiske (1989) points out that 
there are different degrees of intent and that accessibility of options varies. 
Results reported here support her claim that intent (processing objectives 173) Can 
influence controlled and conscious as well as uncontrolled and non-conscious 
processes. A way of reducing trait frequency bias would therefore be an increase 
of options accessible to perceivers to influence stereotype formation, application 
and stereotype based judgements. One of the aims in developing a process 
measure had been to support research equipping perceivers with a broader variety 
of tools to interfere with their proneness to stereotype. 
"' photo prime 
12 activation phase versus judgement phase (Banaji & Greenwald, 1994; Gilbert, 1989; Gilbert & 
Nixon, 1991; Devine & Sherman, 1992) 
173 goal-dependent automaticity (Bargh, 1989; Logan, 1989) 
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6.6 individual cognitions and collective beliefs 
How do individual cognitions become collective beliefs? - We don't know yet, 
but we can guess. Stereotypes held by groups of people and individuals will have 
to be communicated in some way, they will serve some group function and, as 
the work reported here suggests, they might also be characterised by a 
congruence in processing. People may actively norm their stereotypes according 
to what they see as the ingroup's point of view. This projection model of 
stereotyping (Krueger, 1996a) suggests that content is subjected to selective 
processing to make it fit the group norm, implying an objective to achieve 
ingroup uniformity. This uniformity may be source of reassurance to the 
individual who cannot be wrong as long as she only voices opinions which carry 
the collective `truth'. People may want the safety of congruence as much as they 
strive for positive distinctiveness through category membership. 
Communicational, functional and processing objectives may make help along the 
way. 
Certainly, results from perspective manipulations suggest that perceivers have a 
clear idea of anti-outgroup sentiment at ingroup level. They themselves know and 
use schemata which are in fact collective beliefs, but may feel like they don't 
fully subscribe to them, at least not publicly, nursing an illusion of open- 
mindedness about the other group. 
Stangor & Schaller (1996) compare social psychological contributions to both 
sides of the stereotyping literature, on the one hand individual cognitions and on 
the other more content-based collective representations. They emphasise the 
importance of understanding mechanisms in communicating collective beliefs 
(i. e. language, media, and societal norms) alongside the study of individual 
cognitions. Stangor & Schaller (1996) suggest both aspects of stereotyping to be 
influenced by motivation. The parallel effects of processing objective 
manipulations on content application and trait frequency bias reported here 
certainly support this notion (4.4). 
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Despite the emphasis on cognitive aspects of stereotyping throughout the eight 
studies reported here, there is no doubt that one of the greatest challenges lying 
ahead for research into stereotyping is to understand the interfaces which 
communicate stereotypes and cause their widespread use. The emphasis on the 
individual perceiver aiming to understand cognitive processes is seen as a first 
step before understanding the exchange of cognitions among perceivers. The 
relationship between individual cognitions and collective beliefs is the long term 
goal for research on processing bias, despite its seemingly exclusive attention to 
the individual. 
In the course of the four studies addressing processing objectives it has been 
suggested that stereotypes may be collective phenomena not necessarily in terms 
of shared content material but in terms of intent and shared bias. 174 The direction 
of bias is almost universally ingroup serving while individual differences find 
expression in the strength of bias and the choice of content material. 
The relationship between ingroup serving cognitive processing and ingroup 
serving application of content material may be defined by automaticity. The trait 
frequency bias is automatic and therefore detached from social reality. It is 
somewhat independent of specific context. The content chosen to describe a 
category however can be assumed to fit a mixture of both the ingroup serving 
bias and perceptions of reality. 
'75 
The source of collective representations may be the interpretation of social reality 
about which perceivers make conclusions they assume to be `true'. Despite the 
fact that in some instances perceivers make inferences which falsely assume 
ingroup consensus (Krueger & Zeiger, 1993), the assumption of a collective 
point of view may facilitate exchange of ingroup cognitions. Hardin & Higgins 
(1996) for example argue that the construction and constant updating of a shared 
reality itself is a basic goal in social interaction. 
Mackie et at., (1996) review individual and collective processes in stereotype 
formation and raise some of the issues which social psychology has so far largely 
10 see 4.1.5 & 5.2.2 
173 see also Hoffman & Hurst (1990) 
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neglected, namely communication of stereotypes, developmental aspects of 
conformity to ingroup norms, the role of the media and other epistemic sources, 
congruencies with self-stereotyping and self-categorization, and categorization 
on the basis of prior content. They, too, suggest that the transmission between 
individual cognitions and collective beliefs should also be addressed from a 
functional point of view, aiming to understand some of their benefits for social 
groups. Social psychology should prepare to venture beyond merely mentioning 
self-esteem and collective self-esteem management and work towards integrating 
macro societal objectives (Bar-Tal, 1991) tracing how perceptions of 
categorization are shaped by stereotyping. 
Stereotypes are immediately related to categorization, on the one hand defining 
its perception through expectations, on the other hand they are an expression of 
category differences. After all, stereotypes are principally category schemata 
filled with intergroup intent. Mere categorization is enough to elicit trait 
frequency bias (4.2). Results reported here should be seen in relation with 
findings for illusory correlations (Schaller, 1991) where categorization even 
exerted a retrospective bias on the interpretation of group relevant information 
(Maas & Schaller, 1991). Perceptions of categorization and reality of 
categorization define both the onset of stereotypic thinking and its expression, 
while maintaining the categorization status quo. 
In summary, stereotyping and the use of stereotypes ease processing and save 
resources, while at the same time both individual cognitions and collective 
beliefs also serve social functions by simplifying communication, justifying 
social structures, and aiding self-esteem management (Stangor & Schaller, 1996). 
Separating categorization from intergroup intent may take some of its negative 
implications away while maintaining its processing advantages brought about by 
generalisation. Overcoming ingroup positivity bias however, still seems an 
impossible goal to attain. 
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6.7 further study 
Some immediate research is needed to tie up some loose ends left behind by the 
present line of studies. The implicit ratio has been put forward as a diagnostic 
ratio for idiosyncratic category schemata controlled for meaning. However, the 
relationship with other quantifiable and dispositional aspects of social cognition, 
affect and motivation has only been given a first glance. The first four studies 
(3.5 - 3.8) have shown the independence of the concept of trait frequency 
processing as well as pointing out some interdependencies. Such relationships 
with other components have largely been restricted to contexts where ethnic 
minorities were used as stimuli groups (3.8) rather than occupational groups. 
Some of these components should be re-addressed using better suited stimuli. 
Especially manipulating intrinsic and incidental affect, and manipulating status 
within one category rather than collecting incidental information remains a task 
for the future. Intrinsic affect (i. e. anxiety) for example could then be used to 
investigate the influence of affect-induced cognitive load (Bodenhausen & 
Macrae, 1996) on the implicit ratio. 
Applications of the measures should also be carried out with real life groups in a 
field study. In terms of implicit ratio methodology, differences between shared 
and intrinsic content lists might have to be investigated in greater detail, ideally 
involving repeated measures following exchange of content among the ingroup. 
The viability of the implicit ratio is theoretically affected by the use of 
consensual content, yet looking at differences may allow conclusions about 
individual and group synchronised cognitions. The question of shared processing 
bias should be addressed in greater detail. 
The second set of studies (4.1 - 4.4) has investigated the role of processing 
objectives on stereotyping. The within subjects design addressing suppression 
has shown that implicit ratio scores are reduced by suppression instructions. The 
bias is reduced during the suppression stage and recovers afterwards. Something 
similar happens with the open-ended application measure. But stereotype 
application is affected by hyper-accessibility and rebound as a result of 
suppression instructions. Studies which directly investigate the parallels and 
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differences between trait frequency bias and semantic application are needed to 
explore the differences found here. For the time being we have to be content with 
the assumption of separate processes which coincidentally react to suppression 
instructions. It is necessary to separate implicit ratio and application measures 
and apply the measures in separate experiments to avoid interactions between the 
measures. The then chosen format of the open ended measure should thereby 
avoid the problems that have occurred in this sequence of studies (5.3.3.2). 
A number of studies with clearer more specific designs are necessary to resolve 
some of the experimental question which have been thrown up using processing 
objectives so far. Particularly the differences between application measures and 
trait frequency measures need to be investigated. Obtaining clear effects with 
application measures would give the foundations against which to compare the 
results for other measures. 
(1) Separate within subjects repeated measures of suppression are needed for 
implicit ratio and application measure to compare semantic suppression and 
inhibition of trait frequency bias, particularly to chart within subjects effects of 
semantic suppression and rebound. 
(2) A between subjects design which compares application and implicit ratio 
measures is required to check whether the application measure used so far 
produces the same between subjects effects of suppression and rebound as the 
suppression literature suggests. 
(3) The between subjects paradigm which establishes semantic suppression 
before looking for relative rebound, should be used for trait frequency measures 
to track its relative between subjects recovery. 
(4) Additionally the paradigm should be extended to the accountability 
manipulation to find out whether accountability would produce a semantic 
rebound effect and separately to track the relative between subjects recovery of 
trait frequency bias. Within subjects designs should be used with other 
processing objective motivations, such as accuracy goals and attributional 
perspective. 
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(6) A full within subjects design for activation of content may also be useful 
(rather than an application measure) to investigate the effects of hyper- 
accessibility as a result of suppression instructions. 
The trait frequency bias as well as illusory correlations are consequences of 
heuristic representations of group frequencies and neglect of baserates. Such 
deficits in statistical reasoning have been described by Schaller (1992) who 
found perceivers engaging in selective statistical reasoning in order to support 
ingroup bias. Schaller's findings that extra time and vigilance aid statistical 
reasoning (Schaller & O'Brien, 1992) and that special training in covariance can 
reduce illusory correlations (Schaller et at., 1996) could be very relevant to the 
bias at hand. Greater effort and greater ability to appreciate baserates may have 
an impact on the processing of trait frequency information and may help 
overcome the ingroup bias. Issues of direct motivation and ability in relation to 
the trait frequency bias should receive greater research attention and would help 
provide insights into the nature of the bias. 
To investigate the relationship between covariance reasoning (Schaller et al., 
1996) and the implicit ratio as well as perceptions of probability (Birnbaum et al., 
1990) studies should be aiming to teach perceivers strategies to deal with 
frequency and probability information and see what immediate effects such 
`cognitive therapy' has on trait frequency bias. 
The relationship with illusory correlations should also be addressed 
experimentally, looking at changes in trait frequency bias and illusory 
correlations. Suppression instructions and processing objectives in general have 
yet to be employed in connection to illusory correlation paradigms. Ultimately, 
illusory correlations, application and implicit ratio measures should be compared 
and theoretically integrated. 
To understand the nature of trait frequency bias better, the complexity of the task 
(i. e. time constraints placed on participants) should be manipulated to find out 
whether and how perceivers use the opportunities to attune their responses and to 
chart the influence of task demand on trait frequency processing. 
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The challenges lying ahead for social cognition studies of stereotype formation 
have been lined out by Mackie et at., (1996). They name issues such as affective 
processes, conformity, majority and minority influence, heuristic and systematic 
processing, but also group processes, informational versus normative stereotype 
formation, developmental and functional analyses as aspects in need of empirical 
attention. 
In the longer term the implicit ratio will hopefully be included in experimental 
programs which use developmental approaches to the formation and maintenance 
of stereotypes, using repeated measures and longitudinal approaches. Studies 
should be conceived which concentrate on communication and media influence, 
looking at the influence of ingroup communicators & status, intrinsic affect and 
motivation. For example, information could be presented in ways which promote 
or disconfirm perceivers trait frequency perceptions. On the other hand, the effect 
of sources of information or the way the information is presented (e. g. statistics 
on news programs) could be monitored. Even the general tone of information 
might result in specific generalisations, varying in ingroup bias. Hopefully, the 
implicit ratio will prove to be a useful tool in such investigations. And hopefully 




Existing stereotype measurement methodologies to identify stereotypic content 
and to map individual differences have been investigated and used as a basis for a 
new more process-oriented approach to assess stereotyping. In the course of the 
first four studies several aspects of existing methodologies were explored in 
greater detail with the aim to produce a measure of generalisation (intensity) in 
stereotyping. Based on the experiences and insights gained from administering 
both the diagnostic ratio measure (McCauley & Stitt, 1978) and Esses et al's 
(1993) score in laboratory settings, a new measure was conceived which amied to 
combine the advantages of each measure. 
The new implicit ratio uses the diagnostic ratio technique for idiosyncratic 
stereotypic content qualified for content valence (Esses' score elements). The 
implicit ratio addresses an aspect of stereotyping which had previously been 
unaccounted for. It assess the reliance perceivers place in sets of idiosyncratic 
schemata, including the idiosyncratic intent that is expressed by generalising 
characteristics across a whole group of people. As expected, the trait frequency 
bias measured by the implicit ratio was found to be ingroup serving and 
consistent. 
The main advantages of this new approach are (1) that it uses frequency 
representations to conceptualise stereotyping, assessing levels of 
generalisation, 176 (2) that it does not rely on consensually endorsed stereotypic 
content, expressing idiosyncratic meaning and intent (3), that it can be used to 
demonstrate individual differences in intensity, independent of categorization 
settings and specific content, 
'77 (4) that it is relatively consistent and free from 
16 as opposed to prototype and exemplar information (see also Stephan et al., 1993), yet in 
parallel to the illusory correlation paradigm. 
1" to some degree independent of reference outgroup and effects of content dilution. 
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performance effects, and (5) that it reveals the influence of processing objectives, 
despite the automaticity and spontaneity of trait frequency bias. 
The implicit ratio combines information of trait over-generalisation with ingroup 
bias. It concentrates on the intensity of biased trait frequency processing rather 
than on the endorsement of specific consensual stereotypes. Both the focus on 
biased frequency processing, as well as the use of idiosyncratic representations 
and intent are new approaches to stereotype measurement. The more abstract 
handling of trait frequency bias (as opposed to content identification etc. ) has the 
advantage that cognitive processes can be investigated in experimental 
paradigms, since it reveals individual and intergroup differences in processing. 
In the course of the first four studies trait frequency bias had appeared to be a 
remarkably universal phenomenon. It characterises trait frequency responses of 
most perceivers regarding any other group. The individual level of trait frequency 
tends to remain constant over time, and across target categories. It appears to be 
largely independent of other entities (e. g. homogeneity perceptions) and 
originally seemed unsuited to demonstrate between subjects differences. 
Four further experiments were carried out to test the limits of automaticity of trait 
frequency bias. On the one hand trait frequency bias was found to be elicited by 
mere categorization, yet it also reflected perceivers' attempts to exert some 
control over the process. 
This second set of studies has used the new measurement technique to 
demonstrate that trait frequency bias can be modified through experimental 
manipulations. A change in perspective was shown to increase trait frequency 
bias artificially when perceivers responded on behalf of their ingroup. 
Manipulations increasing perceivers' accountability and instructions to suppress 
stereotyping both led to reduced levels of trait frequency bias, yet the more 
global manipulation to raise accountability had a more pronounced effect. 
Comparisons were made between semantic suppression of stereotypic content 
and processes in inhibiting trait frequency bias, where within subjects data 
revealed that trait frequency bias recovers after a period of suppression, facing no 
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adverse `ironic' effects as seen in semantic suppression. Dissociation of semantic 
processes in content application and biased trait frequency processing was 
supported by results which suggest that the implicit ratio is not overly influenced 
by, though relying on, content activation and application. 
Content dilution due to broader category priming did not affect the implicit ratio. 
Although the implicit ratio relies on content activation and application, it is not 
overly influenced by it, suggesting a dissociation between semantic processes in 
content application and biased trait frequency processing. 
Trait frequency bias as measured by the implicit ratio has therefore to be 
concluded to be a separate (yet related) process from content application and 
endorsement, processes which are drawn on by other measures widely used in the 
field (i. e. check-lists, application measures). The implicit ratio captures biased 
generalisation, an ongoing categorical process in social perception and crucially 
involved in stereotyping. Because it measures an idiosyncratic bias, the implicit 
ratio may be best suited to address cognitive processes in stereotyping. It has 
already shown that processing objectives can alter the level of bias. The question 
for the future is how control over the bias is exerted, and what the processes are 
that lead to less bias. After all, reducing trait frequency bias will not only reduce 
reliance on existing sweeping generalisations but may also prevent the formation 
of new stereotypes. 
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The analyses reported here were carried out using SPSS 6.1. A copy 
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(2) appendix: contents of tables & graphs 
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table 1.1 t-tests / correlations diagnostic ratios 
fig. 61 t distribution diagnostic ratios & autoratios 
Oneway ANOVA additional issues (1.2) 
study 2 p. 405 
table 2.1 Wests / correlations diagnostic ratios 
table 2.2 manipulation check status differential 
fig. 62 t distribution diagnostic ratios & autoratios 
Oneway ANOVA additional issues (2.3) 
study 3 p. 406 
table 3.1 t-tests / correlations diagnostic ratios 
fig. 63 t distribution diagnostic ratios & autoratios 
table 3.2 t-tests / correlations autoratios 
table 3.3 t-tests / correlations implicit ratios 
table 3.4 t-tests / correlations diagnostic ratios / implicit ratios 
table 3.5 correlations diagnostic ratios Esses' scores implicit ratios 
Oneway ANOVA additional issues (3.6-10) 
Additional tables reporting additional analyses (tables numbers referred to in parentheses) can be obtained on 
request. 
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table 4.3 t-tests / correlations content desirability diagnostic ratios (4.44) 
table 4.4 t-tests / correlations content desirability implicit ratios (4.45) 
table 4.5 t-tests / correlations: content desirability: diagnostic ratios+ / autoratios- (4.46) 
table 4.6 Oneway ANOVA: outgroup (4.4-6) 
table 4.7 correlations (4.41) 
fig. 64 t distribution diagnostic ratios 
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table 5.7 t-tests / correlations autoratios (5.8) 
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table 5.18 t-tests / correlations diagnostic ratios time 3 (5.29) 
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t-tests / correlations implicit ratios / implicit ratios (time 1+2) (5.38) 
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t-tests / correlations implicit ratios / implicit autoratios (5.41) 
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table 5.23 t-tests / correlations diagnostic ratios time 1 (5.43) 
table 5.24 t-tests / correlations diagnostic ratios time 1/2 (5.44) 
table 5.25 t-tests / correlations diagnostic ratios time 1/3 (5.45) 
table 5.26 t-tests / correlations diagnostic ratios time 2 (5.46) 
table 5.27 t-tests / correlations diagnostic ratios time 2/3 (5.47) 
table 5.28 t-tests / correlations diagnostic ratios time 3 (5.48) 
table 5.29 t-tests / correlations autoratios (5.50) 
table 5.30 t-tests / correlations implicit ratios 
table 5.31 t-tests / correlations implicit autoratios (5.59) 
table 5.32 t-tests / correlations Esses' scores (5.61) 
table 5.37 t-tests / correlations perspectives & artificial outgroup x5b (5.69) 
t-tests / correlations diagnostic ratios / autoratios (5.49) 
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t-tests / correlations implicit ratios / implicit ratios (time 1+2) (5.57) 
t-tests / correlations implicit ratios / implicit ratios (time 1+2+3) (5.58) 
t-tests / correlations implicit ratios / implicit autoratios (5.60) 
study 6 p. 420 
table 6.1 t-tests / correlations diagnostic ratios design 
table 6.2 t-tests / correlations implicit ratios design 
fig. 65 t distribution diagnostic ratios 
table 6.3 t-tests / correlations content desirability diagnostic ratios 
table 6.4 t-tests I correlations content desirability autoratios 
table 6.5 t-tests / correlations content desirability 
table 6.6 Oneway ANOVA: proportion of content (6.6-8) 
table 6.7 Oneway ANOVA: perspective (6.12-14) 
table 6.8 Oneway ANOVA: category prime (6.15-17) 
table 6.9 Oneway ANOVA: suppression (6.21-23) 
table 6.10 ANOVA: content by prime (6.24-26) 
table 6.11 correlations design 1 (6.27) 
table 6.12 correlations design 2 (6.28) 
table 6.13 correlations all content (6.29) 
table 6.14 correlations positive content (6.30) 
table 6.15 correlations negative content (6.31) 
table 6.16 correlations auto (6.32) 
table 6.17 Oneway ANOVA: prime specific traits by prime condition (6.33) 
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table 6.18 Oneway ANOVA: prime specific traits by suppression (6.35) 
table 6.19 Oneway ANOVA: prime specific traits by content proportion (6.36) 
table 6.20 Oneway ANOVA: prime specific traits by perspective (6.37) 
table 6.21 Oneway ANOVA: proportion of prime specific content (6.38-40) 
table 6.22 Oneway ANOVA: amount of valenced content (6.42-44) 
table 6.23 Oneway ANOVA: proportion of prime specific content (6.41) 
table 6.24 Oneway ANOVA: amount of content (6.45-47) 
Oneway ANOVA: gender (6.9-11) 
Oneway ANOVA:. status (6.18-20) 
Oneway ANOVA: prime specific traits by gender (6.34) 
study 7 p. 426 
table 7.1 t-tests / correlations ratio design elderly women (7.1), skinheads (7.2) 
table 7.2 t-tests / correlations implicit ratios design (7.3) 
fig. 66 t distribution diagnostic ratios elderly women 
table 7.3 t-tests / correlations content desirability (7.4-5) 
table 7.4 t-tests / correlations content desirability autoratios (7.6) 
table 7.5 t-tests / correlations content desirability autoratios / diagnostic ratios (7.7) 
fig. 67 t distribution diagnostic ratios skinheads 
table 7.6 t-tests / correlations outgroups within Ss (7.8-10) 
table 7.7 Oneway ANOVA: accountability (7.37-42) 
table 7.8 Oneway ANOVA: suppression (7.43-48) 
table 7.9 Oneway ANOVA: suppression / accountability. (7.49-54) 
table 7.10 Oneway ANOVA: suppression / acc. desirability ratings (7.55-57) 
table 7.11 correlations design I elderly women (7.58) 
table 7.12 correlations design 2 elderly women (7.59) 
table 7.13 correlations all content elderly women (7.60) 
table 7.14 correlations neg. content elderly women (7.61) 
table 7.15 correlations pos. content elderly women (7.62) 
table 7.16 correlations auto elderly women (7.63) 
table 7.17 correlations design 1 skinheads (7.64) 
table 7.18 correlations design 2 skinheads (7.65) 
table 7.19 correlations all content skinheads (7.66) 
table 7.20 correlations neg. content skinheads (7.67) 
table 7.21 correlations pos. content skinheads (7.68) 
table 7.22 correlations auto elderly women (7.69) 
table 7.23 Oneway ANOVA: suppression (7.70-75) 
table 7.24 Oneway ANOVA: amount of content (7.76-77) 
table 7.25 t-tests / correlations amount of valenced content (7.78) 
table 7.26 t-tests / correlations status & social distance (7.79) 
Oneway ANOVA: proportion of content Esses' scores (7.11) 
Oneway ANOVA: social distance (7.12-17) 
t-tests / correlations social distance outgroups (7.18) 
Oneway ANOVA: gender (7.19-24) 
Oneway ANOVA: status (7.25-36) 
study 8 p. 434 
table 8.1 correlations diagnostic ratios time 1 
table 8.2 correlations diagnostic ratios time 2 
table 8.3 correlations diagnostic ratios time 3 
table 8.4 correlations Esses' scores, implicit ratios, time 1,2,3 (8.4-9) 
table 8.5 correlations ratings, diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores, 
implicit ratios (8.10) 
table 8.6 correlations ratings, diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores, 
implicit ratios, time 1,2,3 (8.11-13) 
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table 8.7 correlations ratings, diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores, 
implicit ratios, time 1,2,3 (8.14-16) 
table 8.8 t-tests / correlations desirability ratings (8.18-19) 
table 8.9 t-tests / correlations t1, t2, t3 (8.20-22) 
table 8.10 MANOVA t1 - t2 - t3 (8.23-25) 
table 8.11 mixed MANOVA by status (8.26-28) 
table 8.12 mixed MANOVA by outgroup (8.32-34) 
table 8.13 Oneway ANOVA: outgroup, time 1,2,3 (8.35-43) 
table 8.14 mixed MANOVA by perspective (8.44-46) 
table 8.15 Oneway ANOVA: social distance Esses' scores (8.68) 
table 8.16 mixed MANOVA by proportion of content (8.69-71) 
table 8.17 Oneway ANOVA: perspective, time 1,2,3 (8.47-55) 
table 8.18 Oneway ANOVA: proportion of content, time 1,2,3 (8.72-80) 
table 8.19 t-tests / correlations content desirability, time 1,2,3 (8.81-83) 
table 8.20 t-tests / correlations content desirability auto (8.84) 
table 8.21 t-tests / correlations content desirability 
diagnostic ratios+ / autoratios-(8.85) 
table 8.22 t-tests / correlations ratio design, time 1,2,3 (8.86-88) 
table 8.23 t-tests I correlations implicit ratio design (8.89) 
table 8.24 t-tests / correlations script ratings (8.90) 
fig. 68 t distribution diagnostic ratios autoratios time 1 
fig. 69 t distribution diagnostic ratios autoratios time 2 
fig. 70 t distribution diagnostic ratios autoratios time 3 
table 8.25 t-tests / correlations script ratings for outgroups (8.91) 
table 8.26 MANOVA script ratings (8.92) 
table 8.27 mixed MANOVA script ratings by outgroups (8.93) 
table 8.28 mixed MANOVA script ratings by perspective (8.94) 
table 8.29 Oneway ANOVA: script ratings by outgroups (8.98) 
table 8.30 Oneway ANOVA: script ratings by perspective (8.102) 
table 8.31 Oneway ANOVA: amount of content (8.103) 
table 8.32 mixed MANOVA by outgroup by perspective (8.104) 
mixed MANOVA by gender 
mixed MANOVA by social distance (8.56-58) 
Oneway ANOVA: social distance, time 1,2,3 (8.59-67) 
mixed MANOVA script ratings by status (8.95) 
mixed MANOVA script ratings by social distance (8.96) 
mixed MANOVA script ratings by gender (8.97) 
Oneway ANOVA: script ratings by social distance (8.99) 
Oneway ANOVA: script ratings by status (8.100) 
Oneway ANOVA: script ratings by gender (8.101) 
(3) appendix: additional components 
The following section describes in greater detail the additional components 
used in the first four studies. Components are often not complete applications 
of the research cited. In some cases the application of the instrument in 
question was reduced to only one or two questions out of a larger inventory. 
However, they still give an indication of participants' performance on the 
issue. 
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(1) attributional style 
Cutrona, Russell & Jones, 1985 
Seligman, Abramson, Semmel & v. Baeyer, 1979 
Metalsky & Abramson, 1981 
Peterson, Semmel, v. Baeyer, Abramson, Metalsky & Seligman, 1982 
Feather & Tiggemann, 1984 
Arntz, Gerlsma & Albersnagel, 1985 
Cohen, van den Bout, Kramer & van Vliet, 1986 
Houston, 1994 
(causal attribution: Taylor & Jaggi, 1974; Hewstone, 1990) 
(2) perceived outgroup homogeneity 
Park, Judd, & Ryan, 1991 
Stroessner & Mackie, 1993 
Outgroup homogeneity was assessed by dividing outgroup scores on difference and 
dependency perceptions by ingroup perceptions. 
EXAMPLE: 
How much do Bristol University students differ from each other? 
very different 
all very similar from each other 1234567 
How dependent on others do you think are Bristol University Students? 
independent very dependent 
1234567 
(3) salience of group membership (manipulation check of ingroup identity) 
The studies required specific ingroup identity and category membership salience tests. The 
questions refer straightforwardly to the strength of association to a particular ingroup. 
EXAMPLE 1: 
How important is it to you to be a student? 
not at all important very important 1234567 
Do you feel strongly about being part of the Bristol student community? 
not strongly at all very 1234567 
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EXAMPLE 2: 
The following two questions refer to the ethnic group that you would consider yourself being a 
member of. Please state to what extent you agree with the following statements: 
Do you find it pleasant to be a member of your ethnic group? 
not at all 
12345 
very much so 
67 
Do you think it would be nicer being part of another ethnic group? 
not at all 
12345 
very much so 
67 
EXAMPLE 3: 
The following questions refer to the national group that you would consider yourself being a member 
of. Please state to what extent you agree with the following statements: 
Do you think other members of your national group in general show acceptable or pleasant behaviour? 
not at all 
3 
very much so 
124567 
Do you think that, in terms of general attitudes, you have more in common with people that share your 
nationality than with people of other nationalities? 
not at all 
1234 
very much so 
567 
Do you think that, generally speaking, you have more in common with people of your own nationality 
than with members of other nationalities? 
not at all 
123456 
very much so 
7 
Do you think that people of your own nationality are well suited to each other? 
not at all 
1234 
very much so 
567 
Do you think it is right, in view of your own feelings, attitudes and behaviour, that you have your 
particular nationality? 
not at all 
12345 
very much so 
67 
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(4) relative status perception 
Relative status perceptions were collected by asking participants for a relative self estimate of 
socio economic status. Participants were to rank groups in terms of status. Relative ranking of 
the ingroup and the outgroup were either used as absolute estimates (observed variables) or 
transformed into a relative status ratio. If more than one outgroup was used the relative status 
ranks were also used to assess status differentials between two outgroups. 
EXAMPLE: 
Please read through the list below and rank the named European national groups in terms of "socio- 
economic status" that you think is valid. Please assign rank "1" to the group you think is regarded 













(5) threatened socio-economic status 
Ellemers, van Knippenberg, Devries & Wilke, 1988 
Sigala & Hantzi, 1993 
Questions relating to participants expectations about their own future economic performance 
and their perceptions of future competition from another group were used to assess 
perceptions of status threat (using averages of scores obtained). 
EXAMPLE: 
Please state to what extent you agree with the following statements 
I am worried about my future employment perspectives. 




I am worried about loosing or not finding a job. 
not at all 
123456 very much 7 
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I am worried about maintaining my standard of living. 
not at all very much 
1234 5 6 7 
I am worried about keeping / finding a job. 
not at all very much 
1234 5 6 7 
I am worried about more and more jobs being taken by non-graduates that are traditionally taken by 
University graduates. 
not at all very much 
1234 5 6 7 
I am worried about my future income perspectives. 
not at all very much 
1234 5 6 7 
I am worried about my future graduate status. 
not at all very much 1234 5 6 7 
I am worried about the deterioration in value of University degrees. 
not at all very much 
1234 5 6 7 
(6) perceived social mobility and assumed dissimilarity 
Ellemers, van Knippenberg, Devries & Wilke, 1988 
Seven-point indicator scale responses were collected for questions relating to perceptions of 
intergroup differences and odds for overcoming the differences, assessing the perceived 
permeability of group boundaries. 
EXAMPLE: 
How clear is the difference between young people who are unemployed and University students? 




How different do you think are the lifestyles of the two groups? 




How difficult do you think it is for young unemployed people to become part of the student 
community? 




How difficult do you think it would be for you to become friends with groups of local unemployed 
people of your age? 




Would it be difficult to change group membership as such? 




Do you think both groups (University students and young unemployed people) have got similar ideas 
of what to achieve in life or have common goals? 
not at all similar identical 
1234567 
(7) threatened ingroup distinctiveness and assumed dissimilarity 
Brewer & Miller 1984 
(identity threat: Branscombe, Wann, Noel & Coleman, 1993) 
Intergroup similarity perceptions and valenced similarity perceptions were used to assess 
threatened distinctiveness. 
EXAMPLE: 
How similar do you think are the lives lead by young employees and University students? 
not at all similar identical 
1234567 
Do you think the two groups (University students and young employees) are too similar? 
not at all too similar too similar 
1234567 
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Do you think there should be more jobs kept exclusively for University graduates? 
definitely not definitely yes 
1234567 
When applying for a job, would you mind being at first mistaken for a (non-graduate) young 
employee? 
not at all very much 
1234567 
Do you insist on being identified as a University student? 
not at all definitely yes 
1234567 
(8) ingroup favouritism, resource allocation (motivation) 
Levine & Campbell, 1972 
Questions relating to resource allocation between groups were used to assess the level of 
ingroup favouritism. 
(9) collective self-esteem scale (incidental affect) 
Luthanen & Crocker, 1989 
Questions relating to ingroup gain and strength of ingroup identity were used to assess the 
level of incidental affect involved in the categorization setting, not specific to any actual or 
anticipated interaction with the other group. 
(10) integral affect (frustration and aggression towards outgroup) 
Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswick, Levinson, & Sanford, 1950 
Questions relating directly to participants self-assessments of student frustration and resulting 
aggression were included to as a measure of incidental affect to the task, yet integral to the 
categorization. 
EXAMPLE: 
How frustrated do you get with your life as a student? 
not frustrated at all very frustrated 
1234567 
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How annoyed do you get when things go wrong? 
not at all annoyed 
123456 
How aggressive do you get when things don't turn the way you had hoped? 






(11) perceived threat of outgroup competition (integral affect) 
Wilder & Shapiro, 1989a 
Outgroup threat was assessed directly by asking participants to express their feelings about 
competition from the other group relating to a specific task (integral affect). 
EXAMPLE: 
How much do you worry about competition from the members of the local Chinese community. 
not at all 
1234 
(12) (prospective) intergroup anxiety (integral affect) 
Stephan & Stephan, 1985,1989 
Stephan, Stephan, Wenzel & Cornelius, 1991 
Stephan & Stephan, 1992 
Wilder & Shapiro, 1989a, 1989b 
Wilder, 1993a, 1993b 
Gudykunst, 1993 
Islam & Hewstone, 1993 
Britt, Boniecki, Vescio, Biernat & Brown, 1996 
very much 
7 
Another measure of affect integral to the task were questions about participants' prospective 
emotions during a hypothetical interaction with the outgroup. Prospective intergroup anxiety 
was assessed by averaged responses on 10 questions relating to how participants expected 
to be feeling when interacting with outgroup members. 
EXAMPLE: 
After completing this questionnaire each participant will meet a group of representatives of people 
your age who have been unemployed for a number of years. You will be asked to work on a certain 
task with them. To be able to account for your minority position we would like to know if you expect 
to be feeling any differently compared to a situation where you would be asked to interact with fellow 
Bristol University students. 
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I would feel: 
less certain more certain 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
less awkward more awkward 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
less self-conscious more self-conscious 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
less happy more happy 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
less accepted more accepted 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
less confident more confident 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
less irritated more irritated 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
less impatient more impatient 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
less defensive more defensive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
less suspicious more suspicious 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(13) social distance scale 
Katz & Schank, 1938 
Lay & Jackson, 1972 
Gardener, Kirby & Arboleda, 1973 
Hagendoorn & Hraba, 1987,1989 
Hraba, Hagendoorn & Hagendoorn, 1989 
Hagendoorn & Kleinpenning, 1991 
Gibbon & Durkin, 1995 
Jackson, Sullivan, Harnish & Hodge, 1996 
Social distance was assessed by averaged responses on parts of a social distance scale. 
Responses related to different domains of interaction, varying in intimacy. 
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EXAMPLE: 
Please state to what extent you agree with the following statements. 
I would be annoyed if many of my neighbours were young unemployed people. 
not at all very much 
1234567 
I would be annoyed if my flatmates were young unemployed people (= non-students). 
not at all very much 
1234567 
It would not occur to me to marry or have a relationship with someone who was long-term 
unemployed. 
not at all very much 
1234567 
It would not occur to me to become friends with young unemployed people. 
not at all very much 
1234567 
I would be annoyed if my friends had friends that were unemployed. 
not at all very much 
1234567 
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(4) appendix: tables study 1 
study 1: - ingroup identity & the diagnostic ratio 
- outgroups, ratio design, content desirability2 
table 1.1 diagnostic ratios: - young employees (matched outgroup) 
- Germans (national outgroup) 
1) 2) 3) 4) 5 
1) matched outgroup, 
DR 1+ 
1.3326 
2) matched outgroup, . 
575** 
DR2 + t=3.77 
1.1325 P=. 001 
............................ .......... .......... 3 matched outgroup, ............................................................................................................................. _............................ . 272** . 291 ** DR 1- t= 3.77 t= -1.97 
1.2645 p=. 284 p= . 052 
4) matched outgroup, -. 052 -. 099 . 482** DR 2- t= -3.63 t= -4.93 t= -5.29 
1.8096 
......... ....... ........................... 
p= . 001 ................................. 
p. - = . 001 ..................... _ 




. 298 DR 1- t= -6.35 t= -7.10 t= -7.12 t= -1.42 
2.0000 p= . 001 P=. 001 P=. 001 p= . 159 6) national outgroup, . 
375** 
. 382 . 467 . 359** . 
743** 
DR 2- t= -5.82 t= -7.47 t= -6.68 t= -1.65 t= -. 49 2.0435 P=. 001 P=. 001 P=. 001 p= . 101 p= . 624 xi within Subjects design for type of outgroup: Correlations & paired t -tests, df= 99 
diagnostic ratio t-values for study 1 










e "4 " 
" 




fig. 61) x1 -t distribution DR (y-axis = t-values, x-axis = t-tests) (fig, -61)- 
2 analyses for additional components are available on request 
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(5) appendix: tables study 2 
study 2: - target outgroup status & the diagnostic ratios 
- outgroups, ratio design, content desirability3 
table 2.1 diagnostic ratios: -junior bank clerks (outgroupl) 
- young unemployed people (outgroup 2) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 outgroup 1, 
DR1- 
1.4926 
2 outgroup 1, . 4450** DR 2- t= -4.63 2.0072 1 p= . 
001 
3 outgroup 2, . 4568** . 3209** DR 1- t= 3.28 t= 6.03 
1.2868 P=. 001 P=. 001 
4 outgroup 2, . 1676 . 6977** . 6502** DR 2- t= -2.31 t= 1.69 t= -4.78 1.8292 p=. 023 p=. 095 p= . 001 5 DR au - . 5580** -. 1886 . 3170** . 2104* t= 8.35 t= 6.87 t= 3.33 t= 4.83 





0utgroup 2, . 1527 . 0376 . 3604** . 2536* 
" 32 771 ** 
specific DR 1- t= -2.63 t=. 02 t= -3.95 t= -. 83 
. t= -4.92 2.0031 p= . 010 p= . 986 p= . 001 p=. 410 p= . 001 7 DR au + . 2682** . 2173* . 0726 . 1558 -. 0239 -. 0834 specific list t= -6.09 t= -1.28 t= -7.10 t= -2.17 t= -9.09 t= -. 84 2.1998 p= . 001 p=. 205 p= . 001 p= . 032 p= . 001 p=. 405 8 outgroup 1, . 0126 -. 0373 -. 0478 -. 0372 -. 0029 -2125* . 2045 specific DR1+ t= -3.59 t= -. 02 t= -4.86 t= -. 92 t= -6.75 t= -. 04 t= 1.19 2.0117 
_ 
P=. 001 p--. 981 p= . 001 p=. 362 P=. 001 p=. 967 D=. 238 
x2 within-subjects design: correlations and pared t-tests. df=90. (referring to section 3.6.5) 
(1-5 = generally descriptive lists, 6-8 = outgroup specific lists) 
table 2.2 manipulation check status differential: 
junior bankers > students > young unemployed people 
status perception of junior bankers (outgroup 1) & young unemployed people (outgroup 2) 
rtp 
outgroup 1 2.0440 outgroup 2 7.0220 -. 308** 28.61 p= . 
001 
outgroup 1 2.0440 ingroup 3.3626 -. 201 21.01 p= . 001 
outgroup 2 7.0220 ingroup 3.3626 -. 147 -6.51 p= . 
001 
ratio: young unemployed ratio: junior bankers 
/ ingroup 2.6566 / ingroup . 8346 . 
833** -15.15 p= . 
001 
x2 within-subjects design: correlations and pared t-tests. df=90 
3 analyses for additional components are available on request 
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diagnostic ratio t-values for study 2 
study 2: t values 
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diagnostic ratios & autoratios 
(fig. 62) x2 t distribution DR & DR au (y-axis = t-values, x-axis = t-tests) 
m 
(6) appendix: tables study 3 
study 3: - the diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores & implicit ratios 
- ratio design, content desirability° 






DR 1- t= -1.61 












................................. 4 . 
0196 -. 0234 
................................ 
-. 0255 .......................................... ................. ....... 
DR 2+ t= -2.78 t= -2.42 t= -2.42 
3.6395 p=. 007 p=. 018 p=. 018 
5 -. 0416 -. 0261 . 0030 -. 0316 DR 2- t= -7.78 t= -2.42 t= -7.44 t= -4.72 
10.3065 p= . 
001 p= . 
001 p= . 
001 p= . 
001 
6 -. 1082 -. 0113 -. 0017 . 1806 . 8436** DR 2 +1- t= -7.54 t= -7.43 t= -7.34 t= -4.24 t=3.48 
8.1283 p= . 
001 p= . 
001 p= . 
001 p= . 001 p= . 
001 
x3 correlations and paired t-tests df=79 
° analyses for additional components are available on request 
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diagnostic ratio t-values for study 3 
study 3: t values 
13 
t8      " 
"   






diagnostic ratios & autoratios 






14286 1 7062 1.6877 
autoratios & outgroup ratios 
4567 
3.6395 10.306 8.1283 
. 9110 
89 
. 6138 . 7387 7 t= 4.13 t= 6.38 t= 4.77 t= 3.41 t= 8.13 t= 8.20 
DR au + P= 001 p= 
001 p= . 001 p= . 001 p= . 001 p= . 001 








. _.............. ---.. -. 
075 -. 217 ......... g t= 5.73 t= 10.35 t= 7.01 .. t= 3.86 ...................... t= 8.31 ...................... t= 8.56 -..................... t= 4.32 ............................................ 
DR au - P= . 
001 p= . 001 p= . 
001 p= . 001 p= . 




. 198 . 




t= 5.17 t= 9.10 t= 6.23 t= 3.67 t= 8.23 t= 8.40 t= 3.46 t= 5.39 





. 197 -. 038 -. 259* -. 328" . 
662** 
. 902** 
x3 correlations and paired t-tests df=79 
table 3.3 implicit ratio: design 1, design2 & autoratio 
mean 10 IM 1 11 IM 2 12 IM au 
10 IM 1 1.7513 
: .............................................................. 11 IM 2 6.5373 t= 5.62 p= . 001 r=. 159 ............................ ............ ..................... :........................................................... 12 IM au 1.1036 t= 9.20 p=. 001 r=. 811 ** t= 6.19 p= . 
001 r=-. 107 
x3 correlations and paired t-tests df-79 (referring to section 3.7.6) 
table 3.4 diagnostic ratios & implicit ratios 
10 IM 1 11 IM 2 
mean 1.7513 6.5373 
12 IM au 
1.1036 
1 DR 1+ 1.4286 t= -2.20 p= . 
031 
. 
355" t= -5.82 p= . 
001 -. 035 t= 2.43 p=. 017 . 
371** 

















DR 2+ 3.6395 t= 2.28 p= . 
019 
. 
040 t= -3.93 p=. 001 . 
603** t= 3.16 p= = .0 
002 20-. p -. 103 
5 DR 2- 10.3065 t= 7.43 p= . 001 . 029 t= 3.40 p= . 001 . 420** t= 7.94 p= . 
001 -. 065 
6 DR 2 +/- 8 1281 
....... 
t= 7.16 p= 001 - 160 
................... . 
t=.. 2.06 p=: 042 . 
601 t= 7.36 p= . 001 -. 282* ........ 7 ................... DRau+ ........... 9110 t= - -7.58 p- - . 
001 
. 
411 t= - -6.38 p= . 
001 -. 250* t= -2.85 p= . 
006 
. 684" 
............ -* ..... *"* ....... 
8 DR au - . 6138 
t= -9.91 p= . 
001 
. 323` t= -6.83 p= . 001 -. 050 t= -5.75 p= . 001 . 427** 9 DR au +/- . 7387 
t= -9.48 p= . 
001 
. 462" t= -6.64 P=. 001 -. 194 t= -5.23 p=. 001 . 677" 
x3 correlations and paired t -tests implicit ratios & diagnostic ratios df--79 (referring to section 3.7.6) 
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table 3.5 correlations: Esses' score, diagnostic ratios & implicit ratios 
DR 1+/_ DR 1+ DR 1- DR 2+/_ DR 2+ DR 2- IM 1 IM 2 
outgroup 
Esses' score . 0363 . 1529 . 0212 -. 3715** . 0657 -. 1808 . 7122** . 0751 mean -. 4110 
x3 correlations outgroup Esses' score (std. dev. . 6838) diagnostic ratios & implicit ratios (section 3.7.6) 
(7) appendix: tables study 4 
study 4: - the diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores & implicit ratios 
- ratio design, content desirability5 
- multiple target outgroups 
table 4.1 The effect of diagnostic ratio design on diagnostic ratios: 
- between subjects design 
- autoratios < design 1&2 
- all content & undesirable content: design 1< design 2 
mean mean t value probability correlation 
DR 1 +/- 3.8552 DR 2 +/- 7.2151 t= -4.54 P=. 001 r= . 494** DR 1 +1- 3.8552 DR au +/- . 9769 t= 5.18 P=. 001 r= . 124 DR2+/- 7.2151 DR au +/- . 9769 t= 7.34 p=. 001 r--. 411* DR 1+ 1.9588 DR 2+ 3.7876 t= -2.82 p= . 008 r= . 291 DR 1+ 1.9588 DR au + . 8878 t= 3.47 p= . 001 r= . 252 '". DR 2+ 3.7876 DR au + . 8878 t= 4.19 p= . 001 r-- -. 454** DR 1- 4.7569 DR 2- 9.1287 t= -4.36 p= 001 r= 527** '". DR 1- 4.7569 DR au - 1.0239 t= 4.71 
. 
p= . 001 
. 
r= . 013 DR 2- 9.1287 DR au - 1.0239 t= 6.98 P=. 001 r= . 038 
x4 paired t-tests df= 35 (table 4.42) (referring to section 3.8.5) 
table 4.2 The effect of ratio design on implicit ratios: 
- design 2> design 1> autoratio 
mean mean t value probability correlation 
IM 1 8.7947 IM 2 12.8404 t= -3.96 P=. 001 r-- . 877** IM 1 8.7947 IM au 1.6069 t= 3.96 p= . 001 r= . 306 IM 2 12.8404 IM au 1.6069 t= 5.26 P=. 001 r= . 009 
x4 paired t-tests df= 35 (table 4.43) (referring to section 3.8.5) 
table 4.3 The between Ss effect of content desirability on diagnostic ratios 
(design 1& 2): 
mean 
- desirable content < all content < undesirable content 
mean t value probability correlation 
DR 1 +/- 3.8552 DR 1+ 1.9588 t= 3.81 P=. 001 r= . 468** 
DR 1 +1- 3.8552 DR 1- 4.7569 t= -3.21 p= . 003 r= . 970** DR 1+ 1.9588 DR 1- 4.7569 t= -3.91 p= . 001 r= . 420* DR 2 +/- 7.1251 DR 2+ 3.7876 t= 5.15 P=. 001 r= . 629** 
DR 2 +/- 7.1251 DR 2- 9.1287 ': t= -3.14 P=. 003 r= . 849** 
DR2+ 3.7876 DR2- 9.1287 t=-4.43 p=. 001 r= . 218 
x8 paired t-tests df= 35 (table 4.44) (referring to section 3.8.5) 
5 analyses for additional components are available on request 
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table 4.4 The effect of content desirability on diagnostic autoratios: 
- desirable content > all content > undesirable content 
mean mean t value probability correlation 
DR au +/- . 
9769 DR au + . 
8878 t= 1.26 P=. 216 r= . 
346* 
DR au +/- 9769 DR au - 1.0239 t= -. 90 p= . 375 r= . 895"' 
DR au + . 8878 DR au - 
1.0239 t= -1.20 p=. 238 r= . 070 
x8 paired t-tests df= 35 (table 4.45) (referring to section 3.8.5) 
table 4.5 desirable content diagnostic & undesirable content autoratios 
mean mean t value probability correlation 
DR 1+1.9588 DR au - 1.0239 t= 2.62 P=. 013 r---. 239 
DR 2+3.7876 DR au - 1.0239 t= 3.86 P=. 001 r= -. 436** 
x8 paired t-tests df= 35 (table 4.46) (referring to section 3.8.5) 
table 4.6 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor of outgroup condition 
(1: n=14,2: n=8,3: n=14). 3 ethnic minorities. (diagnostic ratios & autoratios, 









DR 1 +1- 4.8077 1.3827 4.3156 F= 3.2292 p=. 0524 
DR 1+ 2.8132 1.2259 1.5232 F= 2.5745 p=. 0914 
DR 1- 6.2475 1.6287 5.0538 F= 2.7206 p=. 0806 
DR 2 +1- 8.2714 8.0824 5.4318 F= 1.4349 p= . 
2526 
DR 2+ 5.6082 3.1517 2.3303 F= 2.7347 p=. 0796 
DR 2- 9.3989 13.2925 6.4791 F= 2.6921 p=. 0826 
DR au +l- . 
8697 . 
8797 1.1416 F= 2.0439 p=. 1456 
DR au + 1.0650 . 6559 . 
8430 F= 4.8772 p=. 0139 






_........................................ .................. .. ES outgroup ...: 0534 . 4357 -. 2263 F= 3.7116 p= . 0352 
ES gen . 
0040 . 4243 . 




....................... ... - 






_.............................. ......... IM 1 10.0919 1.1989 11.8380 F= 2.6789 p= . 0835 
IM 2 15.6141 7.2207 13.2779 F= 1.1207 p=. 3381 
IM au 1.2944 . 8307 2.3630 F= 5.5601 p=. 0083 
x4 between subjects design: Oneway ANOVA effect of condition df=2 (35) (table 4.4-6) (referring to section 3.8.10) 
table 4.7 significant inter-ratio correlations 
significant within ratio correlations: 
DR 1- DR 2- . 5268** 
DR 1 +1- DR 2 +/- . 4940** 
DR 2 +/- DR au +1- -. 4107** 
M1 IM 2 . 8772** 
significant co rrelations between ratios: 
DR 1- IM 1 . 9082** IM 2 . 8144** 
DR 2- IM 1 . 4214** IM 2 . 6826** 
DR 1 +1- IM 1 . 9531** IM 2 . 8560** 
DR 2 +1- IM 1 . 4680** 
IM 2 . 7639** 
significant co rrelations between Esses' scores and ratios: 
ES out IM 1 -. 4514** 
x4 inter-concept correlations (table 4.41) (referring to section 
3.8.7) 
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diagnostic ratio t-values for study 4 
study 4: t values 
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diagnostic ratios 
(fig 64) x4 t distribution DR (y-axis =t values, x-axis =t tests) 
(8) appendix: tables study 5 
the diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores & implicit ratios 
table 5.1 
ratio mean 









C DR 2+/- 
2 p= 013 
C1 DR 2+ . 
307** 
3 p= . 
085 p= . 
024 
C1 DR 2- . 
787"" . 151 
4 p= . 
045 p= . 508 p= . 028 C1 DR 1+/- . 487** . 
149 
. 434'" 5 p= . 
392 p= . 743 p= . 118 p= . 045 C1 DR 1+ -. 040 . 133 027 . 
487** 
6 p= . 
337 p= . 
232 p=. 006 p= . 
508 p= . 678 C1 DR 1- . 697" . 122 . 906** . 
149 -. 030 
x5 multiple applications: Paired t-test probabilities, correlations. df = 52 (controlled for application sequence 
table 5.2 
ratio mean 
1st & 2nd application (time 1& time 2) 
1234 





10 p=. 504 p= 060 p= 103 p=. 270 p=. 584 p=. 875 
C2 DR 2+/- . 453** . 
416* 






11 p= . 
035 p= . 677 p= . 021 p= . 724 p=. 848 p= . 
286 





. 278* . 162 . 355** 12 p=. 475 p=. 020 p=. 441 p=. 045 p=. 241 p=. 250 
C2 DR 2- . 
360** . 142 . 156 . 
295* -. 060 . 249 13 p= . 
014 p= . 
879 p=. 021 p=. 408 p= . 704 p=. 184 C2 DR 1+/- . 
270* . 
016 
. 187 . 300* . 
060 
. 245 14 p= . 
001 p=. 014 p= . 006 p=. 014 p=. 302 p= . 027 C2 DR 1+ . 
277* . 434** . 316* . 
524** 
. 581 ** . 268 15 p=. 633 p=. 334 p=. 172 p=. 507 p=. 681 p=. 966 
C2 DR 1- . 145 -. 
098 
. 053 . 225 -. 051 . 171 T5 multiple applications: Paired t-test probabilities, correlations. df = 52 (controlled for application sequence) 
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table 5.3 1st application (time 1) x artificial outgroup (time 3) 
ratio mean 1 4.1678 2 2.5694 3 6.1230 4 2.9510 5 2.9688 6 3.5843 
19 p=. 560 p= . 466 p=. 
162 p=. 688 p=. 772 p=. 929 
C3 DR 2+1- . 146 -. 
097 . 037 -. 028 -. 027 -. 037 
20 p=. 046 p= . 616 p= . 
025 p=. 403 p= . 564 p=. 
219 
C3 DR 2+ . 
074 -. 089 . 013 -. 060 -. 035 -. 051 
21 p= . 733 p= . 
223 p= . 543 p=. 320 p= . 403 p=. 542 
C3 DR 2- . 169 -. 107 . 057 -. 033 -. 031 -. 028 22 p= . 365 p= . 706 P=. 110 p= . 951 p=. 975 p=. 669 
C3 DR 1+/- . 033 -. 
122 -. 012 . 134 -. 051 . 093 
23 p=. 448 p=. 767 p=. 144 p=. 968 p=. 984 p=. 711 
C3 DR 1+ . 024 -. 
115 -. 021 . 139 -. 047 . 089 
24 p=. 032 p=. 812 p=. 025 p=. 469 p=. 682 p=. 223 
C3 DR 1- . 055 -. 
101 . 040 -. 019 -. 054 . 025 
x5 multiple applications: Paired t-test probabilities, correlations. df = 52 (controlled for application sequence) 
table 5.4 2nd application (time 2) 
ratio mean 10 3.7152 11 2.7306 12 4.8259 13 2.4894 14 1.7968 15 3.6348 
10 
C2 DR2+/- 
11 p= . 045 C2 DR 2+ . 685- 12 p= . 068 p= . 035 
C2 DR 2- . 766** . 189 13 P=. 009 p=. 693 p= . 001 
C2 DR1+/- . 724** . 
158 . 830** 
14 p=. 002 p=. 036 p=. 002 p=. 085 
C2 DR 1+ . 422** . 
640 . 111 . 283* 
15 p= . 931 p=. 431 p= . 042 p=. 107 p=. 016 
C2 DR 1- . 449" -. 
012 . 762** . 844** . 
045 
x5 multiple applications: Paired t test probabilities, correlations. df = 52 (controlled for application sequence) 
table 5.5 2nd application (time 2) x artificial outgroup (time 3) 
ratio mean 10 3.7152 11 2.7306 12 4.8259 13 2.4894 14 1.7968 15 3.6348 
19 p=. 027 p=. 568 P=. 180 p=. 278 p=. 150 p=. 882 
C3 DR 2+/- . 565*' -. 
049 
. 533 . 720** . 027 . 
379** 
20 p=. 478 p=. 533 p=. 002 p=. 517 p=. 716 p= . 139 C3 DR 2+ . 541" -. 
046 . 548" . 748** . 038 . 400** 21 p=. 538 p=. 268 p=. 962 p=. 121 p=. 089 p=. 491 
C3 DR 2- . 270* -. 
055 . 530** . 717** . 014 . 380** 22 p= . 616 p=. 
817 p=. 064 p=. 541 p=. 281 p= . 105 C3 DR 1+/- . 221 -. 
068 . 570** . 702** -. 065 . 942** 
23 p=. 041 p=. 856 p=. 133 p=. 658 p=. 395 p=. 283 
C3 DR 1+ . 450 -. 
073 . 535" . 657** -. 062 . 934** 24 p=. 171 p=. 676 p= . 004 p=. 852 p=. 255 p=. 173 
C3 DR 1- . 092 -. 
053 . 514" . 666** -. 033 . 484** 
x5 multiple applications: Paired t-test probabilities, correlations. df = 52 (controlled for application sequence) 
table 5.6 artificial outgroup (time 3) 
ratio mean 19 3.4569 20 2.1041 21 4.7567 22 3.0081 23 2.4172 24 3.0217 
19 
C3 DR 2+/- 
20 P=. 001 
C3 DR 2+ . 973" 
21 p=. 031 p= . 006 
C3 DR 2- . 997"" . 
969 
23 p=. 749 p=. 440 p=. 330 
C3 DR 1+! - . 264 . 
282' . 268 
23 p=. 784 p=. 542 p=. 385 p=. 968 
C3 DR 1+ . 180 . 
202 . 184 . 990** 
23 p=. 214 p=. 577 p=. 093 p=. 529 p=. 647 
C3 DR 1- . 
741" . 
755" . 744" . 504"' . 394" T5- multiple applications: Paired t test probabilities, correlations. df = 52 (controlled for application sequence) 
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table 5.7 diagnostic autoratios (time 1,2 & 3) 
7 (c 1) 8 (c 1) 9 (c1) 16 (c2) 17 (c2) 18 (c2) 25 (c3) 26 (c3) 27 (c3) 
DRau+/- DR au+ DR au- DRau+/- DR au+ DR au- DRau+/- DR au+ DR au- 
ratio mean 1.2034 1.8282 . 9443 1.0152 1.0935 . 8957 2.0774 2.5668 
1.0221 
cl DRau +/- 
8 p=. 296 
cl DR au + . 991- 
9 p=. 316 p=. 301 
cl DR au - -. 084 -. 092 
16 p=. 449 p=335. p=. 231 
c2 DR au+/- '" . 059 . 
022 . 244 
17 p=. 654 p=. 381 p=. 019 p=. 007 
c2 DR au + . 141 . 
104 . 246 . 810- 
18 p=. 229 p=. 271 p=. 511 p2.017 p=. 005 
c2 DR au - . 014 -. 
014 . 190 . 623** . 268 
25 p=. 420 p=. 855 p=. 282 p=. 313 p=. 352 p=. 259 
c3 DR au+/- -. 006 -. 024 . 095 . 095 . 005 . 190 
26 p=. 330 p=. 649 p=. 239 p=. 260 p=. 286 p=. 223 p=. 140 
c3 DR au + . 002 -. 
016 . 104 . 
093 -. 003 . 199 . 999" 
27 p=. 573 p=. 356 p=. 708 p=. 972 p=. 715 p=. 549 p=. 285 p=. 240 
c3 DR au - -. 038 -. 038 -. 100 . 114 . 127 -. 088 . 438" . 400 
x5 multiple applications: Paired t test probabilities, correlations. df = 52 (controlled for sequence table 5.8) 
table 5.8 implicit ratios 
61 62 64 65 67 68 
mean 5.1515 8.8862 3.5135 4.9689 3.9750 7.1208 
Cl IM 1 
62 
Cl IM 2 
64 
C2 IM 1 
65 
C2 IM 2 
67 
C3 IM 1 
68 
C3 IM 2 



















p= . 391 
. 378" 







. 371 ** 









cl IM au c2 IM au 
3.4499 1.7937 
69 
c3 IM au 
4.7307 
72 75 
c4 IM au c5 IM au 
2.6253 3.1852 
63 
Cl IM au 
66 p=. 129 
C2 IM au -. 015 
69 p=. 171 p=. 002 
C3 IM au . 550" -. 025 
72 p=. 148 p= . 111 p= . 006 
C1,2 IM au . 979" . 184 . 528"' 
75 p=. 656 p=. 015 p= . 006 p= . 
007 
C1,2,3 IM au . 
922" . 126 . 801" . 929" 
x5 multiple applications: Paired t test probabilities, correlations. df 52 (controlled for sequence table 5.17) 
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table 5.10 design 1 diagnostic ratios & implicit ratios 
4 13 22 31 40 
C1 DR 1+/- C2 DR 1+/- C3 DR 1+/- C1,2 DR 1+/- C1-3 DR 1+/- 
mean 2.9510 2.4894 3.0217 2.7202 2.8207 
61 Cl IM 1 p=. 007 p=. 014 p= . 138 p=. 008 p= . 022 5.1515 . 790** . 367** . 200 . 745** . 486** 64 C2 IM 1 p=. 527 p=. 029 p=. 534 p=. 225 p=. 188 
3.5135 . 192 . 947** . 704** . 650** . 789** 67 C3 IM 1 p=. 228 p=. 015 p=. 199 p=. 068 p=. 030 
3.9750 . 119 . 582 . 753** . 401 ** . 706 
70 C1,2 IM 1 p=. 020 p= . 002 p=. 191 p=. 002 p=. 006 4.3312 . 684** . 707" . 495** . 858** . 742** 73 C1-3 IM 1 p=. 029 p=. 001 p=. 192 p=. 001 p=. 001 
4.1427 . 622'* . 788*" . 641 ** . 859** . 843** 
x5 multiple applications: Paired t test probabilities, correlations. df = 52 (table 5.19) 
table 5.11 
mean 
design 2 diagnostic ratios & implicit ratio 
1 10 19 
C1 DR 2+/- C2 DR 2+/- C3 DR 2+/- 
4.1678 3.7152 3.4569 
28 
C1,2 DR 2+/- 
3.9415 
37 
C1-3 DR 2+/- 
3.7800 
62 C1 IM 2 p=. 002 p= . 008 p=. 013 p=. 004 p=. 005 
8.8862 . 
946** . 369** . 
203 
. 767** . 573** 65 C2 IM 2 p=. 448 p= . 090 p=. 071 p=. 224 p=. 083 
4.9689 . 333** . 750*" . 723** . 638** . 811 68 C3 IM 2 p=. 051 p=. 021 P=. 001 p=. 032 p=. 006 
7.1208 . 277* . 405*' . 888** . 401 ** . 772** 71 C1,2 IM 2 p= . 001 p=. 003 P=. 009 P=. 001 P=. 001 6.9353 . 896** . 595** . 429** . 872** . 770 74 C1-3 IM 2 p= . 001 p= . 001 p=. 002 p= . 001 p= . 001 6.8354 . 814** . 577** . 604** . 814** . 843** 
x5 multiple applications: Paired t test probabilities, correlations. df = 52 (table 5.20) 
table 5.12 Esses' scores (time 1,2 & 3) artificial outgroup 
1st application 2nd application 3rd application 
time 1 (ct) time 2 (c2) time 3 (c3) 
ES out ESgen ES in ES out ESgen ES in ES out ESgen ES in 
mean . 1805 . 1255 . 
2035 
. 4273 . 3192 . 3120 -. 2433 -. 2109 . 0494 
ES out 
ES gen , 
p=. 146 p=. 035 p=. 594 
. 937** . 915 `". . 826** ES in p=. 634 p=. 009 p=. 042 p=. 800 p=. 001 p=. 001 
. 
906** . 941 ** ¬ . 899** . 924** . 775** . 794** 
x5 multiple applications: Paired f-test probabilities, correlations. df = 52 (table 5.21-23) 
x5a multiple applications: 
controlled for perspective, not controlled for outgroup 
table 5.13 1st application (time 1) 
123456 
ratio mean 3.61 2.37 5.55 2.14 1.63 3.56 
Cl DR 2+/- 
2 p= . 110 Cl DR 2+ . 554" 3 p=. 153 p=. 140 
Cl DR 2- . 961 . 
326 
4 p= . 018 p=. 
002 p=. 972 
Cl DR 1+/. : . 473" . 
487" . 
378* 
5 p=. 663 p=. 068 p=. 387 p=. 055 
Cl DR 1+ . 190 . 
465" . 089 . 428" 
6 p= . 009 p=. 
408 p=. 082 p=. 066 p=. 035 
Cl DR I- . 767" . 
620** 
. 694** . 
815" 
. 246 
x5a multiple applications: Paired t-test probabilities, correlations. df = 39 (controlled for perspective) (table 5.24 
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table 5.14 1st x 2nd application (time 1x time 2) 
123456 
ratio mean 3.61 2.37 5.55 2.14 1.63 3.56 
10 4.48 p=. 165 p= . 016 p=. 577 P=. 310 p= . 471 p=. 069 C2 DR 2+/- . 359* . 206 . 313* . 233 . 010 . 877** 11 2.86 p=. 305 p= . 161 p=. 179 p=. 004 p=. 145 p= . 010 C2 DR 2+ . 400* . 
773** . 226 . 547** . 472** . 
637** 
12 4.04 p=. 056 p= . 016 p= . 758 p= . 707 p=. 132 p=. 385 C2 DR 2 . 164 . 
026 . 121 . 041 -. 088 . 636 13 2.85 p=. 005 P=. 001 p= . 507 p=. 304 p= . 011 p=. 428 C2 DR 1+! - . 362* . 427'* . 262 . 392* . 373* . 456** 14 1.79 p=. 217 p=. 025 p=. 589 p=. 241 p=. 274 p=. 031 
C2 DR 1+ . 
431 . 699*" . 304 . 535** . 707** . 636** 
15 6.45 p= . 015 p= . 
007 p=. 183 P=. 119 p=. 013 p=. 688 
C2 DR 1- . 077 . 
037 . 013 . 050 . 054 . 031 
x5a multiple applications: Paired t-test probabilities, correlations. df = 39 (controlled for perspective) (table 5.25) 
table 5.15 1st application (time 1) x artificial outgroup (time 3) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
ratio mean 3.61 2.37 5.55 2.14 1.63 3.56 
19 p=. 250 p=. 197 p=. 098 p=. 947 p=. 448 p=. 252 





168 -. 084 . 328* 20 p=. 358 p= . 




. 166 -. 068 . 328* 21 p=. 412 p= . 117 p=. 533 p=. 336 p=. 668 p=. 081 
C3 DR 2- . 146 -. 029 . 164 . 103 -. 110 . 104 22 p=. 311 p=. 168 p=. 938 p=. 939 p=. 399 p= . 375 C3 DR 1+/- -. 038 -. 033 -. 052 . 200 -. 095 . 060 23 p=. 815 p=. 482 p=. 515 p=. 329 p= . 972 p=. 092 C3 DR 1+ -. 009 . 002 -. 030 . 134 -. 077 . 045 24 p= . 188 p=. 121 p=. 541 p=. 471 p=. 231 p=. 894 
C3 DR 1- -. 040 -. 043 -052. . 222 -. 102 . 069 
x5a multiple applications: Paired f-test probabilitie s, correlations. df = 39 (controlled for perspective) (table 5.26) 
table 5.16 2nd app lication (tim e 2) 
10 11 12 13 14 15 
ratio mean 2.85 1.79 6.45 4.48 2.86 4.04 
10 
C2 DR 2+/- 
11 p= . 030 
C2 DR 2+ . 305 12 p=. 059 p=. 023 
C2 DR 2- . 823" . 
090 
13 p=. 004 p= . 001 p=. 542 
C2 DR1+/- . 795" . 565** . 682** 14 p= . 989 p=. 036 p=. 304 p=. 017 
C2 DR 1+ . 174 . 
822" 
. 017 . 635** 15 p=. 016 P=. 008 P=. 010 p=. 123 p=. 043 
C2 DR 1- . 638" . 
121 
. 925** . 704** . 141 
x5a multiple applications: Paired t test probabilities, correlations. df = 39 (controlled for perspective) (table 5.27) 
table 5.17 
ratio mean 
2nd application (time 2) x artificial outgroup (time 3) 
10 11 12 13 14 
2.85 1.79 6.45 4.48 2.86 
15 
4.04 
19 p=. 587 p=. 240 p=. 752 p=. 555 p=. 672 p= . 181 
C3 DR 2+/- . 470" -. 
143 . 283 . 177 -. 101 . 093 20 p=. 655 p=. 335 p=. 822 p= . 656 p=. 709 p=. 249 
C3 DR 2+ . 409** -. 
160 . 
236 
. 127 -. 108 . 059 
21 p=. 815 p=. 177 p=. 138 p=. 037 p= . 893 p=. 026 C3 DR 2- . 668** -. 005 . 478** . 441- . 059 . 316* 
22 p=. 447 p= . 190 p= . 800 p= . 542 p=. 604 p=. 135 C3 DR 1+/- . 786" . 
040 . 549" . 551" -. 061 . 366* 23 p=. 568 p=. 572 p=. 104 p= . 031 p=. 730 p= . 018 
C3 DR 1+ . 800** . 
043 . 552** 574" -. 049 . 373' 24 p=. 218 p=. 136 p=. 539 p= . 707 p=. 329 p=. 581 C3 DR 1- . 785" . 
030 . 561'" . 548** -. 068 . 379' 
x5a multiple applications: Paired t-test probabilities, correlations. df = 39 (controlled for perspective) (table 5.28) 
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table 5.18 artificial outgroup (time 3) 
19 20 21 22 23 24 
ratio mean 3.56 3.62 2,73 3.72 2.41 5.20 
19 
C3 DR 2+/- 
20 p=. 903 
C3 DR 2+ . 990- 
21 p=. 517 p=. 606 
C3 DR 2- . 494** . 
384* 
22 p=. 930 p=. 962 p=. 362 
C3 DR 1+/- . 
262 . 177 . 
754- 
23 p=. 467 p=. 541 p=. 666 p=. 007 
C3 DR 1+ . 274 . 192 . 756** . 980** 
24 p=. 485 p= . 550 p=. 177 p= . 063 p= . 026 
C3 DR 1- . 265 . 




x5a multiple applications: Paired t-test probabilities, correlations. df = 39 (controlled for perspective) (table 5.29) 
table 5.19 diagnostic autoratios 
7 (c1) 8 (c1) 9 (c1) 16 (c2) 17 (c2) 18 (c2) 25 (c3) 26 (c3) 27 (c3) 
DRau+/- DR au+ DR au- DRau+/- DR au+ DR au- DRau+/- DR au+ DR au- 
ratio mean . 96 
1.05 . 88 . 97 1.01 . 89 2.45 3.01 1.13 
7 cl 
DR au +/- 
8 cl p=. 057 
DR au + . 622*' 9C1 p=. 059 p=. 028 
DR au - . 801*' . 
294 
16 c2 p=. 872 p=. 203 p=. 244 
DR au+/- . 071 . 
202 . 034 
17 c2 p=. 620 p=. 428 p=. 179 p=. 447 
DR au + -. 117 . 095 -. 073 . 719** 
18 c2 p=. 222 p=. 018 p=. 944 p=. 090 p=. 114 
DR au - . 225 . 
262 . 143 . 464** . 052 
25 c3 p=. 287 p=. 319 p=. 257 p=. 872 p=. 300 p=. 262 
DR au+/- . 109 -. 
015 . 230 . 678"" -. 029 . 130 
26 c3 p=. 265 p=. 288 p=. 243 p=. 143 p=. 274 p=. 246 p=. 008 
DRau+ . 118 -. 
012 . 245 . 581" -. 030 . 130 . 781** 
27 c3 p=. 530 p=. 778 p=. 357 p=. 089 p=. 608 p=. 373 p=. 011 p=. 283 
DR au - -. 072 -. 092 -. 065 . 293 . 101 . 198 . 827** . 397* 
x5a multiple applications: Paired f-test probabilities, correlations. df = 39 (controlled for perspective) (table 5.31) 
table 5.20 implicit ratios 
61 62 64 65 67 68 
mean 3.6220 7.7114 4.7726 6.8867 4.4936 7.3825 
Cl IM 1 
62 p=. 051 
Cl IM 2 . 452** 
64 p=. 319 p=. 238 
C2 IM 1 . 306 . 
065 
65 p=. 035 p= . 752 p=. 002 
C2 IM 2 . 220 . 
079 . 910** 
67 p=. 346 p=. 180 p=. 794 p=. 108 
C3 IM 1 . 456*' . 
105 . 474** . 324* 
68 p=. 083 p= . 882 p=. 120 p=. 778 p=. 120 
C3 IM 2 . 
022 . 467** . 558** . 518** . 405** 
x5a multiple applications: Paired t test probabilitie s, correlations. df = 39 (controlled for perspective) (table 5.36) 
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table 5.21 implicit autoratios 
63 66 
C1 IM au c2 IM au 
means 3.6868 2.0859 
69 72 75 
c3 IM au c4 IM au c5 IM au 
4.4440 2.8859 3.3255 
63 
Cl IM au 
66 p= . 271 
C2 IM au -. 062 
69 p=. 458 p=. 019 
C3 IM au . 687" . 009 72 p=. 293 p=. 249 p=. 029 
C1,2 IM au . 977" . 
146 
. 675- 
75 p=. 641 p=. 091 p=. 029 p=. 031 
C1,2,3 IM au . 945 . 
116 . 854** . 959** 
x5a multiple applications: Paired t' test probabilities, correlations. df = 39 (controlled for perspective) (table 5.40) 
table 5.22 outgroup Esses' scores 





(time 1) -. 25 
(time 2) . 14 p=. 
167 . 055 
(time 3) . 39 P=. 035 -. 057 p=. 002 -. 093 Paired t test probabilities, correlations. df = 39 (controlled for perspective) (table 5.42) 
x5b multiple applications: 
controlled for outgroup, not controlled for perspective 
table 5.23 diagnostic ratios at 1st application 
123456 
ratio mean 3.60 2.48 3.67 4.53 6.80 3.27 
Cl DR 2+! - 
2 p=. 564 
Cl DR2+ . 716- 
3 p=. 428 p=. 521 
Cl DR 2- . 587' -. 
147 
4 p=. 536 p=. 553 p=. 313 
Cl DR I+/- . 609* -. 
115 . 982** 
5 p=. 258 p=. 382 p=. 682 p=. 448 
Cl DR 1+ . 342 . 434 -. 037 . 055 6 p=. 609 p=. 575 p= . 389 p=. 881 p= . 522 Cl DR 1- . 571 -. 146 . 969" . 975" -. 128 x5b multiple applications: Paired t-test probabilities, correlations. df = 12 (controlled for outgroup) (table 5.43) 














10 p= . 173 p= . 
366 p= . 461 p= . 282 p=. 667 p=. 380 C2 DR 2+1- . 720" . 265 . 714** . 695** . 272 . 625* 
11 p=. 164 p= . 326 p= . 504 p=. 352 p=. 364 p=. 420 
C2 DR 2+ . 592* . 
891- -. 190 -. 170 . 445 -. 199 12 p=. 295 p=. 442 p=. 638 p=. 377 p=. 697 p=. 482 
C2 DR 2- . 489 -. 
167 . 882" . 867** -. 053 . 844" 
13 p=. 592 p=. 545 p=. 719 p=. 941 p= . 276 p=. 997 C2 DR 1+/- . 502 -. 019 . 711 . 759** . 285 . 665** 
14 p=. 434 p=. 242 P=. 898 p= . 733 p=. 478 p=. 752 C2 DR 1+ . 181 . 
444 -. 052 . 032 . 450 -. 063 
15 p=. 757 p=. 615 p=. 096 p=. 378 p=. 383 p=. 507 
C2 DR 1- . 590 -. 
117 . 969** . 
967** -. 033 . 
952** 
x5b multiple applications: Paired t-test probabilities, correlations. df = 12 (controlled for outgroup) (table 5.44) 
(referring to section 4.1.8.6) 
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table 5.25 diagnostic ratios at 1st application x artificial outgroup 
123456 
ratio mean 3.60 2.48 3.67 4.53 6.80 3.27 
19 p= . 115 p=. 291 p=. 251 p=. 148 p=. 001 p=. 224 
C3 DR 2+/- -. 213 -. 141 -. 131 -. 130 . 566* -. 282 20 P=. 099 p=. 272 p= . 214 p=. 126 p=. 002 p=. 195 C3 DR 2+ -. 299 -. 105 -. 278 -. 311 . 389 -. 416 21 p= . 123 p=. 298 p= . 269 p= . 159 p=. 002 p=. 237 C3 DR 2- -. 212 -. 169 -. 111 -. 091 . 686* -. 254 22 p=. 346 p=. 423 p=. 706 p=. 548 p=. 840 p=. 582 
C3 DR 1+/- . 
076 -. 064 . 181 . 114 . 130 -. 273 23 p= . 101 p=. 275 p=. 215 p= . 129 p=. 004 p=. 878 C3 DR 1+ -. 270 -. 151 -. 204 -. 264 . 231 . 121 24 p= . 572 p=. 512 p=. 946 p=. 893 p= . 347 p=. 149 C3 DR 1- . 048 -. 095 . 183 . 106 . 128 -. 326 
x5b multiple applications: Paired t -test probabilities, correlations. df = 12 (table 5.45) 
table 5.26 
ratio mean 
diagnostic ratios at 2nd application 
10 11 12 13 




C2 DR 2+1- 
p=. 714 
C2 DR 2+ . 407 12 p=. 252 p=. 413 
C2 DR 2- . 826" -. 098 
13 p=. 170 p=. 225 p= . 343 C2 DR1+/- . 512 -. 159 . 572' 14 p=. 453 p=. 337 p=. 840 p=. 470 
C2 DR 1+ -. 090 . 059 -. 228 . 637* 15 p=. 235 p=. 303 p=. 257 p=. 768 p=. 616 
C2 DR 1- . 762" . 144 . 953 . 691" -. 094 
x5b multiple applications: Paired t-test probabilities, correlations. df = 12 (controlled for outgroup) (table 5.46) 
table 5.27 
ratio mean 
diagnostic ratios at 2nd application x artificial outgroup 10 11 12 13 14 
3.66 3.03 4.03 2.28 2.13 
15 
2.78 
19 p=. 041 p= . 081 p=. 063 p=. 062 p=. 085 p=. 143 C3 DR 2+/- . 
210 
. 104 . 065 -. 102 -. 124 -. 084 20 p=. 021 p=. 030 p=. 042 p=. 056 p= 1 p2 2+ . 144 . 119 -. 027 -. 381 -. 370 -. 224 21 p=. 064 P=. 119 p=. 079 p=. 066 p=. 088 p=. 155 C3 DR 2- . 144 . 040 . 021 . 014 . 046 -. 106 22 p=. 667 p=. 549 p=. 896 p= . 453 p=. 744 p=. 465 C3 DR 1+/- . 175 . 108 . 019 . 050 . 017 . 026 23 p=. 036 p=. 042 p=. 059 p=. 060 p=. 070 p=. 131 
C3 DR 1+ -. 011 . 126 -. 223 -. 372 -. 253 -. 315 24 p=. 258 p= . 212 p=. 604 p= . 838 p=. 781 p=. 734 C3 DR I- . 174 . 085 . 027 . 061 . 023 . 028 x5b multiple applications: Paired Rest probabilities, correlations. df = 12 (table 5.47) 
table 5.28 diagnostic ratios for artificial outgroup (time 3) 
19 20 21 22 23 24 
ratio mean 2.65 1.15 3.38 1.36 1,13 1.44 
19 






C3 DR 1+/- 
23 


















p= . 066 
. 
76I** 
P=. 090 p= . 157 
. 037 . 094 
p=. 950 p=. 296 p= . 030 
. 464 . 334 . 792** p= . 030 p= . 051 p= . 001 p= . 009 





7 (cl) 8 (cl) 9 (cl) 16 (c2) 
DRau+/- DR au+ DR au- DRau+/- 










26 (c3) 27 (c3) 
DR au+ DR au- 
1.21 . 69 
7 c1 
DRau +/- 
8 cl P=. 333 
DRau+ . 996- 
9 c1 p=. 366 p=. 342 
DR au - -. 291 -. 355 
16 c2 p=. 321 p=. 329 p=. 791 
DR au+/- . 072 . 
020 . 503 
17 c2 P=. 351 p=. 337 p=. 786 p=. 121 
DR au + . 197 . 
145 . 507 . 950** 
18 c2 p=. 314 p=. 326 p=. 666 p=. 679 p=. 388 
DR au - -. 109 -. 138 . 
251 . 641 . 406 
25 0 p=. 276 p=. 314 p=. 268 p=. 169 p=. 027 p=. 523 
DR au+/- . 013 -. 
027 . 602* . 805" . 827** . 477 
26 c3 p=. 402 p=. 350 p=. 381 p=. 180 p=. 409 p=. 222 p=. 008 
DR au + . 
229 . 
207 . 481 . 535 . 633* . 133 . 781"* 
27 c3 p=. 195 p=. 286 p=. 048 p=. 001 p=. 001 p=. 012 p=. 011 p=. 003 
DR au - . 
026 . 
001 . 239 . 
697** 
. 668* . 531 . 827** . 421 
x5b multiple applications: Paired f-test probabilities, correlations. df = 12 (controlled for outgroup) (table 5.50) 
table 5.30 implicit ratios 
61 62 64 65 67 68 
mean 6.6059 6.9953 2.8907 4.5737 2.3794 6.3155 
61 
Cl IM 1 
62 p= . 623 
Cl IM 2 . 987- 64 p=. 278 p=. 283 
C2 IM 1 . 889** . 
891** 
65 p=. 346 p=. 336 p=. 211 
C2 IM 2 . 973** . 
982** . 941** 
67 p=. 301 p= . 305 p=. 535 p=. 287 
C3 IM 1 . 100 . 
032 . 029 . 025 
68 p=. 946 p=. 884 p=. 148 p=. 546 p=. 064 
C3 IM 2 . 127 . 
18 
. 001 . 039 . 587* 
x5b multiple applications: Paired t-test probabilities, correlations. df = 12 (controlled for outgroup) (table 5.55) 
(referring to section 4.1.8.7) 
table 5.31 implicit autoratios 
63 IM au 66 IM au 69 IM au 72 IM au 75 IM au 
means 1.9509 1.6650 5.6128 1.8236 2.7536 
63 Cl 
IM au 
66 C2 p=. 41* 
IM au . 408 
69 C3 p= . 104 p=. 094 IM au . 145 -. 134 
72 C1,2 p=. 479 p=. 364 p=. 100 
IM au . 843*' . 
834** -. 006 
75 C1,2,3 p=. 153 p=. 102 p=. 095 p=. 117 
IM au . 461 . 
174 . 922** . 366 
x5b multiple applications: Paired t-test probabilities, correlations. df = 12 (controlled for outgroup) (table 5.59) 
table 5.32 outgroup Esses' scores 
time 1 ES out time 2 ES out time 3 ES out 
time 1 ES out -. 22 
time 2 ES out . 30 
p=. 208 . 340 
time 3 ES out . 53 
p=. 052.024 p=. 005 -. 103 
x5b m applications: Pai prooaoumes, = 12). (table 
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table 5.33 within subjects differences between outgroups 
time 1 /time 2 
DR 1+/- . 
300* t= . 83 p= . 
408 
DR 1+ . 581 
t= 1.04 p=. 302 
DR 1- . 171 
t= . 
07 p= . 966 
DR 2+/_ . 453" 
t= . 07 p=. 
504 
DR 2+ . 672** 
t= -. 42 p= . 677 
DR 2- . 156 
t= . 78 p=. 441 
DR au +/. . 
059 t= . 76 p= . 
449 
DR au + . 104 t= . 
88 p=. 381 
DR au - . 190 
t= . 66 p=. 
511 
IM 1 . 
313* t= 1.40 p=. 168 
IM 2 . 
317" t= 1.99 p=. 052 
x5a multiple applications: paired t-tests between outgroups df=27 filtered for 2 
outgroups % sample x5a (n=28) controlled for outgroup (table 5.62) (referring to section 4.1.7.7) 
table 5.34 diagnostic ratios & autoratios, implicit ratios & Esses' 
outgroup scores, 1 st & 2nd application (time 1, c2) 
- between subjects design: target outgroup 
- between subjects design: attributiona l perspective 
ONEWAYa) ONEWAYb) ONEWAYc) 
outgroup 1 or 2 no. of outgroups self vs. public 
1st application DR 1 +1- : F= . 1119 P=. 7442 
F= . 2594 p=. 6127 F= . 0185 p=. 8924 
DR 1+ F= 1.6213 p=. 2292 F= . 0240 p=. 8775 F= 1.2803 p=. 2649 
DR 1- F= . 6502 p=. 4371 
F= . 8190 p=. 3697 F= . 7159 p=. 4028 
DR 2 +/- F= 1.0852 p=. 3199 F= 3.1926 p=. 0779 F= 4.7621 p=. 0353 
DR 2+ F= . 0824 p=. 7794 
F= 3.4130 p=. 0705 F= 4.6365 p=. 0377 
DR 2- F= 1.3176 p=. 2754 F= . 0493 p=. 8251 F= 3.4435 p=. 0713 
DR au +1- F= 1.6761 p=. 2220 F= 3.8142 p= . 0563 F= 7.0854 p=. 0113 
DR au + F= 1.7341 p=. 2147 F= 3.5324 p=. 0765 F= 1.0023 p--. 3231 
DR au - F= . 0001 P=. 9981 F= 1.5591 p=. 
2175 F= 13.9965 p= . 0006 
IM 1 F= . 3922 p=. 5439 F= . 5324 p=. 4690 F= . 0032 p= . 9550 IM 2 F= . 7834 p=. 3950 F= . 2795 p=. 5993 F= 4.8723 p=. 0334 
ES out F= . 0553 p=. 
8184 F= 
. 4378 p=. 5112 F= 12.9902 P=. 0001 
2nd application DR 1 +1- r= u4u1 p= . u44u r= uul a p= . abo3 r= . 9z9D p= . 3471 
DR 1+ F= 1.0018 p=. 3384 F= . 1070 p=. 7449 F= 3.9935 p=. 0529 
DR 1- F= . 6030 p=. 4538 F= . 2370 p=. 6285 F= . 0085 p=. 9269 DR 2 +/- F= 1.1233 p=. 3119 F= . 0810 p=. 7771 F= 5.0519 p=. 0305 
DR 2+ F= . 1972 p=. 6656 F= 1.4199 p=. 2389 F= 4.1646 p=. 0483 
DR 2- F= . 7400 p=. 4080 F= . 
2282 p=. 6349 F= 1.5657 p=. 2185 
DR au +1- F= . 0852 p= . 7758 F= . 4574 p=. 5019 F= 1.7342 p=. 1958 DR au + F= . 0107 p-. 9193 F= 1.0882 p=. 3018 F= . 0008 p=. 9777 
DR au - F= . 0302 p=. 8653 F= . 9865 p=. 3253 F= 2.7962 p=. 1027 IM 1 F= . 9269 p=. 3563 F= . 1827 p=. 6708 F= . 6023 p=. 4425 
IM 2 F= . 9882 p=. 3416 F= . 0434 p=. 8357 F= 2.5696 p= . 1172 
ES out F= . 2077 p=. 6575 F= . 2811 p=. 5983 F= 5.1285 p=. 0293 
x5 multiple applications: Oneway ANOVA df = 1: a) filtered for 1 outgroup %: sample x5b (n=25), b) full sample 
(n=53), c) filtered for 2 outgroups 1/2 sample x5a (n=28) controlled for outgroup (table 5.63-66) (section 4.1.7.7) 
table 5.35 Oneway ANOVA for number of items generated 
1st application 2nd application artificial outgrou 
DR 1 +/- F= 1.0862 p=. 3022 F= 2.8663 p=. 0966 F= 2.2345 p=. 1411 
DR 1+ F= 1.6169 p=. 2069 F= . 0642 p=. 8011 F= 2.3460 p= . 1318 
DR 1- F= . 3929 p=. 5336 
F= 
. 3228 p=. 5724 F= 2.1634 p= . 1475 
DR 2 +/- F= 2.2248 p=. 1420 F= . 3971 p=. 5314 F= . 6549 p=. 4221 
DR 2+ F= . 1024 p=. 7503 
F= 1.1639 p=. 2857 F= 1.0509 p=. 3101 
DR 2- F= . 0196 p=. 
8892 F= . 0113 p=. 9159 F= 1.2325 p=. 2721 
DR au +/- F= . 9601 p=. 
3318 F= 1.1026 p=. 2986 F=1.8228 p= . 1829 
DR au + F= 1.9061 p=. 1734 F= . 2833 p=. 5969 F= 1.5625 p=. 2170 




. 0433 p=. 8360 ..................................................... 
F= 2.5716 p= . 1150 ............... ............................. ........................... ........... ýM 1 ................. . . .................... F= 1.7052 p=. 1975 F= 9.6172 p=. 0031 F= . 0146 p=. 9044 
IM 2 F= 4.4536 p=. 0398 F= 6.6404 p=. 0129 F= . 0045 p=. 
9465 
ES out F=80.4976 p=. 0001 F=77.6418 p=. 0001 F=39.5736 p=. 0001 
x5 multiple applications: Oneway ANOVA df =1 (table 5.67) (referring to section 4.1.11.1) 
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table 5.36 outgroups by perspective (x5a) 
DR 1 +/- F= . 83 p=. 491 
IM 1 F= . 80 p=. 451 
DR 1+ F= . 61 p=. 548 IM 2 F= . 56 p=. 571 DR1- F= . 90 p=. 411 IM au F= 1.69 p=. 191 
DR 2 +/- F= . 01 p=. 
998 ES out F =12.36 p= . 001 
DR2+ F= . 04 p=. 961 DR 2- F= . 12 p=. 887 
x5a MANOVA outgroups by perspective (df=2, n=40) (table 5.68) 
table 5.37 study 5b: within subjects data controlled for perspective 
own perspective & ingroup perspective & 
perspectives 1&2 artificial outgroup artificial outgroup 
DR1+/. t=1.45p=. 173 r=. 720" t=1.70p=. 115 r=-. 213 t=2.29p=. 041 r=. 210 
DR 1+ t=1.02 p=. 326 r= . 891 "" t= 1.15p=. 272 r =. -. 105 t=2.45 p= . 030 r= . 175 DR1- t= . 48p=. 638 r=. 882" t=1.16p=. 269 r=-. 111 t=1.92p=. 079 r=. 021 
DR2+/- t=-. 08p=. 941 r=. 759" t= . 62p=. 548 r=. 114 t= . 78p=. 453 r=. 050 
DR2+ t=-. 73p=. 478 r=. 450" t=3.59p=. 004 r=. 231 t1.99p=. 070 r=-. 253 
DR2- t= -. 68p=. 507 r=. 952" t= . 16p=. 878 r=. 121 t-. 35p=. 734 r=. 028 
IM1 t=1.29p=. 221 r=. 813" t=1.40p=. 187 r=. 009 t=1.46p=. 170 r=. 127 
IM2 t= . 
94p=. 365 r-. 979" t= . 33p=. 746 r=. 116 t=-. 15p=. 882 r=. 044 
x5b: data controlled for perspective, t-tests (df=12) (table 5.69) (referring to section 4.1.7.7) 
(9) appendix: tables study 6 
- the diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores & implicit ratios 
- suppression & priming 
table 6.1 The effect of diagnostic ratio design: design 1,2, autoratios 
- all content & undesirable content: design 1< design 2 
- autoratios < design 1&2 
mean mean t value probability correlation 
DR 1 +/- 2.6155 DR 2 +/- 4.3780 t= 3.35 P=. 002 r= . 795** DR 1 +/- 2.6155 DR au +/- 1.1027 t= -6.66 p= . 
001 r= . 715** DR 2 +/- 4.3780 DR au +1- 1.1027 t= 4.72 P=. 001 r= . 3511 DR 1+ 2.1223 DR 2+2.5120 t= 1.10 p= . 277 r= . 518** DR 1+ 2.1223 DR au + 1.2301 t= -4.75 p= . 001 r= . 518** DR 2+ 2.5120 DR au + 1.2301 t= 2.91 P=. 006 r= -. 089 
DR 1- 2.8817 DR 2-5.4016 t= 3.79 p= . 001 r= . 806** DR I- 2.8817 DR au - 1.0382 t= -6.72 p= . 001 r= . 532** DR2- 5.4016 DR au- 1.0382 t= 4.96 p=. 001 r= . 145 
x6 paired t-tests df= 42 
table 6.2 implicit ratio: - design 2> design 1> autoratio 
mean mean t value probability correlation 
IM 1 3.5650 IM 2 6.3360 t= -2.83 P=. 007 r=. 926** 
IM 1 2.5650 IM au 1.2711 t= -4.31 P=. 001 r=. 716** 
IM 2 6.3360 IM au 1.2711 t= 3.46 P=. 001 ` r=. 488** 
x6 paired t-tests df= 42 
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table 63 The effect of content desirability on diagnostic ratios 
- desirable c ontent < al l content < undesirable content 
t value probability correlation 
DR 1 +1- 2.6155 DR 1+ 2.1223 t= 2.48 p= . 
017 r= . 
688** 
DR 1 2.6155 DR 1- 2.8817 t= -2.52 p= . 
015 r= . 
941 
DR 1+ 2.1223 DR 1- 2.8817 t= 2.75 p= . 
009 r= . 486** 
DR 2 +/- 4.3780 DR 2+ 2.5120 t= 2.77 p= . 008 r= . 
384* 
DR 2 4.3780 DR 2- 5.4016 t= -3.29 p= . 
002 r= . 
947** 
DR 2+ 2.5120 DR 2- 5.4016 t= 3.25 p= . 002 r= . 
222 
x6 oaired t-tests df= 42 
diagnostic ratio t-values for study 6 











      " 
diagnostic ratios 
(fig 65) x6 t distribution DR (y-axis =t values, x-axis =t tests) 
a0 
m 
table 6.4 diagnostic autoratios 
- desirable content > all content > undesirable content 
t value probability correlation 
DR au +/- 1.1027 DR au + 1.2301 t= -1.22 p= . 
230 r= . 
701** 
DR au +/- 1.1027 DR au - 1.0382 t= 1.77 p= . 
083 ý r= . 
875** 
DR au + 1.2301 DR au - 1.0382 t= -1.43 p=. 160 r= . 350* 
x6 paired t-tests df= 42 
table 6.5 desirable content diagnostic ratios & undesirable content autoratios 
t value probability correlation 
DR 1+2.1223 DR au - 1.0382 t= -5.55 p= . 
001 r= . 
448** 
DR 2+2.5120 DR au - 1.0382 t= -3.54 p= . 
001 r= -. 060 
T6 paired t-tests df= 42 
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table 6.6 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor of proportion of 
desirable and undesirable content items (1 = higher number of positive 
characteristics, n=22,2 = higher number of negative characteristics, n=21). 
outgroup: Chinese women. diagnostic ratios (design 1,2 & autoratios), Esses' 
scores (outgroup score, people in general score, ingroup score), implicit ratios 









DR 1 +/- 2.1234 3.1310 F= 3.6740 p=. 0623 
DR 1+ 1.9678 2.2842 F= . 5242 p=. 4732 DR 1- 2.4149 3.3708 F= 2.5158 p=. 1204 
DR 2 +/- 3.5374 5.2587 F= 1.4645 p=. 2331 
DR 2+ 3.0384 1.9604 F= 1.8077 p=. 1862 
DR 2- 4.4617 6.3863 F= 1.1825 p= . 2832 DR au +/- . 9921 . 5984 F= 2.8349 p=. 0998 DR au + . 9701 1.5025 F= 3.8208 p=. 0575 
DR au . 9559 .................................... _ 
1.1245 
. .................. _. 
F= 1.2788 
................. ...... _. 
p=. 2647 
.......................... S out 7571 . -. 0249 F= 32.8 p= . 0001 ES gen . 5069 . 0383 F= 26.3221 P=. 0001 ES ing . 4909 . 0778 F= 22.7297 p= . 0001 IM 1 2.1243 5.0744 F= 6.5508 p= . 0143 IM 2 3.7558 9.0390 F= 3.1729 p=. 0823 
IM au . 
9105 1.6489 F= 11.1132 P=. 0018 
x6 repeated measures: Oneway ANOVA effect of content choice df=1 (43) (referring to section 4.2.15.1) 
table 6.7 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor of perspective (1 = 







DR 1 +1- 2.4569 2.8358 F= . 4699 p=. 4969 DR 1+ 2.2282 1.9753 F= 
. 
3246 p=. 5719 
DR 1- 2.5409 3.3550 F= 1.7457 p=. 1937 
DR 2 +/- 4.1165 4.7413 F= . 1823 p=. 6716 DR 2+ 2.4696 2.5708 F= . 0149 p=. 9036 DR 2- 5.0335 5.9129 F= . 2351 p=. 6303 DR au +/- 1.0626 1.1584 F= . 4674 p=. 4981 DR au + 1.2863 1.1521 F= . 2174 p=. 6435 DR au . 9419 1.1720 F= 2.3797 p=. 1306 
ES out 5205 . 1734 F= 3.8296 p=. 0572 ES gen . 3527 . 1743 F= 2.3950 p=. 1294 ES ing 
.............. .. . 
3759 . 1687 _............................ 
F= 3... 9269. 
............................... . 
p=. 05 4 3 
IM 1 3.2608 3.9876 .... F= . 3367 
. . -...................................... p=. 5649 
IM 2 6.4372 6.1954 F= . 0060 p= . 9386 IM au 1.6344 . 2083 F= 1.6344 p=. 2083 
x6 between subjects design: Oneway ANOVA effect of perspective df=1 (42) (table 6.12) 
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table 6.8 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor of category prime (1 = 
Chinese woman dual categorization, n=31,2 = woman single categorization, 








Oneway: category prime 
DR 1 +/- 2.7227 2.3387 F= . 3981 p=. 5316 
DR 1+ 2.0380 2.3402 F= . 3838 p=. 5390 
DR 1- 3.1539 2.1785 F= 2.0884 p=. 1560 
DR 2 +/- 4.6360 3.7116 F= . 3310 p=. 5682 
DR 2+ 2.4202 2.7491 F= . 1303 p=. 7200 
DR 2- 5.9281 4.0415 F= . 9090 p= . 3460 
DR au +/- 1.1341 1.0217 F= . 5319 p=. 4700 
DR au + 1.2894 1.0771 F= . 4522 p=. 5051 
DR au - 1.0789 . 9333 F= . 7585 p= . 3889 
ES out . 3039 . 
5595 F= 1.6324 p= . 
2086 
ES gen . 2753 . 
2851 F= 
. 0056 p=. 9409 
ES ing . 2933 . 
3705 F= . 0153 p=. 9020 ........................... 3.9983 2.4458 F= 1.2993 p= . 2610 
IM 2 7.2319 4.0214 F= . 8948 p=. 3497 
IM au 1.3234 1.1360 F= . 4582 p=. 5022 
x6 repeated measures: Oneway ANOVA effect of category prime df=1 (42) (table 6.15) 
table 6.9 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor of suppression (1 = no 






DR 1 +1- 2.6544 2.5560 F= . 0308 p=. 8615 
DR 1+ 2.0756 2.1937 F= . 0692 p= . 7939 DR 1- 2.8586 2.9171 F= . 0085 p=. 9271 DR 2 +/- 4.9448 3.5112 F= . 9603 p=. 3329 
DR 2+ 2.8566 1.9849 F= 1.1123 p=. 2977 
DR 2- 5.7363 4.8897 F= . 2139 p= . 6462 
DR au +/- 1.0587 1.1701 F= . 6234 p=. 4343 
DR au + 1.2052 1.2682 F= . 0469 p=. 8297 
DR au - . 9974 1.1007 F= . 4510 p=. 5056 ................... ES out . 4154 . 3137 F= . 2979 p=. 5882 ES gen . 2719 . 2875 F= . 0169 p=. 8971 
ES ing 
........ ......... . 
2785 








.. _........................................ IM 1 3.8093 3.1915 F= . 2384 p=. 6280 
IM 2 7.4724 4.5979 F= . 8514 p=. 3616 
IM au 1.2350 1.3262 F= . 1279 p=. 7225 
x6 between subjects design: Oneway ANOVA effect of suppression df=1 (42) (table 6.21) (section 4.2.15.1) 
table 6.10 ANOVA between subjects factor of proportion of desirable and 
undesirable content items (1 = more positive characteristics, n=22,2 = more 
negative characteristics, n=21) by category prime (1 = Chinese woman dual 
categorization, n=31,2 = woman single categorization, n=12). 
model content proportion model content proportion 
df =3 category prime df =3 category prime 
ES out F= 12.582 P=. 001 IM 1 F= 3.217 p=. 033 
ES gen F= 8.659 P=. 001 IM 2 F= 1.519 p=. 225 
ES ing F= 7.525 P=. 001 IM au F= 4.241 p= . 
011 
x6 repeated measures: ANOVA effects content proportion by category prime df=3 (42) Esses' scores & imr 
ratios. outgroup: Chinese women. (table 6.25) (referring to section 4.2.15.1) 
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table 6.11 correlations for design 1 ratios and Esses' outgroup scores 
DR1+/- DR1+ DRI - ES out 
DR1+1- 
DR 1+ . 6877** DR 1- . 9407** . 4864** 
ES out -. 2751 . 
0577 -. 3055* 
IM 1 . 8898** . 4333** . 8860** -. 4984** .............. ..... _........... _....... -................................................. _........................................................................................ x6 between subjects design: Correlations design 1 diagnostic & implicit ratios, Esses' outgroup score (table 6.27) 
table 6.12 correlations for design 2 ratios and scores 
DR2+/- DR2+ DR2- ES out 
DR2+/- 
DR 2+ . 3843* DR 2- . 9470** . 2224 
ES out -. 2783 . 2013 -. 2680 IM 2 . 8849** . 0818 . 8828** -. 4131** :.............................. _..... _....... _................................ _............................... ..................... ..... ...... ................. x6 between subjects design: Correlations design 2 diagnostic & implicit ratios, Esses' outgroup score(table 6.28) 
table 6.13 correlations for ratios and scores combining all content 
DR1+/- DR2+/- ES out IMI 
DR 1+/- 
DR 2+/- . 7946** 
ES out -. 2751 -. 2783 
IM 1 . 
8898** 
. 
8131** -. 4984** 
IM 2 . 7555** . 8849** -. 4131** . 9265** ........ _.... ......... :.......... ................. _..... _........... _-"-_............................ _........................................................................................ x6 between subjects design: Correlations all content diagnostic & implicit ratios, Esses' outgroup score (table 6.29) 
table 6.14 correlations for ratios and scores desirable content 
DR 1+ DR 2+ ES out IM 1 
DR 1+ 
DR 2+ . 4864** 
ES out . 0577 . 2013 
IM 1 . 4333** . 0019 -. 4984** IM 2 . 
3253* 
. 
0818 -. 4131 . 9265** .... .................................... ............... _................. _....................... ..... _........................................................................................ x6 between subjects design: Correlation coefficients (desirable content diagnostic ratios) (table 6.30) 
table 6.15 correlations for ratios and scores undesirable content 
DR 1- DR 2- ES out IM 1 
DR1- 
DR 2- . 8065** ES out -. 3055* -. 2680 
IM 1 . 8860** . 7930** -. 4984** IM 2 . 7605** . 8828** -. 4131** . 9265** ................................. _... -.... _.......................................... _.... --"................................................................................. x6 between subjects design: Correlation coefficients (undesirable content diagnostic ratios) (table 6.31) 
table 6.16 correlations for autoratios and scores 
DR au +/- DR au + DR au - ES gen ES ing 
DR au 
DR au + . 7007** 
DR au - . 8749** . 
3497* 
ES gen -. 3013* -. 3559* -. 2227 
ES ing -. 2138 -. 1701 . 2162 . 9552** IM au . 8856** . 6198** . 8165** -. 5768** -. 5262** ...................... x6 between subjects design: Correlation coefficients auto ratios & scores (table 6.32) 
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table 6.17 Oneway ANOVA percentage of "woman" category items by 
picture prime condition (1 = Chinese woman prime, dual categorization, n=31, 
2= woman only single categorization, n= 12). 
dual categorization simple categorization 
Chinese woman western between Ss category prime 
woman Oneway: 
percentage of 
female traits 18.8839 37.7250 F= 17.4366 p=. 0002 
x6 dual categorization: Oneway ANOVA effect of category prime df=1 (42) (table 6.33) 
table 6.18 Oneway ANOVA percentage of "woman" category items by 
between subjects factor of suppression (1 = no suppression instruction, n=26, 
2= suppression instruction, n=17). 
no between Ss 
suppression suppression Oneway: suppression 
percentage of 
female traits 21.8769 27.6059 F= 1.3895 p=. 2453 
.................................... _............................................ ........................ _........................ ---.... ...................................................... x6 dual categorization: Oneway ANOVA effect of suppression df=1 (42) (table 6.35) 
table 6.19 Oneway ANOVA percentage of "woman" category items by 
between subjects factor of proportion of desirable and undesirable content (1 
= more positive characteristics, n=22,2 = more negative items, n=21). 
higher proportion higher proportion between Ss content 
desirable undesirable Oneway: choice 
percentage of 
female traits 23.6273 24.6810 F= 
. 
0476 p=. 8284 
....................... ......... ..................... _....................................................................................... x6 dual categorization: Oneway ANOVA effect of content df=1 (42) (table 6.36) 
table 6.20 Oneway ANOVA percentage of "woman" category items by 
between subjects factor of perspective (1 = direct estimates, n=25,2 = 
abstract estimates, n=18). 
(n=25) (n=18) between Ss 
direct abstraction Oneway: perspective 
percentage of 
female traits 24.2960 23.9278 F= 
. 
0057 p=. 9404 
x6 dual categorization: Oneway ANOVA effect of perspective df=1 (42) (table 6.37) 
table 6.21 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor of specific female 
content (1 = higher proportion specific female content, 2= higher proportion 









DR 1 +1- 2.7188 2.5988 F= . 0230 p=. 8802 
DR 1+ 2.5130 2.0590 F= . 5187 p=. 4755 
DR 1- 2.5688 2.9324 F= . 1655 p= . 6863 DR 2 +/- 5.2451 4.2374 F= . 2342 p=. 6310 
DR 2+ 3.2011 2.4002 F= . 4644 p= . 4994 DR 2- 6.1823 5.2750 F= . 1231 p=. 7275 
DR au +/- . 8344 1.1462 F= 2.5651 p=. 1169 






...................... . ES out _. . 
6008 
. 3386 
........................ F= 1.0099 .. _............................................ p=. 3208 
ES gen . 2535 . 
2820 F= 
. 
0285 p= . 
8667 
....................... 
ES in9. . 2.160 ...... ..... ........ . . . 
301. 
.0...... ........ . ...... ........... ... .......... 
F. = . 3000 .......... . .... .... .... 
p= . 5869 ................ ................. ........... . IM 1 2.7949 3.6899 : F= . 2514 
... p=. 6188 
IM 2 5.4589 6.4782 F= . 
0527 p=. 8195 
IM au . 9077 1.3300 F= 1.4220 p=. 2399 
x6 between subjects design: Oneway ANOVA effect of dual categorization df=1 (42) (table 6.38-40) (referring to 
section 4.2.15.1) 
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table 6.22 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor amount of content 
(absolute numbers) outgroup Chinese women 
between Ss (df=11) amount of between Ss (df=12) amount of 
Oneway: pos. content Oneway: neg. content 
DR 1 +1- F= . 8739 p=. 5736 
F= 2.3529 p=. 0284 
DR 1+ F= . 3824 p=. 
9532 F= 1.3571 p=. 2400 
DR 1- F= . 7505 p=. 
6836 F= 2.2701 p=. 0340 
DR 2 +/- F= . 9172 p=. 
5363 F= 1.9199 p=. 0727 
DR 2+ F= . 5053 p=. 
8850 F= . 6109 p=. 
8159 
DR 2- F= . 6822 p=. 
7445 F= 1.8100 p=. 0923 
DR au +1- F= . 
7408 p=. 6923 F= 2.5473 p=. 0187 
DR au + F= . 3627 p=. 
9611 F=20.6879 p=. 0001 
DR au - F= 1.4702 .. _............ .......... 





........................................ ............................. ES out ............ F= 3.4325 p=. 0033 F= 4.5811 p=. 0003 
ES gen F= 2.7616 p=. 0128 F= 3.4923 p=. 0027 
ES in F= 3.2047 p=. 0052 F= 2.9066 p=. 0088 
IM 1 F= . 8463 p=. 
5979 F= 6.8137 =. 0001 
IM 2 F= . 5733 p=. 8354 F= 7.8359 p=. 0001 IM au F= 1.2297 p=. 3096 F= 3.6736 p=. 0019 
x6 between subjects design: Oneway ANOVA effect of amount of content df=12,11 (42) (table 6.42-44) 
(referring to section 4.2.15.1) 
table 6.23 outgroup by no. of female traits 
between Ss Oneway: (df=16) amount of content 
DR 2+ F= 7.6353 p=. 0001 
x6 between subjects design: Oneway ANOVA effect of amount of content df=16 (42) (table 6.41) 
table 6.24 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor amount of content 
(absolute numbers) outgroup Chinese women 
between Ss 
Oneway: 




(df=9) amount of 
content 
DR 1 +/- i F= . 3204 p=. 9624 ES out _ F= . 3905 p= . 9310 
DR 1+ F= . 7133 p=. 
6928 ES gen '. F= . 5588 p=. 8202 
DR 1- F= . 3156 p=. 
9641 ES ing F= . 5064 p=. 8592 
DR 2 +/- F= . 3367 p=. 
9560 IM 1 F= . 3414 p= . 9540 DR 2+ F= 2.1592 p=. 0520 IM 2 F= . 2113 p= . 9908 
DR 2- F= . 
2896 p=. 9728 IM au F= 1.0440 p=. 4277 
DR au +/- F=1.4822 p=. 1954 
DR au + F= 1.1510 p=. 3571 
DR au - F= . 9686 p=. 4828 _ x6 between subjects design: Oneway ANOVA effect of amount of content df=9 (42) (table 6.45-47) 
(10) appendix: tables study 7 
study 7: - the diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores & implicit ratios 
- suppression & accountability 
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table 7.1 the effect of diagnostic ratio design: 
- all content & undesirable content: design 1< design 2 
- autoratios < design 1&2 
- outgroups elderly women & skinheads 
mean mean t value probability correlation 
elderly women: 
DR 1 +1- 3.0418 DR 2 +/- 14.5241 t= 5.39 p= . 
001 r= . 
314 
DR 1 +/- 3.0418 DR au +/- . 7346 t= -8.76 p= . 001 r= -. 
051 
DR 2 +/- 14.5241 DR au +/- . 7346 t= 6.19 : p= . 
001 r= -. 567** 
.......................... DR 1+ ..... ............... 1.9576 ....... _............................ DR 2+ .......................... 6.9339 ...... . ........ ............. t= 2.34 .......................... . p= . 025 
.................... ......... r= . 630" 
DR 1+ 1.9576 DR au + . 9127 t= -3.40 p= . 002 r= -. 223 
DR 2+ 6.9339 DR au + 





p= . 014 .............................. 
r= -. 445** ................................. ................ _ DR 1- ..................... 3.4109 DR 2- 16.6657 t= 5.59 p= . 
001 r= . 
245 
DR 1- 3.4109 DR au - . 
6971 t= -9.29 P=. 001 r= . 
004 
DR 2- 16.6657 DR au - . 
6971 t= 6.49 p= . 
001 r= -. 584** 
skinheads: 
DR 1 +/- 4.2040 DR 2 +/- 6.9710 t= 3.40 p= . 002 r= . 552** DR 1 +1- 4.2040 DR au +/- 1.2325 t= -4.52 P=. 001 r= . 255 DR 2 6.9710 
..... .......... 
DR au -........ ....... 
1 2325 
... ............ 
t- 5.79 P . 001 r= -. 225 E i 
DR 1+ 2.7988 DR 2+ 4.5445 ... ..... t= 65 ......... . ....... p= . 521 




p= . 283 r= -. 241 
DR 1- 4.4786 DR 2 7.3588 t= 3.36 p= . 002 r= . 552** DR 1- 4.4786 DR au - 1.2404 t= -4.71 P=. 001 r= . 
239 
DR 2- 7.3588 DR au - 1.2404 t= 5.82 p= . 001 r= -. 210 
x7 paired t-tests df= 33 (table 7.1-2) (referring to section 4.3.5.2) 
table 7.2 the effect of implicit ratio design: design 2> design 1> autoratio 
mean mean t value probability correlation 
elderly women 
IM 1 7.6271 IM 2 36.0113 t= -4.84 p= . 
001 r= . 
543"' 













001 r= -. 142 
................... skinheads 
IM 1 10.5797 IM 2 19.3407 t= -3.56 p=. 001 r= . 637** 










p= . 001 . _.. 
r= -. 099 .......... x7 paired t-tests implicit ratios df= 33 (table 7.3 ) (referring to section 4.3.5.2) ......................... .................................. 
diagnostic ratio t-values for study 7 
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diagnostic ratios & autoratios 
mmm 
(fig. 66) x7 t distribution DR & DRau elderly women (y-axis =t value, x-axis =t tests) 
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table 7.3 the effect of content desirability on diagnostic ratios: design 1,2 
- desirable content < all content < undesirable content 
mean mean t value probability correlation 
elderly women 
DR 1 +1- 3.0418 DR 1+ 1.9576 t= 3.28 p= . 
002 r= . 
223 
DR 1 +/- 3.0418 DR 1- 3.4109 t= -3.84 p= . 
001 r= . 943** DR 1+ 1.9576 DR 1- 3.4109 t= 3.79 p= . 001 r= . 
067 
DR 2 +/- 14.5241 DR 2+ 6.9339 t= 3.87 p= . 
001 r= . 
617** 
DR 2 +/- 14.5241 DR 2- 16.6657 t= -4.09 p= . 001 r= . 
979** 
DR 2+ 6.9339 DR 2- 16.6657 t= 4.30 p= . 001 r= . 
541 ** 
................. skinheads ........................... . .......................... ............ ....... 
DR 1 +/- 4.2040 DR 1+ 2.7988 "` t= 2.50 p= . 018 r= . 
637** 
DR 1 +1- 4.2040 DR 1- 4.4786 t= -3.16 p= . 
003 r= . 993** DR 1+ 2.7988 DR 1- 4.4786 t= 2.67 p= . 
012 r= . 
569** 
DR 2 +/- 6.9710 DR 2+ 4.5445 t= . 87 p= . 
390 r= . 255 DR 2 +/- 6.9710 DR 2- 7.3588 t= -1.24 p= . 224 r= . 
951** 
DR 2+ 4 5445 DR 2- 7.3588 t= . 91 p= . 
369 r= -. 050 
x7 paired t-tests df= 33 (table 7.4-5) (referring to section 4.3.5.2) 
table 7.4 autoratios: desirable content > all content > undesirable content 
mean mean t value probability correlation 
elderly women 
DR au+i- . 7346 DR au+ . 
9127 t= -2.82 p= . 
008 r= . 
685** 
DR au+/- . 7346 DR au - . 6971 t= 2.93 P=. 006 r= . 979** DR au + 
................................ ... . 
9127 
...................... 
DR au - .... ........ ... . 
6971 
............................. 
t= -2.98 ................................ 




...... skinheads ................. ... ... ......... .................. 
DR au+/- 1.2325 DR au+ 1.3720 t= -. 87 P=. 389 r= . 270 
DR au+/- 1.2325 DR au- 1.2404 t= -. 23 P=. 820 r= . 981 ** DR au + 1.3720 DR au- 1.2404 t= -. 70 P=. 488 ; r- . 131 
x7 paired t-tests df= 33 (table 7 5) (referring to sec 
diagnostic ratio t-values for study 7 
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diagnostic ratios & autoratios 
(fig 67) x7 t distribution DR & DRau skinheads (y-axis =t value, x-axis =t 
tests) 
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table 7.5 desirable content diagnostic ratios & undesirable content autoratios 
mean mean t value probability correlation 
elderly women 





.................... .......... . 
6971 
........................... 
t= -2.71 ................................ 
P=. 011 
...... 
r- -. 215 
skinheads 
ý 
DR 1+ 2.7988 DR au 1.2404 t= -2.37 p= . 024 r-- -. 011 
DR2+ 4.5445 DR au - .... . 
1.2404 
.. 
t= -1.14 P=. 261 r-- 131 _. ... ......... . ......... x7 paired t-tests df= 33 (table 7.7) (referring to section 4.3.5.2) 
..... _........................... ........................... ..................... 
table 7.6 
elderly women 
the within subjects effect of target outgroup 
mean skinheads mean t value probability correlation 
DR 1 +/- 3.0418 DR 1 +/- 4.2040 t= -1.81 P=. 079 r-- . 330 
DR I+ 1.9576 DR 1+ 2.7988 t= -1.59 P=. 121 r-- . 584** 








t= -1.53 ......................... 
p= . 135 ....... . ............. 
r-- . 241 
DR 2 +/- 14.5241 DR 2 +/_ 6.9710 ; t= 3.51 . . p= . 001 r-- . 265 
DR 2+ 6.9339 DR 2+ 4.5445 t= . 64 p= . 527 r= -. 035 
DR 2- 16.6657 
................ _ 
DR 1 







r-- . 267 . .. ... DRau +/- 1.2325 t= -3.40 p-. 002 r = . 328 
DRau + . 9127 
DR au + 1.3720 t= -2.37 p= . 024 r= -. 347" 
DRau - . 6971 
DR au - . 
1.2404 
. ... 
t= -3.22 p= . 
003 r---. 3.06 
IM 1 .... ............... _. _.. 7.6271 _.......... .............. IM 1 .................... . .. _.. 10.5797 .... ........... ............ _ t= -1.60 
...... ................. P=. 118 ............................... r= . 224 
IM 2 36.0113 IM 2 19.3407 t= 2.65 p= . 012 r- . 268 
IM au 1.6061 IM au 2.8431 
... 
t= -3.01 P=. 005 r- -. 096 
............... 
. 
ES out -. 5033 ES out -. 7984 t= 1.69 p= . 101 
`" r- . 012 
ES gen -. 1280 ES gen -. 3411 t= 2.22 p= . 034 r= . 062 
ES in -. 0478 ES ing :. 2461 . 
t 2.45 p=. 020 i r-. 075 
....................... ....................... -- .. x7 paired t-tests df-- 33 (table 7.8-10) (referring to section 
4.3.8.2) . ... ..... _ ...... ...... . ............. 
table 7.7 accounta bility manipulation eld erly wome n& skinheads 
(14) not between Ss 
accountable accountable Oneway: accountability 
elderly women 
DR 1 +1- 2.2399 3.9208 F= 8.1591 p=. 0092 
DR 1+ 1.6354 2.0632 F= . 4822 p=. 4947 
DR 1- 2.5968 4.3343 F= 6.7029 p=. 0167 
DR 2 +/- 5.5858 22.6614 F= 33.4116 P=. 0001 
DR 2+ 2.4221 6.1632 F= 3.4759 p=. 0757 
DR 2- 6.4765 26.4934 F= 33.8865 p= . 0001 
DR au +/. . 8449 . 5860 
F= 4.1043 p=. 0551 
DR au + 1.0564 . 8914 
F= . 5566 p=. 4635 




. ........ _ 
p- . 
0321 
................. - ............ .... .. »»» ........................................ ES out » .. ».. » -. 2312 
..... ................... . . 
-. 6440 
. F= 1.3174 p=. 2634 
ES gen -. 0386 -. 1721 F= . 4791 p=. 4961 
ES inf 
................. ...... . 
-. 0320 . 0129 .. 
F-... 




..... IM 1 4.4881 11.0747 - F= 8.3325 p= . 0086 
IM 2 10.9363 61.5356 F= 23.8332 p= . 
0001 
IM au 1.6370 1.2500 F= . 7668 p=. 
3907 
skinheads 
DR 1 +1_ 2.7269 5.6774 F= 4.6683 p=. 0419 
DR 1+ 2.1154 1.9422 F= . 0438 p=. 
8362 
DR 1- 2.9804 6.2862 F= 4.9566 p=. 0365 
DR 2 +/. 5.6742 8.3434 F= 1.2117 p=. 
2829 
DR 2+ 8.5180 1.5916 F= . 6966 p=. 
4129 
DR 2- 5.5552 9.2167 F= 2.1339 p=. 1582 
DR au +/- . 9728 1.4706 
F= 3.3062 p= . 0827 
DR au + . 9427 1.4963 
F= 5.0257 p=. 0354 




.............. _. ........ ». ».. _ »» »» » ................. ». .. _.. ..... ES out 5625 -. 9284 
....... ».... F= 2.4852 . 1292 
ES gen -. 2340 -. 4581 F= 
1.9858 p=. 1728 
ES in9 ' -. 1411 ....... . 1. 
3373 







..................... ýMý... ... » .. ...... ». 6 6.494912 12.6697 F- . 
7082 0167 P- 
IM 2 12.8538 24.5511 F= 2.3099 p=. 1428 




x7 between subjects design: Oneway ANOVA effect of accountability 
df= 1 (23) (table 7.37-42) 
(referring to sectio n 4.3.7.2) 
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table 7.8 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor suppression (2 = 
control (no suppression instruction), n=10,3 = suppression instruction, n=10). 
suppression manipulation. elderly women & skinheads. 
control suppression between ss Oneway: suppression 
elderly women 
DR 1 +1- 3.9208 3.2856 F= . 8417 p=. 3711 DR 1+ 2.0632 2.3032 F= . 0687 p=. 7962 DR 1- 4.3343 3.6272 F= . 8704 p=. 3632 DR 2 +/- 22.6614 18.9004 F= . 4070 p=. 5311 DR 2+ 6.1632 14.0211 F= 1.1029 p=. 3075 
DR 2- 26.4934 21.1030 F= . 7399 p=. 4010 DR au +/- . 5860 . 7286 F= . 9557 p=. 3412 
DR au + . 8914 . 7329 F= . 9341 p=. 3466 DR au - . 5218 ........ ................... ....... . 
7086 
........ .............. .. .... . 
F= 1.4205 p=. 2488 
...................... ES out ........ -. 6440 .. ..... . . -. 7437 ................. F= - ....................... _ . 0785 
. 7826 




'" . 0129 -. 1306.. _....... _.......... 
F-. 
..: 
8747... p= 3620 
im 1 11.0747 8.5742 F= ....... _ . 7355 
............ .............. p=. 4024 
IM 2 61.5356 45.5920 F= . 8675 p= . 3640 IM au 1.2500 1.9188 F= 1.6943 p=. 2094 
skinheads 
DR 1 +1- 5.6774 4.7986 F= . 1589 p=. 6940 DR 1+ 1.9422 4.6121 F= 1.8891 p=. 1862 
DR 1- 6.2862 4.7685 F= . 4435 p=. 5139 DR 2 +/_ 8.3434 7.4141 F= . 1219 p=. 7311 DR 2+ 1.5916 1.9345 F= . 2660 p=. 6123 DR 2- 9.2167 8.0260 F= . 1729 p=. 6824 DR au +1- 1.4706 1.3580 F= . 0947 p=. 7618 DR au + 1.4963 1.8487 F= . 6559 p=. 4286 DR au - ................ 
1.5236 








ES out -. 9284 -. 9988 F= . . 1225 p=. 7304 ES gen -. 4581 -. 3739 F= . 5514 p=. 4673 ES ink 
..... 








IM 1 12.6697 14.2135 F- ................... _ 0730 ........................................... p= . 7902 IM 2 24.5511 23.2120 F= . 0200 p=. 8891 IM au 3.4338 3.2527 F= . 0276 p=. 8700 
x7 between subjects design: Oneway ANOVA effect of suppression df=1 (19) (table 7.43-48) 
table 7.9 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor processing goal (1 




df =2 accountability 
skinheads 
model suppression 
df =2 accountability 
DR 1 +/. F= 4.8833 p=2.0143 F= 1.8813 p=. 1694 
DR 1+ F= . 5182 p= . 6007 F= 1.7553 p=. 1896 
DR 1- F= 3.8612 p=. 0318 F= 2.0224 p=. 1494 
DR 2 +/- F= 8.9054 p=. 0009 F= . 6967 p= . 5059 DR 2+ F= 2.4178 p=. 1057 F= . 6583 p=. 5248 
DR 2- F=10.1809 p= . 0004 F= 1.2290 p=. 3064 DR au +l- F= 1.7418 p=. 1919 F= 1.9189 p= . 1638 DR au + F= 1.2179 p=. 3096 F= 4.1605 p=. 0251 
DR au 








ES out F= 1.2621 . 
2972 ............. F= 2.2705 .............................................. p=. 1202 
ES gen F= . 4385 p= . 6489 F= 1.3437 p= . 2756 ES in 





p . 7122 ............. ......................... 
F= 1.5876 
_. _............. ....... 
p°. 2206 
_ IM 1 F= 4.8012 p= . 0153 
.......... F= 2.0011 . ................ p-. 1523 
IM 2 F= 8.6837 p=. 0010 F= 1.5213 p=. 2343 
IM au F= . 8050 p=. 4562 F= 1.6272 p=. 2128 
x7 between subjects design: ANOVA effects suppression & accountability df=2 (33) (table 7.49-54) 
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table 7.10 averaged desirability ratings: suppression & accountability 
elderly women skinheads 
.& 
accountability (model df=2) F= 1.910 P=. 178 F= . 292 p=. 
593 su. ppression. 
..... .......... ....................... __..... _........... _................ _................. su ression (dt-ý) F= 0045 .................. P = . 9407 
F= 2.6344 p= . 1147 
accountability (df-1) F= 5.8130 p=. 0220 F= 4.2809 p=. 0470 
x7 between subjects design: ANOVA effects suppression & accountability df=2 /1 (33) (table 7.55-57) 
(referring to section 4.3.8.2) 
table 7.11 correlations for design 1 ratios and scores (elderly women) 
DRI+/- DR1+ DR1- ES out 
DR1+/- 
DR 1+ . 2233 
DR 1- . 9435** . 
0673 
ES out -. 3923* -. 2326 -. 1488 
IM 1 . 9261** . 
1411 
. 
8297** -. 6094** 
x7 between subjects design: Correlation coefficients design 1 (table 7.58) 
table 7.12 correlations for design 2 ratios and scores (elderly women) 
DR2+/- DR2+ DR2- ES out 
DR 2+1- 
DR 2+ . 
6174** 
DR 2- . 
9792** . 5405** 
ES out -. 2682 -. 1496 -. 1790 
IM 2 . 9077** . 
5335** . 8580** -. 5046** 
x7 between subjects design: Correlation coefficients design 2 (table 7.59) (referring to section 4.3.6.2) 
table 7.13 correlations for ratios and scores: all content (elderly women) 
DR 1 +/- DR 2+/- ES out IM 1 
DR 1+/- 
DR2+/- . 3141 
ES out -. 3923* -. 3682 
IM 1 . 9261** . 
3091 -. 6094** 
IM 2 . 
4621** . 9077** -. 5046** . 5428** 
x7 between subjects design: Correlation coefficients all content (table 7.60) (referring to section 4.3.6.2) 
table 7.14 correlations for ratios and scores: desirable content (eld. w. ) 
DR 1+ DR 2+ ES out IM 1 
DR1+ 
DR 2+ . 
6304** 
ES out -. 2326 -. 1496 
IM 1 . 
1411 -. 0255 -. 6094"" 
IM 2 . 3939* . 
5335** -. 5046"* . 5428** 
x7 between subjects design: Correlation coefficients desirable content (table 7.61) (referring to section 4.3.6.2) 
table 7.15 correlations for ratios and scores: undesirable content (eid. w. ) 
DR 1- DR 2- ES out IM 1 
DR1- 
DR 2- . 2447 
ES out -. 1488 -. 1790 
IM 1 . 
8297** . 2626 -. 
6094** 
IM 2 . 
3441* . 
8580** -. 5046** . 5428** 
x7 between subjects design: Correlation coefficients undesirable content (table 7.62) (section 4.3.6.2) 
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table 7.16 correlations for autoratios and scores outgroup 1 (eld. w. ) 
DR au +/- DR au + DR au - ES gen ES in 
DR au +1- 
DRau+ . 6851** DR au - . 9787** . 5720** ES gen . 0133 -. 1052 . 0138 
ES ing -. 2645 -. 1973 -. 2778 . 9099** 
IM au . 8628** . 
5697** 
. 8615** -. 3916* -. 6119** 
x7 between subjects design: Correlation coefficients auto ratios & scores (table 7.63) (section 4.3.6.2) 
table 7.17 correlations for design 1 ratios and scores outgroup 2 (skinheads) 
DR 1+/- DR 1+ DR 1- ES out 
DR 1+1- 
DR 1+ . 6373** 
DR 1- . 9931** . 5687** 
ES out -. 2727 . 
3697* -. 2104 
IM 1 . 8721** . 
7342** 
. 
8475** -. 4455** 
x7 between subjects design: Correlation coefficients design 1 (table 7.64) (referring to section 4.3.6.2) 
table 7.18 correlations for design 2 ratios and scores outgroup 2 (skinheads) 
DR2+1- DR2+ DR2- ES out 
DR 2+1- 
DR 2+ . 2546 
DR 2- . 9511** -. 0504 ES out -. 6165** -. 2359 -. 5404 
IM 2 . 9438** . 0259 . 9635 -. 6256** 
x7 between subjects design: Correlation coefficients design 2 (table 7.65) (referring to section 4.3.6.2) 
table 7.19 correlations for ratios and scores all content (skinheads) 
DR1+/- DR2+/- ES out IM1 
DR1+/- 
DR2+/- . 5517** 
ES out -. 2727 -. 6165** 
IM 1 . 
8721** 
. 6006** -. 4455** 
IM 2 . 5014** . 9438** -. 6256** . 6367** x7 between subjects design: Correlation coefficients all content (table 7.66) (referring to section 4.3.6.2) 
table 7.20 correlations for ratios and scores desirable content (skinheads) 
DR 1+ DR 2+ ES out IM 1 
DRI+ 
DR 2+ . 
3845* 
ES out -. 3697* -. 2359 
IM 1 . 7342** -. 
0142 -. 4455 
IM 2 . 3558 . 
0259 -. 6256 . 6367** 
x7 between subjects design: Correlation coefficients desirable content (table 7.67) (section 4.3.6.2) 
table 7.21 correlations: undesirable content (skinheads) 
DR 1- DR 2- ES out IM 1 
DR1- 
DR 2- . 5524** ES out -. 2104 -. 5404** 
IM 1 . 8475** . 
6238** -. 4455 
IM 2 . 
4704** . 
9635** -. 6256 . 6367** 
x7 between subjects design: Correlation coefficients undesirable content (table 7.68) (section 4.3.6.2) 
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table 7.22 correlations for autoratios and scores outgroup 2 (skinheads) 
DR au +/- DR au + DR au - ES gen ES ing 
DR au +/- 
DR au + . 2696 DR au- . 9817" . 1313 ES gen . 1510 . 0930 . 1804 ES ing -. 1490 . 0877 -. 0973 . 8991 ** IM au . 8628** . 5697** . 8615** -. 0084 -. 2778 
subjects auto ratios & scores (table 7.69) 
table 7.23 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor suppression (1 = 
accountability manipulation, n=14,3 = suppression instruction, n=10). elderly 





DR 1 +1- 3.2399 3.2856 F= 6.2684 p=. 0202 
DR 1+ 1.6354 2.3032 F= 1.3989 p=. 2495 
DR 1- 2.5968 3.6272 F= 3.6619 p=. 0688 
DR 2 +/- 5.5858 18.9004 F= 8.6715 p=. 0075 
DR 2+ 2.4221 14.0211 F= 3.7415 P=. 0660 
DR 2- 6.4765 21.1030 F= 9.4198 p=. 0056 
DR au +1- . 
8449 







. 4394 ............ ........................ 
p=. 5143 
.. -....... . . . ES out -. 2312 -. 7437 F= 2.0416 ... ................. .... ...... p=. 1671 
ES gen -. 0386 -. 2091 F= . 6374 p=. 4332 ES ink 
.. -320 ........... _........................ -. 
1306 
.. _................................ .... 
F- 2818 
............ ........................ -p= . 
6008 
.. _. IM 1 4.4881 8.5742 F= 7.5768 p=. 0116 
IM 2 10.9363 45.5920 F= 8.6581 p=. 0075 
IM au 1.6370 1.9188 F= . 2670 p=. 6105 
skinheads 
DR 1 +/- 2.7269 4.7986 F= 2.2470 p=. 1481 
DR 1+ 2.1154 4.6121 F= 2.0094 p=. 1703 
DR 1- 2.9804 4.7685 F= 1.6742 p=. 2091 
DR 2 +/. 5.6742 7.4141 F= . 6690 p=. 4222 DR 2+ 8.5180 1.9345 F= . 6289 p=. 4362 DR 2- 5.5180 8.0260 F= 1.3334 p=. 2606 
DR au +l- . 9728 1.3580 F= 3.5928 p=. 0712 
DR au + . 9427 1.8487 F= 8.4677 p=. 0081 DR au - :... 
1.0204 
.. » ........................ _... _.. 
1.2651 
........................ 
F= 1.1130 p=. 3029 
ES out -. 5625 ......... _ -. 9988 ........................................... F= 3.1028 _........... ................... »....... p= . 0921 ES gen -. 2340 -. 3739 F= . 9275 p=. 3460 ES ing 
................. » .... »». » 
-. 1411 ............................. _... -. 
3020 
......... ............... » 
F= 1.6629 
. ............. 
p= . 2106 IM 1 6.4912 14.2135 .. F= 2.8590 _....................... p=. 1050 
IM 2 12.8538 23.2120 F= 2.8001 p=. 1084 
IM au 2.1287 3.2527 F= 3.5405 p=. 0732 
x7 between subjects design: Oneway ANOVA effect of suppression df=1 (19) (table 7.70-71) 
table 7.24 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor amount of content: 
measures for "skinheads" by no. of items generated for "elderly women" 
DR 2 +1- F= 4.6960 p=. 0165 
DR 2- F= 5.5293 p=. 0088 
IM 2 F= 8.5618 p=. 001 1 
x7 between subjects design: Oneway ANOVA amount of content (referring to section 4.3.8.2) (table 7.76) 
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table 7.25a within subjects differences between outgroups 
for different amounts of content (between subjects) (tabie 7.78) 
elderly women skinheads paired t-test (df=33) 
positive content 2.6176 1.8235 t= -. 034 p= . 
073 
negative content 7.2941 8.1176 t= -. 065 p= . 
065 
.............. ...................... -......... ................................. ......... .. _............................................................................................................................ amount of content 9.9118 9.9706 t= -1.44 p= . 160 (r= . 892**) x7 between subjects design: t-tests content choice df=33 
table 7.25b proportion of content: skinheads 
higher proportion higher proportion between Ss content 
desirable undesirable Oneway: choice 
ES out . 3480 -. 8701 F= 11.4975 P=. 001 9 ES gen . 3355 -. 3833 F= 10.7662 p=. 0025 ES in . 3530 -. 2836 F= 11.4661 p= . 0019 
subjects design: Oneway ANOVA effect of content choice 
table 7.26 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor amount of desirable & 
undesirable content descriptive of either elderly women or skinheads: 
amount of desirable content amount of undesirable content 
descriptive of ES out F= 16.5677 p=. 0001 ES out F= 20.1499 p=. 0001 
elderly women ES gen F= 16.2966 p=. 0001 ES gen F= 15.7535 p=. 0001 
ES in F= 9.9808 p=. 0001 ES in F= 8.3094 p=. 0001 
IM 1 F= 2.6558 p=. 0372 
.................. ......................... .. _................................................... 
IM 2 
........................... 
F= 2.4542 p=. 0504 
_....................................................... .. descriptive of DR 2 +1- F= 2.8267 p=. 0353 . 
skinheads ES out F= 14.6117 p=. 0001 ES out F= 14.8336 p=. 0001 
ES gen F= 6.9255 p=. 0003 ES gen F= 5.9467 p=. 0005 
ES in F= 8.3477 p=. 0001 ES in F= 6.6715 p=. 0002 
7.77) 
(11) appendix: tables study 8 
repeated measures: inhibition & recovery: within measure correlations 
table 8.1 diagnostic ratios: 1st application 
DR1+/- DR1+ DR1- DR2+/- DR2+ DR2- DRau± DRau+ 
DR 1 +1- 
DR 1+ . 4155* DR 1- . 9250** . 3276* DR 2 +ý- . 7085** -. 0169 . 
6267** 
DR 2+ '". -. 0640 . 3637* -. 0333 -. 1663 DR 2- . 7151** . 0326 . 6969** . 
9685** -. 1332 
DR au t . 5087** . 
6496** . 4608** . 0673 -. 2046 . 1332 DR au + . 3998** . 7174** . 3279* . 0535 -. 1512 . 0714 . 7057** DR au - 's . 5113** . 
5855** . 4566** . 1187 -. 1955 . 1897 . 9680** . 5829** x8 repeated measures: correlations (n=37) 
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table 8.2 diagnostic ratios: 2nd application 
DR1+/- DR1+ DR1- DR2+/- DR2+ 
DR1+ý- 
DR 1+ 5860** 
DR 1- . 8178** . 2717 DR 2 +i- . 6263** . 5145** . 4969** DR2+ . 1061 . 3101 . 1278 . 1712 DR 2- . 6592** . 4433** . 6514** . 9583** . 1676 DR au ±' . 5397** . 4710** . 2888 . 1908 -. 3102 . 2086 DR au + . 5201 ** . 7774** . 2251 . 4231 ** -. 1931 . 3614* . 6239** DR au - . 3631* . 1417 . 3434* . 0157 -. 1263 . 0974 . 7797** . 2180 x8 repeated measures: correlations (n=37) 
table 8.3 diagnostic ratios: 3rd application 
DR1+/- DR1+ DR1- DR2+/- DR2+ 
DR1+1- 
DR 1+ . 5909** DR 1- . 9557** . 4053* DR 2 +i- . 7187** . 4474** . 6822** DR 2+ . 2674 . 4573** . 1260 . 1672 DR 2- . 7147** . 3709* . 7333** . 9754** . 2063 DR au t . 3324* . 4342** . 2553 . 1387 -. 3726 . 0989 DR au + . 2407 . 6964** . 1228 . 1972 -. 0978 . 1531 . 6920** DR au - . 3404* . 2078 . 2738 . 1442 -. 3644* . 0765 . 8554** . 3147 x8 repeated measures: correlations (n=37) 
table 8.4 Esses' scores / implicit ratios: correlations 
time 1 time 2 time 3 
ES out ES gen ES in ES out ES gen ES in ES out ES gen 
ES out 
ES gen . 9140'' . 9468'' . 9190*' ES in 9069"' 9171** 
. 9082** . 9654** . 8995"' . 9695** IM 1 IM 2 IM au IM 1 IM 2 IM au IM 1 IM 2 
IM 1 
IM 2 . 7732" . 6560" . 7490** IM au 6424" . 2624 5770*' . 2857 . 6223** 4418*' x8 repeated measures: correlations (n=37) (table 8.4-9) 
table 8.5 
time 1 
correlations with stereotype application ratings 
rating 1 time 2 rating 2 time 3 rating 3 
DR 1 +/- -. 1666 DR 1 +/- -. 1543 DR 1 +/- -. 0926 DR 1+ -. 1243 DR 1+ -. 0759 DR 1+ -. 0588 DR 1- -. 1686 DR 1- -. 2062 DR 1- -. 1867 DR 2 +/- -, 1234 DR 2 +/- -. 2825 DR 2 +/- -. 1105 DR 2+ -. 0893 DR 2+ -. 1654 DR 2+ . 1882 DR 2- -. 1328 DR 2- -. 2980 DR 2- -. 1739 DR au t -. 0843 DR au t -. 1239 DR au t -. 1359 DR au + -. 0228 DR au + -. 0091 DR au + . 0032 DR au - -. 0383 DR au - -. 0416 DR au - -. 0777 ES out -. 1425 ES out -. 1846 ES out -. 2245 ES gen -. 1819 ES gen -. 2238 ES gen -. 3120 ES in -. 1362 ES in -. 1658 ES in -. 2422 IM 1 -. 0353 IM 1 -. 0819 IM 1 -. 0480 IM 2 -. 0464 IM 2 -. 2191 IM 2 -. 0356 IM au -. 0138 IM au . 1408 IM au . 0204 
x8 repeated measures: correlations (n=37) (table 8.10) 
DR2- DRau± DRau+ 
DR2- DRau± DRau+ 
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table 8.6 correlations with Esses' 
time 1 time 2 
ES out ES gen ES in ES out 
scores 
ES gen ES in 
time 3 
ES out ES gen ES in 
DR 1+/- -. 3231* -. 2487 -. 2827 -. 3242* -. 2495 -. 2401 -. 5496** -. 3713* -. 4145* 
DR 1+ -. 0358 -. 0706 -. 2081 -. 1822 -. 1678 -. 1045 -. 2805 -. 2103 -. 2357 
DR 1- -. 1559 -. 0817 -. 0846 -. 0236 . 0651 . 0195 -. 4544** -. 2472 -. 2794 DR 2+/- -. 4418 -. 3856 -. 2918 -. 2492 -. 1879 -. 1656 -. 5289** -. 4142* -. 4094* DR 2+ -. 2615 . 1380 . 0913 . 3885* . 2957 . 2408 . 1177 . 0367 . 0181 DR 2- '" -. 3113 -. 3666 -. 1788 -. 1147* -. 0569 -. 0515 -. 4356** -. 3050 -. 2960 
DR au t -. 2287 -. 1264 -. 3173 -. 3731* -. 3519* -. 3654* '". -. 3811* -. 2839 -. 3749* DR au + -. 2353 -. 1323 -. 2422 -. 4501** -. 3802* -. 3341* -. 1891 -. 0781 -. 0825 
DR au - -. 2277 -. 1180 -. 3302* -. 1661 -. 1658 -. 3006 -. 5317** -. 4861** -. 6008** IM 1 . 6054** -. 4430 -. 4709 -. 6622** -. 5465** -. 5330** -. 7010** -. 4771 *" -. 5071** 
IM 2 -. 5816** -. 4797** -. 3853* -. 4077** -. 3067 -. 2680 -. 6505** -. 4929** -. 4876** 
IM au -. 6095** -. 4566** -. 6684** '" -. 7795** -. 7693** -. 8069** -. 7574** -. 6724** -. 7542** 
rating -. 0353 -. 0464 -. 0138 -. 1846 -. 2238 -. 1658 -. 2245 -. 3120 -. 2422 
x8 repeated measures: correlations (n=37) (table 8.11-13) 
table 8.7 correlations with implicit ratios 
time 1 
IM 1 IM 2 IM au 
time 2 
IM 1 IM 2 IM au 
time 3 
Im l IM 2 IM au 
DR 1+/- . 8603** . 5953** . 4740** . 8739** . 6161 . 2776 . 9206** . 7322** . 4085** DR 1+ . 
2246 -. 0961 . 4612** . 4928** . 5276** . 1936 . 4503** . 4351 ** . 2225 DR 1- . 7692** . 4956** . 3529* . 6406** . 4290** . 0201 . 8940** . 6908** . 3227* DR 2+1- . 7107** . 9325** . 1577 . 5598** . 9308** . 1420 . 6744** . 9428** . 2946 DR 2+ -. 2665 -. 2896 -. 2803 -. 1458 . 0019 -. 3824* . 0395 . 0892 -. 2852 DR 2- "' -. 6582** . 8536** . 1367 . 5399** . 8644** . 0720 . 6611 ** . 9076** . 2152 DR au t . 4840" . 0608 . 8468** . 5582" . 2728 . 6996" . 4200** . 2137 . 7346** DR au + . 3983* . 0586 . 6174** . 6061** . 4965** . 4354** . 2966 . 1870 . 3350* DR au - . 4767'' . 1031 -. 8315** . 3506* . 0703 . 5989** . 4348** . 2381 . 8096** ES out -. 6054** -. 5816" . 6095" -. 6622** -. 4077* -. 7795** -. 7010** -. 6505** -. 7574** ES gen -. 4430"' -. 4797" -. 4566" -. 5465** -. 3067 -. 7693"* -. 4771** -. 4929** -. 6724** ES in ' -. 4709** -. 3853* -. 6684** -. 5330" -. 2680 -. 8069** : -. 5071** -. 4876** -. 7542*" 
rating -. 0353 -. 0464 -. 0138 -. 0819 -. 2191 . 1408 -. 0480 -. 0356 . 0204 x8 repeated measures: correlations (n=37) (table 8.14-16) 
table 8.8 averaged desirability ratings (content valence) 
t-value probability correlation 
time 1 3.5350 time 2 3.6315 t=- . 84 p=. 407 . 816** time 2 3.6315 time 3 3.5574 t= . 84 p= . 408 . 888** time 1 3.5350 time 3 3.5574 t= -. 18 p=. 856 . 778** x8 repeated measures paired t-tests:: content valence ratings, df=36 
time 1 3.5350 time 2 3.6315 time3 3.5574 model F=. 42 p=. 657 (2df) 
x8 repeated measures MANOVA: content valence ratings, df=2 (36) (table 8.18-19) 
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table 8.9 diagnostic ratios, Esses' scores, implicit ratios 
time 1 -2 time 2-3 time 1-3 
DR 1 +1- t= 3.08 p=. 004 t= . 05 p= . 964 t= 3.23 p=. 
003 
* 3.8451 2.8071 2.8071 2.8124 3.8451 2.8124 
r- . 672** r . 
924** r . 710** 
DR 1+ ... »». » ... » .............. »... _........... 
»..... t= 1.13 p= . 269 
.......:....... ...................... ........ t= 1.39 p= . 175 
............. t- . 
12 p= . 904 
2.3804 2.0269 2.3331 2.0269 2.3804 2.3331 
r- . 273 r- . 
721 ** r . 178 ..... 
DR1- .......... ............................................ t= 2.09 p=. 045 
................. ........ ........... .... t=-1.62 p=. 117 .... ....... ................ ..... t= 3.12 p=. 004 
* 4.5083 3.5072 3.0572 3.0434 4.5083 3.0434 
r--. 605- r . 730** . .. .... . . . 
r--. 619** 
............ .. »+ .................................. ». DR2 +/- . »».. ».............. »»»........ ... t= 2.19 p= . 035 
................. . . ..... .. . .... .. p... t= 2.14 = . 039 
. ...... ... .. ... t= . 80 p= . 429 
5.9071 4.6142 4.6142 5.4631 5.9071 5.4631 
r--. 760- r--. 879** r--. 792** 
DR 2+ .......... ....... 
»........ _.................. »»». t= 3.02 p= . 005 
..... »....... _ .. »......................................... t= 1.53 p= . 079 
....... .......... ................................................... t=. 30 p=. 767 
1.9574 1.5446 1.5446 1.8913 1.9574 1.8913 
r- . 683'* r--. 
497* r= . 405* 
DR2- » ..... _. ». _»... t=1.50 p=. 143 
».. »..:...... _ ............................ ....... t= . 69 p= . 496" 
................ ................ ......... 7 p= . 252 
7.8370 6.5495 6.5495 6.9798 7.8370 6.9798 
. r= . 781" r- . 
873" r- . 831 ** .» .................................... DR au +/- 
»............ ».. t= 1.76 p=. 089 ......... ...... ........ . .......... ....... .... t=1.66 p=. 107 .... ....... - ... ......... ......... t=2.55 p=. 016 
* 1.3595 1.1998 1.1998 1.1180 1.3595 1.1180 
: r- . 
676- 
. ... . _.:....... . 
r-- . 694** ... ............ . . . . 
r- . 621 ** 
DR au + 
....... » . ........ ... ».... » ..................... t= -. 40 p= . 691 
.» . ...... .. . . ...... t= . 48 p= . 632 
.......... t- -. 54 p=. 594 
1.4324 1.4995 1.4995 1.5966 1.4324 1.5966 
r- . 402* r--. 
603** 
.. ... 
r- -. 071 
DR au - 
:..... . ... » .».... »» ...................... t=1.46 p= . 156 
.. »»....... ». ». ......... ...................... .... t= -3.43 p=. 002 
....... ......... .................................................... t=3.54 p. 001 
* 1.3511 1.1892 1.1892 . 9889 1.3511 . 9889 
r-- . 501 r= . 563** r-- . 601 
ES out t= -1.24 p=. 223 t=. 80 p= . 432 t= -. 59 p= . 561 
-. 3066 -. 2069 -. 2069 -. 2583 -. 3066 -. 2583 
: r= . 809" r= . 852** r--. 798** 
ES gen 
. »» .»»... ».... » ................... t= -. 91 p= . 370 
... »...:......... ......... _................ ....... t- . 38 p= . 704 
..... ....... .... ..... ....... ........... t= -. 
49 p= . 631 
-. 0445 -. 0025 -. 0025 -. 0194 -. 0445 -. 0194 
r--. 835- 
... ....... 
r--. 848** r--. 777** 
ES ing ......... 
....... ». ». ........... _... ..... t-- -. 62 P=. 543 
. ».............. .......... »................................. t=-. 17 p=. 867 .................. .................................................... t= -. 69 p= . 495 
-. 0415 -. 0085 -. 0085 -. 0021 -. 0415 -. 0021 
r- . 794'* r--. 895** r= . 750** 
IM 1 t= 3.11 p= . 004 t= . 49 p=. 625 t= 2.97 p=. 006 
* 8.3475 5.7926 5.7926 6.0055 8.3475 6.0055 
r- . 713" »........ : 
r- . 882** r--. 739** 
M2 I 
» t= 2.02 p= . 050 
... . ......... ».................................. t= 2.06 p= . 046 
................. .............. t=. 50 p=. 617 
14.0827 10.0405 10.0405 13.0843 14.0827 13.0843 
: r- . 
645" 
. r= . 
782'* . r- . 
685** . 
IM au 
.... »». . »» .... » ............... ».......... »... t= 1.66 p=. 108 ..... .... _.. ............................................. t= 1.28 p= . 210 
....... ......... .................................................... t= 2.34 p=. 026 
2.5640 2.1318 2.1318 2.0106 2.5640 2.0106 
r= . 701" r- . 917** r--. 769** 
x8 mired t-tests & ANOVA overall repeated measures effects of effect time' df=36 (table 8.20-22, section 4.4.6.2) 
table 8.10 repeated measures MANOVA main effect time only (Ti T2 T3) 
F- ratio probability F- ratio probability 
DR 1 +/- F= 7.28 p=. 001 ES out F= . 48 p=. 619 
DR 1+ F= . 59 p=. 555 
ES gen F= . 36 p=. 702 
DR 1- F= 5.20 p=. 008 ES in F= . 28 p=. 753 
DR 2 +/- F= 3.18 p=. 048 IM 1 F= 6.48 p=. 003 
DR 2+ F= 2.82 p=. 066 IM 2 F= 2.64 p=. 079 
DR 2- F= 1.70 p= . 189 IM au F= 2.04 p=. 138 
DR au +/- F= 3.25 p=. 045 
DR au + F= . 33 p=. 
717 
DR au - F= . 31 p=. 
003 
_ 
x8 repeated measures MANOVA effects of effect time df=2 (table 8.23) (referring to section 4.4.6.2) 
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table 8.11 repeated measures MANOVA main effect time and between 
subjects factor status: Ti - T2 - T3 by status (1 = higher perceived outgroup 
status, 2= higher perceived ingroup status). 
between Ss df l within Ss df=2 mixed df=2 (70) 
status time model 
DR 1 +1- F= . 23 p=. 
633 F= 
. 96 p=. 387 F= . 
11 p=. 894 
DR 1+ F= 1.88 p=. 179 F= . 05 p=. 953 F= . 01 p=. 999 DR 1- F= . 03 p=. 872 F= . 53 p=. 591 F= . 13 p=. 881 
DR 2 +1- F= . 23 p=. 634 F= . 26 p=. 772 F= . 15 p=. 862 
DR 2+ F= . 82 p= . 372 F= . 10 p=. 908 F= . 06 p=. 945 DR 2- F= . 28 p=. 602 F= . 15 p=. 861 F= . 14 p=. 872 DR au +1- F= 1.92 p=. 175 F= 4.34 p=. 017 F= 2.75 p=. 071 
DR au + F= 15.22 p=. 001 F= . 01 p=. 991 
F= 
. 
01 p=. 991 
DR au F= . 83 p=. 369 F= 4.78 p=. 01 1 F= 2.61 p=. 081 
ES out F= 2.78 p=. 104 F= . 82 p=. 445 F= . 54 p=. 583 ES gen F= . 94 p=. 
339 F= 




1.22 p=. 276 F= 1.05 p=. 357 F= . 81 p=. 450 ..... IM 1 F= 1.86 p=. 181 F= 2.45 p=. 093 F= . 73 p=. 484 
IM 2 F= . 03 p=. 874 F= . 28 p=. 758 F= . 07 p=. 933 IM au F= 5.07 p=. 031 F= 10.81 p=. 001 F= 9.10 p=. 001 
x8 repeated measures MANOVA effects of effect time & status (table 8.26-29) (section 4.4.7.1) 
table 8.12 repeated measures MANOVA main effect time and between 
subjects factor target outgroup: Ti - T2 -T3 by target outgroup (1 = skinheads, 
2= Chinese women). 
between Ss df--l within Ss df=2 mixed df=2 (70) 
outgroup time model 
DR 1 +1- F= 3.81 p=. 059 F= 7.29 p=. 001 F= . 58 p=. 562 DR 1+ F= 3.71 p=. 062 F= . 58 p=. 563 F= . 
01 p=. 996 
DR 1- F= . 97p=.. 330 F= 5.32 p=. 007 F= 1.38 p=. 260 
DR 2 +1- F= 1.58 p=. 218 F= 3.24 p=. 045 F= . 87 p=. 421 DR 2+ F= 2.68 p= . 110 F= 2.73 p=. 072 F= . 01 p=. 993 DR 2- F= . 30 p=. 586 F= 1.80 p=. 173 F= 1.55 p=. 220 
DR au +1- F= 3.91 p=. 013 F= 3.42 p=. 038 F= 2.17 p=. 122 
DR au + F= 6.64 p=. 014 F= . 33 p=. 717 F= . 10 p=. 904 DR au - F= 7.11 p=. 012 ......... .... _ 
F= 6.63 p=. 002 . _..... .... . 
F= 2.73 p= . 073 ES out -------------- ... __ -: F= 29.61 p= . 001 
............ ....................... _ F= . 48 p= . 
620 - 
................................ ..... F= - . 08 
ýý p=. 923 
ES gen F= 21.81 p=. 001 F= . 33 p=. 718 F= . 29 p=. 749 ES in F= 23.36 p= . 001 F= . 27 p=. 760 F= . 06 p=. 940 .............. . im 1 p=. 001 F= 14.93 F= 6.94 p=. 002 . ... ............ F= 2.30 p= . 108 IM 2 F= 6.56 p=. 015 F= 2.76 p=. 070 F= 1.40 p=. 254 
IM au F= 23.33 p=. 001 F= 2.16 p=. 123 
_ 
F= 2.11 p=. 129 
x8 repeated measures MANOVA effects of time & target outgroup (table 8.32-34) (section 4.4.6.2) 
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table 8.13 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor target outgroup: 
Target outgroup (1 = skinheads, 2= Chinese women) 
Chinese between Ss target 
skinheads Women Oneway outgroup 
time 1 
DR 1 +1- 4.2499 2.9357 F=2.8687 p=. 0992 
DR 1+ 2.6415 1.9441 F=2.0779 p= . 1583 DR 1- 4.7663 3.5658 F=1.3297 p=. 2567 
DR 2 +/- 7.0342 4.8393 F=1.5394 p=. 2230 
DR 2+ 1.7053 2.1961 F=1.7744 p=. 1914 
DR 2- 7.9515 6.3361 F= . 4997 p=. 4843 DR au +/- 1.5390 1.0617 F=5.9821 p=. 0196 
DR au + 1.6087 1.1363 F=3.3590 p=. 0754 
DR au 1.5150 




.-.............. ......... ........ _.. 
p=. 0280 
..................................... ... ES out -. 7133 . 1638 F= 21.0299 
. p= . 0001 ES gen -. 2645 . 1868 F= 16.0167 p=. 0003 ES in -. 2728 . 2383 F= 18.0276 p=. 0002 
IM 1 6.3055 4.5168 F= 12.7718 p= . 
0010 
IM 2 20.0148 8.4629 F=5.5840 p=. 0238 
IM au 3.4666 1.3023 F= 16.8167 p=. 0002 
time 2 
DR 1 +/- 3.1393 2.3658 F=2.5906 p=. 1165 
DR 1+ 2.3767 1.7020 F=2.7077 p=. 1088 
DR I- 3.3444 3.3374 F= . 0001 p=. 9922 DR 2 +/- 5.2098 4.0499 F= . 5279 p=. 4723 DR 2+ 1.3120 1.7649 F=2.6565 p=. 1121 
DR 2- 5.8613 6.0173 F= . 0050 p=. 9442 DR au +/- 1.3184 1.1567 F=1.8093 p=. 1872 
DR au + 1.8257 1.1724 F=6.9846 p=. 0122 
DR au - 1.2589 1.1616 F= . 9487 p=. 3367 ES out -. 6179 . 2037 F= 23.6255 p= . 0001 ES gen -. 2645 . 2549 F= 18.6136 P=. 0001 ES in -. 2693 . 2739 F= 18.3569 P=. 0001 IM 1 7.5510 3.6380 F= 11.9292 p= . 0015 IM 2 13.2614 6.9892 F=2.7898 p=. 1038 
IM au 2.8939 1.5450 F= 11.2582 P=. 0019 
time 3 
DR 1 +/- 3.2671 2.2684 F=3.9275 p=. 0554 
DR 1+ 2.6689 1.9448 F=1.7150 p= . 1989 DR 1- 3.4103 2.5874 F=1.8895 p=. 1780 
DR 2 +/- 6.7313 4.2617 F=2.3605 p=. 1334 
DR 2+ 1.6372 2.1319 F=1.3036 p=. 2613 










. ... ... . ..... .............. ES out -. 6722 . 1796 F= 26.6271 
......... . .. . . P=. 0001 
ES gen -. 2562 . 2363 F= 17.7952 p=. 0002 ES in9 
.................... . -. 
2411 






W i 8.0587 3.5873 ..... _.. F= 10.5894 ............... .......................... p= . 0025 IM 2 19.0186 7.4655 F=6.9655 p=. 0123 
IM au 2.7752 1.1586 F= 26.2394 P=. 0001 
x8 repeated measures: Oneway ANOVA effects of target outgroup df=1 (36) (table 8.35-43, section 4.4.6.2) 
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table 8.14 repeated measures MANOVA main effect time and between 
subjects factor abstraction: Ti - T2 -T3 by perspective (1 = direct, personal 
estimates, 2= abstracted estimates on behalf of the British public). 
between Ss df=1 
perspective 
within Ss df=2 
time 
mixed df=2 (70) 
model 
DR 1 +1- F= 14.08 p=. 001 F= 8.48 p=. 001 F= 1.57 p= . 216 DR 1+ F= 10.37 p=. 003 F= . 74 p= . 483 F= . 28 p= . 759 DR 1- F= 10.43 p= . 003 F= 6.19 p= . 003 F= 1.47 p= . 236 DR 2 +1- F= 8.14 p= . 007 F= 2.89 p=. 062 F= 1.02 p= . 367 DR 2+ F= . 28 p=. 603 F= 2.69 p=. 075 F= . 03 p=. 971 
DR 2- F= 6.61 p=. 015 F=1.40 p=. 254 F= . 30 p= . 744 DR au +1- F= 10.54 p=. 003 F= 4.52 p=. 014 F= 3.62 p=. 032 
DR au + F= 8.25 p=. 007 F= . 33 p=. 723 F= . 06 p= . 946 DR au: F= 10.16 p=. 003 
........ ....... ............. 
F= 7.62 p=. 001 
............. .......... ....... ....... .......... _ 
F= 4.44 o=. 015 
...................... . . ES out F= 16.24 p= . 001 F= . 64 p= . 531 




63 = . 004 ........... ......... .. 
P........... 
......... 
F= . 12 = . 890 _.................. 
p-....... 
......... _ 
F= . 72 p °490 ................ IM 1 F= 25.35 p= . 001 F= 8.50 p= . 001 
.. ........ F= 2.87 p= .. . 064 im 2 F= 15.95 p=. 001 F= 2.98 p=. 057 F= 1.34 p=. 269 
IM au F= 20.26 p= . 001 F= 2.87 p=. 063 F= 2.14 p= . 125 
x8 repeated measures MANOVA effects of time & perspective (table 8.44-46) 
table 8.15 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor social distance: (1 = 
lower perceived distance, 6= higher percei ved distance). Esses' scores 
time 1 time 2 time 3 
ES out F= 1.8143 F= 2.7447 F= 2.3681 
p=. 1391 p=. 0364 p=. 0624 
ES gen F= 1.9683 F= 3.9400 F= 3.7593 
p=. 1113 p=. 0070 p=. 0089 
ES in F= 2.2362 F= 3.7577 F= 3.9584 
p=. 0755 p=. 0089 p=. 0068 
x8 repeated measures: Oneway ANOVA between Ss effect of social distance (df=5) (table 8.68) 
table 8.16 repeated measures MANOVA main effect time and between 
subjects factor content: Ti - T2 -T3 by proportion of desirable and undesirable 
content items (1 = higher number of positive characteristics, 2= higher 
number of negative characteristics). 
between Ss df--1 within Ss df=2 mixed df=2 (70) 
content time model 
DR 1 +1- F= 7.08 p=. 012 F= 3.61 p=. 032 F= 2.40 p=. 098 
DR 1+ F= . 78 p=. 393 F= . 52 p=. 598 F= . 02 p=. 976 DR 1- F= 2.97 p= . 094 F= 3.05 p=, 054 F= 2.73 p=. 072 
DR 2 +/- F= 4.96 p=. 032 F= 1.41 p=. 251 F= 1.21 p=. 303 
DR 2+ F= 4.84 p=. 035 F= 3.19 p=. 047 F= . 76 p=. 474 DR 2- F= 2.60 p=.. 116 F= . 42 p=. 660 F= 2.12 p=. 128 DR au +1- F= 4.67 p=. 038 F= 2.32 p= . 106 F= . 59 p= . 555 DR au + F= 2.66 p= . 112 F= . 23 p=. 799 F= . 10 p= . 909 DR au - F= 5.96 p= . 020 .............. _...... ............ 
F= 6.56.. p= . 002 . _............... ... ........ 
F= 2.23 p=. 115 
......... .... ........ ES out f- 58.40 p= . 001 
_ 
. 746 
F= i§ F_ 
. 04 p= . 957 ES gen F= 47.39 p=. 001 F= . 63 p=. 537 F= . 42 p=. 660 ES in F= 40.64 p=. 001 
_.......... .............................. 
F= . 49 p=. 612 . ........... ...... 
F= 
. 49 p=. 616 IM 1 F= 16.43 p= . 001 F= 3.07 p- 053 . . 42 
.................... .. 




IM 2 F= 7.95 p=. 008 F= . 96 p=. 386 F= 1.65 p=. 200 IM au F= 18.50 p=. 001 F= 1.24 p=. 297 F= . 31 p=. 734 
x8 repeated measures MANOVA effects of time & content (table 8.69-71) (referring to section 4.4.7.1) 
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table 8.17 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor abstraction (1 = direct, 
personal estimates, 2= abstracted estimates on behalf of the British public). 
direct abstract between Ss 
estimates estimates Oneway: perspective 
time 1 
DR 1 +1- 2.7130 4.9911 F=9.5469 p=. 0039 
DR 1+ 1.8591 2.9804 F=5.5279 p=. 0245 
DR 1- 3.1033 5.8691 F=7.8339 p=. 0083 
DR 2 +/- 4.5847 8.0795 F=3.9134 p=. 0558 
DR 2+ 2.0195 1.8553 F= . 1789 p=. 6749 DR 2- 5.4326 9.8974 F=3.9430 p=. 0549 
DR au +/- 1.0637 1.6721 F= 10.0636 p=. 0031 
DR au + 1.1266 1.7596 F=6.0817 p=. 0187 
DR au 1.0251 






....................... .... ES out -. 0205 -. 6610 F=8.1264 p= . 0073 
........... 
ES gen . 0497 -. 1682 F=2.5907 p=. 1165 ES ing . 1239 _ -. 
2309 
................ ........... .......... 
F=6.3875 
_..................... .......... _ 
p=. 0162 
IM 1 4.7416 12.2675 F= 18.5326 ....................................... p= . 0001 IM 2 9.1638 22.1639 F=6.8689 p=. 0129 
IM au 1.5283 3.7136 F= 15.8380 p=. 0003 
time 2 
DR 1 +/- 2.2226 3.5957 F=8.9972 p=. 0050 
DR 1+ 1.6921 2.5857 F=4.7101 p=. 0369 
DR I- 2.7614 4.2929 F=4.9483 p=. 0327 
DR 2 +/- 3.0798 7.1349 F=7.2192 P=. 0110 
DR 2+ 1.6245 1.4133 F= . 5129 p=. 4787 DR 2- 4.0426 9.0610 F=5.6084 p=. 0235 
DR au +/- 1.1536 1.3697 F=3.1555 p=. 0844 
DR au + 1.2737 1.8459 F=4.7806 p=. 0356 
DR au 1.1581 




....... ..... . . 
p=. 1954 
ES out . 
0488 -. 5182 .. .. ... 0... 77................ _ F=1.01 ............ ........................... p=. 0023 
ES gen . 1327 -. 2121 F=5.8930 p=. 0205 
ES ing 
.................... ................. . _...............: 
1502.. 





0173 P ' 
IM 1 3.8303 8.3532 ...... - F= 16.4512 . . -......... .......... p= . 0003 IM 2 5.5278 17.4543 F= 11.7485 p=. 0016 
IM au 1.6626 3.0862 F= 11.9943 p=. 0014 
time 3 
DR 1 +/- 2.0783 3.8648 F= 15.2823 p=. 0004 
DR 1+ 1.7971 3.1185 F=6.0040 p=. 0194 
DR 1- 2.3083 4.1040 F= 10.4353 p=. 0027 
DR 2 +/- 3.5678 8.5768 F= 11.3398 P=. 0019 
DR 2+ 1.9351 1.8192 F= 
. 0650 p=. 8003 DR 2- 4.4110 9.9017 F=8.5120 p=. 0061 
DR au +/- . 9920 1.2767 F=7.0247 p=. 0120 DR au + 1.2502 1.9605 F=2.7138 p=. 1084 




_..................... .... ... 
P=. 0090 
ES out . 1051 -. 7932 
... _ F= 28.9280 ......... .............. ........... .1 p. =.. .. 000 
. 
ES gen . 1689 -. 









P=. 0010 im i 3.4800 9.5126 .. _ F= 23.1454 .................................. p= . 0001 IM 2 6.3828 24.0938 F= 20.2969 P=. 0001 
IM au 1.3955 2.8481 F= 16.9067 p=. 0002 
x8 repeated measures: Oneway ANOVA effect of perspective df=1 (36) (table 8.47-55) 
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table 8.18 Oneway ANOVA between subjects factor of proportion of 
desirable and undesirable content items (1 = higher number of positive 
characteristics, 2= higher number of negative characteristics). 
higher proportion higher proportion between Ss content 
desirable undesirable Oneway: choice 
time 1 
DR 1 +/- 2.0715 4.2111 F= 7.0625 p=. 01 18 
DR 1+ 2.0870 2.3665 F= . 2655 p=. 6096 DR 1- 2.6160 4.7988 F= 3.9401 p=. 0550 
DR 2 +/- 2.8175 7.2142 F= 5.7629 p=. 0218 
DR 2+ 2.4066 1.7673 F= 2.5714 p= . 1178 DR 2- 3.7813 8.5353 F= 3.9736 p=. 0541 
DR au +/- 1.0260 1.4073 F= 2.9565 p=. 0944 
DR au + 1.1258 1.4677 F= 1.3962 p=. 2453 
DR au 





F= 3.3600 p=. 0753 
ES out . 5138 -. 5915 F= 34.7769 p= . 0001 ES gen . 










...................... IM 1 2.5106 9.7379 F= 13.8533 .................. p=. 0007 
IM 2 4.1708 18.2763 F= 7.2476 p=. 0108 
IM au . 9889 2.9332 F= 9.8165 p=. 0035 
time 2 
DR 1 +/- 2.0226 3.0466 F= 3.9327 p=. 0552 
DR I+ 1.7574 2.1456 F= 
. 7099 p=. 4052 DR 1- 3.1047 3.4408 F= . 1864 p=. 6686 DR 2 +/- 2.7538 5.4012 F= 2.4225 p=. 1286 
DR 2+ 1.8669 1.4082 F= 2.2553 p=. 1421 
DR 2- 4.5679 6.5225 F= 
. 
6637 p=. 4208 
DR au +/- 1.0975 2.2937 F= 2.2564 p=. 1420 
DR au + 1.1238 1.6453 F= 3.4051 p=. 0735 
DR au - 1.1494 .. _ 
1.2342 
......... ...... ...................... _. 
F= . 5972 ...... 
p=. 4448 
ES out . 5498 -. 5115 F= 44.9615 P=. 0001 
ES gen . 4924 -. 2051 F= 38.4748 P=. 0001 
ES in 
........ ........................ .... . 
5097 
........... ... _................ ............ _ -. 
2019 2019 
............. ----_..... _ - - - - 
F= 34.1257 
. . ------ --- - . - . -. -. - 
P=. 0001 
IM 1 4 560 2. .8 
6 4 7 1 .. .. _. F= l 2 . 7 9 3 4 
.......... p. =..... . 001..... 0............ IM 2 4.7991 12.2581 F= 3.3481 p=. 0758 
IM au 1.0427 2.6914 F= 15.2903 p=. 0004 
time 3 
DR 1 +/- 1.8717 3.1276 F= 5.3885 p=. 0262 
DR 1+ 2.0134 2.4171 F= 
. 4300 p=. 5163 DR 1- 2.1065 3.3605 F= 3.8665 p=. 0572 
DR 2 +1- 2.8176 6.5823 F= 4.8989 p=. 0335 
DR 2+ 2.5633 1.6069 F= 4.4238 p=. 0427 
DR 2- 3.8394 7.6094 F= 3.1228 p=. 0859 
DR au +/- . 
9156 1.1776 F= 5.0354 p=. 0313 
DR au + 1.2573 1.6296 F= . 6254 p=. 4344 DR au - . 6909 1.0982 F= 12.1963 P=. 0013 ES out . 5320 -. 5320 F= 50.9971 P=. 0001, ES gen . 4559 -. 1975 F= 34.4543 p= . 0001 ES in . 4969 ..... -. 
1744 
....................... ............ _. 
F= 34.9058 
........................ ........ . 
p= . 0001 IM 1 2.1686 7.2831 _ F= 11.9251 ...................... ............... p= . 0015 IM 2 3.7868 17.0178 F= 7.7843 p=. 0085 
IM au . 8048 
2.4275 F= 19.7774 p= . 
0001 
x8 repeated measures: Oneway ANOVA effect of content choice df=1 (36) (table 8.72-80, section 4.4.7.1) 
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table 8.19 the effect of content desirability on diagnostic ratios: design 1,2 
- desirable content < all content < undesirable content 
mean mean t value probability correlation 
time 1 
DR 1 +1- 3.8451 DR 1+ 2.3804 t= 3.49 p= . 001 r= . 415* 
DR 1 +1- 3.8451 DR 1- 4.5083 t= -2.66 p= . 012 r= . 925** DR 1+ 2.3804 DR 1- 4.5083 t= 3.74 p= . 001 r-- . 328* 
DR 2 +/- 5.9071 DR 2+ 1.9574 t= 4.20 P=. 001 r= -. 166 
DR 2 +/- 5.9071 DR 2- 7.8370 t=-. 3.46 P=. 001 r-- . 968** 
DR 2+ 1.9574 DR 2- 7.8370 t= 4.40 p= . 001 r= -. 133 
time 2 
DR 1 +/- 2.8071 DR I+ 2.0269 t= 3.40 P=. 002 r- . 586** 
DR 1 +1- 2.8071 DR 1- 3.5072 t= -2.90 P=. 006 r= . 818** DR 1+ 2.0269 DR 1- 3.5072 t= 3.67 P=. 001 r= . 272 
DR 2 +/- 4.6142 DR 2+ 1.5446 t= 3.93 P=. 001 s r= . 171 
DR 2 +/- 4.6142 DR 2- 6.5195 t= -3.30 P=. 002 r= . 958** DR 2+ 1.5446 DR 2- 6.5195 t= 4.08 P=. 001 ? r= . 168 
time 3 
DR 1 +/- 2.8124 DR 1+ 2.0269 t= 1.86 P=. 070 r= . 591 
DR 1 +/- 2.8124 DR I- 3.0434 t= -2.50 p= . 017 r= . 956** 
DR 1+ 2.0269 DR 1- 3.0434 t= 2.17 P=. 037 r= . 405* DR 2 +/- 5.4631 DR 2+ 1.8913 t= 4.40 P=. 001 r-- . 167 DR 2 +/- 5.4631 DR 2- 6.9798 t= -3.75 P=. 001 r- . 975** 
DR 2+ 1.8913 DR 2- 6.9798 t= 4.58 P=. 001 r- . 106 
x8 paired t-tests df--36 (table 8.81-83) 
table 8.20 autora tios at time 1,2 &3 
- desirable content > all content > undesirable conte nt 
mean mean t value probability correlation 
time I 
DR au +/- 1.2939 DR au + 1.3661 t= -. 76 P=. 449 r= . 709** 
DR au +/- 1.2939 DR au - 1.2648 t= 1.02 P=. 315 r= . 968** DR au + 
................. 
1.3661 









.. _ . 378 . _.................... . 
r-- . 583** ..... time 2 . ........................... 
DR au +/- 1.2353 DR au + 1.4902 t= -2.39 p= . 022 r= . 
624** 




au - ».. 
1.2090 
.... _. . 




.. ............. . . . . .. time 3 . .. .... ... ... 
DR au +1- 1.0997 
DR au + 1.5189 t= -2.33 P=. 025 r--. 692** 
DR au +/- 1.0997 DR au - . 
9771 t= 3.85 P=. 001 r= . 855** DR au + 1.5189 DR au - . 9771 t= -2.67 P=. 011 r- . 315 
table 8.21 desirable content diagnostic ratios & undesirable content 
autoratios 
mean mean t value probability correlation 
time 1 
DR 1+ 2.3804 DR au - 1.2648 t= -5.06 P=. 001 r= . 586** 
DR 2+ 19574 DR au - 1.2648 t= -2.94 P=. 006 r= -. 195 






DR au _ ..... _.... 
1.2090 
-------------------- ------ 
t= -3.97 _.............. 
p= . 001 _.... ------............... 
r= . 085 . .......................... 3 time 
DR 1+ 2.0269 DR au - . 9771 t= -4.83 P=. 001 r= . 208 
DR 2+ 1.8913______ 
______DR 
au - . 9771 t= -3.71 P=. 001 r= -. 364" 
x8 paired t-tests df=36 (table 8.85) 
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table 8.22 the effect of diagnostic ratio design: 
- all content & undesirable content: design 1< design 2 
- desirable content: design 2< design 1 
- autoratios < design 1&2 
mean mean t value probability correlation 
time 1 
DR 1 +1- 
DR 1 +1- 
















DR 2 +/- 
DR au +/- 
DR au +/- 
........ ............. _.............. DR 2+ 
DR au + 
DR au + 
..... _............ = ......... _.. DR 2 
DR au - 




. »........................ 1.9574 
1.3661 
1.3661 








.......................... t= -1.31 
t= -5.20 
t= 2.42 


















r= . 708** r= . 509** 
r= . 067 .................................... r= . 364* 
r= . 717** 
r= -1.51 ...................................... r= . 697** 
r= . 457** 
r= . 190 
time 2 
DR 1 +/_ 2.8071 DR 2 +/_ 4.6142 t= 2.81 P=. 008 r= . 626** DR 1 +/- 2.8071 DR au +/- 1.2353 t= -6.89 p= . 001 r= . 540** DR 2 +/. 4.6142 
_ ................ 
DR au +/- 
__.......... .... _ __ 
1.2353 
... _.................... _ ...... c... 
t= 4.31 
......................... . 
001 p= r= . 191 
DR 1+ 2.0269 + DR 2 1.5446 . t= -2.27 .... p= . 029 r= . 310 DR 1+ 2.0269 DR au + 1.4902 t= -3.99 p= . 001 r= . 777** DR 2+ 1 _5446 .......... 






26 P-: 800 r= -. 193 E 
DR 1- 3.5072 DR 2 6.5195 ........ t= 2.88 ...... .... p= . 007 
..... ............... r= . 
651" 
DR 1- 3.5072 DR au - 1.2090 t= -6.31 P=. 001 r- . 344* DR 2- 6.5195 DR au - 1.2090 t= 4.35 P=. 001 ? r= . 097 
time 3 
DR 1 +/. 2.8124 DR 2 +/_ 5.4631 t= 4.13 P=. 001 r= . 719** DR 1 +/- 2.8124 DR au +/- 1.0997 t= -6.65 p= . 001 r= . 332* DR 2 +/- 5.4631..... 
. .... 
DR au ±/ 





P-.. 001 139 ; x' 
DR 1+ 2.0269 DR 2+ 1.8913 t= -1.54 
.... P=. 133 ... .. ................ ..: r= . 457'" DR 1+ 2.0269 DR au + 1.5189 t= -3.87 P=. 001 r= . 696** DR 2+ 1.8913 DR au + 1: 5189 







P= r° -: 098 ß 
DR 1- 3.0434 5W f- 6.9798 t= 4.33 . .... p=. 001 ... .. ............... r-- . 733'" DR 1- 3.0434 DR au - . 9771 t= -6.88 p= . 001 r= . 274 DR 2- 
----- 
6.9798 
....... . .......... 
DR au - ................................ _ : 
9771 
- ---- 
t= 5.51 p= . 
001 r= . 076 
x8 paired t-tests df=36 (table 8.86-88) 
table 8.23 the effect of implicit ratio design: design 2> design 1> autoratio 
mean mean t value probability correlation 
time 1 
IM 1 7.5892 IM 2 14.0827 t= -3.40 p=. 002 . 773** IM 1 7.5892 IM au 2.3552 t= -6.05 p=. 001 r= . 642** IM 2 









9= . 001 r . 262 
time 2 ..... ...... 
IM 1 5.5416 IM 2 10.0405 t= -2.85 p=. 007 r= . 656** IM 1 5.5416 IM au 2.2013 t= -6.10 p=. 001 r- . 577*" IM 2 








... ....................... p= 
001 
... _....... . . 
r- . 286 
time 3 . ........ .... ........................... 
IM 1 5.7626 IM 2 13.0843 t= -3.94 p=. 001 r= . 749** 
IM 1 5.7626 IM au 1.9451 t= -5.74 p=. 001 r= . 622** IM 2 13.0843 IM au 1.9451 t= 4.89 p= . 001 r . 442** 
x8 paired t-tests df=36 (table 8.89) 
table 8.24 Averaged script ratings 
mean mean t-value probability correlation 
time 1 1.1622 time 2 . 7838 4.22 p= . 001 . 823** time 2 . 7838 time 3 1.1892 -2.75 p= . 009 639** time 1 1.1622 time 3 1.1892 -. 27 p=. 786 
. 
. 850** x8 repeated measures paired t-tests: script rating time 1-2-3, df=36 (table 8.90) (section 4.4.7.5) 
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diagnostic ratio t-values for study 8 (time 1, time 2, time 3) 
study 8: t values (time 1) 
8 
6 









    
-8 
diagnostic ratios & autoratios 
(fig. 68) x8 t distribution DR DRau time 1 (y-axis =t value, x-axis =t tests) 
study 8: t values (time 2) 
8 
6 
t4     




  U 
  4  
-6   e 
-8 
diagnostic ratios & autoratios 
(fig 69) x8 t distribution DR DRau time 2 (y-axis =t value, x-axis =t tests) 
study 8: t values (time 3) 
8 
6 
t4     




   e -4 
-6 
-8 
diagnostic ratios & autoratios 
(fig. 70) x8 t distribution DR DRau time 3 (y-axis =t value, x-axis =t tests) 
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table 8.25 Averaged script ratings for time 2 (suppression instruction) 
time 2 
and time 3 (no suppression). 
time 3 t-value probability correlation 
both outgroups df = 36 
7838 1.1892 -2.75 p= . 009 . 639** 
skinheads df = 17 




Chinese women df = 18 
. 
8947 1.2105 -1.68 P=. 111 . 731 ** 
x8 repeated measures paired t-tests: script rating time 1- time 2, df=36 (table 8.91) (section 4.4.7.5) 
table 8.26 Averaged script ratings for time 1 (no suppression), time 2 
(suppression instruction) and time 3 (no suppression). 
time 1 time 2 time 3 model df=2 
1.1620 
. 
7838 1.1892 F= 7.81 P=. 001 
x8 repeated measures paired t-tests: script rating MANOVA time 1- time 2- time 3, df=36 (table 8.92) 
table 8.27 Averaged script ratings for time 1 (no suppression), time 2 
(suppression instruction) and time 3 (no suppression) by outgroup 
between Ss df=l within Ss df=2 mixed df=2 
time 1-3 outgroup time model 
F= 
. 17P=. 682 F= 7.74 p=. 001 F= . 33 p= . 718 
x8 repeated measures paired t-tests: script rating MANOVA time 1- time 2- time 3, df=36 (table 8.93) 
table 8.28 Averaged script ratings for time 1 (no suppression), time 2 
(suppression instruction) and time 3 (no suppression) by perspective 
between Ss df=l within Ss df=2 mixed df=2 
time 1-3 abstraction time model 
F= 
. 01 p=. 989 F= 14.78 p=. 001 F= 1.49 p=. 231 
x8 repeated measures paired t-tests: script rating MANOVA time 1- time 2- time 3, df=36 (table 8.94) 
table 8.29 Script ratings for time 2 (suppression instruction) and time 3 (no 
suppression instruction) by target outgroup. 
1 (skinheads) 2 (Chinese w. ) between ss Oneway: 
rating time 2 . 6667 . 8947 F= . 5294 p=. 4717 
rating time 3 1.1667 1.2105 F =. 0136 p=. 9077 
x8 repeated measures design: Oneway ANOVA effect of target outgroup df=1 (36) (table 8.98) 
table 8.30 Script ratings for time 2 (suppression instruction) and time 3 (no 
suppression instruction by perspective 
1 direct 2 abstraction between Ss Oneway: 
rating time 2 . 8696 . 6429 F =. 4919 p=. 4877 
rating time 3 1.1304 1.2857 F =. 1615 p=. 6902 
x8 repeated measures design: Oneway ANOVA effect of perspective df=1 (36) (table 8.102) (section 4.4.7.5) 
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table 8.31 Oneway ANOVA overall amount of content 
all content desirable content undesirable content 
during (3df- c2) (7df - cl) (7df - cl) 
time 1 DR 2+ F= 4.14p=. 0134 DR 1+/- F= 3.25 p=. 0096 DR 1+/- F= 3.67 p=. 0058 
DR 1- F= 2.50 p=. 0385 DR 1- F= 2.56 p=. 0345 
ES out ¬ F=23.10 p= . 0001 ES out F=17.16 p= . 0001 
ES gen F=18.47 P=. 0001 ES gen F=14.78 p= . 0001 
ES in F=15.89 p= . 0001 ES in F=13.85 p= . 
0001 
IM 1 F= 3.23p=. 0117 IM1i F= 3.82p=. 0046 








%cui - a. c, 
DR2+ 
ES out 
F= 5.96 p=. 0060 
F= 3.32 p=. 0480 ES out :: F=14.86 p= . 0001 
ES gen `: F=15.44 p=. 0001 
ES fr F=12.32 p= . 0001 
IM 1 F= 3.17p=. 0109 
IM au ý F= 3.51 p=. 0062 
............. ........................ ............................................................ (7df - c2) 
F= 5.96 p=. 0060 DR l +I- F= 3.52 p=. 0073 
F= 3.32 p=. 0480 DR 1- F= 3.03p=. 0160 
measures design: 
DR 2+/- F= 3.25p=. 0113 
DR 2- F= 2.60 P=. 0324 
ES out F=18.86 p= . 0001 
ES gen F1 1.49 p= . 0001 
ES in ': F=10.01 P=. 0001 
M1E F= 4.39p=. 0020 
IM 2 F= 3.69p=. 0057 
IM au : F= 5.76p=. 0003 
ANOVA effect of content proportions (df= 


















F= 2.43 p= . 0389 
F=18.95 p=. 0001 
F=17.20 p=. 0001 
F=12.14 p= . 0001 
F= 3.28p=. 0090 
F= 3.78p=. 0040 
F= 3.03p=. 0160 
F= 2.49 p= . 0388 
F= 2.85 p=. 0214 
F=19.58 p= . 0001 
F=11.35 p=. 0001 
F= 9.43p=. 0001 
F= 3.71 p=. 0055 
F= 3.57 p=. 0068 
F= 6.11 p=. 0002 
table 8.32 mixed within & between subjects design: 
target outgroup x perspective: 
repeated measures MANOVA main effect time and between subjects factor 
target outgroup: Ti - T2 - Ts by target outgroup (1 = skinheads, 2= Chinese 
women). by perspective (abstraction) (1 = direct, personal estimates, 2= 
abstracted estimates on behalf of the British public). 
mixed model df=2 (70) mixed model df=2 (70) 
DR 1 +1- F= . 28 P=. 755 ES out F= . 95 p= . 391 DR 1+ F= 1.56 p= . 217 ES gen F= . 39 P=. 676 DR 1- 
..... . ..... . 
F= 1.50 P=. 232 
.. _...................... ................................... . .. 
ES ing 
...................................... 
F= 1.84 p= . 168 ..... ..... ..... ... ........... ...... .... DR 2 +/ F= . 72 p= . 490 IM 1 
. ...... ... ... F= 1.. 14.. ..... 5... p=. 3325 
DR 2+ F= 1.70 p= . 190 IM 2 F= . 05 p=. 935 DR 2- F= 1.88 p= . 161 _ .............. _........ .. 
IM au 
-"--...... ---................... 
F= 2.39 p= . 099 DR au +/- : 52 P=. 594 . 594 F= - 
ý script ratings F= 1.26 p=. 292 
DR au + F= . 39 p= . 680 
DR au - F= . 41 P=. 666 
x8 repeated measures MANOVA mixed model (within Ss effects of time, between Ss effects of target outgroup & 
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